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Introduction 
The Centre for Civil Society was established at Durban’s University of KwaZulu-Natal in 
July 2001, with the mission of promoting the study of civil society as a legitimate, flourishing 
area of scholarly activity. Our two-dozen strong community at UKZN’s Howard College 
campus is comprised of academics and research officers, administrators, visiting scholars, 
and doctoral and masters students. Our home is the university’s renowned School of 
Development Studies, and our colleagues include more than 150 research grantees, research 
associates, community liaisons and other collaborators. Until 2004, Adam Habib was founder 
and director; in 2004 Vishnu Padayachee (also head of the School of Development Studies) 
took over as interim director when Adam took an executive post at the Human Sciences 
Research Council; and in October 2004 Patrick Bond moved from Wits and York 
Universities to become director. 
 The Centre is committed to independent critical scholarship. We serve as a research unit 
housing several major multi-year programmes whose staff are funded mainly from external 
resources, including (in 2004-05) the Ford Foundation, Mott Foundation, Atlantic 
Philanthropies, the Foundation for Human Rights, the Finnish Embassy, the SA-Netherlands 
Research Programme for Alternatives in Development, the Norwegian Research Council and 
the Open Society Initiative of Southern Africa.  
 In addition, the Centre’s staff work on self-directed research projects (e.g., Mandisa 
Mbali’s work on AIDS activism, featured in a Report below). The Centre’s services to the 
intellectual community include provision of research grants, and one of the six Reports (by 
Prishani Naidoo and Ahmed Veriava) in this volume was funded in this manner. We are also 
fortunate to have resources for Post-Doctoral fellowships, given to outstanding young 
academics working on projects of relevance to African civil society (Zoë Wilson’s Report in 
this volume is an exemplar). We also maintain collaborative relations with research 
associates (e.g., Gillian Hart, Sharad Chari and Michael Neocosmos) for whom we offer 
publishing and seminar outlets. 
 The Centre runs a popular website which contains over 2 000 articles, documents and 
images. The site receives an average of over 1 800 page impressions per working day. 
Research Reports contained in this volume – and the 27 preceding Reports - are available for 
free download (as .pdf files) from the website. This new format for the Centre’s Research 
Reports– which formerly were published as individual A4-size pamphlets - aims to make our 
work more durable and, in a sense, formal. We look forward to feedback, at ccs@ukzn.ac.za. 
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 To begin this volume, we are grateful for cutting-edge analysis of modern capitalism 
brought ‘home’ to South Africa – where some of it originated! - by a native Durban 
geographer based mainly at Berkeley, Gillian Hart. Hart weaves together spatio-temporal, 
political-economic, socio-cultural and critical ethnographic insights recently developed, 
amongst others, by Michael Perelman, David Harvey, Massimo DeAngelis and Michael 
Burawoy (a 2004 Harold Wolpe Trust Memorial Lecturer, from whom we borrow this 
volume’s title ‘from local processes to global forces’). The idea of ‘accumulation by 
dispossession’ – Harvey’s phrase, drawn from Rosa Luxemburg – has a great deal of 
resonance with South Africa’s history of ‘articulations of modes of production’ (to borrow 
Wolpe’s famous idea). Perhaps it is the responsibility of political economists working here to 
test whether ‘global apartheid’ – a concept regularly invoked by president Thabo Mbeki – 
follows the distinctive superexploitative logics of South Africa’s highly-gendered racial 
apartheid, so fraught with what Marx termed ‘primitive accumulation’. 
 Of course, as not only Hart but also Prishani Naidoo and Ahmed Veriava show, the 
dilemmas of opposing contemporary class apartheid – with all its racialised, gendered, 
ecological and geopolitical features - include conflicts over the sorts of analyses and 
discourses that can be most fruitfully invoked. For Hart, there are warnings about local-
global scale jumps emerging from the Mumbai slums, as debated by Arjun Appadurai and 
Swapna Bannerjee. On this difficult terrain, Hart’s own studies of land, including diverse 
South African appropriations of Zimbabwe’s experience, and municipal-scale struggles in the 
KwaZulu-Natal Midlands, are enormously rich. They lead her to call for ‘nonimperial 
geopolitical categories’ which in turn feed into ‘relational understandings of the production 
of space and scale’. These, she concludes, ‘are crucial for forcing attention to the mutually 
constitutive processes through which metropoles and (post)colonies make and remake one 
another.’ 
 The remaking of African nationalist politics and trade union values under neoliberalism, 
and the invention of new organisational forms mainly associated with the excluded multitude, 
animate Naidoo and Veriava. Their contribution to the Centre’s now voluminous set of 
‘social movement’ research studies is not only careful documentation of Johannesburg 
community politics since 2000, which is the bulk of the material presented in the Report. 
They also show us the merits of ‘praxis’, of being deeply involved in the social change 
movements from which they write. As former Wits University student activists (and as 
current UKZN School of Development Studies masters research students based at the Centre 
for Civil Society), they are acutely aware of university neoliberalism, which serves these 
authors as a means of introducing the ideological standpoints now dividing South Africa’s 
leftist social forces. The Report is the most detailed accounting yet of the conflict between 
trade union interests (often corporatist, tied to an alliance with the ruling party) and the 
chaotic rise of independent-left organisation and ideology.  
 Different themes on similar terrain – ‘rights-based’ advocates demanding increasing 
access to state resources – are considered by the Centre for Civil Society’s Mandisa Mbali. 
She uses the Treatment Action Campaign’s predecessors, origins and human rights 
discourses to help us understand and appreciate the complicated politics of 
gay/lesbian/bisexual advocacy and human rights rhetoric. Access to anti-retroviral medicines 
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has been one of the most difficult struggles in transitional South Africa. Because of TAC’s 
partial successes, which are still enormously important (e.g. breaking the logic of intellectual 
property rights, and forcing the president to authorise medicines he does not believe in), 
Mbali gives TAC leadership great credit. Still, as she recognises, the local processes which 
appear to have influenced global forces are not innocent of complications associated with 
strategies, tactics and alliances. Given TAC’s strong commitment to remain within the ruling 
party in politico-ideological terms, their success may not be replicable outside that model. 
These complications take us back to the formation of consciousness and identity, topics 
whose application to activists/strategists like Zackie Achmat and Edwin Cameron certainly 
deserve our rapt attention. 
 In a model of detailed political ethnography, Sharad Chari of the London School of 
Economics Department of Geography and the UKZN School of Development Studies returns 
to Hart’s theoretical challenges, as he takes up even more profound problems concerning the 
reproduction of the capitalist system and class, ethnic, racial and especially gender identity 
and struggle. Durban’s ‘Coloured’ and ‘Indian’ industrial neighbourhoods of Wentworth are 
his case study site. The research is a fitting tribute to the wealth of cultural experiences and 
social struggles that continue in that setting. With rigour, eloquence and a brilliant spotlight 
on the travails of daily life, he unravels social relations within and between gangs, labourers, 
anti-apartheid activists, contemporary red/green eco-justice movements, womens’ groups and 
especially semi-formal charismatic-religious organisations. He concludes by questioning why 
subaltern politics rely upon religion in ‘a community living next door to oil refineries, to 
stand in for a very different universal medium than money, to confront the degradations of 
commodification and incomplete decolonisation in contemporary South Africa’. 
 Moving then to macropolitical transitional arrangements within micro contexts, and to 
the Southern African region, some of the most challenging sites for civil society 
organisations are those bound up in ‘governance’, especially when they confront the 
‘democracy agenda’, as CCS post-doctoral scholar Zoë Wilson shows in her critique of the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). In studies of Botswana, Namibia and 
Tanzania, she gathers evidence suggesting that this agenda (unwittingly) creates fertile 
ground for authoritarian state/society relations. Wilson points out that while none of the 
evidence reviewed is necessary or sufficient to undermine optimism about the democracy 
agenda, nevertheless, the UNDP’s profound conceptual flaws may well result in interventions 
that will, first and foremost, empower the state apparatus and its elites. 
 Finally, University of Pretoria sociologist Michael Neocosmos draws many of the core 
themes above into a new engagement with orthodox political theory. He considers 
‘contradictions between neoliberalism and nationalism’ and the ‘often colonial character of 
liberal human rights discourse as it confronts “tradition” in Africa.’ This logic leads him to 
endorse ‘popular-democratic nationalisms’ as the ‘only perspectives capable of addressing 
issues of social justice in the interests of a majority,’ as distinct from the ‘statist-militaristic 
discourses’ bound up in patriarchy and neoliberalism which are so common in Southern 
Africa. Liberalism, Neocosmos insists, is simply not capable of making the leap to social 
justice. He reflects upon the ideas of Alain Badiou to unveil ‘the highly limited and limiting 
nature’ of liberal political thought: ‘[I]f the concern is to conceptualise a genuinely popular 
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form of democracy in which popular institutions are sovereign, in which politics is truly 
emancipatory, then an intellectual effort needs to be made to think politics in a different 
manner.’  

Neocosmos argues for an explicit recognition of ‘a popular or subaltern domain of 
politics beyond the immediate purview of the state…’, which is precisely the point of the 
Research Report series and indeed nearly all the work of the Centre for Civil Society. 
Whether these Reports and future publications of the Centre are up to the challenge, only you 
the reader – and civil societies, in all their diverse practices – can judge. 
 

Patrick Bond, Durban, February 2005 
For the CCS Publications Collective
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Zapiro’s geographies of anger  
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Introduction1 
In these commentaries drawn during September 2001, the South African cartoonist Zapiro 
captures contemporary geographies of empire with stunning precision and prescience. Seen 
in retrospect, the image of Bush and Sharon swaggering into space serves as a chilling 
reminder of the anger that erupted at the UN-sponsored World Conference Against Racism 
(WCAR) in Durban in the week before 9/11. On September 3 the US and Israel walked out of 
the conference to protest criticisms of Israel – including references in some conference 
documents to a new form of apartheid. Barely a month earlier, Colin Powell had threatened a 
US boycott of the WCAR unless the organizers removed references to Zionism as racism, as 
well as to slavery as a crime against humanity and related demands for reparations. Many 
saw the withdrawal as a convenient way for the US to circumvent these and other 
confrontations over racial injustice in its multiple manifestations. I recall vividly several 

                                                 
1 This Report was originally presented at the conference on ‘Creative Destruction: Area Knowledge & the New 
Geographies of Empire,’ Center for Place, Culture & Politics, City University of New York Graduate Center, New 
York, April 15-17 2004. The Centre for Civil Society is grateful especially to Neil Smith of CUNY for permission to 
make the material available to a South African audience in this form.  
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telephone conversations with colleagues in South Africa on Sunday September 9, in which 
they spoke of the incandescent rage directed at the US and Israel that had consumed the 
Durban conference. 
 Juxtapose, if you will, the ‘geographies of anger’ portrayed so vividly by Zapiro with 
another set of global images – those produced by Thomas P.M. Barnett, a professor of 
warfare analysis in the Naval War College in Newport, Rhode Island, advisor to Donald 
Rumsfeld’s Department of Defence, and author of ‘The Pentagon’s New Map’ (Esquire, 
March 2003) and a book by that title published in 2004.  
 
 
The Pentagon’s New Map’ 
 

 

 
 

Source: http://www.thomaspmbarnett.com/  
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The world according to Barnett is divided between the Functioning Core and the Non-
Integrating Gap, with a series of ‘seam states’ (including Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, 
Morocco, Algeria, Greece, Turkey, Pakistan, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines and 
Indonesia) that ‘lie along the Gap’s bloody boundaries’. Here, in Barnett’s words, is the logic 
of what Roberts, Secor and Sparke (2003) aptly term his ‘neoliberal geopolitics’: 
 
Show me where globalisation is thick with network connectivity, financial transactions, liberal media flows, and 
collective security, and I will show you regions featuring stable governments, rising standards of living, and more 
deaths by suicide than murder. These parts of the world I call the Functioning Core, or Core. But show me where 
globalisation is thinning or just plain absent, and I will show you regions plagued by politically repressive regimes, 
widespread poverty and disease, routine mass murder, and – most important – the chronic conflicts that incubate the 
next generation of terrorists. These parts of the world I call the Non-Integrating Gap or Gap. (Barnett 2003: 2) 
 
Barnett goes on to declare that ‘In many ways the September 11 attacks did the U.S. national-
security establishment a huge favor by pulling us back from the abstract planning of future 
high-tech wars against ‘near peers’ into the here-and-now threats of the global order. By 
doing so, the dividing lines between Core and Gap were highlighted, and more important, the 
nature of the threat environment was thrown into sharp relief’ (2003: 10). 
 In short ‘disconnectedness defines danger’ and, we are told in another set of italics, ‘A 
country’s potential to warrant a U.S. military response is inversely related to its 
globalisation connectivity’ (Barnett 2003: 5). The Non-Integrating Gap must, quite literally, 
be bombarded into embracing Western liberal democracy and market capitalism. So direct, 
salient, and prescient is Zapiro’s cartoon of September 28 2001 that one is led to wonder 
whether he had privileged access to these savage Pentagon cartographies. 
 In a series of recent articles and a brilliant forthcoming book entitled Hyphen-Nation-
States, Matthew Sparke underscores the crucial importance of grasping how resurgent 
imperialism works in conjunction with neoliberal globalisation, and with related 
representations of a smooth, decentred globe and a ‘space of flows.’ Indeed, he observes, 
Thomas Friedman (1999) and Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (2000) deploy remarkably 
similar images of smoothed global space – an imagery that not only downplays American 
dominance, but is partially enabling of the very asymmetries it obscures (Sparke 2003: 385). 
There are important resonances, he notes, with representations of space by American leaders 
in the first half of the 20th century (Sparke, forthcoming). In American Empire, Neil Smith 
shows how these leaders viewed their post-colonial imperium as a ‘quintessentially liberal 
victory over geography’ and how ‘this deracination of geography in the globalist vision 
abetted a broad ideological self-justification for American Empire’ (Smith 2003: xvii). A 
distinctive feature of the current conjuncture is how the Iraq war was legitimised by Pentagon 
officials as completely congruent with a neoliberal (and thus supposedly non-imperial) 
project of networking and more fully integrating the globe (Roberts, Secor and Sparke 2003). 
 Geographers have, of course, long been complicit with imperial projects. Yet 
conceptions of space (or space-time) and scale as actively produced through everyday 
practices that are simultaneously material and meaningful can do vitally important critical 
work in illuminating the exercise of imperial power. Such conceptions are also crucial to the 
closely related project of a critical rethinking of area studies. In staking this broad claim, I am 
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not seeking to demarcate and elevate a disciplinary terrain occupied by a rather small subset 
of geographers. In fact, some of the most insightful deployments of critical conceptions of 
spatiality that are directly relevant to rethinking area studies have come from beyond 
geography. 
 For example, anthropologist Fernando Coronil extends Lefebvre’s (1991 [1974]) 
insistence on the importance of a relatively neglected theme in Marx’s writings – his 
explication of the ‘trinity formula’ in Volume III of Capital that includes the 
commodification of land/nature along with labour and capital: 
 
A perspective that recognises the triadic dialectic among labour, capital, and land leads to a fuller understanding of 
the economic, cultural and political processes entailed in the mutual constitution of Europe and its colonies, 
processes that continue to define the relation between postcolonial and imperial states. It helps to specify the 
operations through which Europe’s colonies, first in America and then in Africa and Asia, provided it with cultural 
and material resources with which it fashioned itself as the standard of humanity – the bearer of a superior religion, 
reason, and civilisation embodied in European selves. (Coronil 2000: 357; see also Coronil 1996). Coronil is seeking 
to do for Lefebvre what Stoler (1995) does for Foucault – directing attention from a predominantly European focus 
to the mutually constitutive processes, practices, and forms of power through which metropoles and (post)colonies 
make and remake one another.2 
 
As I have suggested elsewhere (Hart 2004a), in building on Lefebvre’s concepts of spatiality 
Coronil also moves postcolonial debates beyond Chakrabarty’s (2000) critique of historicism 
through which ‘non-Western’ societies are consigned to the waiting-room of a linear 
narrative of history. In contesting teleological accounts, Chakrabarty posits ‘two histories of 
capital’ through which diverse ways of human belonging (History 2) constantly modify and 
interrupt the totalising thrust of the logic of capital (History 1), but are never subsumed by it: 
‘capital is a provisional compromise, made up of History 1 modified by somebody’s History 
2’ (Chakrabarty 2000: 70). The key limits of this sort of formulation – and of related 
neoWeberian notions of ‘multiple capitalisms’ as well as ‘alternative modernities’ (Gaonkar 
2001) – lie in their abstraction from processes of interconnection. Precisely what is so 
important about critical conceptions of spatiality is their insistent focus on relational 
understandings of the production of space and scale, and the inseparability of meaning and 
practice. In so doing, they provide a means for grappling with the divergent but increasingly 
interconnected trajectories of socio-spatial change that are actively constitutive of processes 
of ‘globalisation.’ 
 My purpose in this essay is to contribute two related arguments to efforts to rethink area 
studies in the moment of danger in which we find ourselves. At a broadly methodological 
level, I want to underscore the importance of critical ethnography and strategies of what I call 
relational comparison. Such ethnographies are not accounts of ‘local’ variations or instances 
of a ‘global’ process. Nor are they case studies of the impact of globalisation, imperialism, or 
any other set of inexorable, pre-given forces. Nor do they simply represent methods for the 
detailed production of area knowledge. Instead, critical ethnographies offer vantage points 
for generating new understandings by illuminating power-laden processes of constitution, 
connection, and dis-connection, along with slippages, openings, and contradictions, and 
                                                 
2 See also Cooper and Stoler (1997) and Cooper (2001). 
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possibilities for alliance within and across different spatial scales. Critical ethnography and 
relational comparison share close political and analytical affinities with sociologist Michael 
Burawoy’s (2000) project of global ethnography. Yet I want to suggest how an explicit 
deployment of critical conceptions of spatiality can extend and enrich global ethnography. 
 More concretely, I draw on my ethnographic research in two sites in South Africa that 
are closely connected with East Asia to engage with recent discussions of what Marx dubbed 
‘so-called primitive accumulation.’3 In an important but little recognised book entitled The 
Invention of Capitalism (2000), Michael Perelman calls attention to a deep tension within 
Marx’s critique of Smith and other classical political economists. On the one hand Marx 
insisted on an historically (and geographically) grounded account in which colonial conquest, 
plunder, and slavery in Africa, Asia, and the Americas were central to ‘classic’ English 
primitive accumulation that he took as the focus of his own historical account. Yet his 
analytical focus in Volume I of Capital was on the ‘silent compulsion’ of economic relations, 
rather than on crude methods of primitive accumulation: ‘Marx did not want his readers to 
conclude that the ills of society resulted from unjust actions that were unrelated to the ills of a 
market society’ (Perelman 2000: 30). There is a vitally important distinction, Perelman 
reminds us, between primitive accumulation construed as an event that can be relegated to a 
precapitalist past, as opposed to an ongoing process. This latter understanding, he argues, 
compels attention to the gendered relations and conditions of unwaged work – what Mitchell, 
Marston and Katz (2004) call ‘life’s work’ – through which the labour force is produced and 
renewed on a daily basis. 
 Engaging with an unpublished version of Perelman’s text, Massimo De Angelis (1999; 
see also De Angelis 2001; 2004) maintains that Marx’s theory of primitive accumulation 
encompasses both an historical element (the ex novo separation of producers from the means 
of production), and an element of continuity even in ‘mature’ capitalist economies. The 
persistence of primitive accumulation, he suggests, is usefully understood through Karl 
Polanyi’s (1944 [2001]) concept of the ‘double movement’.4 For De Angelis, primitive 
accumulation as an ongoing process derives from strategies to take apart those institutions 
that protect society from the market, and the associated struggles between capital and labour. 

                                                 
3 In using the term ‘so-called’ to preface primitive accumulation, Marx was deliberately distancing himself from 
Adam Smith’s naturalised account of the accumulation of landed property by capital as ‘previous’ to the division of 
labour. Perelman (2000: 25) notes that Marx translated Smith’s word ‘previous’ as ‘ursprünglich,’ which Marx’s 
English translators in turn rendered as ‘primitive’ – but which in German is far closer to Smith’s neutral language. 
So-called primitive accumulation plays about the same role in political economy as original sin in theology, Marx 
remarked – an anecdote of the past that is supposed to explain its origin. What the early political economists 
portrayed as the ‘eternal laws of Nature’ of the capitalist mode of production – the transformation of the mass of the 
population into the ‘free labouring poor’ – were in practice established through concrete historical processes of 
expropriation in which ‘capital comes dripping from head to foot, from every pore, with blood and dirt’ (1954: 712). 
Further, Marx insisted, ‘The history of this expropriation, in different countries, assumes different aspects and runs 
through its various phases in different orders of succession, and at different periods’ (1954: 669–670). 
4 Although this formulation is actually somewhat at odds with Polanyi’s arguments, it opens up interesting 
possibilities that I discuss more fully in Hart (2004b). 
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His intervention contributes to understandings of neoliberal capitalism as a form of ‘new 
enclosures’ aimed at dismantling the social commons created in the post-war period.5 
 In The New Imperialism (2003), David Harvey attributes the rise of the neoliberal project 
to chronic problems of over-accumulation since the early 1970s. Drawing on Rosa 
Luxemburg he distinguishes between expanded reproduction and accumulation through 
dispossession, and argues that the latter has become the dominant form of accumulation: 
‘Accumulation by dispossession re-emerged from the shadowy position it had held prior to 
1970 to become a major feature within the capitalist logic… On the one hand the release of 
low-cost assets [though privatisation] provided vast fields for the absorption of surplus 
capitals. On the other, it provided a means to visit the costs of devaluation of surplus capitals 
upon the weakest and most vulnerable territories and populations’ (2003: 184-5). Finance 
capital and institutions of credit backed by state powers constitute the ‘umbilical cord’ that 
ties together expanded reproduction and accumulation by dispossession. 
 A key shortcoming of orthodox left politics, Harvey maintains, has been its single-
minded focus on proletarian struggles at the point of production, and its neglect of the 
extraordinary array of struggles unleashed by accumulation through dispossession – struggles 
over displacement, privatisation of water, electricity and other services, depredations of 
nature, biopiracy, and so forth. The key political challenge is to forge connections between 
these two forms of struggle – a prospect about which Harvey is sanguine, in light of 
widespread recognition of the crucial role of financial arrangements in linking expanded 
reproduction and accumulation through dispossession: ‘With the core of the problem so 
clearly recognised, it should be possible to build outwards into a broader politics of creative 
destruction mobilised against the dominant regime of neoliberal imperialism foisted upon the 
world by the hegemonic capitalist powers’ (2003: 180). 
 What seems so compelling about the idea of primitive accumulation (or accumulation by 
dispossession) as ongoing process is its potential to illuminate connections – as De Angelis 
(2001: 20) puts it, the continuous character of enclosures makes clear how ‘peoples of the 
North, East and South are facing possibly phenomenally different but substantially similar 
strategies of separation from the means of existence.’ There is, however, a key difference 
between the ‘new enclosures’ formulation and Harvey’s analysis. While Harvey foregrounds 
tendencies to over-accumulation, De Angelis and others in the ‘new enclosures’ school place 
primary emphasis on working class struggles.6 
 Yet neither formulation can really come to grips with the ongoing fragmentation of the 
multiple struggles unleashed by neoliberal forms of capitalism, such as those that have 
erupted in post-apartheid South Africa. While it may be useful, as De Angelis suggests, to 
understand the continuous character of enclosures in terms of a Polanyian double movement, 
this is only a first step. Likewise, while there may be dialectical interconnections between the 
categories that Harvey identifies as expanded reproduction and accumulation by 

                                                 
5 See for example the set of articles in The Commoner (no. 2, September 2001) (www.thecommoner.org), as well as 
the debate between Zarembka and Bonefield in The Commoner of March 2002. 
6 Various issues of The Commoner make clear the relationship of ‘new enclosures’ to autonomist Marxism. 
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dispossession, these categories and their interconnections operate at quite a high level of 
abstraction. 
 Given the potential political significance of recognising primitive accumulation as an 
ongoing process, there is a pressing need for more concrete levels of specification – not just 
in the sense of descriptive empirical detail, but concrete concepts that are adequate to the 
complexity with which they are seeking to grapple. The material ‘facts’ of dispossession are 
as important as their meanings – and they must be understood together in terms of multiple 
historical/geographical determinations, connections, and articulations.7 
 Let me start with the first Zapiro cartoon, and with the expressions of anger over 
histories, memories, and meanings of racialised dispossession that erupted at the Durban 
conference. By taking the WCAR as my point of departure, I am not making the claim that it 
constituted some sort of microcosm of the ‘global’ tensions that literally exploded the 
following week – this was not, in other words, a latter-day version of Clifford Geertz’s 
Balinese cockfight. Instead, I suggest that we envision the WCAR as a moment when 
multiple and multiply-scaled forces came into conjuncture (and disjuncture) with one another 
in ways that speak directly to creative destruction on the ground, as well as to what might be 
entailed in a critical rethinking of area knowledges. 
 
Post-apartheid fault lines 
If the UN’s vision of the WCAR as a polite exercise in global liberalism exploded in Durban, 
so too did the ambitions of the leadership of the African National Congress (ANC) to 
showcase the accomplishments of the Rainbow Nation. In fact, Durban became the site of 
strident opposition to the ANC’s version of homegrown neoliberalism, hosting massive 
marches of the sort not seen since the bad old days of apartheid. 
 An extremely significant land occupation helped to catalyze the oppositional movements 
that burst on to the international stage at the WCAR, severely embarrassing the ANC 
government. In early July 2001 the Pan African Congress ‘sold’ tiny plots carved from 
Bredell farm, a barren patch of land between Johannesburg and Pretoria, for R25 
(approximately $3) to thousands of hopeful settlers who immediately started erecting 
ramshackle shelters. The occupation provoked a national uproar in which spectres of 
Zimbabwe were widely invoked, and the ANC government moved swiftly to evict the 
settlers. Television broadcasts carried images, eerily reminiscent of the apartheid era, 
showing heavily armed police – supported by the hated and feared East Rand Dog Unit – 
pushing people into armoured vehicles, while many who had evaded arrest declared their 
defiance of the state. Other vivid images include Housing Minister Sankie Mthembi-
Mahanyele beating a hasty retreat in her Mercedes Benz as angry settlers shouted ‘hamba! 

                                                 
7 I am using the term ‘articulation’ here in the sense laid out by Stuart Hall, who extended the concept of articulation 
along Gramscian lines to include not only the joining together of diverse elements in the constitution of societies 
structured in dominance, but also the production of meaning through practice: ‘By the term ‘articulation’, I mean a 
connection or link which … requires particular conditions of existence to appear at all, which has to be positively 
sustained by specific processes, which is not ‘eternal’ but has constantly to be renewed, which can under some 
circumstances be overthrown, leading to the old linkages being dissolved and new connections – re-articulations – 
being forged’ (Hall 1985: 113-114) 
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hamba!’ (go away); Land Affairs Minister Thoko Didiza declaring on television that ‘when 
foreign investors see a decisive government acting in the way we are acting, it sends the 
message that the government won’t tolerate such acts from whomever’; and Didiza 
proclaiming that ‘these people must go back to where they came from’. At that point, ‘Red 
Ants’ (workers in red overalls employed by a company to which the removals were 
outsourced) ripped apart the rudimentary shelters. 
 True to form, in the Mail and Guardian of July 7 2001, the inimitable Zapiro offered 
scathing commentary on this hegemonic crisis of the post-apartheid state. 
 

 
 
Although protests over the evictions were quickly contained, the moral fall-out reverberated 
powerfully through South African society. Bredell represented a dramatic conjunctural 
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moment, exposing the cracks and fissures that have accompanied what John Saul (2000) calls 
the ANC’s efforts to build its hegemonic project on the altar of the marketplace. Most 
immediately Bredell shone the spotlight of attention on the fierce extremes of wealth and 
poverty that appear to have intensified in the 1990s, despite a degree of deracialisation in the 
upper reaches of the income distribution.8 By chance – but very significantly – the day before 
the Bredell occupation began, a coalition comprising Cosatu (the Congress of South African 
Trade Unions), the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), and a number of churches issued a 
press release calling for a universal Basic Income Grant (BIG) of R100 a month.9 In 
November 2001, TAC issued the ‘Bredell Consensus Statement on the Imperative to expand 
access to Anti-Retroviral Medicines for Adults and Children with HIV/AIDS in South 
Africa.’ 
 While Bredell was about far more than access to land, it exposed ‘the land question’ as a 
particularly vulnerable flank in the ANC’s armory of state. Less than two weeks after the 
Bredell evictions, on July 23-24 2001, the Landless People’s Movement (LPM) was launched 
in Johannesburg to protest the snail’s pace of land reform, and its framing in terms of a 
‘willing buyer, willing seller’ model. 10 The LPM was established under the auspices of the 
National Land Committee (NLC) – an umbrella organisation of NGOs, with affiliates in each 
of the provinces, set up since late 1970s to oppose forced removals. After 1994 a number of 
land activists moved from NGOs into government, at the same time that NGOs affiliated with 
the NLC were conscripted into playing an increasingly state-like role in the countryside, 
implementing government policies (James 2002). Their growing frustration with what were 
widely seen as deeply flawed policies of land reform was one of the factors feeding into the 
formation of the LPM.11 Another was the anger of black tenants over ongoing abuses on 
white-owned farms despite the Extension of Security of Tenure Act which, some critics 

                                                 
8 For a summary of evidence on increasing poverty and inequality, see Nattrass and Seekings (2002). In November 
2002, Statistics SA released figures suggesting a decline in income of the poorest 50% of the population between 
1995 and 2000 (Smith 2002: 1). Other Stats SA research suggests that the havoc wrought by unemployment and its 
associated drop in incomes was somewhat assuaged by R53-billion pumped into poor communities in the form of 
housing, electricity and water. In other words, asset poverty declined while income poverty increased. Yet, as critics 
point out, principles of cost recovery discussed below undermine these claims (see references in footnote 12). 
9 The BIG coalition grounded its demand in the report of the Commission of Inquiry into a Comprehensive Social 
Security System chaired by Vivian Taylor, which estimated that nearly 14 million people in the 40% of poorest 
households (approximately 20 million people) do not qualify for any social security transfers. The Coalition 
estimated that the BIG would close the poverty gap by more than 80%, and that the net cost would be R20-25 billion 
annually, with the majority of the cost recovered through progressive taxation. 
10 For more on the Landless People’s Movement, see Greenberg (2002; 2004) and Mngxitama (2002). 
11 At the time of Bredell, land redistribution had effectively come to a halt. Soon after assuming office in 1999, 
Didiza placed a moratorium on the main land redistribution initiative of the previous administration – the Settlement 
and Land Acquisition Grant (SLAG), through which households earning less than R1500 a month were eligible for a 
grant of R15000 (later increased to R16000) that they could use to purchase land on a willing buyer-willing seller 
basis. In 2000, the Department of Land Affairs proposed a new programme entitled Land Reform for Agricultural 
Development (LRAD) – the clear intent of which is to promote the development of a class of full-time black 
commercial farmers. LRAD only came online at the end of 2001, fully two years after the SLAG had been put on 
hold, and in the context of a rising clamour for land. Essentially, LRAD ties land redistribution to the agenda of the 
national Department of Agriculture at a time when South African agriculture has one of the lowest levels of state 
protection in the world (Walker 2001). 
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alleged, simply instructed white farmers on how to go about evicting tenants. Events in 
Zimbabwe also helped to propel the formation of the LPM, as did connections with the 
Brazilian Landless Workers’ Movement (MST) and Via Campesina.12 
 Bredell also turned the spotlight of attention on urban-based movements opposing the 
rising costs of basic services – mainly water and electricity – along with widespread cutoffs 
of these services for those who fail to pay, as well as evictions from township housing for 
rent arrears. At stake in these struggles are neoliberal principles of cost recovery through 
which township residents frequently pay higher rates for services than those living in well-
resourced former ‘white’ areas.13 Based primarily in the main metropolitan centres, these 
movements – loosely grouped into the Social Movements Indaba – include the Soweto 
Electricity Crisis Committee (SECC), the Concerned Citizens Forum in certain townships in 
Durban metropolitan region, and the Anti-Eviction Campaign in Cape Town.14 Directed most 
immediately against the institutions of local government these urban movements are, as 
Leonard Gentle (2002:18) has observed ‘defensive struggles against the immediate oppressor 
– the local government functionary cutting off their water, evicting workers from their houses 
or suspending electricity connections.’ 
 The WCAR protests were a rehearsal for an even larger collective expression of anti-
neoliberal sentiment. Almost exactly a year later, the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg became another staging ground for highly visible 
protests, culminating in a spectacular and symbol-laden march by a large group of 
oppositional movements and their supporters under the banner of the ‘Social Movement 
Indaba’ from the slums of Alexandra township to the obscenely commodified citadel of 
Sandton. 
 Much of the left commentary following the WSSD march was strongly celebratory.15 
Yet in retrospect it has become clear that the movements are deeply fractured – and quite far 
from constituting a counter-hegemonic pole, as some had claimed at the time of the marches. 
There is, as Greenberg (2002) has pointed out, a paradox of growing grassroots opposition 

                                                 
12 For more on these movements and the relationships among them, see the Land Action Research Network 
(http://www.landaction.org). 
13 See McDonald and Pape (2002), Ngwane (2003) and Bond (2004). 
14 Dissatisfaction around these issues had been simmering since at least 1997, erupting in sporadic protests in 
different regions. According to Pape and McDonald (2002:7), ‘The Anti-Privatisation Forum (APF) began in 
Johannesburg as a response to the iGoli plan. Originally it included Cosatu, several of its affiliates, a number of 
community-based structures and a range of left-wing political organisations. In Johannesburg, Cosatu eventually 
pulled out of the APF because of conflict with other organisations. In 2000 and 2001, APFs were formed in other 
municipalities. In late 2001 a national meeting of the APFs was held to develop a national programme of action. 
While Cosatu is not active in most of the APFs, SAMWU, a leading Cosatu affiliate, has taken a resolution to form 
APFs and has participated extensively in their development in most areas.’ 
15 Indymedia South Africa, for example, proclaimed that ‘August 31 2002 will go down in history as the beginning 
of a new movement in South Africa and the world – a movement that asserts the power of people over delegated 
leaders and representatives in government, NGOs, political parties and the bureaucratised trade union movement; the 
power of people over profits and the interests of the rich; the power of collective, democratic action in the creation of 
another world outside of capitalism.’ (Indymedia South Africa, August 31, 2002) 
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and militant action, along with a sharpening of divisions within and among movements, and 
growing tensions in relations with NGOs.16 
 Some of these tensions were, in fact, quite evident at the time of the WSSD, when the 
LPM bussed in some 5000 people from all corners of the country to participate in a ‘Week of 
the Landless’ at Shareworld, a derelict theme park on the outskirts of Soweto. What 
Shareworld made clear was the extraordinary array of interests and agendas yoked together 
under the LPM’s banner of ‘Land, Food, Jobs!’ Participants defining themselves as ‘the 
landless’ included not only farm labourers and tenants, but also chiefs, school teachers and 
other professionals, disgruntled restitution claimants, and a number of residents of informal 
settlements in the Gauteng area – some of whom came into fairly explosive conflict with one 
another, and with NGO representatives, over the course of the week. Tensions between the 
LPM and the APF also sprang into public view during the Social Movements Indaba march, 
when sharp debate erupted over the LPM’s support for Mugabe.17 Since then, other divisions 
have emerged within and between NGOs and oppositional movements.18 Within and between 
movements, there is also intense and ongoing debate between those who advocate direct 
action, rejecting what they see as a dangerous and outdated vanguardism, and those who 
maintain the necessity of engagement with different levels of the state.19 
 The chasm between these ‘new’ social movements and the ‘old’ left of the ANC 
Alliance – Cosatu (Congress of South African Trade Unions) and the South African 
Communist Party – is even wider. In his commentary on the absence of any participation of 
traditional formations of the working class in rural and urban movements, Leonard Gentle 
(2002: 19) points to the trade union movement’s failure to come to grips with the 
recomposition of the working class towards higher unemployment, increased informalisation, 
changing male-female ratios, and the emergence of what he calls a new urban-rural 
commuter status. He goes on to suggest that struggles around landlessness, evictions, and 
electricity and water cutoffs offer opportunities for the labour movement ‘to experiment with 
                                                 
16 See, for example, how Ashwin Desai’s celebratory account of oppositional movements in The Poors of South 
Africa (2002) has given way to the far more circumspect observation in a recent article that these movements 
confront the danger of ‘remaining localised, particularistic, and single-issue focused’ (2003). 
17 In a sympathetic but critical overview of the state of the LPM in the second half of 2002, Stephen Greenberg 
noted in the context of the LPM’s support for Mugabe that ‘The failure of the LPM to distinguish between a mass-
based land occupation movement and the desperate measures of a repressive nationalist government in crisis has 
created an obstacle to more thoroughgoing unity between the landless and the urban grassroots movements. In 
appearance, even if not in reality, the landless movement is perceived as unconcerned about democratic and worker 
rights. Uncritical support for Zanu-PF and the Zimbabwean state suggests ideological contradiction and haziness in 
the landless movement’ (Greenberg 2002: 8). 
18 Conflicts among different NGO activists in the NLC and its affiliates over the form and direction of the LPM 
intensified in the period following the WSSD, and in July 2003 some affiliates succeeded in ousting the director of 
the NLC. Deborah James has pointed to the tension-ridden conditions in which land NGOS find themselves: ‘On the 
one hand, the land NGOs see their role as one of challenging the state, moving it beyond what has come to be seen 
as its narrow, even Thatcherite, focus on the entrenching and restoring of property rights. On the other, however, 
much as these activists may want to commit themselves primarily to championing the informal rights of the poor, 
they are compelled by the insistent demands of their many constitutents, and by financial considerations, to play a 
supportive role to the Department of Land Affairs in its implementing of the land reform programme’ (James 2002: 
15). 
19 See, for example, Ngwane (2003). 
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new forms of organisation that are more conducive to organising the unemployed and 
retrenched workers or casual workers and workers in the informal sector. Their ‘site of 
struggle’ is not so much the regular workplace, but somewhere between the workplace and 
the township’ (ibid.). Yet to date this promise remains radically unfulfilled. 
 The embattled position in which Cosatu finds itself derives not only from the sharp 
contraction of relatively secure industrial jobs associated with capitalist restructuring, but 
also the shift of leadership into government after 1994, and the compromises imposed by 
Cosatu’s incorporation within the ANC Alliance.20 These dilemmas sharpened dramatically 
in the period following the WSSD when senior ANC government officials launched 
concerted attacks on the ‘ultra-left’, excoriating the ‘anti-neoliberal coalition’ and accusing it 
of acting in alliance with ‘real neoliberals’ (i.e. the predominantly white Democratic Party) 
and foreign elements hostile to the national democratic revolution.21 In the context of the 
2004 elections the ANC has assumed the mantle of a conservative social democracy that 
incorporates some remarkably retro developmentalist rhetoric of a ‘first’ and ‘second’ 
economy.22 At the same time the election also made clear that, while support for the ANC has 
diminished, it continues to command considerable hegemonic power. 
 In short, the rise of oppositional movements demanding redistribution and 
decommodification of land, water, electricity, anti-retroviral drugs, and so forth exemplify 
precisely what Harvey (2003) defines as the struggles unleashed by accumulation through 
dispossession. Yet the tensions that have accompanied their emergence in relation to one 
another and to organised labour make clear that their coherence in practice is far from 
assured. 
 Accumulation through dispossession may be a useful first step in highlighting the 
depredations wrought by neoliberal forms of capital, but it needs to be infused with concrete 
understandings of specific histories, memories, meanings of dispossession. To be grasped as 
an ongoing process, dispossession also needs to be rendered historically and geographically 
specific, as well as interconnected – and these specificities and connections can do political 
as well as analytical work. Drawing on my research on Taiwanese industrialists in South 
Africa, and on sharply divergent political dynamics in two structurally similar sites in the 
province of KwaZulu-Natal, I shall now try to suggest in broad outline how critical 
ethnography and relational comparison can help to illuminate such understandings in a way 
that might contribute to forging connections across diverse but interrelated arenas of struggle. 
 
Denaturalising dispossession 
While dispossession is clearly about far more than land, any effort to grapple with questions 
of dispossession as an ongoing process in South Africa has to start with what is widely 

                                                 
20 See Buhlungu (2002) for a useful analysis of the position of organised labour. 
21 In September 2002, the Political Education Unit of the ANC issued a document entitled ‘Contribution to the 
NEC/NWC Response to the ‘Cronin Interviews’ on the Issue of Neoliberalism’. See also Dumisani Makhaye (2002) 
‘Left Factionalism and the NDR: The ANC must respond to professionals of the ‘left’’ 
(http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/anctodya/docs/atsup021129.htm); and Jabu Moleketi and Josiah Jele (2002) with the 
response by David Masondo (2002). 
22 I discuss these shifts at greater length in Hart (2004b).  
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known as ‘the land question.’ In the liberation movement and South African society more 
generally, invocations of the ‘land question’ – a term that conjures up how the forces of 
colonialism and apartheid robbed black South Africans of 87 percent of their land and packed 
them into reserves or bantustans in the remaining 13 percent – continue to carry tremendous 
symbolic and moral force (Walker 2000). Yet in practice, ‘the land question’ has increasingly 
become defined in terms of the ‘willing buyer, willing seller’ and radically under-funded land 
reform program that helped to propel the formation of the Landless People’s Movement. 
Narrowly focused on agriculture and ‘the rural,’ the main thrust of land redistribution policies 
is the formation of a black commercial farming class at a moment when South African 
agriculture has one of the lowest levels of state protection in the world. 
 Historically, the mainly urban-based liberation movement has paid comparatively little 
attention to agrarian issues or to linking rural with urban struggles.23 There are, indeed, 
important exceptions to this general tendency.24 By and large, however, many activists and 
intellectuals have taken for granted the vanguard role of the urban industrial working class in 
paving the way towards socialism. Thus, for example, at the height of apartheid-era 
dispossession from the land in the 1970s, many on the left insisted that forced removals and 
farm evictions should be understood in terms of ‘economics’ rather than ‘politics.’ The fear 
was that attributing the brutality of racialised dispossession to apartheid instead of to 
capitalism would detract from an understanding of capitalist dynamics, and undermine the 
possibilities for a socialist future driven by the urban working class. 
 The result, however, has been a tendency to regard dispossession from the land as a 
‘natural’ precursor of industrial development, urbanisation, and capital accumulation. In this 
widely-held view, South Africa is a modernising, predominantly urban industrial economy at 
an earlier stage of development in a linear progression that was followed by Western Europe 
and North America. These tendencies were reinforced in the early post-apartheid period 
when influential intellectuals in the labour movement made extravagant claims about how 
South Africa was to follow a ‘high road’ of industrial development along the lines of the so-
called ‘Third Italy.’ 
 In calling the natural status of dispossession into question and suggesting its 
contemporary salience as an ongoing process, I draw on a seemingly unlikely source: the 
movement of small-scale Taiwanese capitalists into peripheral regions of South Africa, many 
of which were the major sites of apartheid-era dispossession and displacement (Hart 2002). 
Starting in the early 1980s, the apartheid state offered huge subsidies to industrialists to move 
to areas within or closely adjacent to huge relocation townships in patches of land defined as 

                                                 
23 In an illuminating account of a workshop organised by ANC activists in Lusaka, Zambia in February 1990 to 
discuss future of land and agrarian policy, Heinz Klug – a member of the ANC’s Land Commission established at 
that workshop – subsequently observed that ‘. . all the participants . . . seemed to assume that nationalisation of 
existing land holdings, given a history of dispossession and the vast inequalities in land holdings between black and 
white, would be high on the agenda of an ANC government. This shared assumption was based in no small part on 
our commitment to the 1955 Freedom Charter . . . Despite our assumptions and the liberation movement’s general 
rhetoric on the ‘Land Question,’ activists at the workshop had a realistic view of the low priority rural issues had on 
the mainly urban-based ANC’s political agenda in the late 1980s’ (Klug 2000: 124–125).  
24 See Drew (1996) for a useful account of political debates over ‘the agrarian question’ in South Africa.  
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part of the bantustans, many of them within 15-20km of former white towns like Ladysmith 
and Newcastle where I conducted research between 1994 and 2001. At precisely that 
moment, large numbers of industrialists came under enormous pressure to leave Taiwan, 
driven out by rising wages, rents, and escalating exchange rates – conditions created by the 
stunning pace of their own industrialisation and export drive. During the 1980s well over 300 
Taiwanese factory owners moved to these densely-settled racialised spaces in the South 
African countryside, bringing with them not only equipment and labour-intensive production 
techniques that were rapidly becoming obsolete in Taiwan, but also a set of labour practices 
that proved socially explosive. Yet the processes from which they have emerged are highly 
illuminating, because they force us to rethink taken-for-granted categories. 
 These Taiwanese industrialists are the product of redistributive land reforms in the late 
1940s and early 1950s that broke the power of the landlord class, transformed agrarian 
relations, and helped create the conditions for the emergence of a large class of peasant-
industrialists. Land reforms in Taiwan, as well as in Japan and South Korea, were backed and 
funded by the US, and aimed at circumventing peasant insurgence through which Mao 
Zedong had swept to power in Mainland China.25 
 As I argue in much greater detail in my book (Hart 2002), an unintended consequence of 
East Asian land reforms is that they operated in effect as a social wage underwriting the 
massive mobilisation of industrial labour in Taiwan. Similarly much of the spectacular 
growth of industrial production in Mainland China since the early 1980s has taken place in 
villages and small towns, and was preceded by relatively egalitarian redistribution of land 
rights among (although not within) households. While the specific forms of industrial 
accumulation – including, very importantly, their inflection through idioms and relations of 
gender and kinship – have been varied in different regions, the close connections between 
agrarian redistribution and industrial expansion are pervasive. In other words, some of the 
most rapid industrialisation in the last part of the 20th century has taken place without 
dispossession from the land – indeed, quite the opposite.26 Driven in part by Mao’s 
mobilisation of the Chinese peasantry, these distinctively ‘non-Western’ trajectories have 
played a central role in shaping the conditions of global competition and tendencies towards 
over-accumulation. 
 Seen in relationship to South Africa, these East Asian trajectories offer a powerful means 
for rendering dispossession peculiar, and for clarifying how it operates as an ongoing process 
that continues to shape the material conditions of reproduction of labour power. Most 
immediately, East Asian connections turn the South African reserve subsidy thesis on its 
head. In his pathbreaking 1972 article, Harold Wolpe recognised that the capacity of the 

                                                 
25 Fresh from their defeat by Mao’s peasant army, the Guomindang nationalists who fled to Taiwan in the late 1940s 
were determined to pre-empt any sort of rural opposition or uprising. Following the onset of the Korean War in 
1950, the Guomindang received substantial support from the US; American advisors (who had just pushed through a 
land reform in Japan) supplied experts, advice, and funds to back land reforms, channeled through the Joint 
Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR).  
26 Particularly in the earlier stages of industrialisation in Taiwan and China, state extraction of resources from 
agriculture was significant. Yet, as I discuss more fully in my book, there is strong evidence to suggest that, at the 
level of the household, taxation of agriculture was more than offset by increasing non-agricultural incomes. 
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reserves to provide broadly-based subsistence had run out of steam. What he could not have 
foreseen at the time was how agrarian subsidies in other parts of the world would underwrite 
the massive mobilisation of labour, and a breakneck pace of industrialisation of the 
countryside. 
 At precisely the point that redistributive reforms were going on in East Asia, millions of 
black South Africans were being ripped from the land in ‘white’ South Africa through forced 
removals from African freehold land and evictions from white-owned farms, and thrust into 
relocation townships where livelihoods were radically commodified. Ironically, it was in 
precisely these areas that many Taiwanese set up their factories. In an article published some 
years ago (Hart 1995), I showed how the purchasing power of wages paid by Taiwanese 
industrialists in South Africa was lower than those in comparable Taiwanese industries in 
Mainland China, even though money wages earned by South African workers were 
considerably higher than those in China. In contrast to their Chinese counterparts, who had 
access to land and the remnants of socialist-era redistribution, South African workers had 
been moved into relocation townships where they had to pay for everything. 
 Yet there was a cushion of sorts. During the apartheid era, residents of relocation 
townships in the former bantustans paid relatively low, flat service charges for water, 
electricity, and rent. Essentially, these heavily subsidised service charges were part of a 
Faustian bargain through which the apartheid state sought to manufacture some degree of 
consent on the part of the large numbers of black South Africans who were moved into 
relocation townships. In the post-apartheid era, principles of cost recovery have meant 
escalating service charges – along with the growing anger of township residents all over the 
country. The widespread refusal to pay rising charges for water, electricity, and rents 
constitutes one of the key elements in the fiscal crisis confronting most local governments – 
as well as a driving force behind the emergence of oppositional movements in different urban 
areas. In other words, from an East Asian perspective what is distinctive and peculiar about 
South Africa is both the depth and extent of racialised dispossession, and the way it is being 
perpetuated – if not intensified – by principles and practices of cost recovery. 
 The insights from these relational comparisons can, of course, be deployed to argue that 
land reforms and other forms of redistribution are needed to provide wage subsidies to lower 
labour costs – as well as to contain dissent. Yet they can also be taken in a very different 
direction. As I discuss more fully in my book, East Asian-South African connections suggest 
how the powerful moral force of the ‘land question’ – a force that derives from histories, 
memories, and meanings of racialised dispossession, together with the imperative of redress – 
might be harnessed and redefined to support the formation of broadly-based popular political 
alliances to press for social and economic justice. 
 Growing out of these connections, a central suggestion of the book is the need to dis-
articulate or delink the land question from agriculture and from individual restitution claims, 
and to re-articulate it in terms of racialised dispossession as an ongoing process – along with 
the erosion of social security, and the moral and material imperative for a social wage and 
secure livelihood. In the context of post-apartheid South Africa, this move extends the 
definition of the social wage beyond employment-based entitlements or even conventional 
social policy to insist on basic social security grounded in citizenship rights. By strengthening 
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and extending claims for redistributive justice, this redefinition holds out the possibility for 
linking struggles in multiple arenas, as well as across the rural-urban divide. 
 Reframing dispossession and redress in terms of a social wage and secure livelihood is 
also a way of re-articulating race and class.27 Thus, for example, it could be used to support a 
mounting critique within the ANC alliance of the elitism of official strategies of ‘black 
economic empowerment.’28 It could also be invoked to contest official claims about a 
‘culture of entitlement’ in the intensifying national debate over a basic income grant (BIG).29 
More generally this sort of reframing could, in principle, be deployed in a variety of 
struggles, both national and transnational. 
 In practice, strategies that build on dispossession as an ongoing process must engage 
with specific local configurations of social forces and material conditions, but also extend out 
from there to connect with forces at play in regional, national, and transnational arenas. Part 
of the reason, as I argue more fully in my book, is that so-called ‘developmental local 
government’ has become a key locus of contradictions of the post-apartheid order, helping to 
expose the vulnerable underbelly of neoliberal capitalism. 
 In addition, my work in Ladysmith-Ezakheni and Newcastle-Madadeni shows very 
clearly how political dynamics assume sharply divergent forms, even in two closely adjacent 
places that are in many respects quite similar. In other words, people’s understandings of 
themselves as political subjects and actors have taken shape in different ways in the two 
places through overlapping struggles in multiple arenas. What emerges from the historical 
ethnographies is how forced removals were far more deeply contested in areas around 
Ladysmith than in comparable areas of Newcastle; how these differentiated patterns of 
resistance to dispossession carried over into township politics and different forms of 
connection to the liberation movement and organised labour; and how township and 
workplaces struggles were deeply interconnected, but assumed sharply different forms. 
 The book also delves into differing relations between different groups of capitalists and 
the local state, their diverse connections with regional, national, and transnational arenas of 
state power and capital accumulation, and how interconnected local struggles in turn 
reshaped these connections and relationships. Through all of this what also emerges is how 
race and gender played out quite differently in the context of struggles over wages, working 
and living conditions, and how Zulu ethnic nationalism assumed startlingly different forms in 
the two places. In the post-apartheid era these dynamics played into the formation of the local 
state in the two places. Yet they have not in any unilateral sense ‘determined’ subsequent 
developments – which have, in fact, been marked by ongoing twists and turns that both 

                                                 
27 These arguments build on Stuart Hall’s conception of articulation, which in fact grew out of his engagement with 
the race-class debate in South Africa in the 1970s (Hall 1980; 2002). Although gender and sexuality are major 
lacunae in Hall’s analysis, his concept of articulation can usefully incorporate these and other dimensions of 
difference.  
28 See, for example, Rapule Tabane ‘Ending elitism,’ Mail and Guardian Online August 13, 2004. Available at 
http://www.mg.co.za/Content/13.asp?ao=120316.  
29 I develop this argument more fully in Hart (2004b). 
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reflect and to some degree reconfigure forces at play in regional, national, and transnational 
arenas.30 
 Contrasting and changing political dynamics in Ladysmith, Newcastle, and elsewhere 
underscore the importance of highly organised and mobilised popular forces within civil 
society in defining (and in part becoming) the state, and pointing the way towards 
alternatives. They help to define, in other words, what Gramsci called ‘the terrain of the 
conjunctural’ – at the same time as driving home the depth and extent of organisational 
imperatives. Two recent and ongoing studies in KwaZulu-Natal enrich and extend these 
arguments.31 What emerges very clearly from these critical ethnographies is that any strategy 
for mobilisation around dispossession as an ongoing process would have to build on the 
grounds of material and symbolic resources given from the past, but move in new directions. 
 There are some interesting resonances with an exchange between Arjun Appadurai and 
Swapna Bannerjee.32 In support of his claim that a new area studies must go beyond static 
geographies of land masses to focus on circulatory processes, Appadurai points to new forms 
of transnational activism, and what he called the galactic expansion of groups allying with 
others. In response, Bannerjee draws on her work among slum dwellers in Mumbai to point 
out that many residents of these areas actively oppose the sorts of alliances that local and 
international NGOs are forging with one another, as well as with international financial 
institutions and different levels of the state. ‘Slum dwellers know that these alliances are not 
for them,’ Bannerjee declares. Appadurai then concedes that perhaps these questions of 
alliances can’t be resolved without detailed ethnographic understandings of social formations 
and processes at play in Mumbai – and that perhaps we are, therefore, driven back to 
‘something quite old’! 
 This exchange also directs our attention to the analytical and political stakes in how we 
conceive of spatiality in relation to ethnography as well as to ‘area studies.’ Some years ago, 
Appadurai (1988a; 1988b) roundly condemned traditional ethnographies through which 
mobile anthropologists produce knowledge that incarcerates ‘natives’ in bounded localities. 
This was, at the same time, a critique of conventional area studies and disciplinary practices 
that map essentialised cultures on to bounded territories, and deploy strategies of ‘metonymic 
freezing’ through which some aspect of people’s lives come to characterise or stand in for 
‘the culture’ as a whole. Appadurai’s complaints resonated with a broadly similar critique by 
James Clifford (1992), who invoked the metaphor of travel as a means of escape for the 
ethnographer from the ‘incarceration of the local’ and the stasis of space. This strategy 
resonates in turn with Appadurai’s (1996) characterisation of cultural globalisation in terms 
of deterritorialisation, along his insistence on an ethnography ‘that is not so resolutely 
localising,’ and that focuses on the unyoking of imagination from place. 

                                                 
30 For example, the Taiwanese industrialist who stood for the Inkatha Freedom Party in the 1996 local government 
elections in Newcastle is now an ANC member of national parliament! 
31 See Loftus and Lumsden (2003) for a richly detailed and illuminating account of struggles over water in the 
township of Inanda outside Durban, and Chari (2004) for a fascinating analysis of struggles over contract labour and 
environmental degradation in the ‘coloured’ township of Wentworth south of Durban. 
32 Debate at the conference on ‘Creative Destruction: Area Knowledge & the New Geographies of Empire,’ Center 
for Place, Culture & Politics, CUNY Graduate Center, New York, April 15-17 2004.  
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 Spatial metaphors of travel and disjunctive flows seek to transcend static, bounded, and 
essentialised conceptions of space, place, and culture, but end up leaving these conceptions – 
and the forms of power through which they operate – largely intact.33 
 In concluding, I want to focus on how critical ethnography and what I call relational 
comparison are grounded in Lefebvrian conceptions of the production of space and scale and 
how they can contribute to the project of rethinking area studies. 
 
Re-placing area studies? 
Critical ethnography and relational comparison 
 
Spatial metaphors are problematic in so far as they presume that space is not. And they are problematic in political as 
much as philosophical terms. The problem lies not with spatial metaphors as such, but with metaphors that depend 
on a very specific representation of space. absolute space. ‘Absolute space’ refers to a conception of space as a field, 
container, a co-ordinate system of discrete and mutually exclusive locations. Absolute space is the space that is 
broadly taken for granted in Western societies – our naïvely assumed sense of space as emptiness…And despite its 
abstract neutrality, absolute space is politically charged…As Lefebvre emphasises, it is a conception of space 
appropriate for a project of social domination. (Smith and Katz 1993: 75) 
 
The ‘place’ of traditional ethnography to which Appadurai, Clifford, and many others reacted 
so strongly in the 1980s derives precisely from the Cartesian representation of space that 
Lefebvre identified as absolute space. Spatial metaphors fail as a route of escape precisely 
because they rely on a conception of space as a static container in order to ground meaning 
(Smith and Katz 1993). Lefebvre’s insistence on a conception of space (or space/time) as 
actively produced through situated, embodied material practices, and their associated 
discourses and power relations, is far more radical in its analytical bite and political reach. 
 From the perspective of critical ethnography and relational comparison, vital importance 
also attaches to conceptions of place and space. Within and beyond geography, there is a 
widespread tendency to conceive of ‘place’ as concrete, and ‘space’ as abstract – in other 
words, a notion of place as space made meaningful. One set of reactions to assertions of 
deterritorialisation and ‘spaces of flows’ has been to draw on precisely this distinction in 
order to insist that ‘culture sits in places’ and call for a ‘defence of place.’34 
 A Lefebvrian understanding of the production of space decisively rejects this distinction 
between space and place. As Merrifield (1993: 520) pointed out some time ago, space for 
Lefebvre is not an abstract theorisation separated from ‘the more concrete, tactile domain of 

                                                 
33 In their discussion of Clifford’s notion of travelling culture, Smith and Katz (1993:79) point out that ‘‘space’ 
itself is rendered unproblematic, in startling contrast to the ‘everything flows’ of the social.’ Likewise Sparke 
(forthcoming, chapter 2: 7) points to a profound ambivalence defining Appadurai’s treatment of space: ‘While most 
of the time he describes each ‘scape’ as a flow, he does not shy away from activating the concept-metaphor’s appeal 
to the more spatial connotations of landscape and the related notions of mapping and navigating one’s way through 
space…However, in these very moments when he would seem to be injecting the problematics of geography and the 
production of space into the heart of his argument, Appadurai immediately pulls back, reducing spatiality to the 
work of the imagination, accounting for it in terms of just the flux of the disjunctive flows, and thereby effectively 
essentialising the narrative of deterritorialisation.’  
34 See for example Dirlik (1998) and Escobar (2001) who draws explicitly on Basso (1996) and Casey (1996). For a 
critique, see Massey (2004). 
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place which is frequently taken as synonymous with an easily identifiable reality such as a 
specific location or locality.’ Instead, space and place are both conceived in terms of 
embodied practices and processes of production that are simultaneously material and 
discursive. From this perspective, place is most usefully understood as nodal points of 
connection in wider networks of socially-produced space – what Massey (1994) calls an 
extroverted sense of place. If spatiality is conceived in terms of space-time and formed 
through social relations and interactions at all scales, then place can be seen as neither a 
bounded enclosure nor the site of meaning-making, but rather as ‘a subset of the interactions 
which constitute [social] space, a local articulation within a wider whole’ (Massey 1994: 4). 
Places are always formed through relations with wider arenas and other places; boundaries 
are always socially constructed and contested; and the specificity of a place – however 
defined – arises from the particularity of interrelations with what lies beyond it, that come 
into conjuncture in specific ways.35 
 Critical ethnography and relational comparison build directly on this conception of the 
production of space and place, and I would like to conclude by drawing out key 
methodological implications and political stakes. First, though, let me turn to Michael 
Burawoy’s project of global ethnography, which is situated very firmly on a sociological 
terrain. Burawoy does not engage explicitly with conceptions of spatiality, still less with 
geography. Yet his own narrative of how this method has evolved is in fact deeply 
spatialised, and revolves around changing understandings of the relationship between what he 
calls ‘local processes’ and ‘external forces.’ In Ethnography Unbound (1991), the first edited 
collection of studies by his students, Burawoy later acknowledged that ‘The Bay Area was 
simply the container for our ethnographies. The extralocal was never problematised’ 
(Burawoy 2000: 29). The contributors to Global Ethnography (2000), in contrast, grapple 
directly with ‘the extension from micro to macro, from local to extralocal, from [local] 
processes to [global] forces’ (Burawoy 2000: 29).36 More recently, Burawoy (2001) has 
acknowledged that the strategies he and his students developed in Global Ethnography did so 
from the standpoint of experiences of globalisation. The way forward now for the project of 
global ethnography, he suggests, is 
 
[to] show that not only the experience of globalisation but also the very production of globalisation can be properly 
the subject of ethnography. What we understand to be ‘global’ is itself constituted within the local; it emanates from 
very specific agencies, institutions and organisations whose processes can be observed first-hand…From the vantage 
point of its production, globalisation appears more contingent and less inexorable than it does from the standpoint of 
its experience or reception’ (Burawoy 2001: 150; emphasis in original). 

                                                 
35 From this perspective, for example, Ladysmith and Newcastle and their adjacent townships appear not as 
bounded units, but as points of convergence of wider processes – histories of racialised dispossession during as well 
as prior to the apartheid era; state and market forces that propelled industries to locate in these areas; and connections 
with regions in East Asia – as well as interconnected arenas of practice within and across which I sought to engage 
with the reworking of South African society in the post-apartheid era. 
36 These include (1) considering global forces as constituted at a distance, and focusing on how global domination is 
resisted, avoided, negotiated; (2) seeing global forces as themselves the product of contingent social processes; and 
(3) viewing global forces and global connections as constituted imaginatively, ‘inspiring social movements to seize 
control over their immediate but also their more distant worlds’ (Burawoy 2000: 29). 
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Burawoy has, in other words, been moving towards a conception of the production of space. 
In addition, there are strong parallels between his recognition of the production of 
globalisation, and my own arguments about the dangers of ‘impact’ models of globalisation, 
and the importance of focusing on constitutive processes (Hart 2001; 2002). 
 Yet, I suggest, a fuller and more explicit embrace of Lefebvrian conceptions of spatiality 
contributes significantly to using intensive ethnographic studies to do broader analytical and 
political work. First, a conception of place as nodal points of connection in socially produced 
space moves us beyond ‘case studies’ to make broader claims – it enables, in other words, a 
non-positivist understanding of generality.37 In this conception, particularities or specificities 
arise through interrelations between objects, events, places, and identities; and it is through 
clarifying how these relations are produced and changed in practice that close study of a 
particular part can generate broader claims and understandings. Such an approach decisively 
rejects formulations of the impact of ‘the global’ on ‘the local.’ It also underscores the 
fallacies inherent in notions that concrete studies deal with what is local and particular, 
whereas abstract theory encompasses general (or global) processes that transcend particular 
places. This conflation of ‘the local’ with ‘the concrete’ and ‘the global’ with ‘the abstract’ 
confuses geographical scale with processes of abstraction in thought (Sayer 1991). 
 Critical conceptions of spatiality are central to what I call relational comparison – a 
strategy that differs fundamentally from one that deploys ideal types, or that posits different 
‘cases’ as local variants of a more general phenomenon. Instead of comparing pre-existing 
objects, events, places, or identities, the focus is on how they are constituted in relation to one 
another through power-laden practices in the multiple, interconnected arenas of everyday life. 
Clarifying these connections and mutual processes of constitution – as well as slippages, 
openings, and contradictions – helps to generate new understandings of the possibilities for 
social change. 
 Thus, for example, divergent but interconnected trajectories of socio-spatial change in 
Ladysmith and Newcastle dramatise the local state as a key locus of contradictions in the 
neoliberal post-apartheid order – what Gramsci would have termed ‘the terrain of the 
conjunctural’ – along with connections to other key sites. Links between East Asia and South 
Africa through the medium of Taiwanese investment illustrate another dimension of 
relational comparison – namely, how bringing diverse but connected historical geographies 
into tension with one another helps to render taken-for-granted categories peculiar and open 
to question, as well as pointing to new connections, claims, and re-articulations. Relational 
                                                 
37 Andrew Sayer (1991) spells this out with great clarity by distinguishing between positivist and relational 
conceptions of generality. Generality1 refers to widely replicated events or phenomena - i.e. those that are typical or 
representative as opposed to singular or unique. Generality in this sense derives from a positivist conception of the 
world as consisting of discrete and atomistic events, objects, and individuals. Relations between the whole and the 
parts consist of external relations between individuals and the taxonomic groups of which they are a part; a 
taxonomic group is one whose members share common characteristics but do not necessarily interact; and the whole 
is equal to the sum of its parts. Generality2 in contrast refers to something that is large or encompassing in relation to 
the part on which we are focussing, but to which it is internally or dialectically related - in other words, the whole 
and the parts presuppose one another. 
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comparison also focuses attention on the production of racial, ethnic, and gendered forms of 
difference as active constitutive forces propelling divergent trajectories of socio-spatial 
change – and as crucial to any strategy of forging alliances. 
 Finally let me return to the broad questions of rethinking ‘area studies’ laid out in the 
introduction. In responding to the challenges that Edward Said lays down in ‘Orientalism 
Reconsidered’ (2002 [1986]), Coronil (1996) suggests that we focus attention on unsettling 
Occidentalism – understood not as the reverse of Orientalism, but as its condition of 
possibility rooted in asymmetrical relations of global power that establish a specific bond 
between knowledge and power. Occidentalism, in this view, refers to an ensemble of 
representational practices that separate the world’s components into bounded units, 
disaggregate their relational histories, turn difference into hierarchy, and naturalisethese 
representations. 
 The imperatives for foregrounding what Coronil calls non-imperial geohistorical 
categories assume intense urgency in a post-9/11 world in which the likes of Thomas Barnett 
and Samuel Huntington are at the helm of producing official knowledges that bound world 
regions in dangerous new ways. Relational understandings of the production of space and 
scale are crucial for forcing attention to the mutually constitutive processes through which 
metropoles and (post)colonies make and remake one another. In addition, attending to 
interconnections that circumvent the US and Europe can be productive of fresh insights into 
broader constitutive processes, as well as new possibilities for social change. 
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Re-membering … 

 
As we draw nearer to the Senate House entrance to Wits, anger wells up at the 
turnstiles and in the long queue we now have to join to gain access to this place we 
once staged long battles for, right here at this entrance. In those early days of the 90s, 
we were together, security guards, workers, academics and students from organisations 
broadly affiliated to the United Democratic Front (UDF), raising our fists and shouting 
slogans at the helicopters overhead and the police line before us. Our campaign was 
part of a national campaign under the broad banner, ‘The Doors of Learning and 
Culture Shall Be Open’… Today, Ahmed has to have his photograph taken by sheepish 
security guards who are familiar from past mass meetings or the like. As we enter, we 
meet Trevor, a new-found comrade in our fight against privatisation. Together we walk 
through Senate House concourse, tensing up again at the wannabe accents and feigned 
disinterest of the student couples and groups lounging around. As we approach the 
Great Hall, the venue for the closing ceremony of Urban Futures (and our target), we 
get excited at the sound of singing (our comrades are here). But the singing is coming 
from a mass of workers spilling out of a lecture hall – there has just been a memorial 
service for a NEHAWU member who recently passed away. We quickly spread the word 
that we are about to disrupt the final ceremony of the conference that we’ve been 
protesting all week, the showcasing of the privatisation plans of Wits University and the 
Johannesburg City Council. Someone asks whether there’ll be food again. Laughter 
and quick retellings of the action earlier in the week, when we took over a water 
discussion of the conference in Newtown, ensue. We walk on to the Great Hall, now a 
sizeable number, to meet other comrades who’ve gathered. The session has begun 
inside and the doors have been shut. There’s a little bit of confusion as to what’s to be 
done. Do we just stand here outside and sing quietly while their conference closes or…? 
And who is supposed to decide? In little groups it’s agreed that we will try to force our 
entry into the Great Hall. We bang on the doors, scuffles break out with security 
guards, and finally the doors are kicked open – Colin Bundy and neoliberalism’s legion 
of consultants, academics, and policy experts gathered cannot believe their eyes. A 
motley crew of student activists, academics, workers, unionists and political activists 
take over the stage as Bundy is hurriedly ushered out to a press conference next door. 
They are not going to get away with proclaiming that their neoliberal projects are the 
answers to the needs of the poor. We choose comrades to represent our positions, and 
over a loudhailer delegates are reminded of the role they are playing in selling out the 
lives of the poor. Toyi-toyiing continues. Someone shouts that Bundy shouldn’t be let off 
the hook and we move, almost instinctively, to the press conference next door. Security 
guards are already well positioned at the doors. A few comrades make for the doors. As 
fights begin between us and the security guards, Bundy emerges – his press conference 
has had to stop. Comrades at the door threaten him. Someone grabs him by the scruff of 
his neck. Another comrade intervenes. Bundy breaks away and makes a run for his 
office. We chase after him… back into Senate House concourse, by now deserted… but 
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at least the feeling that we’re strangers in this place has disappeared for a moment. For 
the first time in a long while it feels like we’re a force again, like there is the possibility 
for further struggle. We leave Wits through the same turnstiles – we mock them, 
laughing with comrades, arguing with security, patting each other on the backs, a new 
energy to fight on… 
(Prishani Naidoo and Ahmed Veriava, July 2000). 

 
In the novel, Beloved, the term ‘re-memory’ is used by its characters in a manner that 
highlights the ways in which narrative and history (in this case, of slavery) are always 
processes of enacting or constituting realities or truths. As such, every act of re-memory 
invokes particular choices, focuses, priorities, omissions, styles and everything else that goes 
into the fictioning of other histories. Re-memory becomes the means through which the 
silences and omissions of the dominant order are animated for the living present, the process 
through which subjugated knowledges become reinserted into history. It is finally a way of 
re-inscribing affect, emotion and subjectivity as central to the ways in which meaning is 
constituted in the world. 
 For Gustavo Esteva this process of ‘re-membering’ is a way of undoing capitalism’s 
process of ‘dis-membering’. Esteva argues that the capitalist system dis-members 
communities and collectivities and works on the individual self so as to lock us into 
individual ways of coping with living under capitalism. He proposes a process of re-
membering that celebrates local knowledges, values and ways of relating to life that is 
oppositional to the dis-membering tendency of capitalism. In this way, the concept of ‘re-
membering’ also speaks to a fundamental shift in the ways that we approach change under 
capitalism, paying closer attention to the social relations that are able to be constituted 
outside of capitalist forces and drives. 
 Recognising the ways in which neoliberalism operates to dis-member life and struggle, 
and the role that academia has come to play in servicing the aims of neoliberal interests, we 
have made certain choices in conducting our research and writing this Report. Rather than 
choosing to fit our subject material to existing theories of social movements or grand theories 
of organisation, or to capture all statements and processes in totalising frameworks of 
analysis, we have allowed all aspects of the lives of organisations, movements and 
individuals relevant to the subject under investigation to speak through this Report. Our goal 
is a re-membering of movements that respects the ‘local’ in the research process, referring 
not only to a geographical location, but to the lived, immediate and subjective experiences of 
people living with and struggling against the ‘global’ system in its ‘local’ manifestations. The 
‘local’ not only in economic terms but also in socio-cultural terms, resisting the violence of 
‘totalitarian theories’ and making their own meanings in various ways1. 

                                                 
1 As activists within the movements we write about, we cannot offer the traditional space and distance that academic 
research requires. We believe, however, that it is precisely this positionality of activist/researcher that allows us to 
shape the process of re-membering new social movements in South Africa in the privileged space of academia that 
allows for the reinscription of ‘affect, emotion and subjectivity as central ways in which meaning is constituted in 
the world’, something that neoliberalism works consistently to prevent. As such, many of the people quoted in these 
pages are old and new friends and comrades with whom we are in a constant process of re-membering and making 
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 This re-memory begins with a coming together of people affected by neoliberalism, 
both directly and in terms of the failure of the traditional social movements to respond 
organisationally to the new conditions presented by neoliberalism. If the Wits struggle points 
to the failure of traditional trade union structures to respond critically at a time when its 
members were under severe attacks, and the inability of the traditional liberation movement 
more broadly to offer the space for any meaningful critique and opposition to the neoliberal 
project, it also highlights the emergence of a new discourse of struggle emerging in the nexus 
between this failure of the trade union movement and the changing material realities of the 
majority of people living under the heavy handed reach of an ever-expanding capitalism. As 
such our re-memory begins within a moment of tension or danger, when the exhaustion of the 
old opens up a space to be filled with new becomings - a process in which the old and new 
lose all identity in service of the here and now. 
 Neoliberalism’s entry into South Africa is such a moment of danger, a moment in which 
we come to experience the exhaustion of the old, opening into ever-extending acts of re-
memory. The emergence of this new discourse of struggle is explored in the context of the 
challenges posed by neoliberalism for traditional movements internationally and for 
organising generally, with specific reference to South Africa’s neoliberal transition. This 
Report will explore the new forms of organising that emerge in these movements, at the same 
time showing the ways in which many of the political tendencies, traditions and styles of the 
old become transformed by their new environments. With new social movements providing 
the space in which these new forms are able to emerge – outside of the trade union and the 
party, linking the factory with the community – this Report points to spaces for possible 
reconstitutions of social relations and life. It will explore these issues with specific reference 
to the Anti-Privatisation Forum (APF), one of the movements that has emerged in this nexus 
between old and new. 
 
Spaces 
While the end of apartheid brought with it possibilities and promises of ‘a better life for all’ 
for a united and strong civil society mobilised against the apartheid state, the reality of the 
transition in South Africa has been a neoliberal one presenting several dangers for its 
citizens. The greatest of these dangers has been an attack on those resources and products that 
came to be seen as common to all South Africans (such as water), as all that is common is 
made commodity and humanity itself is subdivided, packaged and sold off to the highest 
bidder. 
 For social movement activists, this transition has been lived in the context of change 
within the traditional ‘organs of people’s power’ and society generally as a result of the 
negotiated settlement of apartheid and South Africa’s entry into the world economy and 
neoliberal order. With the banning of political parties and the imprisonment of many of the 
                                                                                                                               
life. In doing this, we are conscious of the requirements and framing theoretical models that academia expects us to 
respect. We use this space of privilege and power, however, to allow a re-memory of new social movements that 
resists closure in terms of its imagining and to speak this new discourse of life that has emerged within new social 
movements. 
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leaders of the liberation movement from the 1960s on, strong community-based civics 
developed to take up struggles against Black local authorities, representatives of the 
tricameral system of government, payment of rates and services and so on. These came to be 
organised under the banner of the United Democratic Front (UDF), with the clear enemy 
being the apartheid state, and the tactics of the movements being determined by the strategy 
of ‘ungovernability’. Although the UDF brought many civics and structures under its 
umbrella, there were also other civics and structures that remained independent and outside 
of it, in particular those aligned with the tradition of Black Consciousness and the struggles 
of 1976, which saw youth in schools in Soweto, Langa and Nyanga rise up against the 
introduction of Afrikaans as a medium of instruction in Black schools. These activists argue 
that the UDF became a way for the ANC to bring all structures under its control and create 
the impression that nothing significant existed outside of it. 
 With the unbanning of political parties, the release of political prisoners, including 
Nelson Mandela, the return of the exiled leadership of the ANC, and the entry into 
negotiations with the apartheid government by the ANC (within an international context of 
neoliberal restructuring), enormous challenges were placed on these ‘organs of people’s 
power’ to redirect their focus from contesting state power and moving towards the building 
of a democratic state. For activists interviewed, this manifested itself in various recognisable 
‘shifts’ in the liberation movement from the 1990s on.  
 
All vibrant structures that had been built up in the ‘80s (women’s, youth, and other UDF structures) were swallowed 
up under the rubric of the exiled ANC. This process of demobilisation started in the early ‘90s as a political strategy 
of the ANC to take away any possibility of any independent working class movement outside of its own framework, 
so as to politically control everyone and bring them under its own umbrella. In addition, many leaders of movements 
were given positions in government…. By the time of the 1994 elections, the scene had been set for the 
institutionalisation of the power of the bureaucracy, particularly of the exiled ANC structures and the demobilisation 
of the grassroots that had brought the ANC this far. (Dale McKinley, interview). 
  
In addition, activists interviewed pointed to the changing discourse of the ANC Alliance: 
 
What became significant with the ANC coming to power was the removal by the ANC from the collective 
consciousness of the masses any thought of entitlement, even entitlement on the basis of a history of oppression, 
entitlements to social welfare, education as a means of redress. People were told to work. So, I can remember a 
whole period from around 1992 to 1994 when the discourse became ‘people are not going to get handouts’. So ‘our 
people don’t need handouts’ was really saying ‘our people don’t need redress, don’t need reparations’. The type of 
redress that they want is a job. And, then in comes GEAR, promising jobs but clearly not designed to deliver jobs. 
(Nhlanhla Ndlovu, interview).  
 
The ANC government continued this line in the Masakhane campaign, aimed at encouraging 
people to pay for services and to undo the collective memory of ungovernability, helping our 
democratic state to deliver. 
 While many social movement activists argue that the beginnings of these shifts can be 
traced back much earlier within the liberation movement than 1994 and the election of a 
democratic government, the clearest articulation of the ANC government’s commitment to 
the neoliberal agenda came in the form of the Growth, Employment and Redistribution 
Strategy (GEAR), adopted in 1996. Based on the advice of the World Bank and a group of 
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policy experts, GEAR became known as South Africa’s ‘homegrown structural adjustment 
policy’. Through its prioritisation of export-led growth and reduced national spending, 
GEAR ushered in attacks on two broad fronts: on people’s access to basic needs for their 
survival, e.g. basic services and health care (relating broadly to issues of distribution), and on 
people’s ability to make a living as producers, e.g. jobs (relating to production). GEAR 
prescribed measures for enhancing exports, trade liberalisation, fiscal restraint in the interests 
of servicing the national debt, tax breaks for big business, cuts in social spending, cuts in the 
public service, privatisation of state assets, privatisation of basic services, the flexibilisation 
and casualisation of labour, job-sharing and lower wages for youth. Despite mass 
mobilisation and critique of GEAR, the ANC government went ahead with its 
implementation, with ex-President Mandela’s statement that ‘GEAR is non-negotiable’ being 
remembered with contempt by activists. 
 The effects of GEAR on poor communities have already been widely documented2. The 
delivery of basic services has been an area of particular significance. David McDonald and 
John Pape argue that with the adoption of GEAR, the role of government shifted from a 
redistributive one to an ‘enabling’ or ‘facilitating’ one (McDonald and Pape 2002: 4). The 
responsibility of government was thus to put in place mechanisms for increasing access (e.g. 
through creating suitable conditions for investment or the formation of private-public 
partnerships) rather than delivering access directly. Under this model, real access has come to 
be determined by market forces, and the state has been allowed to renege on its responsibility 
to provide free basic services to all. 
 While the period immediately after 1994 saw substantial gains being made in terms of 
infrastructure development, ‘cost recovery and bureaucratic inefficiencies’ have led to the 
gradual demise of many such projects (ibid:4). For example, while 2 million households may 
have gained access to water between 1994 and 1999, a substantial number of them have since 
had to endure the pressures of cost recovery. The Department of Provincial and Local 
Government’s Project Viability survey data shows that almost half a million people have had 
their water cut off for non-payment and 1 million people experienced electricity cut-offs for 
non-payment in the last three months of 2001, a period after the launch of the state’s free 
basic water campaign. Today, more than 6 million South Africans are still without access to 
piped water and 4 million people (37 per cent of all households) still have no access to 
electricity. More glaring is the fact that only half of the country’s population has access to 
flush toilets, many of which are outside the house and/or shared with many other families 
(McDonald 2002: 6). With the number of those without access to services already high, the 
logic of cost recovery puts an end to access for those who cannot keep up payments for 
services, and makes gaining access for those without even more difficult. While cut-offs have 
thus far served to retrospectively measure consumption levels and so regulate payments, 
more recent developments have seen the introduction of pre-paid meters for the reading of 
water and electricity and the gradual phasing in of means for individuals’ and communities’ 
self-regulation of consumption based on the ability to afford services – the beginning of the 
restructuring or re-ordering of the lives of the poor based on affordability of services. 

                                                 
2 Barchiesi, 1998; Bond, 2002; Fiil-Flynn, 2001; McDonald & Pape, 2002. 
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 Job losses and the introduction of precarious forms of work have exacerbated the 
problem. For large sections of the unemployed, for example, seasonal or casual work does 
not always allow for long-term planning around services based on income. 
 Despite GEAR’s stated goal of creating 409 000 jobs by the year 2000 (Khanya 
College, September 1997: 14), unemployment has increased, accompanied by the 
introduction of new forms of work under the regime of flexibilisation. This has led to the 
diminishing of the fulltime, permanent workforce and the slow growth of a casual, seasonal, 
flexible, low-paid, unprotected, feminised workforce with the accompanying growth of 
informal economic activity as people struggle to survive3. 
 This ‘crisis in work’ came about as a result of the neoliberal policy changes that began 
even before GEAR. Trade liberalisation, which began with South Africa’s signing of the 
General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) on 9 April 1994, had some of its worst 
effects on feminised work sectors, such as textile and footwear. In 1994 the South African 
government cut clothing tariffs by 50% more than the GATT regulations and reduced the 
phase-in period for the complete set of GATT regulations from 12 years to 8 years. Similarly, 
in the footwear sector, tariffs were lowered, the phase-in period reduced, and, in addition, 
special quotas were eliminated targeted at (targeting?) Chinese imports. Between 1990 and 
1999, over 80 000 jobs had been lost in the footwear sector alone. Between 1992 and 1999, 
the number of workers in the footwear sector dropped from 35 637 to 22 992. This continued 
into the millennium with 9 611 jobs being shed in the formal clothing and textile industries in 
the first 8 months of 2000 (Macquene and Jansen in ILRIG, 2002: 70). This has been 
accompanied by job losses in other significant sectors in the formal economy. According to 
Haroon Bhorat, ‘Since 1993 all sectors except the retail and finance sectors have yielded 
significant job losses. There could be three possible reasons for this – the onset of tariff and 
trade liberalisation, the greater adoption of new technologies and the restructuring of state-
owned enterprises. (Bhorat in New Agenda, Issue 4 Fourth Quarter, 2001: 25). In particular, 
mining has lost 187 000 jobs between 1993 and 1998 and manufacturing 50 000. Between 
1993 and 1998, a total of 360 000 jobs were lost, and between 1994 and 1998, 284 837 jobs 
were shed (ibid: 23). 

                                                 
3 The overall expanded unemployment rate for 2002 is 41%, an increase of 6% from the unemployment rate of 
2000. Data from the 2000 and 2002 Labour Force Surveys show that unemployment rose by 9% for African women 
and by 6% for African men in the years 2000-2002. This reflects an increase by 757 122 unemployed African 
women and an increase of unemployed African men by 528 474 (Watkinson and Orr, South African Labour Bulletin 
Vol. 27 No. 3 June 2003: 43). In the Wholesale, Retail and Motor Trades, between 1987 and 1997, full-time average 
employment fell from 88% of total employment to 81%, while part-time and casual employment increased from 
11,8% of total employment to over 19% (Kenny in ILRIG, 2001: 92). Kenny argues that other independent research 
shows rates of casualisation as high as 45% in certain sectors or regions. Analysis of the Labour Force Survey of 
2002 also shows that informal employment represents 34% of total employment, if informal employment is taken to 
include informal enterprises, informal agricultural jobs, and domestic work. Women make up approximately 60% of 
workers in the informal economy in South Africa, as compared to 38% of workers in the formal economy. If, 
however, domestic workers were excluded from the definition of informal work, women would make up 49% of the 
informal labour force. If informal agricultural work were to be removed from the definition, women would account 
for just 45% (Heintz, South African Labour Bulletin Vol. 27 No. 3, June 2003: 46).  
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 The introduction of neoliberal policies in South Africa has prevented the realisation of 
the lives imagined and fought for in the liberation movement against apartheid. The liberation 
movement, while fighting against apartheid and all it stood for, also spoke of a new way of 
life, a new humanity, a new world in which South Africans would share certain ‘commons’ 
as citizens. The neoliberal agenda has seen the erosion of these commons (in both the spheres 
of production and distribution) and the re-deployment of notions of the commons to the ends 
of profit and the market. This has presented real dangers for organs of civil society, such as 
trade unions and political parties, which have been drawn into neoliberal processes. 
 
Exhaustion 
 

We have come out of political struggle in which we struggled for specific things – social 
justice, democratisation of the workplace, broader democracy in society. But we also 
struggled against the sort of institutional arrangements which made it very difficult for 
workers or employers to interact more productively. We have to try and manage those 
seemingly contradictory objectives. The world tends to see globalisation in terms of you 
down-size, you reduce democratisation of the workplace, you tighten things, and 
increasingly disallow unionisation and so on. We need to liberate productivity from that 
kind of perspective. The success of the South African experiment depends on how 
determined business and labour are to move along a new path. 
Tito Mboweni, then Minister of Labour, interviewed by Karl von Holdt in South 
African Labour Bulletin, Vol. 19 No. 1, March 1995: 24. 
 
The transition was underpinned by corporatism. This involved big unions, big business 
and the state. Conflict was to be institutionalised. The political had to be controlled by 
the ANC or its allies in the tripartite alliance – COSATU and the SACP. 
Ashwin Desai, Monthly Review, January 2003: 6. 

 
With neoliberal policies taking root in South Africa through structures of the tripartite 
alliance and with organs of people’s power becoming geared towards ‘good governance’ and 
‘responsible citizenship’ under the regime of GEAR, spaces for the formulation of 
alternatives to and critiques of neoliberalism closed down within ANC Alliance structures. 
The labour movement, in particular the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), 
is a significant space to observe the increasing inability of the trade union movement and 
traditional political formations to meet the needs and demands of ordinary people in their 
daily lives. These needs have deepened as a result of changes in the forms of rule and 
governance under neoliberalism, in particular those changes regarding the nature and forms 
of labour, both productive and reproductive. 
 While COSATU has continued to be cast as the left-most member of the tripartite 
alliance -- critical of and sometimes oppositional to the ANC -- it has been unable to escape 
becoming part of the process of neoliberal ‘democratisation’ in South Africa. Being part of 
the alliance has meant its adoption of and participation in corporatist models of governance 
that seek to find ‘best solutions’ for organised labour within a neoliberal macro-economic 
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framework. The National, Economic, Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC), the 
statutory body bringing labour, business and the state together in partnership around the 
formulation of national economic and labour relations policy, is one such model. While 
COSATU has been extremely critical of GEAR and privatisation, it has been unable to 
reverse the macro-economic trajectory of the state through such structures. At best, it has 
been able to argue for small changes within a still unchanged neoliberal framework. 
 This has been most evident in the manner in which debates around the adoption of 
GEAR and privatisation have been contained within COSATU and the alliance more broadly. 
With regard to GEAR, labour was told in no uncertain terms that the policy was ‘non-
negotiable’. Despite several mass demonstrations against GEAR by the trade union 
movement, its implementation has gone ahead. COSATU today consoles itself that it is still 
able to contest this framework in which all other policies are implemented through the 
Alliance and NEDLAC. This was unsuccessfully attempted with the Growth and 
Development Summit (GDS) held on 7 June 2003 in Midrand. Prior to the GDS, the Alliance 
held the Ekurhuleni Summit to try to develop common positions for the GDS. However, the 
Alliance was not able to carry out the Ekurhuleni agreement and government officials refused 
to push through a commitment to halving unemployment by 2012 and avoiding job losses 
through state restructuring at the GDS. 
 Neva Makgetla, COSATU’s economist, writes,  
 
Critics correctly argue that the GDS agreement is not going to bring about a sudden transformation toward greater 
equity and full employment. Nonetheless, COSATU signed because the agreement will bring real benefits to 
workers and the poor in general. Some real gains were made. Above all, the agreement consolidates a shift in 
government policy away from the free-market policies of the GEAR. They reflect a commitment to more 
developmental positions, which recognise both the need to restructure the economy and the importance of more open 
and democratic policy making. True, this does not add up to a radical programme to transform society. Generally, it 
just consolidates a shift taking place in government and business already. But it does promise to bring some 
immediate benefits, especially to the unemployed. If the democratic movement maintains pressure, the GDS can 
initiate gradual reforms that, in the long run, should bring about a substantial improvement in equity, employment 
and economic growth. (Makgetla in South African Labour Bulletin, Vol, 27 No. 3, June 2003: 30). 
 
These ‘gains’ include an agreement that economic policy issues may still be discussed at 
NEDLAC, an increased emphasis on jobs, and a commitment to enhance certain economic 
sectors through sectoral strategies. Makgetla argues that for the first time there is a 
commitment to support priority sectors based on their ability to create jobs. These sectors 
include clothing and textiles, agriculture and agro-processing, tourism, call centres and back-
office processing, and cultural industries (including music, film, publishing, craft and other 
media). Later on in the same article she writes, 
 
Government refused point blank to permit a review of current policies to assess their impact on employment. It 
would only consent broadly to continued engagement on how to address the unemployment crisis. In these 
circumstances, fiscal and monetary policy fell off the table. Moreover, government initially resisted any agreement 
on basic services and education, on the grounds that they are not critical for growth and development. Generally, 
government simply refused to discuss any proposal that would lead to increased expenditure. A related problem was 
government’s tendency to argue that it was there to work with all the ‘social partners’, rather than to empower the 
ANC’s constituencies – above all, workers and the poor. Too often, government officials tried to mediate between 
business and labour. They seemed to see their role as seeking to mobilise more private funds for public 
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infrastructure. Since business can only invest, in the long run, where it will make a profit, this approach can limit the 
ability of government to provide services to the poor. Finally, because government is not driving development, the 
GDS ended up pushing developmental tasks onto NEDLAC constituencies. (ibid: 31). 
 
In addition to the role played by the Alliance here in preventing COSATU’s positions from 
gaining substance, Makgetla’s celebration of the sectoral priorities proposed by the GDS as a 
gain for workers illustrates just how far COSATU has gone in the kinds of compromises it is 
prepared to make within the current political-economic paradigm of neoliberalism. These 
sectors are the very sectors that thrive on the new forms of exploitation of labour through 
casualisation and flexibilisation. In this way, COSATU falls into the trap of suggesting the 
very forms of exploitation that have become predominant under neoliberalism as solutions to 
the problems of the exploited. 
 In entering corporate models of governance, COSATU has also participated in a process 
of policy formulation around labour laws that have both sought to protect certain rights of 
organised labour and contributed to the implementation of a regulatory framework for labour 
that has made the introduction of neoliberal policies in the sphere of labour (e.g. 
flexibilisation) easier. Several critics have argued that the combination of the 1995 Labour 
Relations Act (LRA), the 1999 Basic Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA) and the system 
of corporate governance under NEDLAC provides the institutional regulatory framework for 
the implementation of neoliberal policy changes prescribed by GEAR. It does so in a manner 
which binds labour to a set of processes that prevent industrial action and binds workers to 
the vision of enhancing productivity in the interests of growth as defined by GEAR (market-
oriented, export-driven). This new regulatory framework has meant several limitations on 
labour in terms of the power it is able to wield in the ‘partnership’ between government, 
business and labour – a partnership clearly directed towards increasing productivity within a 
neoliberal framework. These limitations have also brought several changes in the 
organisational culture of COSATU unions, with many activists and unionists speaking of the 
emergence of ‘a bureaucracy’ at various levels within COSATU. This has led to several 
failed attempts by COSATU and its affiliates to contest the implementation of neoliberal 
policies, resulting in a present-day COSATU that seems exhausted – tired of trying and 
failing, tired of arguing and being silenced, tired of losing jobs and protections for workers, 
tired of failing to understand…. 
 While the LRA and BCEA are today celebrated by COSATU as victories for organised 
labour, there are several concessions that were made by COSATU in negotiations prior to 
their finalisation. For example, the LRA does not contain an unprotected right to strike for 
workers or a duty to bargain for employers. In addition, the procedures that it sets in place for 
seeking redress completely prevent any meaningful industrial action on the part of workers. 
The procedures also separate issues of production from reproduction (e.g. workplace forums) 
thus preventing any meaningful challenge from workers to the making of profit. The BCEA 
represents even bigger concessions, with employers being permitted to vary basic standards 
of employment downwards based on individual agreements with employees. 
 At a practical level, the new regulatory framework makes it difficult for unions to 
organise in sectors where workers are not permanent or fall into the category of ‘atypical 
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worker’. Here, the collection of union membership fees and worksite organisation are 
hindered as workers are not permanent and do not necessarily work from a single workplace 
or a workplace at all. The law is also often abused by employers who play with definitions, 
such as ‘worksite’, to prevent organisation by workers. For in order to be covered by the 
laws, a union has to prove that it is ‘sufficiently representative’. 
 In a report presented to the COSATU central committee meeting of 14-16 April 2003, it 
is stated,  
 
Massive increase in unemployment has led to pressure on the employed and rising casualisation. In that context, 
slow recruitment in the formal sector means that job losses lead to membership losses. Yet, we seem to lack effective 
strategies for dealing with casualisation and outsourcing. As if this is not enough, we are also confronted by the 
exponential growth of the informal economy, which in some ways under-cuts the formal sector as companies source 
goods from the informal economy. (COSATU, 2003: 18). 
  
COSATU’s principle of ‘one industry, one union, one federation’ seems ill-suited to the 
needs of a changing working class, in the face of steady growth in the number of casual, 
seasonal, and flexible workers without a single or permanent worksite. While it recognises 
openly that it is failing to organise these new workers, it still sticks solidly to its position of 
focusing on the formal sector and building the industrial form of a trade union.  
 
The loss of employment is one of the biggest challenges facing South Africa today and it erodes the gains made by 
the regulatory frameworks because people are outside the formal sector to whom the laws apply. But, that is why we 
are saying that we need to grow the formal sector and we call for job creation. That’s why we also say we need to 
find new ways of organising. But, the priority should be on organising in the formal sector because not all workers in 
the formal sector belong to a union. But it also means rethinking strategies to organise workers in non-standard 
employment, like casuals and temps, who are not unionised but are somehow in the formal sector. I think the real 
change in the long term for the trade unions is to represent a tiny minority that is protected by law, has a minimum 
wage, has better conditions…while the majority of people fall outside of that framework. But, I think this is a rising 
problem. We are not there yet… but, you can certainly see developments towards that. And I think that’s the real 
danger we face here. (Oupa Bodibe, interview). 
 
This ‘real danger’ seems to have already arrived. In an organisational report of COSATU (to 
the Central Committee meeting, 14-16 April 2003), it is stated that  
 
COSATU’s overall membership has declined by 112 171 members. Although the precise reasons for membership 
loss still has to be investigated, on the whole it is caused by job losses and inability of some of our affiliates to 
penetrate their sectors. (COSATU, 2003: 16).  
 
The COSATU of today thus faces not only a very different set of conditions in which to 
operate, but also the challenges of responding to the pressures to change placed on its 
organisational form, which it is clearly not responding adequately, by its own admission, to 
these new conditions. As Ashwin Desai states,  
 
The very composition of the working class is changing while these organisations remain the same. So, there’s a 
problem in the sense that unions increasingly can’t come to represent the very nature of its workforce. (Ashwin 
Desai, interview). 
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In addition, the kinds of routine and rhythm of the trade unions have come to be set by the 
policy framework. Layers of leadership that have developed at plant level, at industry level, 
and at the level of the national regulatory framework have become divorced from the base or 
membership of the unions. In addition, all processes within the union have come to be 
defined within the parameters of the new discourse of corporate governance and managing 
the excesses of the capitalist economy rather than changing the system completely. 
  
There’s no more the question of pushing or breaking the boundaries of the capitalist system. That’s not the platform 
from which the South African labour movement is moving. And that’s expressed in terms of its attitude to the 
existing ruling government, the ANC government, in terms of the alliance, but also just in terms of practices such as 
setting up investment companies, the way the trade union movement is taking up collective bargaining – it’s 
institutionalised, routine, you get whatever you can at the negotiating table and once it’s finished you move on to the 
next issue. There’s no kind of revolutionary perspective that informs the various processes, even at the level of basic 
trade union training. I remember when we used to run basic shopsteward training, we first used to talk about the 
nature of the South African revolution before you even start to deal with recognition or wages, etc. You know, you 
start looking at the nature of society and the revolution and all of that – for shopstewards now. Now, that is not part 
of any kind of training today. Nowadays, you train shopstewards about labour laws, legality and knowing your 
rights. These are important, but they show some of the kinds of changes in the trade union movement. (John Appolis, 
interview). 
 
Many activists argue that the changing conditions of work have also resulted in the changing 
organisational culture and form of trade unions. John Appolis, for example, says,  
 
To a large extent the membership base of the trade union movement is still largely your permanent fulltime 
workforce. Over the past 5-6 years, casualisation, contracting and outsourcing have grown. What has happened is 
that this base of the labour movement has been encircled by the casuals, contract workers, etc. which, in some 
senses, also makes the base of the union movement somewhat conservative – because they are surrounded by these 
vulnerable workers. They are also themselves faced with relatives in casual work or unemployed and are often sole 
breadwinners in large extended families. And this tends to make them conservative in terms of how they relate to 
issues of struggle and even to bureaucracy within the trade union.’  
 
With the increasing vulnerability of the working class in general under neoliberalism, trade 
unionism begins to offer opportunities for individuals which tie them into relationships with 
capital that make them less able to be critical of their exploitation and that of other workers. 
For example, the layer of shopstewards in many big plants is not subjected to the daily grind 
of working and being exploited. They have time off from work, access to cars, and attend 
union meetings and are therefore ‘not workers in the real sense’. However, there are still 
layers of workers who are dissatisfied. As John Appolis points out,  
 
It’s just that they haven’t found their expression through the formal apparatus or machinery of the trade union, 
mainly because of the control of this machinery by the trade union bureaucracy. So, you don’t get that sense of 
discontent finding formal expression in terms of resolutions, positions or challenges to the leadership. Because the 
leadership controls the apparatus, they set the rhythm of how the union works and what the union does.’ 
 
In the above context, the struggle of workers at Wits University (with which we opened this 
piece) suffered many defeats – 613 workers were retrenched, with only 250 being re-
employed on contract with the new service providers (Van der Walt, et al., 2002: 29). 
Working conditions of these rehired workers are worse than their previous ones. The 
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National Education, Health and Allied Workers’ Union (NEHAWU) lost over 400 members, 
with 3 shopstewards losing their jobs (Van Der Walt, et. Al, South African Labour Bulletin, 
Volume 25, Number 4, August 2001). Attempts by workers in the new service providers to 
organise themselves in the absence of NEHAWU support have failed. 
 The irony is that it has been in these defeats that a new discourse of struggle has 
emerged. 
 
Becoming 
 

The APF was not someone’s great idea, but you could say it was an idea whose time 
had come because it was born directly out of struggle…during our first days we were 
just campaigning in the streets, militantly, visibly through direct action. The idea was 
that we did not want to debate privatisation. We wanted to take action against it. And, 
at that time privatisation was still a debatable issue. It was still being contested by the 
ANC, nothing had started practically yet. But, those comrades who came together had 
made up their minds that privatisation was unacceptable. The APF was therefore born 
as a militant organisation, not a talk-shop. 
Trevor Ngwane, interview 
 
Largely, the people who compose the APF and other new social movements are people 
who are directly affected by some of the neoliberal policies like the cut-offs and 
evictions, and that in itself provides a catalyst for people to form organisations and to 
develop ways of resisting these kinds of attacks immediately. And, I think what 
happened is that process of experiencing these attacks and a radicalisation of people 
through those issues, has intersected with a layer of activists who are remnants of the 
past. (laughs). They are also people who came mainly from outside of the trade unions. 
John Appolis, interview 

 
The Anti-Privatisation Forum (APF) was formed out of the struggles of workers at Wits 
University organised under the banner of the NEHAWU, students and academics at the 
University fighting privatisation of the institution, and members of the Anti-iGoli Forum 
(which included the South African Communist Party [SACP] Johannesburg central branch). 
Students, workers and academics at the University had formed the Wits Crisis Committee as 
a result of the failure of the union and the South African Students’ Congress (SASCO) Wits 
branch to effectively take on the issue of privatisation. As a result, many of the current 
members and leaders of the APF come from long histories within structures of the liberation 
movement, in particular structures of the UDF and the Congress tradition. Many of them 
have suffered for attempting to address their concerns within these structures through 
disciplinary hearings, expulsions and the like. While many APF members have adopted new 
approaches to old questions as a result of these histories, many also still reflect old ways of 
thinking and strategising in approaching new questions. This play between the old and the 
new is played out in terms of debates and discussions happening currently regarding its 
organisational form, priorities and strategic orientation, as well as in the immediacy of 
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struggle at various points. In its early days, several discussions that took place in the APF 
were discussions that had been silenced or contained within ANC Alliance structures. 
 As such, the APF provided a space through which those problems not able to be 
addressed through the traditional spaces came to be discussed and dealt with outside of the 
organisational discipline of the party, the union and the Congress tradition. Instead, people’s 
immediate problems were dealt with outside of the constraints of ‘governing responsibly’ or 
being ‘disciplined comrades’, allowing for new relations and processes to emerge in and 
through struggle against neoliberalism’s effects. 
 When the Urban Futures conference came up in July 2000, it presented the perfect 
opportunity for all those who had begun to feel the effects of the implementation of GEAR 
(at the university, in the city, in Soweto, in the unions, and in the ANC and Congress-aligned 
structures such as SASCO, SANCO and the SACP) -- and the exhaustion of trying 
unsuccessfully to fight it from within the ANC Alliance -- to come together in a symbolic 
show of the willingness to fight privatisation at all costs, whether this meant taking on the 
ANC Alliance or not. Electricity cut-offs had started in Soweto under the policy of cost-
recovery, workers had been retrenched at Wits, the South African Municipal Workers’ Union 
(SAMWU) was fighting the privatisation plans for Johannesburg contained in iGoli 2002, 
students in SASCO were finding it increasingly difficult to be openly critical of the ANC’s 
policies within the organisation, ANC members were coming under fire for criticising 
GEAR, and ANC-dominated civics were failing to mount any resistance to the government’s 
attacks on the poor through its policy of cost recovery. In addition, new spaces had provided 
the sparks for discussion and debate about neoliberalism. One such space was the Campaign 
Against Neoliberalism in South Africa (CANSA), which had brought many left-leaning 
students, workers, academics, NGO workers and activists together in the ‘political vacuum’ 
left after 1994 (George Dor, interview). Another was the Debate journal collective and on-
line discussion group, which provided the space for debate about neoliberalism as well as the 
networks for initial mobilisations in the run-up to the formation of the APF. Many activists 
also attribute special significance to the protests against the WTO, which took place in 
Seattle in 1999, as having an influence on the thinking and imaginations of many South 
African activists who participated in the formation of the APF. While the APF may have 
been born in struggle against a specific issue then, it is also the result of a number of other 
contingent factors, which go beyond the issues of privatisation at Wits University and in 
Johannesburg. 
 In its early days, the APF served as a beacon of resistance against the new government’s 
neoliberal policies. As more and more communities came under the heavy hand of cost 
recovery and privatisation more generally, the APF provided the space for such communities 
to come together to share experiences, to elicit support for campaigns, and to develop 
common programmes for resisting privatisation in its various forms. It also became a space 
for learning about neoliberalism in its various forms and the various responses that people 
had developed to it. Today the APF has 18 affiliates in communities on the East Rand, the 
Vaal, Potchefstroom, and Johannesburg (including Soweto, Alexandra and Orange Farm). 
Affiliates include mainly community crisis committees, which have evolved in different ways 
depending on their specific circumstances. For example, while the electricity crisis in Soweto 
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provided the immediate problems around which the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee 
(SECC) emerged, unemployment was the problem that brought people together in Orange 
Farm in the establishment of income-generation projects. In turn, it was through these 
income-generation projects that the problem of water arose and a group from these projects 
formed the Orange Farm Water Crisis Committee (OWCC). Affiliates therefore have 
programmes separate from the APF and often have different priorities depending on the 
nature of their formation, the people who compose it, and the specific circumstances of that 
particular geographical location. 
 
Antagonistic 
Something that unites all affiliates and members of the APF, and that has contributed to the 
identity it has evolved, is its opposition to the ANC Alliance and the policies of GEAR, and 
its difference from the ANC Alliance. This has involved campaigns against GEAR, 
privatisation, the installation of pre-paid electricity and water meters, evictions and forced 
removals, and more recently against the New Partnership for Africa’s Development 
(NEPAD) and the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD). These campaigns 
have involved affiliates taking on the ANC at a local level and the Alliance at a national 
level, and have included marches, petitions, graffiti and so on. 
 In its opposition to the Alliance, the APF has not only provided a space for discourses 
critical of and antagonistic to the ANC’s, but has also provided new ways of organising and 
imagining struggle that go beyond the narrow confines of corporatist models of governance 
and reiterate the belief in alternatives to capitalism. Where COSATU and traditional political 
formations have failed to provide the imagination of a world outside of the constraints of 
neoliberalism, new social movements, such as the APF, have allowed people to see 
themselves as active members of a collective body fighting for the life promised by the 
victories of the liberation movement. Emerging from the old, these spaces fashion the new 
from the remnants of the old. 
 
Self-reliant 
APF members see themselves as different from the old liberation movement because of the 
discourse of self-reliance of the APF and its affiliates, as opposed to the old discourse of 
dependency on leadership or other external forces for liberation. ‘The aim of people joining 
the struggle was that they were looking for the alternative, thinking that after destroying the 
apartheid government there will be a better life for all. People thought the release of Mandela 
will bring changes, the unbannings were the demands.  
 
You know, the demands of the 80s were ‘Release Mandela’, ‘Unban All Political Organisations’, and people were 
taught about their political leaders…If you were at a meeting you had to know how to chant the slogans…there was 
a list of names. You’d start with ‘Viva Mandela!’, then ‘Viva Sisulu!’, ‘Viva Motsoaledi’, ‘Viva Kathrada!’…All 
these names you know. Now they were teaching people more about their leaders than about their liberation. They 
were taught that these are your leaders, if they are released, you’ll be free. That was dependency – to lead people to 
depend on Oliver Tambo, in exile; if he comes back, you will be free. So people learnt to put their trust in leaders 
more than understanding what liberation is... We don’t believe in leaders in the OWCC, we believe in the people. 
(Bricks Mokolo, interview)  
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It might be correct to say that some people, especially the old leadership on the ground, is schooled in the old 
traditions and have this idea of Mandela, the Messiah, so now John, the Messiah. But this is something we are 
fighting. It’s a challenge and one of the areas to which autonomist thinking can make the biggest contribution. 
(Trevor Ngwane, interview). 
 
This tendency towards self-reliance or self-organisation manifests itself in two ways in the 
APF: in the income-generation projects that are part of the activities of some of the affiliates 
(e.g. in Orange Farm and Motsoaledi), and in the illegal reconnections to water and 
electricity that occur across all affiliates.  
 
It [reconnections] is a tactic, but it is also part of an overall strategy that we’re now calling ‘working class delivery’ 
because it’s based on the experience of the working class. No one thought it up. It just came about. I remember a 
time when in the SECC meetings people who were illegally connected would be asked to raise their hands and 
almost everyone’s hands would go up. There’d be this sense of relief as almost everyone would be illegally 
connected. The only thing was that they were doing it as a criminal act individually. So, it was a question of turning 
what was a criminal act into a collective act of defiance. It is also different from marches in that it is proactive – 
we’re doing it for ourselves. And this is a strong mobilising tool because it delivers then and there and it shows the 
power of organisation right there. It’s not a theory about winning socialism one day. (Trevor Ngwane, interview).  
 
Activists also re-tell reconnections as an undermining of private property and the control of 
private owners like ESKOM. They also argue that reconnections by ordinary people are ‘a 
demystification of the bourgeois power structure’ as they ‘show the potential for self-
organisation of the working class. (Trevor Ngwane, interview). 
 More recently, with the introduction of pre-paid water and electricity meters in certain 
areas, like Soweto and Orange Farm, activists have begun to destroy these meters and to 
actively prevent their installation in acts of disobedience. On Wednesday, 20 August 2003, 6 
members of the SECC were arrested in Soweto and charged with ‘malicious damage to 
property’ for preventing the installation of pre-paid water meters. On Saturday, 23 August 
2003, 2 more members of the SECC were arrested – 1 was given the same charge, the other 
(Trevor Ngwane) was charged with ‘incitement to violence’. The SECC expects more arrests 
in the upcoming months during which the plan is to install water meters in Soweto. 
 In providing the context in which people feel safe and ‘natural’ resisting the 
commodification of basic services, affiliates have also sometimes gone a step further in 
ensuring that communities become ‘no-go zones’ for ESKOM and Johannesburg water.  
 
Most ESKOM subcontractors are ANC people. We told them that we are going to beat them and make sure that they 
can’t operate in the community. Luckily the contracts were withdrawn and ESKOM wanted to negotiate with us. We 
said to them, ‘No. Mandela said that GEAR is a non-negotiable policy. So, we are also not willing to negotiate about 
using your electricity. It’s non-negotiable. You’d better go to the government, talk to them or give us electricity and 
send your bills to the government.’ That’s what we did. They said, ‘No, the government is in the process…’ So we 
said, ‘O.K. Provide electricity or we’ll take it.’ And really speaking, we are taking it. Even today, if you go to the 
ESKOM offices in Orange Farm they are empty or closed down because people are not buying electricity. Very few 
are paying. The majority are just connected. We know how to connect. We have also developed a defense committee 
so that when ESKOM comes people just shout that ESKOM is around and we come out and attack their cars. (Bricks 
Mokolo, interview). 
 
In Orange Farm and Soweto, as well as in other APF affiliates, the above tactics/strategies 
have been combined with marches, pickets, memorandums, meetings and negotiations in 
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campaigns around electricity, and now water in Soweto, and first water and then electricity in 
Orange Farm. In Soweto, with up to 20 000 households per month experiencing electricity 
cut-offs by early 2001 (Maj Fiil-Flynn, 2001: 2), a group of activists, led by Trevor Ngwane, 
a local ANC councilor who had been expelled from the ANC for speaking out publicly 
against iGoli 2002, set up a telephone line to receive complaints from Soweto residents 
experiencing cut-offs. Through this the SECC emerged with the primary aim initially being 
to reconnect electricity to poor households that had been disconnected and to mount a fight 
against ESKOM and the ANC government in a campaign named ‘Operation Khanyisa’, 
meaning ‘to light up’. 
 Since then, the SECC has had numerous marches, pickets, memorandums, etc. to 
ESKOM and state offices. ESKOM agreed to a temporary moratorium on electricity cut-offs 
in October 2001. However, in April 2002, 87 members of the SECC were shot at and arrested 
during a march on the Mayor of Johannesburg’s house. After a bodyguard opened fire on the 
crowd, the Mayor had his water disconnected and his garden littered. After several 
postponements, this case, in which activists were charged with ‘malicious damage to property 
and public violence’, was eventually dismissed on 5 March 2003 on the basis that the 
bodyguard’s testimony was not credible and that there was no consistency in the state’s 
argument, as many of those arrested had not even been at the scene (APF Press Statement, 5 
March 2003). The case of the Kensington 87 both assisted the SECC with building its 
strength amongst existing members and drawing attention to its struggle within South Africa 
and internationally. 
 In May 2003, ESKOM announced the scrapping of arrears in townships in 
Johannesburg, including Soweto, to the tune of R1.4 billion. While the SECC was not invited 
to talks in this regard, Jeff Hadebe, the Minister of Public Enterprises and National Executive 
member of the South African National Civics Organisation (SANCO), and SANCO were 
portrayed as brokering a deal with ESKOM. There is no doubt, however, in the minds of the 
SECC, the APF and broader social movements (as well as others), that the increased 
mobilisation by the SECC and other social movements around electricity did have an effect 
on even this deal being brokered. SANCO and the ANC might like to portray this as a gain 
made through constructive engagement between civil society and the state, but their 
statements against the APF, SECC and other social movements (contained in their own 
policy discussion documents, press statements and so on) reveal clearly that new social 
movements play an increasingly central role in determining the way that the Alliance in 
power relates to issues around basic service delivery. For social movements, SANCO was 
clearly being opportunist (opportunistic) in claiming this as its victory. In their experiences, 
people in communities fighting cut-offs and evictions have come up against SANCO as a 
buffer between government and communities. While the SECC celebrated this announcement 
as its victory, it was also clear that this was not the end of its struggle. This writing off of 
debts was only going to precede further implementation of cost-recovery practices in the 
form of the pre-paid electricity system, and did not signal a change in ESKOM and the 
government’s policy of commodifying basic services. 
 In Orange Farm, water cut-offs and the installation of pre-paid water meters in one 
extension as a ‘pilot’ project of Johannesburg Water Company (JOWCO) in August 2002 
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sparked the formation of the OWCC. Informal meetings in the streets of the affected 
extension, door-to-door campaigns, flyers and pamphlets, mass meetings and an extremely 
effective graffiti campaign against water privatisation led to the immediate cessation of the 
‘pilot’ project. While Johannesburg Water cancelled the public launch of the project, the 
following months saw the installation of prepaid meters continue and the struggle of the 
OWCC still continues. 
 Just before the WSSD, a few hundred people in Orange Farm started to experience 
electricity cut-offs. ESKOM had hired local ANC residents as subcontractors to do the 
checking for illegal reconnections as well as the cut-offs. Residents, organised under the 
OWCC, physically prevented the activities of subcontractors and marched on the ESKOM 
offices in Orange Farm to demand an immediate reconnection of all houses in Orange Farm 
regardless of whether they had paid or not and a cessation of cut-offs. Subcontractors were 
also threatened to give up their contracts. Electricity cut-offs have since ceased. The OWCC 
immediately recognised the limitations of its name, as it did not speak to issues broader than 
water. However, after a discussion within the organisation, it was decided to remain with the 
original name, as water is symbolic of more than just itself. Bricks Mokolo says,  
 
Water is life. If they privatise water, what do we do? Our lives are being privatised. In South Africa, there are no 
longer citizens. We are all customers now. And that is why we are fighting privatisation. So, the name didn’t need to 
change. (Bricks Mokolo, interview). 
 
In Soweto, other issues have also been taken up in campaigns, including high food prices and 
school fees. The SECC has also recently re-evaluated its orientation and tactics and 
concluded that it has until now orientated itself mainly to the interests of the unemployed, 
even in terms of its practical organising. SECC meetings, for instance, take place on Tuesday 
afternoons when most workers are occupied. It has thus begun to include other ways of 
organising to try to extend its hand to workers. The SECC now visits worksites to talk with 
workers and holds meetings at different times. 
 Similarly, in Orange Farm, the issues of education, HIV-AIDS, and, more recently, 
worker struggles have been taken up in campaigns. Due to the profile that the OWCC has 
built for itself in the area as a fighting organisation, it was approached by workers in the area 
in 2002 who had been experiencing problems with private companies. These workers 
included a group of contract workers employed by Pickitup, the new private refuse removal 
company contracted by the Johannesburg City Council as part of the iGoli 2002 plan; 
workers employed by a private school; and workers from a company called SAMANCOR. 
The SAMANCOR workers have been failed by the National Union of Metalworkers of South 
Africa (NUMSA) local in their fight to improve working conditions where workers have 
already died due to the toxicity of chemicals used in the production process at a plant. Their 
employer has also retrenched a number of workers following compulsory medical 
examinations, the results of which workers were initially not given. In all 3 cases, affected 
workers have joined the OWCC where they have been incorporated into the organisational 
structure by way of the formation of a workers’ subcommittee to deal specifically with 
worker issues. 
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 The OWCC has since mounted campaigns against the 3 employers, including marches, 
petitions and demonstrations involving community members generally as well as other APF 
affiliates. These campaigns have forced employers into negotiations with workers, supported 
by community activists. In the case of Pickitup, the Johannesburg City Council was 
considered by the OWCC as part of the problem, and actions were targeted at it as well. The 
participation of workers and community activists has built a new sense of solidarity within 
the community. The OWCC and activists see it as a means to facilitating the development of 
new approaches to the problems of unemployment and work. These approaches jointly 
consider the challenges faced by the employed and the problems of the unemployed. In this 
way, the nature of work and the constraints that it places on life have come to be theorised 
and debated in a manner that does not restrict or frame the discussion in terms of old 
distinctions between the community and the workplace. 
 
Alternative 
The illegal forms of action described above represent ‘tactics’ when they achieve immediate 
gains in the form of the writing off of arrears (as in Soweto), or the immediate cessation of 
water and electricity cut-offs, or the cessation of the installation of pre-paid meters (as in 
Orange Farm). They also contribute towards a strategy of creating the space for the 
imagining of an alternative society in which basic services are delivered through the direct 
collective action of people and the reorganisation of social life outside of the framework of 
the market. In such spaces, talk of decommodified basic and social services once again 
becomes possible. 
 In learning from the dangers of the old, the organisational culture of the APF is one that 
is committed to ensuring as non-hierarchical and decentralised a structure as possible. Its 
membership reflects and considers the changing composition of ‘the working class’ and ‘the 
poor’ under neoliberalism. Membership differs according to the affiliate, and the affiliates are 
autonomous in defining their structure, functioning and programmes. All members 
interviewed stated the need for some sort of structure to ensure effective and efficient co-
ordination of programmes, and to ensure that democracy does prevail.  
 
In the absence of some co-ordinating structure those who are resourced, educated, skilled politically and so on will 
have greater power in the organisation than others. (Trevor Ngwane, interview).  
 
The APF therefore has a co-ordinating committee, an organising committee, an executive 
committee, a media committee, a legal committee, an education committee, and a research 
committee. Affiliates are represented on each committee, and decisions are made at the level 
of the co-ordinating and executive committee meetings. Other committees play the role of 
implementing these decisions. There are 6 office bearers (chairperson, secretary, treasurer 
and their deputies), who are functionaries of the organisation. In addition, there is an 
appointed organiser and administrator who are fulltime, paid employees of the APF. In 
addition to central meetings, regular workshops are held to facilitate common 
understandings, approaches and debates around issues. In addition to community affiliates of 
the APF, there is also the space for political formations to join. Affiliates in this category 
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include the Socialist Group, Keep Left and the Democratic Socialist Movement (DSM), 
which are all Trotskyist in orientation, and the Bikisha Media Collective, which is anarchist. 
In this way, a new organisational culture is beginning to develop, with more regular spaces 
providing the opportunities for relationships to be developed amongst activists and for ways 
of debating, discussing and organising to emerge. 
 It is interesting to observe and be part of the play between different organisational 
traditions and styles, old and new, in these spaces at the level of simple matters, such as how 
chairing of meetings happen, the different languages used, and the general interactions 
between very different groups of people. For instance, the words ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ are 
used to refer to each other, in addition to the older ‘comrade’. There is an interchange 
between different languages used by people, as most meetings and events have translation in 
Zulu, Sotho and English. At times, APF members have played with old slogans, identities 
and other traditional ways of representing issues. For example, the way that those arrested 
from the SECC for marching on Mayor Amos Masondo became the ‘Kensington 87’ was 
through a conscious choice made by activists producing the media to re-appropriate the 
tradition which developed under apartheid to name political prisoners (The Sharpeville 6, for 
example). Another example is the way John Vorster Square was renamed Thabo Mbeki 
Square during the repression around the WSSD (see below). 
 The APF has had some amazingly creative sessions and happenings. These include 
banner-making, the emergence of a drama group of young members (who are now regulars at 
all major events of most new social movements in Johannesburg, and who participate in all 
other activities and committees of the APF as members of different affiliates), a recent lively 
and productive media workshop, the creation of new songs, and so on. 
 Within affiliates there are many different styles of organising depending on the nature, 
location, and kinds of resources a particular affiliate has access to. In many communities, 
initial organising happened at the level of neighbours, members of the same church groups or 
stokvels and the like coming together in their homes, churches and streets in meetings and 
mass gatherings which have then evolved into different structures. In some communities, 
meetings start and end with prayers. In Orange Farm, the greatest support it has received 
from within the community has been from the local St Charles Lwanga Catholic Church, and 
so weekly meetings take place on the verandah of the church. While the church initially 
allowed the OWCC free use of the actual church building for big meetings and discussions, 
recently ANC members of the church have insisted on the OWCC paying for use of this 
space. 
 However, a key challenge for this organisational structure (which is not fixed, but open 
to change at all times) is to ensure that it is not the vision of a few individuals that is carried 
in the APF, but that of a majority of people fighting neoliberalism.  
 
The APF is not a mass movement yet, but it has a mass orientation. This is opposite to the ANC, which although it 
had a mass base followed an elitist politics. (Trevor Ngwane, interview).  
 
With this orientation (evident in its programmes, principles and organisational structure), the 
APF has allowed itself to evolve and still leaves space for change in its form and programme. 
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While this evolution may have resulted in the current identity it enjoys, reflecting a certain 
homogeneity amongst its members, there are still many unresolved issues on which members 
differ. Melanie Sampson argues that the APF could never have a structure that is determined 
and holds forever. However, she argues that the APF has already allowed its structure to 
evolve over a number of organisational changes, and should allow for the space for this 
structure to change as conditions change (Melanie Sampson, interview). The APF is currently 
in discussion regarding the drafting of a constitution for itself. Many activists would like to 
ensure that the constitution allows for such flexibility and dynamism, and fear that a rigid 
constitution might prevent the space that now exists for looseness and openness to new ideas 
and change. 
 While this has perhaps been the reason for many activists joining the APF, it is also 
probably one of the least easily acceptable differences in terms of organisational form for 
activists coming from any of the major left South African political traditions. It is also an 
issue that is constantly discussed and debated within the APF. 
  
Connections 
In emerging to address the dangers presented by the failures of the old, new social 
movements struggle to reconstitute or preserve old ties and look to the formation of new 
ones. The APF has since its inception consistently sought to build working relations with 
organised labour, in particular COSATU. In exploring new approaches and ways of 
becoming, the APF has made new allies and partners in a global network of activists and 
movements struggling against neoliberalism in its various forms. 
 
With the old 
With the APF’s roots being in the struggles of workers in Johannesburg and at Wits 
University, the majority of its members continue to see the centrality of organised labour and 
the working class more generally in any struggle against neoliberalism. A commitment to old 
notions of the working class as the vanguard of any movement in society has come to be 
challenged by changes in the very composition of the working class, as experienced in the 
daily lives of APF members under neoliberalism. Unemployment, casualisation, the growth 
of informal labour, and so on, have raised real questions for members of the APF with regard 
to the nature of its organising and programme. 
 One of the issues enjoying much debate currently is that of the attitude of the APF to 
workers and organised labour, in particular COSATU. The APF has had representatives from 
COSATU and SAMWU sitting in its initial meetings, but after the first few meetings and 
communications between the APF and COSATU and SAMWU, these unions withdrew their 
formal participation in the APF. A few members of these unions have continued to 
participate in the APF as individuals. In fact, John Appolis, the chairperson of the APF, 
began as the COSATU regional representative to APF meetings and merely continued his 
participation as an individual once COSATU had decided to withdraw its formal 
participation. While the APF has tried on numerous occasions to make formal contact with 
COSATU, it has received no positive responses from COSATU to invitations to discussions 
and events. 
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 One of the major reasons for the hostility from COSATU towards the APF could be 
attributed to the APF’s severe criticism of the ANC Alliance. In contrast to the APF, it has 
been argued that the stage and state in which COSATU finds itself today is a result of the 
choices it has made in relation to the ANC and the SACP, and the tripartite Alliance’s agenda 
of advancing the neoliberal project. In this vein, activists and academics have argued that the 
bringing of the trade union movement under the umbrella of the ANC has facilitated the 
drawing in of labour to corporatist governance processes within the overall framework of the 
neoliberal policy, GEAR, and thus tied organised labour to a partnership with government 
and business with the aim of enhancing productivity and thereby growth. 
 There are many experiences in relation to privatisation that illustrate this, the latest 
being the national anti-privatisation strike which took place over 2 days in October 2002. 
Originally planned for the days preceding the World Summit on Sustainable Development 
(WSSD), a last minute intervention by the Alliance saw COSATU postponing this action and 
instead putting its forces behind an Alliance march celebrating its participation in the WSSD. 
When the strike did take place, Zwelinzima Vavi was sure to point out that,  
 
The strike is not about questioning the bona fides of government. I want to stress that again. This is not about 
passing a vote of no confidence to our government. This is about registering a disagreement about a specific policy, 
the policy being privatisation, which has resulted in mass job losses, which has resulted in more and more people 
being pushed deeper and deeper into poverty. And this is what this march is about, and not about any other thing that 
other people tend to do. This is not about apples. This is about real issues – 100 000 jobs have been lost only in 
Spoornet, Telkom, Denel and the post office. Surely, workers are going to raise that issue. This is their government, 
their government must respond to the issues they are raising. This is not a march about counter-revolution or extreme 
leftists as some people may want to believe. (Vavi in response to a question from an Indymedia journalist, 3 October 
2003, Indymedia-SA video footage). 
 
Vavi’s words betray the immense loyalty and commitment to the tripartite Alliance that 
exists amongst COSATU leadership. Despite the above compromises, COSATU remains 
committed to the Alliance. In response to a question related to the losses around GEAR and 
privatisation, Oupa Bodibe stated,  
 
Let’s not fall into the trap of an end of history. Like GEAR happened in 1996 and nothing thereafter. Yes, it was a 
major setback. But, it was the working class driving the transformation agenda… and there have been some small 
shifts in the original framework of the GEAR adopted in 1996. The mere fact that the ANC cannot use words like 
GEAR, restructuring, privatisation – they have to say RDP, etc. – show that even their own constituency has 
problems with it. You’re not going to win anything overnight. The mere fact that government has been forced to 
come back to the table – I’m not saying that there’ll be any major victories for the working class – to get consensus 
from broader society about economic policy is a sign that the pressures brought to bear on government from various 
forces, including the trade union movement, have paid off. (Oupa Bodibe, interview). 
 
A COSATU discussion document, entitled ‘Consolidating Working Class Power for Quality 
Jobs – Toward 2015’, is a little more critical. After launching a page long critique of the 
relationship between Alliance partners and the failure of the ANC to take the Alliance 
seriously beyond elections, it states:  
 
The Alliance has been reduced in practice into a crisis manager, mediating mostly between the state and COSATU. 
Moreover, it has become clear that the state will not necessarily abide by agreements within the Alliance or, for that 
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matter, even ANC resolutions. During the Growth and Development Summit (GDS) negotiations, for instance, 
government officials resisted including commitments to halving unemployment by 2012 and to avoid job losses in 
restructuring the state – both included in resolutions from the ANC’s 51st conference. Similarly, contrary to ANC 
resolutions, officials have consistently delayed convening meetings under the National Framework Agreement on 
state-owned enterprise. The experience of the Ekurhuleni Summit in 2002 is typical. The Alliance agreed to hold in-
depth discussions and give strategic leadership to the GDS whilst also resolving long outstanding differences around 
economic policies. Yet the follow-up meetings never materialised. Again, the delays appeared superficially as a 
failure to find space in diaries – but fundamentally, it results from the balance of forces today. Still, the Alliance 
remains the only weapon in the hands of our people to deepen transformation and take our National Democratic 
Revolution (NDR) to new heights. We must not, because of the current situation and our frustration, throw away the 
only weapon our people have developed over many years in the trenches of struggles, in our communities and in our 
prison, in exile and internally. It would be a class suicide if workers were to hand the ANC over to the bourgeois 
state. (COSATU, 2003: 7 – http://www.cosatu.org.za/cong2003/2015.html ). 
 
This unqualified support by COSATU leadership for the ANC and the Alliance has started to 
play itself out within COSATU unions, with many unable to bear the ‘pain and suffering’. 
The most recent experience of this has been the case of the Chemical, Engineering, Pulp, 
Paper, Wood and Allied Workers’ Union (CEPPWAWU), where the entire leadership of its 
Wits region as well as representatives from this region to the National Executive Committee 
(NEC) were suspended in May 2003 for calling for a Workers’ Referendum on the Alliance 
and the 2004 national elections. 
 According to the Wits region, this referendum was called for by locals within the region 
following the COSATU anti-privatisation strike of October 2002, as a result of differing 
opinions amongst workers about the strike. Some joined the strike in order to show their 
distaste for privatisation and to specifically show the ANC this, while others chose not to 
participate in the strike because of the contradictory role of the ANC in the Alliance and in 
government. 
 
The workers who participated in the strike and march in Johannesburg wanted to show the ANC government that 
they rejected privatisation. They wanted to show the ANC that they are fully behind COSATU and wanted to defend 
COSATU against the attacks from the ANC. Their support for the general strike was a massive vote of no 
confidence in the ANC government. During the Johannesburg march on the first day of the general strike workers 
were burning the posters of Mbazima Shilowa, premier of Gauteng. The workers who did not participate in the 
general strike wanted to give a political message to COSATU. They wanted to tell COSATU that privatisation 
cannot be fought decisively because of the Alliance with the ANC. They said that they know that after the general 
strike COSATU would go back to the Alliance and say that they are sorting out matters between them as Alliance 
partners. They felt that COSATU would not be serious to continue fighting privatisation. They further said that 
COSATU cannot fight seriously and strongly the ANC government because they are in the same political bed with 
the ANC... Workers were right because before and during the strike the views of the COSATU leaders were directly 
different to that of the workers. COSATU leaders were trying to cool down the hot political feelings of the workers. 
The COSATU leaders were saying ‘the strike is not political’, ‘the strike is not directed at the ANC and the ANC 
government.’… Our REC felt quite strongly that these kinds of statements are confusing and they amounted to an 
attempt to de-politicise an otherwise very political issue. The locals and the Regional Executive Committee (REC) 
felt that these messages from workers must be conveyed to the union nationally. We felt therefore that it is time that 
workers’ voices must be heard and that workers provide the answer to this political crossroad of the trade union 
movement. To this end the REC proposed that CEPPWAWU/COSATU must organise a Workers’ Referendum on 
workers’ views on the Alliance. In this way we can prepare in a mass manner for the up-coming National Congress 
of the federation in 2003. (CEPPWAWU, 2003: 1). 
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In November 2002, the NEC attacked the proposals as going against the union’s resolutions 
of maintaining and strengthening the Alliance taken in August 2002, and it was decided that 
the National Office Bearers Council (NOBC) should visit the locals of the Wits region in 
order to investigate this call. It was also decided at this November 2002 meeting that no 
elected union leader would be allowed to use any public platform to air views contrary to the 
union’s. The Wits region responded by arguing that this latter decision was undemocratic and 
against their constitutional rights to freedom of expression. They also explained the history of 
differences that existed between the Wits region and the NEC. In 2000, the region raised 
concerns about financial mismanagement in the union and called for a vote of no confidence 
in the NOBC; this was rejected by the NEC in April 2001. 
 In April 2002, the Wits region started an initiative to organise retrenched and dismissed 
members of CEPPWAWU in a project called the Masimbambane Unemployed Project 
(MUP). This was based on a decision taken at a Wits regional congress in October 2001 as an 
‘attempt to organise the unemployed and to bring about unity between the employed and the 
unemployed.’ (ibid: 4). One proposal from the MUP was to give first preference to 
retrenched CEPPWAWU members in new jobs that open up in the sector. Committees of the 
MUP were set up in Tsakane, Kwathema, Katlehong and Tembisa.  
 
However, the MUP has been seen by the union leadership as a political problem and there have been attempts to 
discredit the MUP and to undermine it. The leadership is claiming that the November 2002 NEC decided that the 
MUP must be closed down whilst national guidelines are being worked out of how to organise the unemployed. 
They were also claiming that the MUP is a front of the APF which is anti-ANC. The Wits region has been 
challenging these attempts to undermine the MUP. So instead of welcoming the initiative to organise the former 
members of CEPPWAWU, the leaders are trying to destroy it. (ibid: 4). 
 
In addition, John Appolis, Secretary of the Wits region, was called to a meeting on 7 
February 2003 where the general secretaries of the union questioned whether he knew that 
the call for the referendum and the MUP were against the union’s positions. They asked what 
his role as an employee of the union would be to ensure that workers and shopstewards 
comply with union positions. The Wits region stated,  
 
Comrade John Appolis has been accused of being incompatible with the tradition, culture and views of 
CEPPWAWU… This is a clear indication of trying to get rid of Comrade John Appolis by singling him out as the 
problem. This amounts to political suppression and purging of individuals within the union. The union leadership is 
now using the language and weapons of the bosses to deal with comrades in the union. This is also an indication that 
the union is becoming bureaucratic and it is adopting the culture and operations of a capitalist company. (ibid: 4).  
 
The Wits region has also stated that the suspension of the 3 NEC members from the Wits 
region was not an NEC decision. While the suspension is being contested using the legal 
framework, the Wits region has also split from CEPPWAWU to join the previously-small, 
independent General Industrial Workers Union of South Africa (GIWUSA). With offices in 
Germiston, the new GIWUSA affiliate has already started organising, with assistance from 
various sources. The development of GIWUSA, through the entry of these former members 
of CEPPWAWU, and the organisational forms and strategies that it chooses to adopt will be 
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important in the unfolding history of the struggle of workers and the poor in neoliberal South 
Africa. 
 The choices being made by COSATU, as well the above experiences of workers within 
trade unions, then seem to suggest that:  
 
the factory gates and anything that happens behind the factory gates are no longer of any relevance to what we’d 
regard as a radical antagonistic challenge to this political economy and to the inequalities in society. You are not 
going to be winning wage increases in excess of inflation, even if that was your way of judging things. And I would 
go a step further and say that not all, but recently the subjectivity that is bred behind the factory gates gets in the way 
of a radical challenge to social norms and powers that are dominant. (Heinrich Bohmke, interview). 
 
This very debate played itself out within the APF as John Appolis is its Chairperson and 
because it raised several serious questions for the APF about its relationship to labour – 
organised and unorganised. The difference of approaches to COSATU, and workers in 
general, within new social movements led to the APF holding its first workshop to explore 
the attitudes of its members and affiliates to this question on 16 August 2003. In this 
workshop, attended by representatives of all affiliates, discussion and debate ensued based on 
presentations received from workers organised under the OWCC, workers from 
CEPPWAWU Wits Region who had left and joined GIWUSA, and the NUMSA National 
Education officer, amongst others. Much of the debate and discussion focused on 
understanding the changes in the nature of work and the labour market and the effects of 
these changes on organising in terms of the specific experiences of members and affiliates of 
the APF. Still, two clear lines of difference emerged with regard to COSATU and organised 
workers. Some argued strongly for continuing to work with the base of COSATU unions and 
encouraging the strengthening of the existing trade union movement, with some even calling 
for GIWUSA members to return to CEPPWAWU. Others argued for the prioritisation of 
work with new, independent unions and workers who are not organised through APF 
structures, like the Orange Farm experience. While there were no decisions made in this 
workshop, there was a general agreement to continue to work with workers wherever they 
might be as the APF has done in the past and to continue to debate the changing conditions of 
work and organising under neoliberalism. The discussion itself and the various proposals that 
were tabled for further discussion reveal the various points at which activists are with regard 
to the issue. On one hand, the organised Trotskyist formations of Keep Left and the Socialist 
Group rehashed the old positions of ‘winning the heart and souls of the rank and file of 
COSATU’ and the need for more consistent work with the base of COSATU to ‘build 
enough confidence in the working class’ to change COSATU and force its break from the 
Alliance or its transformation from within. But there was also evidence of people really 
struggling with the issue as a result of the failure of traditional organisations and theories to 
provide answers for the challenges placed on organising by changing conditions of work. The 
overriding agreement amongst the latter group was that COSATU and the traditional trade 
union form have failed to respond to the needs and problems of workers under neoliberalism, 
and that the clear distinctions between ‘worker’ and ‘community person’, and 
‘factory/workplace’ and ‘community’ were blurring under neoliberalism. The result: that 
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organising must allow for the coming together of these traditionally separate subjects and 
sites. 
 However, activists differed around the form in which the APF should approach this 
issue. While some proposed the establishment of an APF Work Forum, an open space in 
which anyone could raise an issue for debate and discussion related to work in a manner that 
allows for analysis of current changes facing us without artificial divisions between workers 
and others, others called for a Workers’ Forum, which would be a space for discussion of 
issues related specifically to workers. While both these seem similar, the former would open 
up the space for discussions around reconceptualisations of work allowing for different sites 
of production/reproduction and their relative value to be the subject of discussion (e.g. 
Orange Farm’s sewing and gardening projects as well as the retrenchments happening at a 
chemical plant). In this way, it would facilitate the development of alternative understandings 
of work and value (possibly even the rejection of work and its value as determined by 
capital). The latter rather seems to confine itself to current conceptualisations of work and 
workers. Other suggestions have included the setting up of an APF Workers’ Desk, which 
would respond institutionally and quite routinely to the needs of workers as they arise. 
 For now, while the discussion is still open and fairly new, there is only an agreement 
that there will not be a generalised approach to this question and that individual situations 
will determine their own unfolding. For us, this discussion is an extremely important one as it 
goes to the heart of what possibilities we decide to explore in the creation of alternatives to 
capitalism. Our participation in this discussion also gives value to the work we have put into 
this research study as it has allowed us to use this work very concretely in a discussion that 
will see the APF make some serious decisions about its organisational form and strategic 
orientation. 
  APF members continue to attend COSATU events and campaigns to give support and 
to draw attention to the existence of a critique of the ANC government and its neoliberal 
policies. There is still a very strong feeling amongst APF members that COSATU members 
(‘the rank and file’) must be ‘won over’ to the positions of the APF (Trevor Ngwane, 
interview). COSATU leadership has, however, grown increasingly antagonistic in its actions 
despite its overall position that COSATU will work with the APF and other social 
movements where there are points of agreement on certain issues. However, it reserves the 
right to differ from other social movements on issues such as its participation in the Alliance.  
 
I’ll be frank with you… We do recognise that there are new movements, and that these new movements have arisen 
because the ANC has left the MDM – it’s no longer leading, it’s collapsed everything into the state and it’s left a 
vacuum in the MDM in the sense that there is no UDF, crudely. So, there is no congress mass movement anymore. 
And, many of the new movements have emerged in response to specific government social policy issues, like 
privatisation, housing, landlessness. However, where COSATU has a problem is with the anti-state and anti-ANC 
posture of some of the movements. Our principles are that we are not anti-state and not anti-ANC. We have certain 
problems with government policy, but we certainly don’t clamp down on people if they have a different view and if 
they have a legitimate constituency and who sometimes we might share the same demands and so on, but it is rather 
difficult because you must remember that principally we have an alliance with the SACP and ANC. This is not a 
tactical alliance, but a principled one and until and unless that sunders, you cannot consider forcing alliances with 
organisations that are anti-ANC and anti-state. Therefore, with the APF, we’ve taken a position that we cannot work 
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with them continuously on a long-term basis, but that around specific issues on which we agree we could consider 
working together.’ (Oupa Bodibe, interview). 
 
When COSATU did decide to join forces with new social movements in the Anti-War 
Coalition (AWC) march against the war on 15 January 2003, it was this relationship to the 
ANC that was to prevent a unified action from being pulled off on the day. Interestingly, the 
debate around whether to allow the ANC to be part of the AWC action was to divide new 
social movements. The APF position was to work with COSATU but not the ANC, as the 
ANC was seen to be contradictory in its position on the war, opposing it in word but 
continuing to allow Denel to supply arms to the USA, and because it is complicit with the 
neoliberal agenda of those pushing for war. While this position carried through into the 
programme on the day of the march, this was only after heated debate within the APF and the 
AWC in which many activists felt that we were being ‘sectarian’ in denying the ANC a 
platform on the day. The final decision taken by the AWC was that COSATU would be 
allowed a speaker on the main stage while the ANC would be prevented from speaking. 
 COSATU felt that: 
 
There’s no need to be balkanised about the war. The government here was anti-war and one of the things we’ve 
learnt to appreciate - even in the days when Mandela was the President, Mandela did not agree with the property 
clause in the constitution and he agreed with the entrenching of workers’ rights in the constitution. Right wing forces 
were not agreed and Mandela joined COSATU strike actions at the time, if you remember, in spite of the fact that he 
was the President of the country. And so, when the democratic state takes progressive positions, let’s support that 
democratic state. We must mount the same mass action as when we oppose the democratic state. (Simon Boshielo, 
interview). 
  
On the day of the march, the ANC Alliance was a clear bloc (visibly smaller than the rest), 
which at the end of the march separated from the main march to hold its own rally. After the 
WSSD (see below) this was a clear sign that the lines were drawn and that there was little 
hope of COSATU coming together with new social movements. 
 What followed was the APF’s eviction from its offices in COSATU house in June 2003. 
In a statement released on 30 June 2003, the APF stated,  
 
The reasons provided by the COSATU-Cubah Properties for kicking the APF out are that the APF did not apply to 
renew the lease. They also made false allegations that the APF was a bad payer despite the APF being up to date 
with its rent payments. COSATU does not have the guts to state the true reasons for the eviction. In a pathetic 
attempt to cover the politics behind the eviction, Cubah Properties in its correspondence with the APF, distanced 
itself from the COSATU Central Executive Committee (CEC) resolution and evasively implied that there was no 
link between COSATU and Cubah Properties. On investigation, the APF found out that Zwelinzima Vavi (COSATU 
general secretary), Bheki Ntshalintshali (COSATU deputy secretary) and Alinah Rantsolase (COSATU Treasurer) 
are the directors of Cubah Properties. (APF, 2003: 1).  
 
Minutes of the COSATU CEC meeting reveal that this was actually a minuted decision of the 
CEC. Activists anticipate that tensions will only get worse as COSATU has already taken 
positions that will bring it into conflict with the APF and other social movements. For 
example, Trevor Ngwane points out that COSATU has taken a position that it is not opposed 
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to the system of pre-paid electricity and water, while the APF and its affiliates have a clear 
strategy of destroying and preventing the installation of pre-paid meters. 
 
With the new 
The APF, while emerging in response to the specific struggles of specific groups against 
privatisation, has grown to include various struggles of communities going beyond the issue 
of privatisation. In doing this, it has promoted an understanding of privatisation that has 
situated privatisation within a broader programme of capitalist expansion in the form of 
neoliberalism. In this way the APF has broadened its programmes to include fighting, not just 
the South African government’s policies as they apply here, but also the policies of 
neoliberalism that are being promoted in the form of NEPAD for the African continent, and 
the international financial institutions. In doing this, it has linked up with other struggles in 
the world and come together with other social movements in protest action, in particular 
around the WCAR in 2001 and the WSSD in 2002. These have included the Concerned 
Citizens’ Forum (CCF-Durban), the Anti-Eviction Campaign (AEC-Cape Town), the 
Landless People’s Movement (LPM), Jubilee South Africa, and the Anti-War Coalition 
(AWC). In addition, it has formed alliances with certain non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs), such as the Environmental Justice Networking Forum (EJNF) and the Alternative 
Information and Development Centre (AIDC). 
 While participation in such events and processes has shown several similarities between 
and amongst movements, it has also raised several differences. As John Appolis stated,  
 
There have been 2 major events over the last 2 years, the WCAR and WSSD, that brought about a broad, common 
identity amongst different social movements. But this is only in the very broad sense – APF, AEC, CCF, Jubilee, etc. 
I think there is a real basis for working together as social movements. But if you look at the past 2 years we have not 
been able to translate that kind of common identity into real co-operation around solidarity work and assisting each 
other in our work… I think for the foreseeable future we’re not going to have a national movement. It’s going to take 
time for things to gel together. I think we’re going to have to go through lots of processes, of common struggles, 
victories, defeats, setbacks for us to gel together as a national political movement. (John Appolis, interview). 
 
After its success during the WSSD, the SMI has continued to provide the space through 
which social movements have been able to meet. 
 
The SMI is to be seen as an open space for meeting and convergence. It is not an organisation or political party and 
we base our unity in solidarity and struggle, based on a common platform that would include: 
1 Place for unity and struggle 
2 Develop common set of principles to base interactions on (charter of principles, common platform, or 

memorandum of unity) 
3 Commitment to the poor and not to organisations 
4 Position that is anti-capitalist, anti—neoliberal, and that focuses on proactive struggle for basic needs and 

rights 
5 Not seeing ourselves in sectoral terms 
6 Solidarity at national and international levels 
7 Entity that prioritises autonomy of organisations and groups – don’t want to be prescriptive 
8 A space that allows people to organise differently – build a movement through this space that doesn’t suppress 

diversity and debate 
9 Community control (SMI, November 2002). 
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How the SMI evolves will depend on the nature of the continued participation of movements 
in it. Significant, however, is the fact that a space for convergence outside of the tripartite 
Alliance is being forged. This is a space that is different from the Alliance not only in terms 
of its composition, but also in terms of the organisational structure and relationships that it is 
creating. 
 In addition to the above formal interactions between social movements, there have been 
many informal meetings and interactions between individuals and groups of individuals 
within the APF, CCF, AEC and the LPM. These have ranged from providing legal and 
material support, advice and debate to providing activists with shelter when in hiding from 
the police and celebrating new babies and birthdays or grieving at funerals. Many of these 
relationships go back to histories shared in traditional liberation movement structures, and in 
many cases histories of battles within traditional movements. The shared circumstances of 
the new struggles have now cemented these relationships and created new ones, which aim at 
finding solutions to the present together. 
 The WCAR and WSSD have also seen the coming together of South African 
movements with activists and movements from other parts of the world and the growing 
global movement against neoliberalism and capitalist globalisation. These relationships have 
also grown through the World Social Forum and other international gatherings to which 
South African activists have gained access. While this is the subject for another paper, it is 
significant that the changing relationships between the old and the new (and, in particular the 
relations between the trade union movement and new organisations, movements and forms of 
organising) are increasingly being played out on these global stages. 
 
Beginnings … 
This Report is our contribution to a story that is currently being written, in the local and 
immediate experiences of and responses to neoliberalism by those facing its worst effects at 
an individual, organisational/union, and community level. This is a story that speaks a new 
discourse that emerges from and is built on old traditions, styles and ideologies, but imagines 
new worlds and possibilities. This is a story in which all truths and fixities are beginning to 
be played with and explored. This is a story in which we re-member ourselves as individuals 
and groups inside and outside of neoliberalism and capitalism, grappling with the ‘old’ and 
‘new’ in relation to the nation-state, the trade union, the political party, the movement, ‘the 
people’, and so on. This is a story that thrives on democracy, collective self-activity, and 
freedom. This is a story that cannot stop being told. 
 We cannot therefore conclude. Instead, we hope that this Report will be the start of 
many more re-memberings – contributions to the story being told. In this we acknowledge 
our difference/s from the old – the old ways of narrating, the old ways of organising, the old 
ways of allowing the world/s to be seen and re-presented. 
 
Today, after so many capitalist victories, after socialist hopes have withered in disillusionment, and after capitalist 
violence against labour has been solidified under the name of ultra-liberalism, why is it that instances of militancy 
still arise, why have resistances deepened, and why does struggle continually re-emerge with new vigour? We should 
say right away that this new militancy does not simply repeat the organisational formulas of the old revolutionary 
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working class. Today the militant cannot even pretend to be a representative, even of the fundamental human needs 
of the exploited. Revolutionary political militancy today, on the contrary, must rediscover what has always been its 
proper form: not representational but constituent activity. Militancy today is a positive, constructive, and innovative 
activity. This is the form in which we and all those who revolt against the rule of capital recognise ourselves as 
militants today. Militants resist imperial command in a creative way. In other words, resistance is linked 
immediately with a constitutive investment in the biopolitical realm and to the formation of cooperative apparatuses 
of production and community. Here is the strong novelty of militancy today: it repeats the virtues of insurrectional 
action of two hundred years of subversive experience, but at the same time it is linked to a new world, a world that 
knows no outside. It knows only an inside, a vital and ineluctable participation in the set of social structures, with no 
possibility of transcending them. This inside is the productive co-operation of mass intellectuality and affective 
networks, the productivity of postmodern biopolitics. This militancy makes resistance into counterpower and makes 
rebellion into a project of love. (Empire: 412-413) 
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Annex 1: List of interviews, group discussions and meetings conducted and attended 
 
In-depth Interviews 

1. John Appolis, chairperson of APF, former regional organizer of CEPPWAWU, member of GIWUSA – 
17/7/03 

2. Oupa Bodibe, Co-ordinator in the COSATU Secretariat – 30/04/03 
3. Heinrich Bohmke, member of CCF, lawyer – 02/07/03 
4. Simon Boshielo, International Officer, COSATU head office- 11/07/03 
5. Ashwin Desai, member of CCF, writer – 01/07/03 
6. George Dor, member of Jubilee South Africa – 12/07/03 
7. Pat Horn, General-Secretary of the Self-Employed Women’s Union (SEWU) – e-mail interview, June 

2003. 
8. Richard (Bricks) Mokolo, Co-ordinator of OWCC – 20/06/2003 
9. Nhlanhla Ndlovu, former Programmes Co-ordinator at SANGOCO, director of Rural Development 

Services Network (RDSN) – 23/06/03 
10. Trevor Ngwane, secretary of APF, member of SECC – 22/06/03 
11. Dale McKinley, media co-ordinator of APF – 06/05/03 
12. Andile Mngxitama, Land Rights Co-ordinator, NLC – 28/07/03 
13. Brandon Pillay, chairperson of BRA, member of CCF – 30/06/03 
14. Melanie Sampson, member of APF education committee, former union educationist for NUMSA, 

researcher in Municipal Services Project (MSP) – 28/06/03 
15. Salim Vally, member of APF, AWC, PSC, ERP – 15/05/03 
16. Peter Van Heusden, treasurer of AEC – 28/05/03 

 
Focus Group Discussions 

1. Vrygrond Action Committee – 28/05/03 
 
Meetings 
These are too numerous to list, but include all major meetings, workshops and events of the APF, SMI and 
Indymedia-SA from 2000-2003. In addition, meetings were held with Max Ntanyana and Fonky Goboza of the AEC 
during December 2002 and May 2003 in Johannesburg and Cape Town respectively. Meetings were also held with 
various members of the CCF in Durban in 2002. We have also participated in all the major discussions, meetings and 
actions of the DSF during the WCAR in 2001 and the SMI during the WSSD in 2003. During the WSF, we had 
several discussions with Ashraf Cassiem from the AEC, with whom we spent most of our time in Porto Alegre.   

During the World Social Forum in 2003 in Porto Alegre, we participated in many meetings, debates, 
discussions and demonstrations. People we were able to meet and engage with on a one-to-one basis include: Franco 
Barchiesi, Naomi Klein, Michael Hardt, activists from the MTD in Solano-Argentina, activists from Intergalactica, 
activists from Indymedia-Brazil, Argentina and other parts of the Indymedia network. 
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Introduction 
Over five million South Africans today are HIV positive.1 In the post-apartheid era, the AIDS 
policy-making process has been characterised by a well-documented conflict between AIDS 
activists aligned with the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) and the government over 
official denialism and inadequate access to HIV treatment.2 Contemporary AIDS activists 
aligned to the TAC have framed their struggle for HIV treatment access in terms of the 
human rights of people living with HIV/AIDS. They insist that access to such life-saving 
combination antiretroviral drug treatment for all HIV positive people is a human right, in as 
much as it fulfils their rights to life and the socio-economic right to access to health care. As 
a result of the TAC’s campaign, in September 2003 the South African Cabinet instructed the 
health ministry to develop a comprehensive HIV treatment and prevention plan. The 
government has since begun to roll-out HIV treatment at public health care facilities across 
South Africa. TAC is now seen by many commentators as perhaps the most successful 
example of civil society pushing for South African – and indeed international - government 
policy to reflect socio-economic and health rights in the post-apartheid era.3 
 What receives less attention is the way in which the history of HIV/AIDS activism in 
late apartheid and transition South Africa fundamentally shaped TAC’s strategies, tactics and 
use of rights-based rhetoric. This Report explores two ways in which the history of AIDS 
activism in the 1980s and 1990s shaped TAC’s politics. Firstly, it examines the influence of 
‘patient driven’, anti-apartheid, gay rights4 activism on TAC. Secondly, it looks at how the 
early openness of gay rights activists living with HIV has shaped TAC’s work against HIV-
related stigma and its creation of a large and visible constituency of HIV positive people 
demanding their rights. 
 In asserting these continuities, it is not this Report’s aim to underplay the discontinuities 
between anti-apartheid, gay rights activism in the 1980s and early 1990s and TAC’s militant 
AIDS activism in post-apartheid South Africa. Conservative gay AIDS activists affiliated to 
Gay Activists of South Africa (GASA) tried and failed to gain access to the apartheid 
government’s AIDS committees during the 1980s. In the early 1990s, anti-apartheid gay 
AIDS activists used transition-era negotiating spaces such as the National Aids Convention 

                                                 
1 A figure extrapolated from the Department of Health’s 2004 annual ante-natal clinic survey. 
2 I have documented and traced the possible reasons for this disagreement extensively elsewhere. M. Mbali, 
‘HIV/AIDS policy-making in post-apartheid South Africa’, In Habib, A, Daniel, J and Southall, R (eds), State of the 
Nation: South Africa 2003-2004, (Cape Town: Human Sciences Research Council Press, 2003).  
3 For instance Friedman and Mottiar recently argued that TAC is a ‘success-story’ as a social movement and that 
TAC shows that ‘It remains possible to use the rights guaranteed and the institutions created by liberal democracy to 
win advances for the poor and weak’. Steven Friedman and Shauna Mottiar, ‘A moral to the tale: The Treatment 
Action Campaign and the politics of HIV/AIDS’, (2004:28). Available at <www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs> Heywood’s chapter 
in this same volume cautions that it is too early for TAC to proclaim ‘victory’ in its struggle for a roll-out. Mark 
Heywood. ‘How South Africa’s National Treatment Plan was won: Sustaining a civil society campaign for socio-
economic rights’, in (eds.) Stokke, K and Jones, P, The politics of socio-economic rights in South Africa, (Pretoria: 
Martinus Nijhoff, forthcoming).  
4 I am using this term to describe the movement for equal rights for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersex 
(GLBTI) people. Some queer theorists prefer to use terms such as ‘queer activism’ or the acronym GLBTI. I will use 
the term ‘gay rights movement’ for ease of reading and because it is the only term used in all archival and oral 
sources I consulted throughout the period under discussion.  
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of South Africa (NACOSA) to further their aims. However, the post-apartheid era brought 
much greater scope for AIDS activism as it brought with it a free press and the Constitutional 
Court, which were used to maximum potential by TAC activists, especially in advocating 
HIV treatment access for all, as the second and third sections of this Report argue. In using 
these democratic institutions, TAC defended and extended ‘first generation’ political rights. 
 It should also be noted that South African AIDS activists used rights-based discourses 
to attain different goals in different periods. Whereas during the early 1990s the focus was on 
confidentiality, by the late 1990s openness was used to push for access to treatment. This 
suggests that activist uses of rights-based discourse are contested and changing. Despite these 
historical legacies of AIDS activism of the late 1980s and early 1990s, TAC’s formation in 
1998 was based much more upon distinctly post-apartheid democratic cultures and 
institutions. Similarly, TAC’s success in pushing for wider access to HIV treatment using the 
language of socio-economic rights poses wider theoretical questions about the potential 
power and meaning of discourses of human rights, when used by new social movements to 
fight for socio-economic justice in post-apartheid South Africa. 
 
Theorising human rights and civil society 
In considering the history behind TAC’s emergence as a rights-based, civil society 
movement, there are a few relevant theoretical debates on human rights and civil society 
which need to be briefly highlighted. Although activists in TAC talk about human rights as if 
they are absolute, true and universal, human rights are instead contested, constructed and 
given different meanings in different contexts. 
 In the international context, human rights have been central in discourses against unfair 
discrimination against people living with HIV since at least the early 1990s.5 As TAC’s 
lobbying and advocacy successes show, human rights remain one of the most important ways 
of asserting political and normative claims in contemporary post-apartheid South Africa. 
Moreover, South Africa’s constitution is revered as being one of the most progressive in the 
world for its inclusion of socio-economic rights, and the rights to gender equality and non-
discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation. However, human rights discourse is not 
without its critics and the interpretation of human rights, or constitutional law depends very 
much on the socio-economic, political and historical context in which they are interpreted 
and invoked.6  

                                                 
5 Jonathan Mann famously invoked human rights-based discourse to argue against AIDS-related stigma and 
discrimination, see: Jonathan Mann. ‘Medicine and public health, ethics and human rights’ in (eds) Gruskin, S, 
Grodan, MA and Annas, G Health and human rights- A reader. (New York: Routledge, 1999). In a similar tradition 
Paul Farmer has more recently invoked human rights discourse to argue for access to HIV and multi-drug resistant 
tuberculosis treatment for poor people in poor countries such as Haiti. Paul Farmer, Pathologies of power: Health 
human rights and the new war on the poor (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003).  
6 For instance, Marxist critics of civil society have framed it as the realm of individual egoism and self- interest, as 
‘bourgeois society’ which limits the power of the state and protects the right to private property. S. Ashenden, S. 
‘Chapter 5: Questions of Criticism: Habermas and Foucault on Civil Society and Resistance’. In Ashenden, S., 
Owen, D. (eds). Foucault contra Habermas: Recasting the Dialogue between Genealogy and Critical Theory. 
(London: Sage, 1999), p.143-46.  
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 As I have argued elsewhere, Jürgen Habermas’s understanding of civil society as 
constituting and protecting the public sphere and rights–based discourse, in his book Between 
Facts and Norms, is a useful way of understanding organisations such as TAC.7 TAC is an 
example of Habermas’s idea that communication in civil society sustains the public sphere 
itself and, simultaneously, the maintenance of this public sphere entails the ongoing defence 
and extension by civil society of the right to freedoms of speech, expression and opinion.8 
Differently put, in fighting for ‘second generation’, socio-economic rights such as the right to 
access to health care, TAC has defended and extended ‘first generation’, political rights such 
as the right to freedom of speech and opinion and the right to peaceful demonstration. 
 Despite the power of the invocation of rights-based discourse by civil society in post-
apartheid South Africa, it has not been immune to post-structuralist and post modern 
critiques. Such critiques of rights-based discourse have argued that in a Derridean sense the 
law is part of the myth of modernity.9 Fitzpatrick has argued that ‘Myth is the mute ground 
which enables ‘us’ to have a unified law and which brings together law’s contradictory 
existences into a patterned coherence’.10 
 As I shall try to demonstrate in the following sections of this Report, as fabricated, 
contested and context bound as it is, rights-based discourse can be made and remade over 
time by activists in changing political and historical circumstances. In terms of this, the next 
section of this Report will demonstrate how gay rights, anti-apartheid activists invoked 
human rights discourse in the late apartheid and transition eras to fight racism in gay rights 
organisations and homophobia in anti-apartheid organisations, government policy and 
institutions and broader society. Some of these activists later became prominent in AIDS 
activist organisations such as TAC and applied political lessons they had learnt in their 
experiences in earlier anti-apartheid and gay rights struggles to their work in groups such as 
TAC. In contemporary South Africa, TAC shows that rights-based discourse can be a useful 
political strategy to articulate normative claims of civil society at particular social, political 
and historical moments, even if it is essentialised for rhetorical force.11 
 

                                                 
7 M. Mbali. ‘Researcher/activist engagements with AIDS policy-making after the death of objectivity’, Available at 
www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs.  
8 J. Habermas. Between Facts and Norms. Transl. Rehg, W. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1996), p.367-69.  
9 P.Fitzpatrick, ‘Introduction’. Inside and Outside the Law: Anthropological Studies of Authority and Ambiguity. 
(London: Routledge, 1996), 10-12. 
10 Ibid., p.2. 
11 Here, I am drawing on Marie Benedict Dembour’s arguments against an outright rejection of strategic 
essentialisation of human rights discourse to realise normative political goals. See: Benedict-Dembour, ‘Human 
rights talk’. 
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The legacy of 1980s anti-apartheid, gay rights activism  
 
Two South African Airways stewards have died after apparently becoming the first South 
African victims of a rare disease which is believed to affect mainly homosexuals and drug 
addicts. 

‘”Homosexual” disease kills SAA Staff’, Argus 4th January 198312 
 
In historically contextualising TAC as a patient-driven, rights-based activist movement, it is 
worthwhile revisiting the earliest years of the epidemic in South Africa, over two decades 
ago. In the earliest years of the epidemic, there were only a handful of white gay men dying 
of AIDS and a public panic was created by the arrival of a new and poorly understood 
disease, which was then commonly phrased as the ‘homosexual plague’. AIDS emerged in 
South Africa in 1982, one year after the American Centres for Disease Control announced the 
emergence of the new disease amongst young gay men in New York and San Francisco in its 
Weekly Morbidity and Mortality Report.13 In South Africa, as in the United States, shocking 
headlines announced that the ‘homosexual’ disease or the ‘gay plague’ had arrived in South 
Africa.14 Illustrative of the fundamental crisis that the AIDS epidemic represented for gay 
men in South Africa in the period, by the mid-1980s it was estimated that ten to fifteen 
percent of gay men in Johannesburg were infected.15 
 The early location of HIV/AIDS activism in the gay rights movement has had 
significant implications for the formation of the TAC. It provides a partial explanation of 
why the movement is led by gay rights activist Zackie Achmat and why gay rights activist 
Edwin Cameron has been one of the most passionate advocates of wider HIV treatment 
access and non-discrimination on the grounds of HIV status. Furthermore, the emergence of 
anti-apartheid, gay rights activism situated in universal rights-based discourse, provided the 
basis for such gay rights activists to form broad-based, human rights-focussed alliances such 
as TAC in the post-apartheid era.  
 As Howard Philips has argued, HIV/AIDS occupies a unique position in South Africa’s 
epidemic history as the years of relatively good health following infection before the onset of 
‘full-blown’ AIDS have enabled a much higher degree of activism than around other 

                                                 
12 South African History Archive (SAHA), Gay Association of South Africa (GASA), Gay Association of South 
Africa, Gay Association of South Africa /Gay Association of South Africa 6010 (GASA/GASA 6010) Box, Media 
Scrap Books, ‘Scrap Book Kept by Leon Eksteen who died in August 1986. He was the 5th Capetonian to die of 
AIDS’, Leon Eksteen. 
13 Paula Treichler has offered an excellent account of the homophobic panic generated by the emergence of AIDS in 
the US. Triechler has argued that AIDS is an epidemic of signification, where multiple stories have been generated 
focusing on the text of the body of the male homosexual. See: Paula Treichler, How to Have a Theory in an 
Epidemic: Cultural Chronicles of AIDS, (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1999), 19-26. 
14 SAHA, GASA, GASA/GASA 6010 Box, Media Scrap Books, ‘Scrap Book Kept by Leon Eksteen’, Leon 
Eksteen. ‘‘Gay’ plague: More victims?’ Sunday Times, January 9 1983, p.3 
15 Ruben Sher, ‘HIV infection in South Africa 1982-1989- A review’, South African Medical Journal, 76, (1989), 
p.314-318.  
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infectious diseases in South Africa’s epidemic history.16 Even in its early years the 
HIV/AIDS epidemic created a large number of relatively fit and active young people, some 
of whom were articulate, well-educated and schooled in the art of political mobilisation in the 
gay rights and anti-apartheid movements. In the post-apartheid era, TAC is in many senses 
driven by people living with HIV/AIDS and can therefore be framed as what I will call 
‘patient activism’.17 As I will argue in this section of the Report, this patient activism by 
people living with HIV/AIDS is rooted in traditions of AIDS activism in gay rights activism, 
established in the 1980s and early 1990s. 
 Early gay AIDS activism can be framed as patient activism on the basis of the fact that a 
significant and growing number of gay men were identified as HIV-infected or as having 
AIDS during the period. Moreover, even uninfected gay men who participated in gay 
organisations were fairly likely to have known other gay men infected with HIV, not least 
through social support networks established for members of gay organisations who were HIV 
positive. Also they were concerned about both the issue of AIDS itself and the media-
induced homophobic panic inspired by the epidemic in its first years. Representations of the 
epidemic as a ‘gay plague’, which depicted it as a phenomenon that resulted from an ‘innate 
pathology’ in gay sexuality and the material discrimination that resulted from these 
representations catalysed anti-discrimination patient activism by gay AIDS activists. 
 There is evidence of representation of the epidemic as a ‘gay plague’ in the South 
African media in the early 1980s and that this sparked some resistance by gay activists. Gay 
activists at GASA, some of whom were dying of AIDS at the time, were reading and 
compiling media scrap-books which have been preserved at the Gay and Lesbian Archive at 
the South African History Archive at the University of the Witwatersrand. Some gay activists 
were also responding, albeit in a relatively muted and non-militant sense, to the dominant 
discriminatory representation of AIDS as stemming from some innate pathological 
characteristic of ‘homosexuals’. For instance, some of the headlines gathered in these scrap-
books depicted ‘AIDS carriers’ as sexual predators who lied about their infection and 
wilfully infected others18 and as menaces to public health who were unfit to even serve food 
on airlines. A Sunday Times article decrying the arrival of the ‘gay’ plague announced in 
horrified tones that ‘Seven months before he became the first South African to die of the 
newly discovered disease- Ralph Kretzen, a self-confessed homosexual- still handled food on 
overseas flights’.19  

In South Africa, as elsewhere, in the early 1980s, gay men faced the brunt of early 
AIDS-related institutionalised discrimination, and its impact on gay activism has been 
seldom documented and discussed in accounts of South Africa’s history, in general, or its 

                                                 
16 Howard Philips, ‘AIDS in the context of South Africa’s epidemic history’, South African Historical Journal, 45, 
(2001), P.22. 
17 I am drawing here on the work of social medical historians such as Roy Porter who have argued for medical 
histories to be written from patients’ perspectives. See Roy Porter, ‘The Patient’s View: Doing Medical History from 
Below’, Theory and Society, 14 (1985), p.175. 
18 SAHA, GASA, GASA/GASA 6010 Box, Media Scrap Books, ‘Scrap Book Kept by Leon Eksteen’, Leon 
Eksteen, Chris Erasmus. ‘‘Concealment’ by AIDS victims’ Unknown newspaper, undated.  
19 ‘Gay plague: More victims? Source?’. 
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history of AIDS, in particular.20 For instance, posters went up in Natal urging ‘gays’ and 
‘moffies’21 or people who had had sex with ‘gays’ and ‘moffies’ not to give blood to prevent 
transmission of AIDS.22 This discrimination was informed by the dominant late apartheid, 
public health constructions in the South African Medical Journal (SAMJ) and the Durban 
Medical Officer of Health’s Annual Reports, of gay men, black prostitutes and foreigners as 
abnormal ‘disease carriers’, as pathological types, not individuals with complex life histories 
who were operating in complex socio-cultural contexts, as I have demonstrated elsewhere.23 
 It has been widely discussed how AIDS was frequently represented internationally, in 
the early phases of the epidemic, as ‘just desserts’ for the ‘sin’ of ‘homosexuality’, in line 
with the conservative view of homosexuality as ‘evil’.24 In South Africa, the discrimination 
against people living with AIDS in the early years even included some private hospitals 
refusing to admit AIDS patients.25 
 As histories of the epidemic in the West have shown, there were similar AIDS-related 
discrimination and relative apathy on the part of governments to the problem in Europe and 
North America in the early 1980s.26 However, in the United States, AIDS-related 
discrimination, especially the refusal to spend sufficiently on developing HIV treatment, 
catalysed much more radical action. Some of this influenced TAC’s activism. In particular, 

                                                 
20 With a few notable exceptions where the issue is very briefly discussed, as a part of broader discussions: 
Grundlingh, Gevisser’s and Philips have all separately discussed the stereotyping of AIDS as a gay plague. I hope to 
build on these accounts by showing the real suffering and material discrimination this caused and how the effects of 
such representation catalysed activism. Howard Philips, ‘AIDS in the Context of South Africa’s Epidemic History’, 
South African History Journal, 45 (2001). Mark Gevisser, ‘Another fight for freedom’, In Cameron, E and Gevisser, 
M (eds) Defiant Desire: gay and lesbian lives in South Africa,. (Johannesburg: Raven Press, 1994). Loius 
Grundlingh, ‘Government responses to HIV/AIDS in South Africa as Reported in the Media’, South African 
Historical Journal, 41, (2001)  
21 A derogatory and prejudiced South African term for gay men. For more on the historical origins and genealogy of 
the term see Shaun de Waal, ‘Etymological note: On ‘moffie’, In: Cameron, E and Gevisser, M. (eds) Defiant 
Desire: gay and lesbian lives in South Africa (Johannesburg: Raven Press, 1994), p.x.  
22 A discriminatory practice that continues today. SAHA, GASA, GASA/GASA 6010 Box, Media Scrap Books, 
‘Scrap Book Kept by Leon Eksteen’, Leon Eksteen. Shaun Harris ‘Row brew over ‘moffie’ posters’, Unknown 
newspaper. SAHA, GASA, GASA/GASA 6010 Box, Media Scrap Books, Vol. 8.5, ‘Gays angry over blood 
transfusion poster’ The Citizen 29 January 1986, p.15.  
23 Mandisa Mbali, ‘A long illness’: Towards a History of Government, NGO and Medical Discourses around AIDS 
Policy-making, (Unpublished Bachelor of Arts Honours Thesis, University of Natal, Durban, 2001), p.2-16. It is also 
important to remember that at that time, SAMJ was the mouthpiece of the Medical Association of South Africa, 
which had an accommodationist relationship to the apartheid government and refused to publish pieces documenting 
doctors’ collusion in human rights-violations. Baldwin Ragaven, Laurel, de Gruchy, Jeanelle and London, Leslie,An 
Ambulance of the Wrong Colour: Health Professionals, human rights and ethics in South Africa, (Cape Town: 
University of Cape Town Press, 1999),p.158-159.  
24 In these early years, even mainstream medical science toyed with the idea that there was something innate in ‘the 
gay lifestyle’, which made gays vulnerable to AIDS. Not, as Watney has argued at the time, a lack of access to 
accurate AIDS prevention information in the period. Paula Triechler, ‘AIDS, Homophobia and Biomedical 
Discourse’, p.21-23. Simon Watney, Policing Desire: Pornography, AIDS and the Media (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 1987).  
25 SAHA, GASA, GASA/GASA 6010 Box, Media Scrap Books, Vol. 8.5, Cas St Leger, ‘AIDS patients turned 
away’, Sunday Times Metro, July 6 1986.  
26Watney, Policing Desire.. Alan M Brandt, No Magic Bullet: A Social History of Venereal Disease in the United 
States Since 1880 (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987). 
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the radical group AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) was formed in the late 1980s 
and it targeted the US government, pharmaceutical companies and AIDS researchers, for 
failing to develop effective HIV treatment in the first decade of the epidemic.27 ACT UP 
loudly heckled to interrupt speeches, staged ‘lie-ins’ where they would ‘play dead’ and 
developed powerful political slogans such as ‘Silence=Death’. ACT UP activists even asked 
more moderate AIDS pressure groups: ‘WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO SAVE MY 
FUCKING LIFE!’.28 
 There was no such placard waving on the part of GASA, South Africa’s main gay 
organisation during the early 1980s. GASA actively eschewed militancy, in a context where 
gay and lesbian sexual activity was criminalised and political repression against state 
opponents perfectly legal. In this context, the relatively quiescent response by GASA to 
AIDS related discrimination targeted at gay people can be explained by the nature of gay 
political organisation at the time, which was dominated by conservative white men. GASA 
believed in a different, ‘apolitical’ model of organisation, which mainly focussed on 
providing social support.29 As has been documented by historians of South African gay 
organisations, it aimed to provide its members with total confidentiality and actively 
eschewed ‘militancy’ and demonstrations.30 As Mark Gevisser has argued, ‘For GASA’s 
architects being apolitical meant two things: firstly remaining non-aligned in broader South 
African politics, and secondly, following a moderate, non-confrontational and 
accommodationist strategy.’31 
 The reasons for GASA’s conservatism can be explained by its history and its 
membership. GASA was formed in 1982 by the merging of three gay organisations in 
Johannesburg and it became a nation-wide organisation soon after its founding. Its 
membership, which numbered over a thousand by 1983, was mostly middle class, white, gay 
men and its focus was on developing social support for such gay men.32 
 GASA did try to inform its membership about the threat of AIDS. It published basic 
information about AIDS and its transmission in its newsletter ‘Link/Skakel’. However, the 
depiction of the level of the threat posed by AIDS was not universally high across different 
branches in different regions of the country. As Gevisser has argued, whilst in Johannesburg 
GASA played down the threat posed by the epidemic in the early 1980s, GASA in Cape 

                                                 
27 Ronald Bayer and Gerald M Oppenheimer, AIDS Doctors: Voices from the Epidemic (Oxford and New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2000),p.138-140.  
28 Centre for Health Policy (CHP), University of Witwatersrand, Resource Room, ‘‘What Are You Doing to Save 
My Fucking Life’, Larry Kramer, TAC: HIV &AIDS Treament Action Campaign: A Reading Package for Treatment 
Action Campaign Volunteers: HIV/AIDS: An Activists’ Guide to Treatment Rights and Literacy: Building a 
movement to secure the rights and dignity and access to treatment for people with HIV and AIDS’.  
29 I am not arguing that such social support wasn’t vital for lesbians and gays in a heterosexist and heteronormative 
South Africa, simply that it wasn’t accompanied by militant political resistance to homophobia and heterosexism. 
This social support through identifying and feeling a sense of belonging to a particular oppressed group is a vital pre-
requisite to gay political organisation. 
30 Gevisser, ‘A different fight for freedom’, p.50-51. 
31 Gevisser, Ibid.,, p.51.  
32 Geviser, Ibid., p.48. 
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Town was, by contrast, a ‘shrill voice in the dark’ providing a range of AIDS prevention and 
care services;33 and it used its newsletter to decry homophobic AIDS-related discrimination. 
 Fundamentally, however, with its accommodationist and nonmilitant strategy, GASA’s 
answer to this crisis was not to wave banners and toyi-toyi. It was to meet with the late 
apartheid government’s National Department of Health and Population Development’s 
National AIDS Advisory Group. For GASA, recognition by the minister of health of GASA 
as the ‘official mouthpiece of the gay community’ with which the National AIDS Advisory 
Group was to liase was seen as ‘a positive development’.34 However, consultation did not 
translate into representation on policy-making bodies, as GASA was actively excluded from 
the government’s AIDS Advisory Group, which provided expert guidance on its AIDS 
policy, despite representing the majority of people living with HIV/AIDS in the 1980s.35 
 While AIDS was taken seriously by gay rights organisations, there was the 
overshadowing issue of apartheid and issues of institutionalised racism and legal segregation. 
The organisation’s racism and ‘apoliticism’ on apartheid were highlighted by its manner of 
dealing with the 1984 arrest and incarceration of one of its members, Simon Nkoli. Nkoli was 
detained for anti-apartheid activity with other United Democratic Front (UDF) activists who 
were tried in the Delmas Treason Trial. Nkoli became a cause celebre for anti-apartheid gay 
rights activists around the world. As a result of their efforts, GASA was suspended from the 
International Lesbian and Gay Association (ILGA) for its ‘apolitical’ stance and refusal to 
condemn apartheid, which crystallised in its refusal to support Nkoli.36 
 In the years when GASA was trying to respond to AIDS, the political divide in GASA 
between a handful of militant anti-apartheid activists such as Nkoli, Edwin Cameron, Sheila 
Lapinsky and Peter Busse37 and accommodationist non-militant apolitical activists would 
become so great that GASA ceased to exist as a national movement. Speaking of this period, 
Achmat has argued that there was ‘a moral failure of the white lesbian and gay community 
with very few exceptions…to speak out against apartheid and racism’.38 This splintering 
process incapacitated gay rights activists from formulating any unified strategy to respond to 
homophobic AIDS-related discrimination and the obvious shortcomings of late apartheid 
AIDS policy.39 Yet simultaneously, these conflicts created new kinds of radical, more 
militant gay rights activism, which was located explicitly in human rights-based, anti-
apartheid politics, a development essential for the later involvement of some of these activists 
in the TAC. 

                                                 
33 Gevisser, Ibid., p.59. 
34 Ibid., p.11. 
35 South African History Archive, University of the Witwatersrand, NAMDA, NPPHCN Funding/Finances Box, 
NPPHCN Discussion Papers File, ‘AIDS In South Africa: Experiences and Responses. August 1990. A paper 
prepared for the ANC presentation to Congressman McDermitt’. 
36 Gevisser, ‘A different fight for freedom’, p.56. 
37 Busse was later a founder member of the National Association of People Living with HIV/AIDS, which was 
formed in the mid-1990s. 
38 Zackie Achmat ‘Appendix to Edwin Cameron’s Address to the HIVOS Symposium on Homosexualities, 
HIV/AIDS and HIV-Why?’, 21st October 2004.  
39 These shortcomings will not be discussed here, as I have already discussed them at length in my BA Honours 
short thesis. Mbali, ‘A Long Illness’. 
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 There is strong archival evidence that racism existed in the organisation and that issues 
around racism within the organisation caused divisions comparatively early on in its history. 
In 1984, the more progressive Western Cape Branch (GASA 6010) denounced racism within 
GASA in 1984 its newsletter ‘The 6010th position’, in an article entitled ‘No Room for 
Racism’. Significantly, the article argued that gay rights were inseparable from human rights 
in general and for all.40 
 There are ongoing racial, class and gender-based cleavages in the gay rights movement 
and in the communities it represents today, which is by no means socially or culturally 
unified or uniform. Indeed there remains a great deal of racism and sexism and classism in 
these communities, which pose ongoing challenges to the movement.41 Still, the importance 
of even a small handful of gay rights and anti-apartheid activists having located gay rights 
within wider discourses of universal human rights and in broader progressive movements 
such as the UDF in the mid-1980s must not be understated. 
 There were several legacies of their early location of gay rights within wider human 
rights discourses of the anti-apartheid movement. It would later politically enable the 
National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality (NGCLE) to succeed in lobbying for the 
enshrinement of non-discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation into the country’s 
post-apartheid Constitution. The Equality Project would also later manage to obtain thirty-
five pieces of legislative reform, based upon this strategy of invoking wider human rights 
discourse.42 These successes may have enabled gay activists to turn their attentions to wider 
struggles such as TAC’s and to apply lessons on the power of invoking human rights 
discourse in a broader-based movement like TAC campaigning for wider access to HIV 
treatment. 
 Significantly, the move by Simon Nkoli into AIDS activism and his early openness 
about his HIV status and his subsequent death from AIDS over a decade later, became a 
catalyst for the formation of the TAC. This was the case as anti-apartheid gay rights and head 
of the NGCLE, Achmat, promised to carry forward Nkoli’s struggle for openness and the 
protection of the rights of people living with HIV, especially their right to treatment access. 
 An instance of the new anti-apartheid, gay rights activism was the work of Cameron in 
the 1980s. He would go on to be an important activist and human rights lawyer (and later a 
judge) in defending the rights of people living with HIV/AIDS. In the early to mid-1980s, he 
was a trade union lawyer who was very active in advocating for law reform to ensure non-
discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation and defending anti-apartheid gay rights 
activists (such as Ivan Tomms) when they were imprisoned for anti-apartheid activity. In a 
1986 keynote speech, Cameron argued that white gay people in South Africa were ‘living a 
dream’ and merely looking after their own interests while ignoring both the discrimination 

                                                 
40 SAHA, GASA, Gay Groups Minutes Etc Box, File A, ‘No Room for Racism’. The 6010th Position, 1 (1984).  
41 Teresa Dirsuweit, ‘The problem of identities: The lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex social 
movement in South Africa’, (2004), CCS Research Report for the Globalisation, Marginalisation and Contemporary 
Social Movements in South Africa Project. Available at<www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs>  
42 Dirsuweit, ‘The problem of identities’, p.8.  
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and oppression that they faced as gay people and the overwhelming racist oppression that 
black South Africans faced.43 
 GASA’s refusal to support Nkoli during his detention, which revealed its ‘apolitical’ 
and ‘accommodationist’ nature, precipitated the collapse of GASA as a national organisation. 
In its place several explicitly militant, anti-apartheid, gay rights political organisations were 
formed, which were not only focussed on fighting homophobia, but were also directly 
opposed to both GASA and its tacit support of apartheid such as The Rand Gay Organisation 
and the Gay and Lesbian Organisation of the Witwatersrand (GLOW) and the Organisation 
of Gay and Lesbian Activists (OLGA).44 
 It was a messy fracturing in which GASA Rand asked GLOW to prove the liberation 
movement was indeed against homophobia. Nor did Nkoli and his gay comrades find the 
liberation movement free of homophobia. Nkoli’s fellow detainees at first asked not to be 
imprisoned and tried with him because of his sexual orientation. However, gay rights 
activists like Nkoli believed in fighting against homophobia in the liberation movement from 
within and that his involvement in the liberation movement could win credibility for the gay 
rights within the liberation movement: he thought that gay activists had to ‘stand up and 
fight’ for their rights in the liberation movement, even if it meant courting ‘unpopularity’ 
with other anti-apartheid comrades.45 It has been documented elsewhere how gay ‘anti-
apartheid comrades’ in OLGA and GLOW, such as Nkoli, fought against this homophobia 
and to get the outlawing of discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation included in 
the ANC’s Bill of Rights, which formed the blueprint for the country’s democratic post 
apartheid Constitution.46 
 This history could help to illustrate why TAC activists such as Achmat from an anti-
apartheid gay rights background have come to see gay rights as closely related to a broader 
struggle for the realisation of social justice and human rights for all. Also, a case could be 
made that Achmat’s notion of campaigning for treatment access from within the ANC as a 
‘loyal, card carrying ANC member’ may relate to the tradition established in the late 1980s 
and 1990s typified by Nkoli of anti-apartheid gay rights activists lobbying for gay rights from 
within ANC and UDF structures.47 

 
The origins of a TAC’s ‘campaign for openness’ in the early 1990s 

 
On Friday night at Simon [Nkoli]’s funeral I made a call for ten people with 
HIV/AIDS, their families, friends and allies to start a symbolic fast for access to 
treatment on 10 December 1998…Openness and Treatment are two pivotal issues…A 
campaign for ‘Openness’ is in reality a call for activism and the assertion of identity. 

                                                 
43 Gevisser. ‘A different fight for freedom’, p.60. 
44 Gordon Isaacs and Brian McKendrick, Male Homosexuality in South Africa: Identity Formation, Culture and 
Crisis. (Cape Town: Oxford University Press, 1992), p.94. Gevisser, ‘A different fight for freedom’, 57. 
45 Nkoli, ‘Wardrobes’, p.256. 
46 Gevisser, ‘A different fight for freedom’, p.70-71. 
47 For more on this and the activist debates it has generated see Annie Devenish and Mandisa Mbali ‘A critical 
review of Zackie Achmat’s Wolpe Memorial Lecture, March 2004’, Available at www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs. 
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People with HIV/AIDS are on our own (whether in or out of the closet)- while we 
should seek love, compassion and care- we should also demand treatment. 
A letter from Zackie Achmat to HIV/AIDS activists, 1998.48 

 
In one of his first letters to AIDS activists calling for the formation of TAC quoted above, 
written when he was the head of the NCGLE, Achmat called for TAC’s campaign for 
treatment to be based on HIV positive activists being open about their HIV status. Openness 
about HIV status has been a cornerstone of TAC’s political strategy as a social movement. 
 Despite the fact that the first few HIV positive AIDS activists publicly revealed their 
status to fight AIDS-related discrimination in the early 1990s, Achmat’s call for openness 
was a bold step even in the late 1990s. However, the full political potential of this strategy of 
disclosure to push for human rights-based AIDS policy was not fully realised when the first 
activists disclosed their status in the early 1990s and would only become apparent when it 
was adopted en masse in the post-apartheid era by TAC. From a mere handful of openly HIV 
positive white gay activists in the early 1990s, in the first years of the twenty-first century, 
AIDS activists’ would heed Achmat’s call and TAC’s protests would come to consist of a 
human sea of thousands of HIV positive and HIV negative activists wearing t-shirts proudly 
proclaiming ‘HIV POSITIVE’. Yet as I have begun to argue above, the seeds of TAC’s 
militant patient activism of the late 1990s grew largely from anti-apartheid, gay rights 
activism in the late apartheid and transition eras. The transformation of HIV/AIDS from an 
unspeakable and invisible epidemic in the early 1990s to one which affects a highly 
politically vocal and visible constituency in the early 2000s has been absolutely fundamental 
to the success of TAC as a political movement. Whereas human rights-focussed AIDS 
activists in the early 1990s were largely focussing their efforts on pushing for wider respect 
for patients’ rights to confidentiality, in the late 1990s, human rights-focussed AIDS activists 
in TAC were using openness to push for the socio-economic right to access to health care. 
This clearly points to the changing and contested nature of human rights discourse. Similarly, 
AIDS activists’ strategic use of spaces for political negotiation of AIDS policy provided to 
them in the transition period, such as NACOSA, suggests how civil society contributes to the 
creation and extension of democratic public spaces. 
 Openness about HIV status was and remains a significant and courageous step because 
of HIV/AIDS-related stigma. This stigma has been articulated with pre-existing racist, 
homophobic and sexist readings of disease and sexuality.49 As with many other previous 

                                                 
48 Centre for Health Policy (CHP), University of Witwatersrand, Resource Room, ‘A Letter from Zackie Achmat’, 
Zackie Achmat, TAC: HIV &AIDS Treatment Action Campaign: A Reading Package for Treatment Action 
Campaign Volunteers: HIV/AIDS: An Activists’ Guide to Treatment Rights and Literacy: Building a movement to 
secure the rights and dignity and access to treatment for people with HIV and AIDS’. Zackie Achmat ‘‘A Letter 
from Zackie Achmat’. 
49 I demonstrated the history of such stigmatising discourses in the apartheid era in my BA Hons thesis: Mandisa 
Mbali. ‘‘A long Illness’: Towards a history of government, medical and NGO discourses around AIDS policy-
making’. Available at www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs.  
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epidemics, both internationally and in South Africa, outsiders and minorities have been 
unfairly blamed for the spread of AIDS.50 
 Just over a decade ago, in the early 1990s, the continuation of AIDS-related stigma and 
prejudice convinced many people that AIDS was the ‘Other’ racial or sexual groups problem 
and led to widespread, sustained social acceptance of unfair AIDS-related discrimination. 
Moreover, in such an environment, the first gay, HIV positive, patient activists to speak out 
against AIDS faced stigma, largely linked to their sexual orientation, and were far from 
universally accepted: whilst stigma did not prevent people from talking publicly about AIDS 
in the abstracted third person as something which affects ‘them’, it was largely ‘unspeakable’ 
for HIV positive people to speak about their HIV status in the first person, in a public 
political context. 
 In terms of early patient activism, the Maputo Conference on Health in Southern Africa, 
and NACOSA process it catalysed, provided the first political forums for gay, HIV positive, 
AIDS activists such as Shaun Mellors and Peter Busse, to publicly declare their HIV status. 
They disclosed their HIV status publicly at such national forums to push for an anti-
discriminatory framing of AIDS policy in line with the human rights-based approach outlined 
in the AIDS Consortium’s Charter of Rights for People Living with AIDS and HIV. 
 In the early 1990s, the first handful of gay AIDS activists got the ANC to denounce 
AIDS-related homophobia. This was a shift which was in line with the success of anti-
apartheid gay rights activists getting non-discrimination into the ANC’s Bill of Rights, which 
influenced South Africa’s post-apartheid democratic Constitution. The origins of the first-
person, patient-driven AIDS activism, which has driven TAC’s campaign based on the 
discourse of socio-economic rights is a significant, under-documented and unique 
phenomenon in South Africa’s epidemic history. To speak about HIV infection and risk of 
contracting the virus in the first person remained controversial in the early 1990s and there 
was by no means universal support amongst NACOSA participants for the first white, gay 
activists who openly revealed their HIV status. This was at least partially due to widespread 
homophobia in the liberation movement, which has been noted above. 
 AIDS was an ‘invisible epidemic’ in the early 1990s, which, due to stigma, was largely 
unspeakable publicly in the first person. The epidemic’s invisibility was assured by stigma 
and discrimination that had led to activist demands for the protection of the right to doctor-
patient confidentiality. Doctors were professionally and ethically obliged to maintain secrecy 
on the patient’s condition. However, this right may have been interpreted by patients as 
necessity to maintain secrecy, as opposed to the right of the patient to decide on whether to 
publicly disclose their HIV status. Illustrative of the contradictions and dilemmas posed to 
activists in this period, is AIDS activist Cameron, who was working flat out and very 
publicly for human rights-based policy and legislation (largely to uphold confidentiality). Yet 
Cameron was terrified to reveal his own HIV positive status (which had been diagnosed in 
1986) and only did so in 1999. 
 That being said, the reasons why gay men remained virtually the only patient voice in 

                                                 
50 Howard Philips, ‘AIDS in the Context of South Africa’s Epidemic History: Preliminary Historical Thoughts’, 
South African Historical Journal, 45 (2001), pp.14-16.  
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the early 1990s are suggested by several factors in the period. Firstly, the epidemic affected 
the gay community early and hard.51 As discussed above, AIDS was first represented as a 
‘gay plague’ and homophobic AIDS related discrimination swiftly followed such 
representations. Although this representation receded as it became clear it would mainly 
affect heterosexuals, the memories of the early ‘gay plague’ representations remained.52 Also, 
there was a well-developed, militant, gay, anti-discrimination, AIDS activist movement 
established in the United States by the late 1980s which inspired South African anti-apartheid 
gay activists organising against AIDS-related discrimination. While South African gay AIDS 
activism would not reach such a fever pitch until the late 1990s, freed from the shackles of 
GASA’s moderation and ‘apoliticism’, gay rights activism including AIDS activism became 
more measurably militant and outspoken. Early openly HIV positive AIDS activists pushed 
for equal rights and fair treatment in all contexts including the workplace, in the health 
sector, through litigation, use of the media and lobbying and relevant forums such as 
NACOSA. 
 Cameron, who had fought against both regressive amendments to criminal law 
discriminating against gay people and against racism in gay organisations in the 1980s, 
turned his brilliant legal and political mind to fighting AIDS-related discrimination in the 
1990s. By 1992, he was based at the University of Witwatersrand’s Centre for Applied Legal 
Studies (where AIDS Law Project, a close ally of TAC’s is based today), and played a key 
role in founding The AIDS Consortium Project.53 Several anti-apartheid organisations, which 
had played a vital role in pushing for AIDS policy to be rights-based, were involved in the 
AIDS Consortium. The AIDS Consortium was central in lobbying for AIDS policy to protect 
the rights of people living with HIV as it was formed after meetings between several 
organisations were convened to discuss the drafting of a Charter of Rights for People with 
AIDS and HIV54. The organisation aimed to facilitate contact and information sharing on 
AIDS between member organisations. However, most significantly, it aimed to be an 
effective lobbying and advocacy tool; by analysing and sharing information on AIDS policy 
from a rights-based perspective, it hoped to help affiliated AIDS organisations quickly 
present a united front on AIDS policy. 
 This was by no means the extent of rights-based AIDS activism in the period. 
Cameron’s major case involving AIDS-related discrimination in the early 1990s was acting 
as the plaintiff’s advocate in legal action for breach of doctor-patient confidentiality, which 
was pursued by a man named Barry McGeary. There was an important principle at stake in 
this case: the right to doctor-patient confidentiality. The violation of this internationally-

                                                 
51 Ibid., pp.3. 
52 Edwin Cameron, ‘Address to the HIVOS Symposium on Homosexualities, HIV/AIDS and HIV-Why?’, 21st 
October 2004. In his address, Cameron went on to argue that many anti-apartheid, gay activists threw themselves 
into fighting the epidemic in the 1990s as if it were solely ‘straight epidemic’, thereby ignoring the need to struggle 
for prevention services and programmes designed for, and cognizant of the specific vulnerabilities of, gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, transgender and intersex people.  
53 Centre for Health Policy (CHP) Resource Room, University of the Witwatersrand, ‘The AIDS Consortium 
Project: Bulletin: Issue 1, August 1992. Centre for Applied Legal Studies, University of the Witwatersrand’, p.1.  
54 Ibid., p.1. 
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recognised principle was indicative of the broader systemic ethical bankruptcy of apartheid 
medicine because, as literature on apartheid medicine has shown, it was far from sacrosanct 
in all cases. For instance, during the apartheid era, political prisoners were granted scant right 
to privacy when consulting with physicians, in some cases information on their medical 
status could be used to determine methods of torture and purposeful maltreatment.55 
 McGeary was a patient infected with HIV, which was then heavily stigmatised and 
widely misunderstood disease, who lived in Brakpan. His right to confidentiality was violated 
by his doctor, who in 1991, without his consent, told two other people of his HIV status.56 
That same year, he decided to sue his doctor for violating his medical confidentiality as, 
according to his lawyer Mervyn Joseph, ‘…he felt control had been removed from his 
hands’.57 Cameron handled McGeary’s case as his advocate, which Cameron eventually won, 
although his client, McGeary, died of AIDS before the completion of the trial. 
 The case is significant as it highlighted issues of confidentiality, discrimination and 
stigma. Seen in the light of the subsequent tragic HIV prevalence figures and AIDS related 
mortality, which I would argue was partially caused by the earlier secrecy surrounding an 
individual’s positive HIV status in the early 1990s, it also highlights a painful choice for 
AIDS activists living with HIV in the period: whether to make personal sacrifices by openly 
declaring their status to tackle stigma and promote HIV prevention and make themselves 
vulnerable to AIDS-related discrimination, or whether to reinforce the right to privacy and 
confidentiality in the face of stigma. The latter decision had the important implication of 
keeping the epidemic politically and socially invisible and, therefore, a marginal and poorly 
understood issue. 
 Issues of confidentiality, secrecy and ‘truth-telling’ around AIDS were also forced onto 
the agenda in the early 1990s, as doctors began writing letters to editors of newspapers 
arguing for AIDS to be made a notifiable disease to prevent occupational exposure: that is, an 
infectious disease where doctors would have to notify the authorities when patients were 
found to be HIV positive.58 On the other hand, the earliest proposals for notification met with 
some resistance on the grounds of existence of the ‘window period’ of the earliest months of 
infection, where HIV infection may not be detectable and against the breaching of doctor-
patient confidentiality in the case of such a stigmatised disease.59 

                                                 
55 The right to doctor-patient confidentiality dates back to the Hippocratic Oath and is designed to ensure that the 
patient trusts the doctor and that the patient suffers no adverse consequences merely as a result of consulting with 
their doctor. Indeed, the violation of this right under apartheid was one of the most grievous violations of detainee-
patients dignity by health professionals: Laurel Ragaven-Baldwin, Jeanelle de Gruchy & Leslie London, An 
ambulance of the wrong colour: Health professionals, human rights and ethics in South Africa (Cape Town, 
University of Cape Town Press, 1999), p.54-69.  
56 SAHA, the Edwin Cameron Archive (Cameron), Box A, File B.1: Press Clippings-Local, ‘AIDS in the new 
constitution’, Springs Advertiser, 27 May 1994.  
57 SAHA, Cameron, Box A, File B.1: Press Clippings-Local, Charmain Naidoo. ‘World watches as AIDS case drags 
on’, Sunday Times, February 7 1993, p.4.  
58 SAHA, Cameron, Box A, File B.1: Press Clippings-Local, I B Copeley ‘Killer Aids should be a notifiable 
disease’, Sunday Star, 30 December 1990.  
59 SAHA, Cameron, Box A, File B.1: Press Clippings-Local, ‘Medical Ancillary’. ‘Doctors’ puzzling prejudice 
against Aids’, Sunday Star, 6 January 1991.  
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 Early AIDS activists, whose work was focused on protecting the rights of people living 
with HIV, thought that the discrimination surrounding AIDS meant that it had to be kept 
private and confidential, something certainly underscored by the McGeary case and debates 
over notification brewing at that time. However, this further fed into the secrecy around 
AIDS and contributed to what I will call the publicly ‘unspeakable’ nature of their positive 
HIV status for the vast majority of people living with HIV in the period. But the fact that 
their status was for the vast majority ‘unspeakable’ was a product of its time: in the transition 
period, discrimination against gay and lesbian people remained legal. Moreover, in terms of 
race, in an analogous sense to the ‘Sanitation syndrome’ documented by Maynard Swanson 
in Cape Town over a century before, conservative racists were (incorrectly) arguing that 
racial integration which was taking place in the transition era through casual physical contact 
could ‘spread’ AIDS.60 Just as racism remained pervasive amongst white conservatives, 
sexual conservatism was still alive and well in the early 1990s as debates over gay HIV 
prevention sexual education material in Cape Town showed.61 
 In October 1992, NACOSA met at NASREC under the theme ‘South Africa United 
Against AIDS’, which was clearly an outflow of the recommendation of the establishment of 
a National AIDS Task Force at the 1990 Maputo Conference. The conference was significant 
as it was the first national gathering on AIDS in South Africa, and it incorporated all the 
major anti-apartheid organisations and representatives from civil society, business and 
government. 
 Significantly, in the history of patient activism, a session, entitled ‘What is AIDS? Two 
HIV positive people’, was addressed by Shaun Mellors. Mellors was a white HIV positive 
gay man who clearly had links to the AIDS Consortium and who was one of two HIV 
positive delegates who addressed the audience. He spoke first-hand about the painful effects 
of AIDS-related discrimination, including losing his job and medical aid benefits and urged 
the audience to sign the AIDS Charter which had been developed by the AIDS Consortium. 
His speech received a mixed response. Malcolm Steinburg of the Medical Research 
Council’s AIDS group found that his ‘moving’ account ‘served to emphasise several complex 
human rights issues that arise with regard to the management of the HIV-infected person as 
well as their long term care as AIDS patients’. 

On the other hand, Professor Alan Flemming of the South African Institute of Medical 
Research wrote: ‘The presentation was tearful and most in the audience found it moving: I 
was an obvious minority, as it was in my opinion an exercise in self-pity, and as the first 
speech from the floor diverted attention to the lesser problem (homosexual transmission) and 
away from the consequences of heterosexual and vertical transmission.’62 

                                                 
60 SAHA, Cameron, Box A, File B.1: Press Clippings-Local, ‘Aids-the end of denial’, The Star, Monday November 
5 1990. In a similar vein, Maynard Swanson has shown how in turn of the twentieth century Cape Town, the spread 
infectious diseases was presented as due to the existence of multi-racial slums, which colonial officials used to argue 
for segregation on ‘public health’ grounds. See: Maynard Swanson, ‘The Sanitation Syndrome: Bubonic Plague and 
Urban Native Policy in the Cape Colony, 1900-1909’, Journal of African History, 18,3 (1979).  
61SAHA, Cameron, Box A.6: ASET, D. Roberts. ‘Young at Risk: Warning on teaching the wrong way on Aids’. 
Weekend Argus, 20-21 February 1993.  
62 Ibid.,p.1. 
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 However, this reading of the speech is contingent on and understanding of the epidemic 
as only being important in terms of narrow concepts of risk groups and modes of transition, 
not as being important from a human rights perspective and as highlighting the real emotional 
and social-economic isolation caused by AIDS-related discrimination, in the sense that 
Steinburg suggested at the time. Moreover, just as anti-apartheid gay rights activists in the 
1980s saw racial discrimination as equally wrong as homophobia on the grounds of universal 
human rights, early openly HIV positive gay rights activists argued against discrimination 
less from the point of view of their sexual orientation and more from a universal, rights-based 
perspective: from the point of view that all HIV positive people should not be discriminated 
against on the basis of their HIV status 
 A second male heterosexual HIV positive man spoke in Zulu to the crowd but refused 
to be recorded or filmed:63 a factor which probably blunted the political impact of the talk. 
However, both of these early public first person statements on living with HIV, coupled with 
Barry McGeary’s court action, were perhaps the first instances of a new and powerful 
constituency asserting itself: the HIV positive citizen who demanded his/her rights. In post-
apartheid South Africa, this constituency would grow and become a powerful political voice 
against AIDS-related discrimination. As the first few brave openly HIV positive AIDS 
activists stepped forward, it showed that the right to confidentiality did not have to mean 
enforced secrecy, nor did people living with HIV have to give all their power to the doctors 
treating them; they had the right to either hide or reveal their HIV status, showing their 
agency in forming strategies and tactics to resist AIDS-related discrimination. 
 Yet this early activism by people living with HIV was by no means the most militant 
internationally. By the late 1980s, militant AIDS activism by people living with HIV for the 
development of HIV treatments had reached fever pitch in the United States: with heckling of 
scientists not seen to be doing enough, accusations of complicity in genocide against people 
living with HIV and unethical conduct of AZT drug trials and occupation of Federal Drug 
Administration (FDA) offices.64 This kind of militant treatment activism would be echoed a 
decade later in TAC’s 2003 civil disobedience campaign, which attempted to place charges 
of culpable homicide against Health Minister Manto-Tshabalala Msimang and Trade and 
Industry Minister Alec Erwin. 
 Just over a decade ago, the NACOSA conference resolved to form a National AIDS 
Council of South Africa, representing all the groups and regions, a resolution which the 
AIDS Consortium’s Cameron participated in drafting.65 Whereas the AIDS Consortium 
would have been a natural candidate to represent AIDS NGOs, there was distrust towards the 
AIDS Consortium because it was ‘…perceived to be dominated by male homosexuals and to 
be concerned with issues more related to gay rights than to an AIDS campaign: several gay 

                                                 
63 Ibid., p.1. Lynn Dalrymple of the NGO Drama in AIDS Education (DramAidE) who attended that conference 
mentioned to me in a conversation in Durban on the 4th December 2003 that she remembers this man as having been 
a Zambian Zulu-speaking HIV positive man who almost a decade later denounced Mbeki’s denialism as having 
made him stop taking his anti-retroviral combination therapy at a Treatment Action Campaign Congress in 2000. 
64 Ronald Bayer and Gerald M Oppenheimer, AIDS Doctors: Voices from the Epidemic. An Oral History. (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), p.138-140. 
65 Interview with Salim Abdool Karim, 15th September 2003, University of Natal, Durban. 
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men expressed their disapproval of this confusing of two issues and their personal 
commitment to the campaign in response to the heterosexual epidemic.’66 
 Despite the homophobic rumblings from some of its delegates, the first NACOSA 
Conference kick-started a process lasting just under eighteen months through which a broadly 
consultative National AIDS Plan would be debated. Despite Fleming’s description of the 
existence of hostility towards a kind of ‘white gay cabal’, which some delegates saw as 
running the AIDS Consortium, and general hostility he picked up towards the Progressive 
Primary Health Care Network (PPHCN), representatives from both groups were later elected 
to represent the NGO sector on the NACOSA steering committee.67 Early AIDS activists 
tested the democracy and potential of transition era political and legal spaces just as TAC 
activists would, just under a decade later, test the potential of democratic institutions and 
legal spaces to deliver on socio-economic rights outlined in the new Constitution which was 
fashioned in the mid-1990s under a gathering dark cloud of steadily rising new HIV 
infections. 
 Yet while a tiny group of gay rights activists were being open about their status to 
combat AIDS-related discrimination, it was heavily stigmatised among straight African 
young people who were increasingly becoming infected. Indeed, HIV positive people were 
routinely counselled that their status was confidential, which may have been interpreted as 
meaning an enforced secret. Confidentiality was seen by PPHC activists, such as Nikki 
Schaay, as ‘hindering’ the Community AIDS Workers’ work as they could not encourage 
HIV positive people to draw on their existing support structures: 
 
Another problem is HIV-positive people or people living with AIDS are discriminated against and often isolated by 
the community. There is a lot of pain and silence that that person would have to live with…The issue of 
confidentiality often hinders our work…What can we do if we know someone is HIV positive and we know that 
he/she is unable to tell his/her lover, family or friends? That person needs support…Because of the potential 
discrimination that that person could face if his/her HIV status was known, and because we respect the individual’s 
confidentiality we feel our work is slowed down.68 
 
In her 1996 critique of the Kwa-Zulu Natal Health Department’s policy of confidentiality 
(which was in line with the National AIDS Plan devised by NACOSA), Gill Siedel argued 
that many patients and health workers in the province interpreted their right to confidentiality 
as meaning ‘your status is your secret’, akin to the secrecy of an individual’s vote in the first 
democratic election, an interpretation which may have reduced prospects of de-stigmatising 
the disease.69 The flip side of this interpretation of confidentiality was evident in gay AIDS 
activists who began revealing their status at an early stage, a political strategy, which enabled 
them to get anti-discrimination onto the agenda of NACOSA if not (yet) out onto the streets.  
 
 
                                                 
66 ‘Report’, p.4. 
67 CHP Resource Room, ‘Update on NACOSA’. AIDS Bulletin, 2, 1 (1993), p.1. 
68 Ibid., p.4 
69 Gill Siedel, ‘Confidentiality and Gender Status in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa: Implications, resistances and 
challenges’, Health Policy and Planning, 11, 4, (1996), p.423. 
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Out and open in the streets:  
TAC as a post-apartheid, rights-based and patient-driven movement 

 
To talk about human rights but not mention treatment and that’s basically like saying 
talk about other rights and [do] not talk about right to life, which is ridiculous. 
Interview with Promise Mthembu70 

 
In earlier sections of this Report I have tried to show how TAC shares historical continuities 
with late 1980s and early 1990s anti-apartheid gay rights activism such as the emphasis on 
universal human rights-based discourse and early openness of such activists about their HIV 
status. However, it is important to note that despite its roots in early AIDS activism in the late 
apartheid and transition eras TAC is also fundamentally a post-apartheid political creature, 
which has used entirely new political and legal spaces created in post-apartheid South Africa. 
There are two main historical developments post 1994, which I wish to point to which have 
fundamentally contributed to TAC’s emergence, agenda and the strategies it adopted: the 
development of a powerful combination of antiretroviral drug therapy (HIV treatment)71 and 
the adoption of South Africa’s democratic Constitution enshrining socio-economic rights. 
 As has been discussed above, TAC was formed in 1998 by Achmat, partially in 
response to the death of a stalwart of the gay liberation movement, Simon Nkoli. 
Simultaneously, the stoning to death of openly HIV positive AIDS activist Gugu Dlamini for 
revealing her HIV status mobilised HIV positive activists in the KwaZulu-Natal region, to 
begin lobbying for equal HIV treatment access, which in turn linked them with TAC 
simultaneously being formed by anti-apartheid, gay rights activists in Cape Town.72 
 TAC aimed to widen access to anti-retroviral drugs for prevention of mother-to-child-
transmission (MTCT), post-exposure prophylaxis following sexual assault and for use in 
combination drug therapy. TAC is not entirely historically unique. Like the AIDS 
Consortium in the early 1990s, TAC is a broad-based network, which includes unions, 
churches, gay rights groups, health-workers and doctors. Also in common with the AIDS 
Consortium it frames its campaigns in terms of rights-based discourse. TAC has also used 
similar tactics, such as openness about HIV infection, litigation, and attracting media 
attention for its campaigns, albeit on a much grander scale involving mass-openness, the 
international media and the Constitutional Court. This demonstrates further the value of 
seeing recent events in the context of the history of AIDS activism in the first decade of the 
epidemic. 
 TAC’s post-apartheid campaign for wider access to HIV treatment was necessitated by 
two factors blocking access to HIV treatment: pharmaceutical industry profiteering through 
protection of patent monopolies, and the rejection of the efficacy and safety of HIV treatment 

                                                 
70 Interview with Promise Mthembu, August 19th 2003, Durban. 
71 This is generally referred to in medical circles as Highly Active Anti-retroviral Therapy (HAART), it can also be 
referred to as ART (antiretroviral therapy) or ARVs (antiretrovirals). TAC has tended to refer to it simply as ‘HIV 
treatment’.  
72 Interview with Promise Mthembu, 19 August 2003, Durban. 
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by several key figures in government, such as the President and Health Minister, due to their 
adherence to AIDS denialism. 
 The new, powerful and very expensive HIV treatment worked by suppressing viral 
replication and allowing for immune system recovery. This scientific breakthrough, which 
was announced in 1996, changed HIV from an irrevocable terminal illness to a manageable 
chronic condition in the wealthy Northern countries. However, the pharmaceutical industry 
kept the price of these medicines unaffordable in developing countries in the South with a 
high HIV prevalence, such as South Africa, through abusing their patent monopolies. 
 In 2001, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association representing 47 multinational 
pharmaceutical companies took the South African government to court to block the passing 
of the Medicines Act of 1997, which would have allowed for the production and importation 
of cheaper generic essential medicines, such as antiretroviral drugs in South Africa. TAC 
supported the government in the case acting as ‘friend of the court’ and helped to mobilise 
local and international activist support and global public opinion in favour of the government. 
Due to international public pressure and the negative perceptions the case generated about the 
pharmaceutical industry, the case was dropped. TAC subsequently successfully pursued 
action against industry abuse of patent monopolies to inflate prices at the Competition 
Commission against GlaxoSmithKline (which produces antiretrovirals such as AZT and 
3TC) and Boehringer Ingelheim (which produces Nevirapine). 
 Wider treatment access was also blocked by the bitter and drawn-out struggle between 
government and TAC activists over government denialism and HIV treatment access, which 
lasted from 1999 to 2003. President Thabo Mbeki, supported by Health Minister Manto 
Tshabalala-Msimang, questioned HIV as the viral cause of AIDS, the accuracy of HIV tests, 
and the safety and efficacy of HIV treatment, a set of beliefs that AIDS activists referred to as 
denialism.73 This denialism was driven by Mbeki’s belief that AIDS was a post-colonial, 
racist conspiracy to discredit African sexuality.74 Government endorsement of AIDS 
denialism, due to its rejection of the safety and efficacy of combination anti-retroviral drug 
therapy, was in turn a crucial factor blocking equal access to combination anti-HIV drug 
therapy for people living with HIV.75  

While TAC may not be the first instance of rights-based, patient-driven AIDS activism 
in South African history, it is certainly historically unique in terms of its militancy. On the 
back of its success in forcing the government to roll out Nevirapine for prevention of MTCT, 
at its 2002 Congress TAC decided to push government to adopt a National Treatment Plan to 
roll out anti-retroviral combination drug therapy in the public sector. Through its trade union 
federation ally, the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), it forced its Plan 
onto the negotiating table of National Economic Development and Labour Council 
(NEDLAC), a major socio-economic policy negotiating forum involving government, labour, 

                                                 
73 M. Mbali. ‘HIV/AIDS policy-making in post-apartheid South Africa’, In Daniel, J, Habib, A and Southall, State 
of the Nation: South Africa, 2003-2004 (Cape Town: Human Sciences Research Council Press), p.318-320. 
74 M. Mbali. ‘AIDS discourses and the South African state: Government denialism and post-apartheid AIDS policy-
making’, Forthcoming Transformation (2004). 
75 The other important factor being the pharmaceutical industry’s refusal to permit production and importation of 
cheaper generic drugs. Mbali, ‘HIV/AIDS Policy-making’, p.321-3.  
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business and civil society. When government withdrew from the negotiations in 2003, TAC 
embarked on a civil disobedience campaign, where its members volunteered to be arrested 
for non-violent protest.76 
 TAC’s militancy in the post-apartheid era, as expressed in its civil disobedience 
campaign can be partially explained by the fact that medical breakthroughs in treatment and 
prevention of HIV increased the stakes in fighting AIDS related discrimination. Whereas 
previous struggles were about confidentiality and equality, in the struggle for treatment life 
itself was at stake, which meant more radical strategies had to be adopted. In 1999, Cameron, 
by then a supreme court of appeals judge revealed his HIV positive status to protest at the 
fact that only a tiny minority of extremely wealthy people living with HIV, such as himself, 
could afford drugs: he had essentially bought something which he thought should be freely 
available to all, the right to live.77 
 For many TAC activists, fighting for the right to live through access to treatment made 
openness worth the risks it entailed. The brave openness of activists like Achmat and Justice 
Cameron put a ‘human face’ on the epidemic and made the arguments for treatment access as 
basic an appeal at an ethical level as ‘a person dying of starvation asking you for bread’.78 
But as Achmat argued from the outset, generation of compassion or pity has not been TAC’s 
number one goal. It is the realisation of the right to life and health for HIV positive people, as 
equal citizens.79 Similarly, TAC is unique in its ability to use the post-apartheid Constitution, 
enshrining as it does socio-economic rights, such as the right to access to healthcare, as a 
powerful legal and political tool. A tool which it successfully used in a 2001 Constitutional 
Court challenge which forced the government to roll-out Nevirapine to prevent mother-to-
child-transmission.80 
 At the time of writing, in November 2004, TAC had successfully forced the government 
to relent on developing a National Treatment Plan to provide anti-retrovirals in the public 
sector. Critics such as TAC argue that government appears to lack the political will to 
provide adequate infrastructure and human resource development required to rapidly roll-out 
the treatment and make the plan a success. Its most recent ‘Right to Know Campaign’ has 
also criticised the government for not being transparent about its patient targets and the 
timetable for the roll-out. Despite the roll-out’s ongoing shortcomings, in forcing the 
government to develop a National Treatment Plan and being the roll-out of HIV treatment, 
TAC has been one of the most successful post-apartheid social movements. 

                                                 
76 I have described and discussed all these events elsewhere. See: Mbali, ‘HIV/AIDS Policy-making’. 
77 Cameron famously revealed both his gay sexual orientation and his HIV positive status during hearings on his 
appointment to the Supreme Court of Appeals. Given his years of dedicated gay rights and AIDS activism, in 
hindsight the revelation of neither fact should have come as a particular surprise.  
78 This apt characterisation came from my interview with Salim Abdool Karim: Interview with Salim Abdool 
Karim, 15th September 2003, University of Natal, Durban. 
79 For instance, Achmat argued at a public lecture at University of Natal Durban in April 2003 that HIV positive 
people do not demand pity, they demand rights. He was in turn implicitly arguing for a shift away from early tear-
jerking ‘AIDS testimonials’ given by NAPWA activists in the late 1990s towards more militant TAC style activism. 
80 For an excellent account of this see GJ Annas, ‘The right to health and the Nevirapine case in South Africa’, New 
England Journal of Medicine, 348, 2003. 
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Concluding remarks 
Placing TAC in the longer history of rights-based, patient-driven AIDS activism can help to 
explain its political nature in several crucial ways. Firstly, the fact that anti-apartheid, gay 
rights activists played such an important role in early patient driven AIDS activism helps to 
explain why the movement is led by a former anti-apartheid gay rights activist. TAC’s 
emphasis on universal human rights also mirrors the location of gay rights within universal 
human rights discourse by anti-apartheid gay rights activists in the late 1980s and early 
1990s. Also, the emphasis of TAC activists such as Achmat on fighting for treatment ‘from 
within’ ANC structures mirrors Nkoli’s gay rights strategy in the 1980s and 1990s of pushing 
for gay rights from within the UDF and later ANC structures. Similarly, Achmat’s call for 
TAC’s campaign to be based on openness was not the first time the strategy had been used. 
Anti-apartheid gay rights activists living with HIV had first begun to reveal their status at 
political forums such as NACOSA to push for AIDS policy to be rights-based in the early 
1990s. 
 What is new and specifically post-apartheid about TAC are its demands for access to 
new drug therapies which did not exist until after 1996 and its use of South Africa’s new 
democratic constitution to forward its aims. Furthermore, it is far more militant than any 
earlier forms of rights-based, patient-driven activism and it has had far greater success in 
encouraging mass-openness. 
 As legally, philosophically and politically contingent as rights-based discourses may be, 
TAC has powerfully deployed this rhetoric to push for policies that have literally saved lives. 
Human rights-based discourses have also been used differently by AIDS activists over time 
in South Africa. Whereas they were initially invoked mainly to promote confidentiality, the 
rights arguments are now used by a movement led by openly HIV positive activists to push 
for access to treatment. This shows that the invocation of human rights-based discourse by 
civil society is contested, changing and context bound; which is not to discount its potential 
and a political strategy. This history of patient-driven, rights-based AIDS activism also 
demonstrates that in a Habermasian sense communication in civil society sustains and 
maintains the public sphere and gives meaning and substance to first generation political 
rights; just as AIDS activists in the transition era tested the lobbying and advocacy potential 
of new transition-era negotiating spaces such as NACOSA, TAC has taken its fight to new 
democratic spaces such as the Constitutional Court. 
 It is unclear whether TAC’s success in invoking rights-based discourses in new 
democratic spaces will be replicated by other new social movements pushing for the 
realisation of socio-economic rights. For instance, will they be able to marshal the kind of 
funds and legal support TAC has used in its court challenges if they wish to pursue similar 
action? What sort of success could new social movements which contradict aspects of the 
Constitution, such as the Landless Peoples’ Movement, which argues for expropriation of 
land (which contradicts the Constitution’s property-rights clause) expect in such court action? 
Certainly, TAC reveals how socio-economic rights on paper can in certain instances be 
translated into rights in reality through civil society activism.   

A comprehensive oral and archival history of TAC has yet to be written, however, as I 
have tried to show, there is a longer political history of rights-based, AIDS activism by anti-
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apartheid gay rights, HIV positive patients, a legacy which has formed the socio-political 
basis for TAC’s patient-driven, contemporary activism for the realisation of the socio-
economic right to access to health care. The history of rights-based, patient driven AIDS 
activism demonstrates that history can be made through the exercise of agency in struggle. 
However, it remains to be seen whether AIDS activists exercising their agency will continue 
to successfully push for further rights-based AIDS policy gains, and it also remains to be seen 
how successfully the roll-out of HIV treatment will proceed. 
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Introduction1 
If you flew in to the port city of Durban, or Ethekwini Unicity, you might not miss the 
petrochemical refineries next to the runway, but you might miss two small communities that 
live cheek-by-jowl with heavy industry. These communities, consolidated in an incongruous 
industrial-residential landscape by the violence of Apartheid spatial planning, are the ‘Indian’ 
township of Merebank and the ‘Coloured’ township of Wentworth.2 On two sides of Duranta 
Road, and with roughly similar populations (about 27,000 for Wentworth and 21,000 for 
Merebank in 2001), these communities have been shaped in similar ways in some respects 
and in profoundly different ways in others.3 What is more, though both have lived with 
similar indignities, such as breathing benzene all their lives, and although Merebank’s 
residents have only slightly higher household incomes, and slightly lower unemployment 
levels4, Wentworth today is a hotbed of political activism while Merebank is relatively 
quiescent. Wentworth has over time become a ghetto in the analytical sense proposed by 
Wacquant (2004) as shaped by stigma, constraint, spatial confinement and institutional 
containment.5 Although its residents have come from all over South Africa, this diverse 

                                                 
1 I am grateful to the Michigan Society of Fellows and the University of Michigan for funding to begin this research 
in 2002. Versions of this Report were presented to the School of Development Studies 50th Anniversary Conference, 
Durban, South Africa, 21-22 October 2004, the American Anthropological Association Annual Conference, San 
Francisco, 20 Nov 2004 and the African Studies Workshop, University of Chicago, 23 Nov, 2004. 
2 Henceforth I do not systematically use quotes to indicate that ‘race’ is a fiction, particularly since ‘Coloured’ is 
presumed to be more of a fiction than ‘Indian’, given there is no Colouredland to point to as home, escape, or threat 
of repatriation, and the incredible difference between cultural productions that can objectify Indian as opposed to 
Coloured artefacts from food to fashion and film. Instead, I capitalise Indian and Coloured as proper nouns. By 
‘cultural production’, I follow Willis (1981) to refer to the broadest sphere of ongoing human creativity, much of 
which maintains hegemonic ideologies in the realm of cultural reproduction, which in turn makes possible the social 
reproduction of capitalism. Cultural production encompasses much more than is necessary for capitalist hegemony; 
it always contains multiple nascent and overt critiques of power.  
3 Statistics South Africa gives us important data to begin with. Table 1 in the Appendix shows that Indians and 
Coloureds continue to numerically dominate these townships, but that as a share of eThekwini city or KZN province, 
Wentworth Coloureds are a much more significant share of the Coloured population than are Merebank Indians of 
the city or provincial Indian population. Indeed, Wentworth has a distinctive character as a Coloured community 
while Merebank is but one small corner of Indian Durban. 
4 Individual monthly incomes for both communities are in the range of R1,600 – 3,200, though Austerville has a 
substantially larger population of individuals with no income (Table 2). Household monthly incomes are stronger for 
Merbank (Table 3). A comparison of household annual incomes with the neighbouring formerly African townships 
of Lamontville and the much larger Umlazi, as well as formerly white Musgrave and Kloof, shows that Wentworth 
and Merebank sit similarly between former African and white areas in income terms, with Merebank appearing 
slightly more advantaged but not tremendously so (Table 4). What also stands out is the much higher number of 
households with no income in African areas in contrast to others. 
5 Wacquant (2004) derives this relational conception of the ghetto as a critique of functionalist conceptions of ethnic 
clustering and social domination in the urban ecology of the Chicago school of sociology. Through Wacquant’s 
genealogy, the ghetto emerges as a ‘social-organisational device’ directed, in his terms, at producing and forcibly 
confining a dispossessed and dishonoured group; he suggests the ghetto ought to be seen in analogy with other forms 
of collective violence like the reservation, the refugee camp and the prison. Each form links economic exploitation 
and social ostracisation differently, each presumes a different mix of the four general elements. A Coloured ghetto 
that breathes petrochemical fumes across town from the gentility of leafy English Berea, but not as far out of the city 
as African townships, carries its own particular social geographic contradictions. Wacquant gets us some distance in 
understanding ghetto culture, in that its residents create strong internal affinities to make the experience of stigma 
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product of the attempt to legislate against ‘miscegenation’ is now mired in the poverties of 
place. Across the road, Merebank’s quiescence emerges from a very different history of 
space, through which a former village on the outskirts of Durban has been pulled apart and 
has become part of the cultural political economic fortunes offered by the new South Africa. 
Rather than a tale of two townships, what I narrate are divergent histories of space through 
which livelihoods and senses of belonging have been shrinking into a ghetto on the one hand, 
and broadening into South Africa’s broader circuits of class and social citizenship.6 
 At first glance, Wentworth and Merebank appear to sit very differently in their 
engagements with government and the corporations that surround them. The key civic in 
Merebank, the Merebank Ratepayers’ Association (MRA), appears to be quite pragmatic in 
its relations with state and capital, and it has used ‘corporate social responsibility’ funding 
from the refineries to fund a variety of community organisations. There are no civics to rival 
the MRA’s claim to the community’s mandate, as they can appeal to a long and hoary 
tradition of representation harking back to a village on the periphery of the expanding 
municipality of Durban. Indeed, despite a rich history of anti-apartheid activism – with 
complex links between members of the Natal Indian Congress (NIC), Black Consciousness 
(BC) activists at the Alan Taylor residence for black medical students of the University of 
Natal (including its most famous resident, Steve Biko), underground Umkhonto we Sizwe 
(MK) activists with connections to the ANC/ SACP in exile through peripatetic underground 
figures, a range of safe houses and supporters, the last including decades of care-work from 
women like the heroic Aunty P – Merebank today is quiescent. Despite once being a hotbed 
of multilayered political activism until the final underground political and military ‘plan B’ 
of the MK/ SACP, Operation Vula, short for ‘Vulindlela’ or “opening the door”, today 
Merebank’s door is only slightly ajar for the ruling alliance when it comes to exercising the 
vote. 
 Wentworth, on the other hand, has been engaged in a very different history of space. 
Wentworth’s residents have come from all over South Africa, perhaps the world. An 
unexpectedly large number of Coloureds were thrown out of backyard tenancies throughout 

                                                                                                                               
bittersweet – a sentiment captured in Roy DeCarava and Langston Hughes’ portrait of Harlem in The sweet flypaper 
of life. Unlike the ethnic neighbourhood, the ghetto is less a springboard to assimilation in society than what 
Wacquant calls a walled-in ‘dissimilation.’ Wentworth and Merebank diverge along these lines: Merebank has 
recourse to broader circuits of Indian diasporic cultural production while Wentworth produces a local ghetto culture 
through a range of citations, not least to a canon of ghetto archetypes from African American cultural production. 
6 Histories of space presume what Henri Lefebvre ([1974], 2001) calls a properly social theory of space that refuses 
the dichotomy of physical/ container-space and mental/ cognitive space, to apprehend how spaces are fought for, 
made, devalued, destroyed, restored, irrevocably lost or nostalgically remembered. Lefebvre’s central analytic – the 
triad of representations of space (maps, planning apparatus), spatial practices (normalised ways of using the built 
environment, migration streams) and representational spaces (unexpected reworkings of lived space, militant 
seizures of ‘the street’, gang turf, barricades) – fundamentally transformed the craft of radical geography in the spirit 
of new left Marxism. Disenchanted by the voluntarism of his fellow 68-ers, Lefebvre’s point was that the seizure of 
the state does not transform the spaces we live in. Following Lefebvre’s spatialised Marxism, Harvey (1982) 
explores the many ways in which capitalism’s anarchic developmentalism remakes social space, via the dialectics of 
fixity and motion through which crisis tendencies are constantly put off in space-time. The problem with this 
approach is that it converts a Eurocentric reading of Lefebvre into a Marxist physics determined by 
overaccumulation crises rather than by cultural historic forms of struggle over the land-labour-money triad.  
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the city of Durban, along the advancing expropriation of Indian landowners in the application 
of the Group Areas Act. This large population of Coloured tenants from places like Mayville, 
Cato Manor, and the city centre, were relocated along with Coloureds from the Eastern Cape 
in former military housing in the neighbourhood of Austerville in Wentworth. As in 
Merebank, the Group Areas Act was something of a blessing in offering improved housing to 
Coloureds, and therefore, it would seem, drawing them into a structural relation of complicity 
with the planners of Apartheid. However, this complicity was primarily a presumption7, and 
residents drawn from far and wide into cramped flats next to refineries found their lives 
shaped by new forms of violence and constraint. Wentworth’s residents have acted in relation 
to violence and constraint in three key realms of social institutionality: gangs, churches and 
relatively rigid work trajectories.8 Wentworth’s residents often claim waves of intense gang 
activity since the late 1960s as a direct consequence of the Group Areas Act, as portrayed at 
an exhibit on Wentworth’s gangs at the KwaMuhle Museum in 2001, to which I return. 
 The most fortunate Wentworth men have been shaped into the pre-eminent semi-skilled 
industrial migrants of South Africa. They are the pipe-fitters, boiler makers, fitters and 
turners who have been at the centre of industrial construction work across South Africa’s 
refineries. It is therefore with painful irony that they return to live in unemployment at the 
footsteps of the Engen and SAPREF refineries. Each of Wentworth’s three realms of gangs, 
church and waged work are strongly gender differentiated, and each is spoken about in 
relation to challenges in the intimate lives of families. Finally, in the wake of the massive 
planned expansion of the Dube Trade Port, both eThekwini Metro and the ANC have come to 
think it important to engage with representatives from Wentworth, and South Durban more 
generally, over their fate in this changing residential-industrial geography. Current 
negotiations centre on an area development committee which can play the role of 
‘community stakeholder’ in relation to government, and over the formation of a company to 
represent local contractors. This company, which defines itself not by its widgets but as a tool 

                                                 
7 Following Farred’s (2004a) prescient critique of Sanders’ (2002: 113): ‘In de-racialising and transforming 
‘complicity’ into a non-racial category of apartheid experience, the differences between solidarity and 
collabouration, between sly civility and cooperation with the apartheid regime, between strategies of survival and 
wilful cooptation by the state, are erased in the name of a politically and ideologically evacuated ‘complicity.’ In the 
anti-apartheid struggle, ‘complicity’…was…textured and complicated by white political nous, black political 
expedience, unfulfillable desires (for freedom, liberation, sex), literary and cultural ambition, as well as frustration 
with what appeared until the late 1980s to be the historic dominance of the white South African minority.’ My task is 
to map specific dialectics of resistance and complicity, in relation to changing forms of state-sanctioned cultures of 
racism. I heed Farred’s caution on the confessional logic of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), 
through which black struggle and enfranchisement are exalted while white property and privilege remain secure. 
Precisely because these moments are differently valorised by various forms of Indian and Coloured cultural 
production, what remains to be shown is when these forms are reproductive of black anti-black racism, and when, in 
rare moments, they are fiercely critical of multiple forms of black subjection. ‘The black intellectual’s work is never 
done,’ as Farred puts it, because neither complicity nor resistance are guaranteed. 
8 Sport is a fourth institutional realm, and indeed soccer clubs and struggles over non-racial sport at the black soccer 
grounds at Curries Fountain in town were part of the circuits through which young men were drawn into wider 
possibilities that quite explicitly called into question their racial and spatial containment in the ghetto. Soccer also 
provided an avenue for recruitment into anti-apartheid groups in the 1980s. 
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of ‘poverty alleviation’, is by some twist of irony also called ‘Vulindlela.’ Once more, 
Merebank is a strange mirror for events as they unfold in Wentworth.9 
 In the uncertain, unfinished process of social transformation that South Africans 
ambiguously call the ‘new dispensation’10, ‘civil society’ has emerged as a broad, polysemic 
terrain of debate, work, aspiration and control.11 Variously considered, civil society 
condenses a wide variety of experiments over what politics in post-apartheid society means 
and how people sign up. Within these realms of experiment and engagement, two broad poles 
of opinion have emerged with respect to how civil society ought to act in relation to wider 
processes: on the one hand, as a voluntary sector or handmaiden to the democratic, 
developmental state, and on the other hand, as a countervailing force that perpetually 
challenges state and corporate power, typically through ‘social movements’.12 As a first 
approximation, the dominant current in Merebank is the former of the two poles, but 
Wentworth’s civics are currently engaged in fierce debate about precisely the question of 
whom to negotiate with, how and to what extent. Actual participants in civic or activist 
groupings manoeuvre between overtly technical-participatory and politicised-confrontational 
positions through the course of single campaigns for reasons that go beyond abstract 
commitments to resistance or collabouration. There are many reasons for these shifts. 
Decisions about how civil society ought to act relies on at least three key points: multiple past 
and present cultural-material resources through which the civil and political are constituted, 
the political economy of everyday organising labour, and the visibility of different faces of 
state and corporate power. 
 The view from civil society offers varied perspectives on the state and corporate capital: 
at times exploitative in the Marxist sense of extending the commodification of labour, at 
times developmental in broad social and redistributive terms, at times purely extractive of 
resources, or of bodies and places to dump the wastes of commodification, and perhaps all 
the while promising decisive deliverance from the burdens of the past. Civic action tends to 
                                                 
9 This mirror is held deliberately to clarify new forms of racism and counter-hegemonic possibility in a 
constructivist ethnographic intervention in contemporary South Africa. In writing a historical ethnography of space, I 
carry the tools of a revisionist Marxism in which my act of revision comes from throwing the notion of the ‘detritus’, 
discussed in the next section, into the transformative cauldron of ethnography, what Jean and John Comaroff (2003: 
164) call the ‘situated effects of seeing and listening…that, ineluctably, depend on a prior conceptual scaffolding, 
which, once the dialectic of discovery is set in motion, is open to reconstruction.’ 
10 The term ‘new dispensation’ questions what is actually new, as do the posts in postapartheid or postcolonial. The 
popular term, ‘new dispensation’ carries a sense of passive deployment from above, as something merely dispensed 
to the public without justification in terms of something like the Freedom Charter. Farred (2004b: 594) cuts to the 
most important aspect of what he calls in Carl Schmidtt’s terms, the new nomos – by which he refers to the 
transitionary order anchored in discourses of national sovereignty, law, dispossession and colonial/racial knowledge 
– as one in which ‘history (apartheid) and not-yet history (post-apartheid) coexist within the same temporality.’ In 
contrast with the old nomos, which could be attacked for its grounding in racially unjust laws, the new order is 
cloaked in a legality that seems to deny those who suffer class subjection to have recourse to older forms of protest. 
Farred is eloquent on this: ‘the post-apartheid present…manifests itself as insidious – as a political Trojan horse for 
the historically disenfranchised’ (p.595). My response as a geographer is that this Trojan horse is manifest differently 
through the differential sedimentation of the past-that-is-not-quite-history into social space, and this tale of two 
township speaks to this divergence. 
11 Following Jean and John Comaroff (1999), p.33.  
12 For instance, see Ballard et al. (2004), Greenstein (2003). 
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be at least as multiple as the perspectives of power that are on offer. It is perhaps in contexts 
in which multiple degradations of commodification converge that civic movements might 
think across difference to forge what Michael Burawoy (2003) calls ‘active society,’ 
mobilised in defence of livelihoods, indeed of life. This formulation says precious little about 
the coherence in cultural production necessary to build a counterhegemonic force.13 
 The civil and political in post-apartheid South Africa are constituted through 
enormously varied forms of praxis, far exceeding canonical genres of struggle narration that 
become clearer in retrospect.14 Much of the work on new forms of politics in South Africa 
has not yet asked what alternate histories of mobilisation, or what conceptions of 
‘community,’15 activate political imaginations against the post-apartheid state and former 
liberation leaders. What animates the visions of the articulate young men of Youth for Work 
in Mpumalanga Township outside Durban (who distinguish themselves from the ‘old youth’ 
of 1976), or Ashraf Cassiem’s colourfully long Campaign For the Fundamental Right To a 
Home, or C.F.T.F.R.T.A.H (‘powerful people like acronyms’, he says mischievously) in the 
Cape Flats? How do their political imaginations capture the problem of post-apartheid racism 
as it permeates a variety of aspects of life? With few exceptions, the activist intellectuals who 
write for and from today’s popular struggles against post-apartheid neoliberalism, despite 
their wealth of practical knowledge from engagement in the fray of activism, are only 
beginning to represent these complex histories with an attention to the multiplicity of black 
cultural politics and the difficulties in building solidarity.16 

                                                 
13 Michael Burawoy’s (2003) brilliant contrapuntal reading of Karl Polanyi and Antonio Gramsci is driven by the 
question of how counterhegemony is forged. While ending with a call for mobile ethnographies that follow the fault 
lines of struggle, the paper forgets his ethnographic dictum. There is no mention, or theorisation, of cultural 
production, and far too much presumption about people acting from necessity in the wake of commodification. 
While new forms of society may indeed be produced to defend life against the ravages of capitalism, Burawoy’s 
question ought to be ‘why do people act?’ akin to the question he once asked of workers at the point of production 
(‘why do workers work?’) The question if further complicated by the work of contemporary racism in differentiating 
those whom society can ‘let die’ in its modes of self defence (Foucault 1976). If people are contained in ghettos in 
order to discipline their conduct, how and under what conditions do they call their containment into question? 
14 This is one reason for the outpouring of literary and visual memoirs of everyday life under apartheid. Consider 
the commentary from a revisionist collection from someone marked as protest photographer, Paul Weinberg (2004), 
who returns to photographs taken since the 1970s which did not quite fit the struggle canon. Guy Berger introduces 
the images thus: ‘These are not the images of apartheid’s unabashed brutality, nor are they the chronicles of 
resistance or big-boy news-events. They are about lightness, about the special quality of ordinariness…Like me, you 
may will find a poignancy in the plaintive innocence in many of these pictures.’ (p.v-vi) Weinberg’s own words are 
a bit more bittersweet, attached to documentary realism, sister project of Marxist social history, as he seeks ‘the 
stories of ‘life between the cracks’, where the ordinary people, with extraordinary tenacity, live out their lives of 
pain, joy and unsung heroism on the social margins.’ (p.xi) Unlike Berger, I see Weinberg’s work as Marxisant 
historiography open to black cultural production as well as to a triadic conception of power, such as Lefebvre’s, in 
which the ordinary can surprise and disrupt rather than simple confirm truisms of domination and resistance.  
15 See Watts (2004) on various mobilisations of ‘community’ in the wake of imperial oil politics and the crisis of 
secular nationalist development, in Nigeria as elsewhere. Jensen (2004) makes a parallel argument on the 
polyvalence of ‘community’ in local politics in the Cape Flats.  
16 Some notable pieces are Lumsden and Loftus n.d., Greenstein 2003 and Barchesi 2004. One of the most vigilant 
voices within emergent counterhegemonic currents is that of Richard Pithouse. Pithouse (2004) begins by 
celebrating the ‘established praxis of overt class and popular nationalist rebellion, and an emerging praxis of overt 
gender critique, so soon after the great national drama of the fall of apartheid’ while arguing against the deferral of 
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 Finally, the dialectics of engagement with state and capital are shaped fundamentally by 
the political economy of work in community organising. Usually called ‘community work’, 
these everyday labours of organising are often unwaged, though linked to circuits of formal 
and informal, legal and criminal waged work, and to gendered circuits of care and neglect.17 
In contexts such as Wentworth, where much of this political work is carried out by 
unemployed women, there is much to be done in asking how they support themselves to 
continue the fight. Indeed, if this is vindication of a growing arena of working-class 
autonomy, it is as much shaped by race, gender and, in Wentworth, by a rising tide of 
Pentacostal or charismatic Christianity. While Pentacostalism is typically a conservative 
ideology in its conception of a woman’s place, Wentworth women seem to affirm this 
conservatism in theory while using the power of the Holy Spirit for alternate, sometimes 
militant, ends. I will argue that Pentacostalism provides an ontology of political action, while 
bringing into the realm of ideology the sex/gender contradictions of a ‘community’ forged 
through stigma. 
 In what follows, I first step back to describe the larger project from which this Report is 
but a first step. I then turn to histories of work and politics in Wentworth, to then return to 
what political work means to its grassroots activists and why it is understood through a 
charismatic Christian idiom. 
 
Detritus in Durban 
This Report is part of a broader project called Detritus in Durban, on work and politics in 
lived geographies adjacent to petrochemical refineries. I focus on three key themes: 
 First, the keyword in this project is the ‘detritus’ of commodification and 
decolonisation. It is important to consider both aspects of the detritus. The commodity 
detritus is the biophysical, embodied and geographical medium, shell, repository, that which 
is wasted, and that which survives outside the commodity circuit. In Chari (2004), I explore 
how Marx’s twin processes of the accumulation of capital and of surplus labour are held in 
tension through the power of gender. Yet, ‘surplus labour’ and the reserve army of labour are 
blunt tools to explain the mounting debris of capitalism: the many indignities, compromised 
intimacies, bodily infirmities, concentrations of waste and ecological disruption produced 
alongside capitalism’s anarchic fits and starts. What is more, unlike the medium of money, 
great ‘cynic and leveller’, which acts as a medium of valuation to lube the commodity circuit, 

                                                                                                                               
internal critique. For such ‘critique of critique’, Pithouse poses a staggering set of challenges to contend with: black 
anti-black racism; theory’s relation to lived realities; legacies of past struggles; the tasks of connecting struggles 
through what Alain Badiou calls the ‘hazardous unpredictable supplement’ that exceeds the situations of particular 
events (Narmada, Ogoniland, Chiapas, Genova, Seattle, etc); vanguardist/ Leninist representation within movements 
and across North-South connections which prevents radical change in ‘structural access to voice and influence’; the 
colonial/ racial present and its mirages of assimilation and global solidarity; and finally the indispensability of 
ongoing political education. 
17 Jensen (2001) engages with the production of Coloured subjects and their negotiations with gangs, crime and 
policing, and along the way he encounters the emergence of ‘community workers’ not unlike those I have found in 
Wentworth. 
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the devalued, decaying, semi-destroyed debris provides no universal medium to convey its 
potentially universal- message of decay.18 
 While the detritus is fundamentally geographical, radical geographers have not taken 
great strides to interrogate its production. David Harvey has come a long way in theorising 
the spatiotemporal dynamics of capitalism, and his recent work revives the notion of 
‘ongoing forms of primitive accumulation’ to attempt a break from Eurocentric Marxism, but 
this break is far from decisive in at least two senses. First, ongoing primitive accumulation 
implies that primitive accumulation was not simply a single event in the past, through which 
capital and labour came to be actors on the world stage. Rather, ongoing primitive 
accumulation refers to new enclosures and new rounds of privatisation of the commons. 
What I would add is that proletarianisation never came with guarantees for the reproduction 
of labour, only a rudderless drive for the social reproduction of capitalism.19 Once 
proletarianised, or stripped from land and other means of production, workers are reliant on 
selling themselves to buy the means of survival. However, in the context of mass 
unemployment and commodification of the basic means of survival, working class 
populations are forced into eating away at their last reserves. If capital is held to an implicit 
social contract to reproduce labour, these might be seen as hidden subsidies to capital. No 
invisible hand has signed such a contract. Indeed, under certain circumstances states have 
committed themselves to the social reproduction of labour power, as Gillian Hart (2002) 
argues of East Asian ‘developmental states’ pushed by U.S. imperialism as a bulwark against 
Mao’s mobilisation of the Chinese peasantry. Hart’s charge to Harvey and to the South 
African left is to link contemporary claims to citizenship and a social wage, to the long 
history of racialised dispossession and erosion of livelihoods in South Africa. Indeed, the 
challenge is how in actual situations, people articulate these claims: how people both linking 
and voicing multiple forms of dispossession in terms of the crisis of reproduction of labour 
power. There is no universal medium to spread the word. Or is there? 
 The second problem implicit in Harvey’s (2004) autocritique is that since, as he now 
sees it, primitive accumulation is an ongoing process, then Marxist geography has to 
decisively shift from his approach, in which the capital-labour contradiction as constituted in 
a landscape of ‘full proleterianisation’ then ramifies through space-time in geographies of 
boom and bust.20 A non-metropolitan Marxism must, as Fernando Coronil (1997) argues, 
return to Marx’s trinity formula of land, labour and money, to understand the spatial 

                                                 
18 An inspiration that marks the dangers of progressivism as well as of romanticising subaltern survival, is Walter 
Benjamin, in whose vision the other of value is fundamentally diverse, fragmentary, living out its half-life in a state 
of emergency. 
19 Indeed, even attempts to reproduce specific forms of labour power have to constantly manufacture consent, pace 
Burawoy (1982). Moreover, as feminists have argued for a while, the reproduction of labour requires gendered 
hegemony across spaces of waged and unwaged work. The Italian autonomist tradition has argued that while capital 
requires labour-power to fuel the reproduction of capitalism, labour does not need capital for its own reproduction. 
The reproduction of labour is not guaranteed under capitalism. Thanks to Andreas Kalyvas for this point, Personal 
Communication, Ann Arbor MI, 2003. 
20 Harvey’s (1982) autocritique begins in the afterward to his magisterial Limits to Capital, in which he admits that 
he has neglected to theorise the state and inter-state relations as well as the family as the site of reproduction of 
labour-power. No small omissions, these. 
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differentiations of the colonial present, through which ‘advanced capitalism’ in one place is 
organically linked to rentier extraction elsewhere. In other words, while Harvey (2004) now 
poses a contemporary global transition from ‘expanded reproduction’ to ‘accumulation by 
dispossession’, what Coronil suggests is that both modes have always been intertwined and 
rendered separable by colonial amnesia. The commodity detritus marks the persisting effects 
of the land-labour relation within the Marxian trinity, and Coronil clarifies that the uncertain 
reproduction of land and labour in the wake of commodification is also always a struggle for 
decolonisation, particularly when the postcolonial state is propped up by spectral money in an 
orgy of oil rents. Postcolonial praxis defetishises the magical state, and also the crisis of 
reproduction that produces the detritus as a motley collection of other places and bodies, 
presumed necessary sites of decay and degradation for reasons that are irrational, non-
modern or irrelevant. The detritus is the realm of unfinished nationalism emblematic of the 
postcolonial condition and its excesses. As Pithouse (2004: 4) puts it eloquently in 
conversation with C.L.R. James: ‘Two hundred years after the Haitian revolution, we too 
must confront “The waste, the waste of all this bravery, devotion and noble feeling on the 
corrupt and rapacious bourgeoisie.”’21 Wentworth and Merebank speak to the different ways 
in which people handle, participate in and possibly contest the remaindered energies of 
national liberation struggle in a geography in which corporate power is the neighbour of the 
destitute. 
 The second key theme of this research project is that the relations between ‘race’ and 
‘culture’ in South Africa are reproduced in very different ways, this tale of two townships 
speaks to this variance. Though each has its divergent residual and emergent narratives, in 
Williams’ (1977) sense, dominant tales of origin and belonging in these communities speak 
in fairly polarised terms. Merebank’s Indians can draw on links to an elsewhere called India; 
to indentured labour followed by multiple livelihoods spanning market gardening and 
industrial work; to a long history of ‘cultural’ activity objectified in aided schools; to the 
Merebank Tamil School Society or MTSS, which drew Tamils from across Natal; to temples, 
mosques and bioscopes; to fantasies of Bollywood, and trips to India and Mecca. Merebank’s 
anti-apartheid activism has always been Janus-faced, holding onto conceptions of ‘Indian 
culture’ while fighting ostensibly for a non-racial future. When race becomes culture, this 
Janus-faced stance can be relatively stable. 
 On the other hand, Wentworth Coloureds continue to battle with origins stories, claims 
to Griqua or Zulu indigeneity, related claims to land and/or chieftaincy, and disconnections 
from family who passed into white or Indian areas. When pushed to confront ‘Coloured 
culture’, Wentworth Coloureds emphasise race mixture, and sometimes also the fiction of 
race, but more often the stigma of not being racially pure.22 The continuing power of a 

                                                 
21 Pithouse (2004) commenting on a quotation from C.L.R. James (1989) 
22 I find it therefore curious that Erasmus (2001) states categorically in the introduction to a book on Coloured 
identity in the Western Cape, that ‘Coloured’ cannot mean mixture because that would presume race purity. There is 
no reason to presume the metaphysical primacy of the latter; indeed colonial obsession with and anxiety about race 
purity always relied on concern for the control of sexuality in the wake of pervasive transgressive sex across racial 
frontiers, as, among others, Ann Stoler’s (1995, 2002) historical work has shown. What is important is that this 
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colonial ideology that accords primacy to race purity feeds a sentiment that its lack has meant 
disentitlement in the past and present. ‘We were too black for the white jobs, too white for 
the black jobs’ says Lenny Samuels, an unemployed industrial artisan.23 Farred (2001) argues 
that Coloureds experience both race and citizenship with uncertainty and ambivalence, even 
though South Africa is the only nation to which they can belong. This, he attributes to the 
hegemony of black/ white in constituting the nation, which, I suggest Indians can evade 
through the alterity proffered by ‘Indian culture’ while Coloureds cannot.24 This said, the 
dominant view in Wentworth handles white/ black binarism as primarily English (or 
European)/ Zulu, in which the patriarch is preferably an Englishman whose photograph hangs 
proudly in the living room. Many with struggle credentials, and others since 1994 claim a 
resurgent interest in their black matriarchs, particularly if they come with royal ancestry.25 
 This brings me to the third key theme of this research: that the changing nature of work 
and politics is another arena of contemporary racism in South Africa, and that Wentworth 
and Merebank pose very different dynamics in this regard. The critique of contemporary 
racism in South Africa has focused on two key forms of racialised biopower.26 In the first 
instance, a neo Malthusian discourse of crime fear seeks to contain people in what Caldeira 
(2000), writing on Sao Paolo, calls the ‘city of walls’ in the interests of security, while 
managing practices across domains of vigilantism, crime, policing and penality. In the second 
instance, a collusion of the state and transnational capital displaces the urgent need for 
treatment for people suffering with HIV/AIDS. In both realms, a very specific material and 
ideological matrix doles the right to ‘make live and let die’ with disastrous consequences for 
the population, and disproportionately so for black people. Certainly, HIV/AIDS has been 
one of the most important realms of civic activism in the new dispensation.27 
 In seeing the politics of work as another realm of contemporary racism, it is important 
to define work broadly, to mean not just waged labour, but all creative acts of natural 
transformation and cultural production that provide resources for the survival of individuals 
                                                                                                                               
colonial logic that privileges the primacy of race purity has such a continuing power in the lives of Wentworth 
Coloureds. 
23 Lenny Samuels, 26 Nov 2002. All names of living people have been changed, with the exception of a few people 
in the public eye such as Robert McBride, Greta Apelgren and Morris Fynn.  
24 Farred makes his point forcefully: ‘…they have no a priori or pre-lapsarian moment; [nor can they] retreat into a 
mythic precolonial ‘innocence’. Coloured difference is…insufficiently different for them to conceive of themselves 
as anything but South African’ (p.186). Wentworth Coloureds do try to make claims to Khoi-San indigeneity; Derek 
McBride began his life story to me with his Khoikhoi ancestor telling the first coloniser ‘you must just futsek!’ The 
contrast with the swirl of Indian cultural artefacts that can work to detach South African Indians from responsibility 
to racism and citizenship is striking. 
25 See for instance Agnes Lottering’s (2002) autobiography 
26 I draw from Ruth Gilmore’s (2002) conception of contemporary racism as the group-targeted, state-sanctioned 
deployment of the means of premature social death.  
27 As Mbali’s (2004) fascinating research shows, the Treatment Action Campaign draws together multiple histories 
of activism – including queer activists within liberation movements, activist doctors, HIV+ people and people living 
with AIDS, and trade unionists – to fight Mbeki’s denialism and its collusion with capital and, implicitly, 
contemporary racism. TAC’s activism has done several things: it has exposed the power of multi-faceted activism 
that combines militancy and negotiation with the state. The spread of HIV/AIDS has also more generally brought 
questions of sex and sexuality into public discourse in new ways, as Deborah Posel has argued, Howard Wolpe 
Lecture, Centre for Civil Society, University of KwaZulu-Natal, July 2004. 
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and families.28 In the context of minimal self-provisioning, where consumption goods are 
typically commodities, while work may not be formal or waged, it is typically underwritten 
by income earned somewhere. Differentiation in mixtures of waged/unwaged, legal/illegal 
work is another hallmark of contemporary racism, as a technology that determines group-
targeted propensities to life and death. The making of a ghetto territorialises a group-
specificity to the mix of possible work on offer. A substantial share of work in Wentworth is 
illegal and related to theft, sex work, traffic in women and children, and drugs. Needless to 
say, this illegal and criminalised work eats away at people, community and nature, and adds 
to the piling debris. In the context of a dramatic decline in forms of legal waged work, 
families of various sorts, rely on pensions, child support and disability grants, some legal 
waged work and some illegal waged work, all cross subsidised by the unwaged care-work 
primarily of women, who take care of the young, infirm and injured, and who share some 
resources through community welfare organisations. 
 By political work, I refer to work that is consciously directed to the transformation of 
shared conditions of survival, and indirectly to the terms of work itself. Political work in this 
sense is the labour of professional and temporary political activists, social workers and quiet 
supporters who participate in various bits of volunteer work in the community. This is also 
not to say that political work succeeds in transforming the landscape of work, rather than in 
shifting the terms of cultural reproduction. However, periods of heightened political work 
brings dominant narratives of hegemony into view, along with some marginal ones that are 
normally hidden in private and intimate domains, the silent realms of apparently natural 
rather than cultural reproduction. 
 In bringing into view the conflation of nature and culture, political work brings into 
view degraded bodies and environs, and incomplete aspirations for social justice that 
comprise the detritus. Political work prompts people to ask whose bodies and whose front 
yards can be repositories of waste and decay. When people stop accepting their bodily 
infirmities and polluted environs as a part of nature, in other words, and when they imagine 
ways of taking hold of these realms of experience, the detritus comes into the realm of 
conscious struggle. If this sounds too much like raising Lazarus, it may be because political 
work in Wentworth acquires meaning in a specific cultural historic milieu in which, for many 
residents, the Holy Spirit enables political action. This Report is a first cut at the ways in 
which political work acquires meaning in Wentworth, for which task I rely primarily on 
popular historiography of work and political imagination in Wentworth.29 

                                                 
28 In the paired introductions to two special issues, Chari and Gidwani (2005) and Gidwani and Chari (2004), we 
interrogate the traffic between ethnography outside anthropology, and spatiality outside geography, in relation to 
questions of work, value and the social reproduction of labour (necessarily outside the capitalist labour process). By 
turning to the commodity detritus, I am trying to think through the dialectics of reproduction (bodies engaged in 
paid/ unpaid care work for other bodies) and neglect (bodies as repositories of waste) a bit more carefully as a site of 
modern racism. 
29 My method thus far has primarily been through life histories collected in four periods of residence in Durban. I 
have also followed the careers of former political activists across the range of collabourators, liberals and anti-
apartheid militants, tracing their movements out of these communities, and from the struggle to the state or Black 
Economic Empowerment ventures. This is a preliminary paper; the book project will have to contextualise this 
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Gangs in Wentworth’s past and present 
One of the primary stereotypes about Wentworth is that it is a place of gangs and violence. 
People as close as neighbouring Merebank have grown up with this conception. The notion 
that somehow Wentworth, gangs and violence go together is such a powerful fiction that 
many people in Wentworth say it themselves. Jerome Petersen says to me in no uncertain 
words, ‘If you live in Wentworth, you know that someday you’re going to get cut.’30 
Representations of gangs have become a powerful structure of feeling that permeate through 
conceptions of Wentworth from without and within the township, and through a range of 
other activities and affiliations. 
 I begin this short excursus into the production of this sentiment through the exhibit on 
the gangs of Wentworth at the Kwa Muhle Museum in late 2002, researched and curated by a 
man from Wentworth. The exhibit scripts the rise and fall of Wentworth’s gangs in four 
movements: from the building of Wentworth as an ‘unplanned mistake’, to Group Areas 
‘social conditions and unemployment’, to the emergence of gangs, and finally to the 
‘community tak[ing] charge’ with the Church in command. Gangs are presented as a 
pathological consequence of overcrowding and lack of facilities for leisure, and the primary 
forces to counter the pathology are the church and the criminal justice system. The 
photographs on display were primarily of young boys and men, of cool gangsters in 
alleyways wearing smart clothes and hats, or of soccer players on the grounds. The problem 
of leisure is not posed for girls and young women. Women are perennially in a space of 
danger. The entire presentation is strongly gendered, though gender is absent from the 
commentary. The only exception is a brutal short story, written by a woman, called ‘Tales of 
a Truck’, which shows youth trapped as gang-bangers who don’t know if they’ve just raped 
their own mothers. The family has been shattered. Group Areas forced removals are 
presented as an original sin which compelled this dystopian urbanity in which young men are 
drawn into this irresistibly cool subculture only to turn into beasts, and the only effective 
redeemer is the good priest, in implicit alliance with the police state. 
 There are several absences from this history, not least of which are any connections to 
the anti-apartheid movement or to any kind of ‘struggle narratives.’ There is no mention of 
active underground MK cells in the community, of periodic blasts around the community and 
in the refinery itself in the mid 1980s, no mention of Steve Biko’s time in Wentworth and the 
vibrant political and social life around the Alan Taylor residence either in the 1970s or in the 
1980s, no mention of the United Committee of Concern, the UDF affiliate that organised 
sections of Austerville in the anti-Tricameral campaigns. There is also no comment on street 
talk and street style, on urban hipsters with their cars, girlfriends and hangers-on. Instead, 
gangs are remembered as purely a result of brute competition over space brought on by 
overcrowding after forced removals. The amnesia is important; it brings in an important guest 

                                                                                                                               
popular historiography through a wider archive of material that explains the forces that have made Wentworth and 
Merebank, and the lives and dreams of its residents. 
30 Jerome Petersen, 17 Aug 2004. 
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through the back door: Thomas Malthus. With Malthus, the social science of gangs joins a 
broader tradition of loathing the urban experience.31 
 On the historiography of gangs in South Africa, Clive Glaser’s (1998a, 1998b, 2000) 
work on Soweto stands out for taking on the Malthusian argument head on. In contrast to the 
thesis that street gangs emerged as a direct consequence of forced removals, as Pinnock 
(1987) argues of the Cape Flats, Glaser (1998a: 726) argues that removals disrupted 
territorial gangs, and they only re-emerged ‘in more cohesive neighbourhoods, when male 
youths established a bond with their environment and their peers, when they develop a sense 
of identity based on overlapping personal and territorial familiarity.’ In other words, 
masculine affiliation and a lived appropriation of urban space work together to make street 
gangs cohere. The life histories I have collected show how gangs emerge through ties 
between young men and claims to specific locales – the K1 Trucks in Austerville, the Drain 
Rats in Assegai, the Zanzies in the swampy, informal settlement of Happy Valley32. 
 In Soweto, Glaser (1998a: 723) explains the making of gang affinities through a mixture 
of rural idioms of male fighting skill and independence and new urban experience of street 
smarts, defiance of law, fashion, slang and sexual violence against township women. To the 
extent that school could be a counter-pole to the gang, it was ‘an arduous route…with little 
guarantee of success, particularly in an under-resourced school system designed to limit 
black horizons.’ Glaser (2000) finds multiple traditions of gang activity, but what is striking 
in the wake of vibrant student politics after the 1976 Soweto uprising is that gangs went on 
the defensive, apolitical gangs were marginalised, and ‘[g]ang life was gradually eclipsed by 
an alternative youth subculture’ (p.179). The balance of choices was very different in 
Wentworth and, particularly, Merebank, where schools were a much better resourced 
counter-pole to gang membership. Gangs in Merebank were fleeting, and the co-ed hippie 
culture of the 1960s emerging from school and college provided a more compelling 
alternative subculture. In Wentworth, the church and soccer were alternatives, as was 
artisanal industrial labour, which took young men out of the locality at least for periods of 
time. Another contrast with Glaser’s (1998a: 730) work is important: Soweto gangs were 
peer groups, ‘something like an age phase, part of the transition from adolescence to 
‘manhood.’’ Gangs in Wentworth were often multi-generational, and scores were settled over 

                                                 
31 Mbembe and Nuttall (2004) make a provocative argument for circumventing this dystopian urbanism as well as 
provincialised/ residualised conceptions of Africa, by linking a Lefebvrian conception of space to Jean-Luc Nancy’s 
conception of the unity of worldliness through multiple worlds. I feel common cause with their call to 
deprovincialise the South African township through divergent histories of space. I am less comfortable that this task 
requires blanket condemnations of materialist analysis of urban inequality, however economistically rendered; this 
done, it is but a short skip down the yellow brick road of voluntarism before we are told that Johannesberg is ‘like 
the continent itself,…an amalgam of often disjointed circulatory processes. Turning back on the rigid rationalities of 
planning and racial separation, it has become, in spite of itself, a place of intermingling and improvisation. Its very 
porosity means that, released from the iron cage of apartheid, it can now continually fashion and refashion itself’ 
(p.369). To my mind, Lefebvre’s triad is such a compelling analytic precisely because it allows for diverse 
reworkings in lived space without presuming that dominant spatial practices and representations of space are quite so 
easily done away with. 
32 The ‘Zanzibaris’ of Kings Rest on the Bluff were removed first to Happy Valley, before the majority re-classified 
as Asiatics so that they could be moved to the Indian township of Chatsworth. 
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generations. This has important implications for conceptions of turf to intertwine with 
‘family’ and ‘community’ into a structure of feeling with staying power in the making of a 
ghetto. 
 There were important shifts in Wentworth’s gang culture. The gangs of the 1960s and 
1970s were part of a cool and violent male subculture, with little at stake except status. Even 
non-gang-members emulated this search for masculine status, as is evident in Mokae’s 
(2004) biography of Robert McBride in which much is made of the relationship of father and 
son, and their relationship to guns. After some of the more lucrative jobs in building the 
refineres of Sasolberg, men coming out of circuits of gang and artisanal labour began 
investing more in conspicuous consumption: in fancy cars, and occasionally in guns, and a 
growing drug trade. While organised crime has progressively become stronger as a route to 
accumulation, through the alliance of drugs, big men and police, a larger population of 
informal drug runners mimic the older style of gang membership where little is gained but a 
little respect. This is not the only route from the gangs of the past. Former gangsters are 
among today’s labour brokers, labour organizers, entrepreneurs, social investment 
coordinators and saved pastors. 
 This begs the question of what elements of the gang past – so important to Wentworth’s 
imaginary and to its experience of stigma – has become part of the present. I have been 
asking whether and how the spatial fragmentation and competition of gang turf battles takes 
new form in the recruitment networks of labour brokers, Churches and civic organisations. 
The connections are sometimes apparent, but are rarely clearly functional, or even causal. 
Peter McKenzie, photographer and organic intellectual originally from Wentworth, suggests 
that gang culture is pervasive, simmering somewhere underneath it all; he captures the 
bittersweet quality of this gang sentiment in his photographs of everyday life in his old gully 
in Wentworth.33 This sentiment appears in various ways, in valorising control of turf, or of a 
reckless, potentially violent Coloured masculinity. The patriarchal church has often been 
used as a counter-ideology to this stigma, as in the exhibit at the KwaMuhle Museum, as a 
sign of the father who can reign improper masculinities in, back to proper families. This 
specific production of stigma in Wentworth has followed the contours of labour struggle, 
church activity, civic organisation and all other realms of social life, just as long as 
individuals have stayed within the 20 square km that surrounds the refinery. 
 
Conceiving counterhegemony  
If the conception of Wentworth as apolitical, stigmatised and closed in on its own pathologies 
is a dominant one, recurring through time in narratives that criss-cross its borders, this is not 
the only one. Wentworth has been made as much by its connections to other places by the 
movements of people, in their relocation to the township, in their subsequent trajectories as 
industrial migrants, and in their connections to wider political currents and counterhegemonic 
solidarities. 
 What is important to recognise about Wentworth is that at least until the mid-1980s, its 
anti-apartheid history was in the shadows. Janet Milling moved to Wentworth from Cape 

                                                 
33 Peter McKenzie, 31 Jul 2004. 
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Town in the late 1970s and was shocked at the quality of public discourse; there was no trace 
of the vibrant collective anti-statism of her student days, when she was active with the Black 
Peoples’ Convention in the Western Cape.34 This, despite the fact that Steve Biko was once 
resident at the Alan Taylor Residence, black student housing for medical students at the 
University of Natal. Biko had drawn in a wide group of young people to transform Alan 
Taylor into a hub of political activity in the early 1970s, but its connections were primarily 
into the city centre and, subsequently, to Indian youth from the township of Merebank. It was 
only after the assassination of Steve Biko and the suppression of Black Consciousness, and 
after a period of quiet in the late 1970s that Alan Taylor would become a hotbed of activity 
again in the early 1980s. This time, an important MK cell would emerge through the activism 
of a racially mixed group of doctors. This cell is not often remembered of as an element of 
Wentworth’s activist past, because it has been overshadowed by the most spectacular product 
of Wentworth: the MK cell of Robert McBride and Greta Apelgren, the media spectacle of 
late apartheid called ‘the McGoo Bombers’. VJ, the only member of both cells, pressed to me 
that the Alan Taylor cell was made up of people from elsewhere, with a stronger intellectual 
scene, and a penchant for staying up talking over red wine.35 
 This might be a moment to give pause to what the MK was, and what it meant for its 
participants. Troy and Virana were lovers for several years while being part of different MK 
cells in Merebank and not knowing precisely what the other was engaged in, right until the 
unbanning of the ANC. Much of what VJ related to me about MK was pieced together 
subsequently on Robben Island, where he could make it known that he was part of both VR’s 
cell at Alan Taylor as well as of McBride’s. There was clearly a class difference between 
these cells. McBride’s cell was primarily made up of people close to him: his father Derek, 
his girlfriend Greta, and a few young men from Wentworth. Their most daring adventure was 
to rescue a captured and injured Gordon Webster, Robert’s close friend who had recruited 
him into MK, from Edendale Hospital. Elabourate disguises and plans framed a rescue 
operation which was seen by others as either extremely foolhardy or an incredible act of 
bravado. This was clearly a risk-taking cell. Another key aspect of McBride’s cell was its 
‘special ops’ structure: it did not emerge from a cascading pyramid of cells, but from a single 
chain of command, from Slovo, through Rashid, to Gordon Webster and McBride. This 
meant the decisions around the bombing of the McGoo’s Bar at the Durban beachfront, in 
which civilian casualties were at the centre and which had major consequences for the ANC’s 
representation in the media, was bound to be a topic of debate within the liberation 
movement. The chain of command was clear that Oliver Thambo supported the event. When 
VJ later heard Thambo, ‘roar, young lions roar’ from Robben Island, he felt they had already 
answered the call in Wentworth.36 
 What I want to point to are two important things about McBride’s cell. First, while 
Robert and Greta now say that they played upon conceits of Coloured middle-class virtue 
while posing as apolitical ‘holiday makers’ taking their caravan across the border to load it 

                                                 
34 Janet Milling , Sept 11, 2004. 
35 VJ, Oct 8, 2004. 
36 VJ; Mokae (2004). 
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up with arms and ammunition. On the other hand, they were also being used within a 
conception of Coloured adventurism as a particularly risky section of MK special ops. They 
were not given a mandate to ‘conscientize’ as a political cell, but to create spectacular acts of 
sabotage, and they were seen as particularly good at it. As a consequence, Wentworth was 
beginning to be seen in exile and prison circles of the ANC as a hotbed of activism. 
 When sabotage was close to or within black communities, as in the case of the 
bombings of the refinery at the heart of Wentworth in the mid-1980s, it brought quite a bit of 
community anger against the ANC. This kind of event prompted strong debate within the 
MK in exile about sabotage operations in black communities, following which peripatetic 
figures like RL, from Merebank, began to experiment with bringing political and military 
cells together within the country. In the MK’s Natal Command, this took the form of 
Operation Butterfly, a precursor to Operation Vula, which was to bring leadership in to 
coordinate internal political and military operations.37 I raise this trajectory in the 
underground because it runs somewhat counter to the cell that Robert McBride was in, to 
reinforce my argument that this cell was driven as much by a broader movement as by a local 
world of masculine bravado. Mokae’s (2004) biography of McBride scripts his bravado 
emerging from his relations with his father, and with the gangs. His friends report to Mokae 
that though Robert wasn’t in a gang, he was feared by all the gangs as a kind of one-man 
gang, as a consequence of which the gangs stayed clear of the MK grouping. But how was 
the underground grouping recognizable in everyday life? Was this MK cell seen as another 
gang? The women, Greta and her sister Jeanette Apelgren, were open as community/ social 
workers, but it is not clear that the men could escape from the vocabulary of gang 
membership. However, unlike the gangs, the MK held up a broader political conviction 
delinked from local turf, and much of the sabotage work undertaken by McBride’s cell was 
inland in rural Natal. Robert’s evidence to Mokae is of a gradual transition out of Wentworth 
alongside a growing affiliation to black liberation. Racial affiliation for Wentworth’s activists 
remains a vexed affair.38 
 Not all anti-apartheid activity was underground, particularly by the early 1980s. Vincent 
and his friends were also involved in above-ground activism through COSAS, the Congress 
of South African Students, and through the United Committee for Concern, a UDF affiliate. 
The 1970s and 1980s also offered many people in Wentworth spheres of formal, legal 
political engagement within apartheid structures. These range from involvement in the Nat-
affiliated Freedom Party to the liberal Labour Party during the period of limited 
representation for Indians and Coloureds under the LACs and the Tricameral Parliament. 
 Unlike most activists in Wentworth, Robert McBride and Greta Apelgren could make 
the transition from the struggle to the state, and, at least thus far, out of the community in 
which their activism was forged.39 There is much to be said about activist trajectories in a 

                                                 
37 RL, July 29, 2004. 
38 Gordon Webster speaks of this in relation to McBride’s life in Mokae (2004). 
39 As another activist and Robben Islander reminds me, returning to Wentworth is difficult for multiple reasons, not 
least of which is that despite friends and family, most people want to get out of the ghetto. The other important point 
is that he feels people ask him to be responsible for their declining life chances in post-Apartheid South Africa. 
Vincent James, 8 Oct 2004.  
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post-revolutionary context, but it suffices to say that Robert has had to contend with 
continued controversy, while Greta has been able to taken a much quieter route through the 
state.40 Several people could not cash in their struggle credentials to the same effect at all. 
Some moved on to other forms of activism, as in fighting for the rights of contract workers in 
the refineries. Others appeal to years of parliamentary action through the Labour Party, while 
its members diverged when it supported the Tricameral system of divide and rule.41 A few 
actively worked with the National Party; one man fought to bring the National Party into 
Wentworth in the first democratic elections.42 Yet others turned to conscious fabrications of 
their histories and of their affiliations to the ‘Coloured’ tag, to claim entitlements in the 
present. Morriss Fynn dons Zulu garb to claim the chieftaincy and ancestral land offered to 
his ancestor, an Englishman who went native, Henry Francis Fynn. Morriss Fynn was once 
active in the Labour Party and participated in the exclusionary LAC and Tricameral 
structures of the 1980s, before sawing down racial signs on beaches in the last years of 
Apartheid.43 Another, less flamboyant resident of Wentworth, Louise Landers, has made 
unsuccessful claims on her ancestral property as a descendant of Adam Kok, the Griqua 
founder of Kokstad. While her family was dispossessed before the 1913 Land Act, the cutoff 
date for restitution through the Land Claims Court, she claims her Griqua indigeneity to 
argue for her rightful property and identity in the rainbow nation. She showed me the polite 
official letter that affirmed her history but refused her inheritance, and she also showed me an 
advertisement for a farm that invites tourists to experience a real Afrikaans outdoor 
experience.44 Not many others have recourse to such direct claims to origins, let alone to 
dispossession from land and means of production, in their complex and unrecorded family 
histories. Certain forms of politics have been able to articulate as counterhegemonic, while 
others such as claims to land, have not. I turn next to activist labours that have emerged from 
the dominant labour regime which has harnessed and disposed a large share of Wentworth’s 
labour. 
 
Work in a time of unemployment  
Before addressing the question of waged work in today’s Wentworth, it is important to note 
that at least a third of the population between the ages of 15 and 65 is unemployed; a sizeable 
group is unable to work due to illness or disability; an equally sizeable group either chooses 
not to work or could not find work; and a significant group is comprised of currently 
unemployed seasonal workers (Table 5). Of those who are employed, a large share are in 
building trades and in metal or machine trades, as well as in health associate professions 
(Table 6). Census data by sex suggests of a gender division of labour in which Wentworth 
men have been tracked into manufacturing, construction and ‘undetermined’ occupations, 
and Wentworth women have been made workers wholesale/retail, community/social/personal 
services, ‘undetermined’ or also in manufacturing (Table 7). The Census reports a large local 
                                                 
40 Robert McBride, 25 Sept 2003; Greta Apelgren, 9 Apr 2004; Mokae 2004; Grunenbaum and Robins 2001. 
41 TA, 26 July 2004; LL 8 Aug 2004 
42 HH, 6 Sept 2004 
43 Morriss Fynn, 29 Nov 2004. 
44 Louise Landers, 19 Dec 2002. 
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population of individuals and households with ‘no income’, for whom legal, waged work is 
‘not applicable’, which Statistics South Africa translates as ‘not economically active.’ 
Austerville contrasts with Merebank in that this category for whom legal, waged labour is 
‘not applicable’ is similarly high for both women and men (Table 7). 
 The work that brings the strongest sense of both pride and forced commitment in 
Wentworth is itinerant industrial work at the refineries. Lenny Samuels is one such itinerant 
industrial artisan, a large man with a personality than can fill a room of any size.45 Samuels 
speaks with great gusto about the way in which he was forced, through a series of contingent 
events, out of higher education and a route to becoming a foreman, into the stereotypical 
Coloured male occupation of artisanal industrial labour. For most of his subsequent life, 
Lenny either worked on limited duration contracts at the Engen refinery in the middle of 
Wentworth46, or he travelled the length and breadth of South Africa to work at Richards Bay, 
Sasolberg and Saldhana. He has since been active in the Chemical Engineering and Industrial 
Workers Union (CEIWU), a militant independent labour union that has persistently fought 
for the rights of limited duration contract workers at the Engen Oil Refinery and beyond 
since the late 1990s. 
 Lenny tells a complicated story about changing labour relations at the refinery through 
the 1980s and 1990s. In his rendition, permanent labour had made a shift from being almost 
entirely white to hiring in more Indians and some Coloureds. Workers from the community 
surrounding Engen were primarily hired on limited-duration contracts for maintenance work 
during the annual shutdown, reinforcing the stereotype that artisanal industrial work is the 
Coloured man’s calling. In the last decade, the refineries started using labour brokers, 
following major strikes in the 1980s. Outsourcing really took off in this period, and Engen 
stabilised its relations with local labour in various parts of Wentworth, in one rendition, by 
building ties with ex-gangsters. ‘Gang leaders actually became labour brokers. It was a mob 
thing. It’s not been broken,’ says Lenny. Hector Andrews, a former shop steward at Engen 
who was part of a series of strikes in the late 1990s says he doesn’t see a strong link between 
gangs and recruitment, except in the case of a firm called The Mob which took over a large 
share of labour contracting from Engen during the 1980s.47 The owner of this firm was 
known to some as the Godfather of Wentworth. According to Lenny, ‘he would dictate rates. 
If you didn’t go to work he’d come to your house and kick you and make you go to work.’ 
The links only become more complicated in the 1990s. More recently, labour brokers have 
formed a consortium to attempt to monopolise local labour arrangements, and to work with 
representatives of organised labour to control recruitment. In turn, unions have been criticised 
for leading strikes in the chemical industries sector and then bringing labour contracts to their 
own recruitment networks. 

                                                 
45 Lenny Samuels, 26 Nov 2002.  
46 Engen was initially Standard Vacuum Oil Company of New Jersey at its inception in 1954; the company 
subsequently changed its name to Mobil, which suddenly pulled out of South Africa in 1989 and was bought over by 
a South African mining giant, Gencor; it has since become Engen which was listed on the Johannesburg stock 
exchange and bought out in two major shares by the Malaysian state oil corporation, Petronas. Management from 
Exxon-Mobil have continued to have a presence in the refinery throughout its history. 
47 Hector Andrews, 13 Jul 2004. 
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 The links between labour brokering and labour activism are undoubtedly complicated. 
Alan Martin, an ex-labour unionist, has clearly made a shift to becoming a labour broker, and 
he lives in the more prosperous ridge in Wentworth called ‘Treasure Beach’ that rises above 
the oil refinery towards the sea.48 However, this route to class mobility can only be the lot of 
a minority of workers. Others have been drawn to union politics through the efforts of the 
fledgling Chemical Engineering and Industrial Workers’ Union (CEIWU) which has 
specialised in organising limited duration contract workers. For many, like Lenny Samuels, 
this has effectively meant being blacklisted by industry. Each year since 1998 CEIWU has 
gone on strike during the annual shutdown at Engen primarily for parity between the 
entitlements of limited duration and permanent workers. 
 A manager at Engen, Gary Dent, admitted that as a consequence of unrest, ‘We used to 
do the management job ourselves, but now we’ve farmed out the management.’49 The 
management of contract labour for shutdowns has been outsourced through labour 
contracting companies, more so since the enactment of the 1995 Labour Relations Act. While 
the number of people on site has stayed the same, in the view of this Engen employee, the 
nature of work has changed substantially for Wentworth’s limited duration contract workers. 
After a major wildcat strike in 2001, Engen has shifted to a model of partial and so-called 
‘unscheduled’ shutdowns, planned at short notice in order to reduce this type of strike 
activity. CEIWU also claims that the refineries have been illegally blacklisting workers since 
the rise in strike activity after 2000. Lenny, who is sure he is on a blacklist, says, ‘I’ve lost 
my car, I’ve lost my wife, I’ve lost my house. I find myself in the situation where my lights 
are being cut and I’m being evicted because I stand for justice for workers.’50 
 To try to screen its labour force through a certification process, Engen had used a local 
training program, housed in the building that was once a hotbed of Black Consciousness 
activism. Since 2002, Engen has combined forces with SAPREF to shift the certification of 
contract workers to a location farther south in Isipingo, which in the words of an Engen 
manager, means that ‘there are now fewer people who have jobs, but those fewer people will 
have more regular jobs.’ 51 The refineries have also, in the past year, shifted to unscheduled 
partial shutdowns and to getting work fabricated elsewhere, as far as Gauteng. 
 In 2004, the labour union CEIWU won an important victory by turning a case of unfair 
dismissal of 176 workers into a challenge of limited duration contracts themselves. CEIWU 
used a combination of ongoing militancy at the swimming pool grounds across the road from 
the main gate, and patient legal activism through assistance from the Legal Recources Centre 
in town. The judgement in 2004 ruled that the workers’ contracts could not be considered 
limited duration, as they made clear reference to benefits, leave, overtime, and other 
conditions of service. As a consequence, the striking workers’ jobs could not be terminated 
either for insubordination or operational requirements without following due procedure. This 
judgement runs against the ruling in the landmark ‘Fry Metals (Pvt Ltd) VS NUMSA’ Case 

                                                 
48 Alan Martin, 26 Nov 2002.  
49 Gary Dent, 20 Dec 2002. 
50 Lenny Samuels, 26 Nov 2002.  
51 Gary Dent, 20 Dec 2002. 
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from 2002, which held the right to dismiss workers on the basis of operational requirements 
while workers were on strike. Engen could have strengthened this verdict if it had won the 
case against the 176 workers, on the grounds that the strike was jeopardising the contracts 
necessary for the obligations of work. CEIWU’s victory has quite fundamentally altered the 
terms of labour struggle for industrial artisans in the petrochemical sector, and the court 
decision is a resource for the struggles of contract workers across South Africa. 
 CEIWU has since expanded to represent scaffolders, cleaners, and the core maintenance 
workers who have been its mainstay. The maintenance workers who spearheaded the 
militancy in CEIWU, have deepened unionisation across the refineries of South Durban. 
What about the community of Wentworth surrounding the refinery and its strikers? Karl 
Green, a union organizer at CEIWU admits ‘the community has a love-hate relationship with 
strikers at the refinery. They say ‘Eey, you’re going out on strike, Again! Other people 
haven’t got work. We’ll go down and work down there!’’52 CEIWU has had problems with 
scab labour from the community, but they say they have had been able to convince them that 
if they went in, they would face the same problems in the future. Recently, CEIWU has been 
approached by call centre workers from Pinetown, also on limited duration contracts. Packing 
workers from a logistics centre in the retail sector have also approached CEIWU. Marginal 
workers, ‘for want of a better word,’ who are outside the provisions of the Labour Relations 
Act by virtue of their short term contracts, have found CEIWU to be an effective voice. The 
union’s policy is to try to represent contract workers if they cannot find a bigger union to 
refer them to. 
 CEIWU’s labour organising is progressing on three fronts. First, CEIWU would like to 
consolidate its base in the engineering sector in the South Basin, across refineries and 
subcontracting companies. Second, CEIWU now represents workers who can potentially 
redefine the accountability of capital under the Labour Relations Act, to fight against contract 
work itself. This has expanded their focus from the chemical engineering industries to 
workers on very short term contracts in retail and services as well. Often, this expansion of 
focus has come through the activism of former refinery workers who were blacklisted for 
militant labour unionism, and who have since shifted to work in call centres and other forms 
of short term contract work. Finally, CEIWU has begun to see that it has built capacity in 
organising contract workers who are constantly in flux. Bigger unions presume that 
organizers can be sent to a site to unionise workers, while CEIWU talks to people across 
work and home, individually and in groups, and in informal locations. CEIWU has most 
recently been searching for ways to impart this activist expertise to larger, more 
bureaucratised labour union federations. 
 A small group of unemployed industrial artisans who have participated in the militant 
unionism of CEIWU have over the past two years also been experimenting with forming 
industrial coops. The attempts to build worker coops have had to contend with the 
fundamentally gendered fissures in the community. Lenny Samuels was part of the initial 
phase of building worker coops. He explained to me that male artisans from Wentworth 
continue to engage in long distance migrant work; they go to abattoirs in Ireland and 
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Scotland; they go to construction work in New Zealand and Australia. Against this drain of 
artisanal labour, Lenny says he has decided to stay and fight for an alternative future, 
Samuels analyses the political economic transformation in a very specific way in a new 
vision centred on cooperatives: 
 
We are looking into forming little cooperatives. I look at a cooperative as something that will oppose multinational 
capitalism. This will unite our community and also address our socio-economic needs…Giving a sense of dignity as 
you owning something that belongs to you, not to some white guy that’s hidden, that you don’t even know…The 
government has encouraged this by a program which they call GEAR: outsourcing. I’ve had my toilet fixed now; it 
was supposed to be done by the department of housing, but they sent a private contractor to my house now. We’d 
rather all become contractors or coops. We want to contract to the government to address our own needs. Why don’t 
we say we are cooperatives and do this work ourselves instead of allowing this outsourcing to be done. There are no 
permanent jobs in the municipalities today; there are no permanent jobs in the hospitals today; there are no 
permanent jobs in schools today because of outsourcing through GEAR and the redistribution of wealth. So we’ve 
got our own ideas about the redistribution of wealth. If I belong to a coop that does metalworking, and my wife 
belongs to a coop that does sewing for instance, we could support one another, and then we could have another coop 
which would be a buying coop, then maybe a gardening coop. We’re looking at reversing things. We’ll barter.53 
 
This popular political economy can be written off as utopian populism, but such scholarly 
cynicism does not do justice to the way in which people living under neoliberal restructuring 
experience the present and conceive of alternatives. Lenny knew as we spoke that this vision 
was already compromised by tensions within the community over what cooperatives mean 
and what community development should be. What he perhaps did not question was the 
undercurrent of gender politics. 
 The Metalworkers’ Cooperative was formed by a small number of unemployed artisanal 
labour unionists from CEIWU, including Lenny, and the late Skido Joseph.54 CEIWU’s 
involvement was in the inception, as part of the ‘Wentworth Poverty Alleviation Program’ 
(WEPAP) which was to pitch a community-based cooperative initiative to the Poverty 
Alleviation section of local government’s Economic Development section. WEPAP was 
based on the formation of two initial coops which would then spawn other coops engaged in 
other kinds of work. The men of CEIWU started a metalworkers coop, and a group of women 
unemployed by the massive retrenchments in the clothing industry were to start a sewing 
coop. Conflict soon emerged, because it seemed that the sewing coop was led by a mother 
and daughter from outside Wentworth who apparently saw this as an opportunity to harness a 
dependent contract group to their connections in the clothing industry. Lenny put it 
categorically: ‘They are taking the cooperative and offering big businesses cheap labour; 
that’s exploitation.’ 
 There are several things that can be said about this vision of cooperatives without 
exploitation, as a grassroots challenge to GEAR, and as a proactive way of addressing 
poverty. What is clear is that at least some of Wentworth’s working-class population are 
aware of the way in which their livelihoods are bound up with the government’s 

                                                 
53 Lenny Samuels, 26 Nov 2002.  
54 Skido Joseph passed away tragically in late 2003, after I had the opportunity to get to know. Although Skido was 
quite open about his faults and prejudices, he was articulate about his feeling of post-revolutionary betrayal and 
commitment to continue the fight for social justice in Wentworth, and he put in hours of unpaid labour to this end. 
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macroeconomic policy. What is less clear in the ideology but blatant in practice is that 
community debates over cooperatives became polarised through the work of gender. Indeed, 
some of the unemployed women in the sewing cooperative did not conceptualised 
cooperatives in anything like the materialist idiom used by Lenny Stevens. 
 For instance, in the heated meetings between members of the metalworkers coop and 
the sewing coop, Greta Jones rose up to control the negotiations and said, ‘I don’t know 
much about cooperatives, but I know that I’m hungry and my clothes are falling off my 
body.’ Pin-drop silence followed and she seemed to use a command of Biblical oratory to 
steer very different factions into engagement. When I asked her about it later, she smiled and 
said, ‘You saw what happened, didn’t you! He was there, the Holy Spirit speaks through me 
to show us the light.’55 Greta and her friend, Diane, call themselves ‘intercessors’: they 
describe their primary work as intervening in oppressive marriages to show women the way 
to take control of their lives. They speak of the deep fissures that migrant work has driven 
into their possibilities of having stable families, and they are proud to be single mothers.56 
Stable marriage is not in actuality the norm, even if open divorce or separation is not either. 
In a context of what several people from Wentworth see as endemic familial conflict, my 
conjecture is that these and other women find in Pentacostalism a way of maintaining their 
political engagement in the name of ‘community’ without compromising their moral stature, 
knowing full well that their ideal of family has been deeply compromised. 
 Over the past year, the sewing cooperative has seen a revival, though the ‘outsider’ 
leaders have left, and the entire workforce has turned around. Janice Clayton left out of 
disgust with the politics surrounding the cooperative, and a sense that more middle class 
women were beginning to use the workers for their own ends, to bolster their role as 
champions of women in the community.57 Three sisters, Leanna, Georgina and Pearl are now 
running the cooperative. Two of them are unemployed machinists who returned to work once 
this opportunity presented itself. When I met them, they had just been squeezed on a payment 
by a more middle-class woman activist in Wentworth, for whom the cooperative was doing 
subcontract labour. They admitted to me that it is still difficult not to act in fact as a 
subcontract unit under such circumstances. The cooperative has also rebuilt ties with the 
metalworkers cooperative. 
 The metalworker’s cooperative has also had a significant turnaround over the past year 
as well, principally through the entry of Lorraine Lesley. Lorraine was a significant figure in 
the major Engen strike in 1980, when she was a key activist in CEIWU. Subsequently, when 
I last interviewed her in 2002, she had left the chemical engineering sector to work at a call 
centre. It was her initial work organising workers at the call centre which brought CEIWU 
into organising very limited duration service workers there and elsewhere. When she lost her 

                                                 
55 Greta Jones, 21 Nov 2002,  
56 It is important to note that in today’s Wentworth, there are almost the same number of female as male household 
heads (Table 8); male household heads are significantly more likely to be employed (female-35%, male-53%), and 
only slightly more likely to be unemployed (female-10%, male-14%), (Table 9). Census data on ‘marital status’ 
shows 25% of the population of Austerville is married; 60% have never married; 4% live together ‘like married 
partners’, and 5% are separated or divorced (Table 10).  
57 Janice Clayton, 14 Sept 2004. 
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job, Lorraine returned to being an industrial artisan. Importantly, Lorraine flouts the 
conception that this work is Coloured men’s work, rather than the trade she is most attached 
to. When I spent time with the members of the coop in early 2004, they had just decided to 
draft a business plan and to pose as a small business, because it seemed they were not getting 
contracts because cooperatives cannot be held liable in the same ways that businesses can. It 
is ironic that while they were once critics of the sewing coop’s role as a subcontract unit, the 
metalworkers coop might become a small business. This is not to say that it’s members are 
not idealistic or committed to cooperatives, but that larger forces call the shots.58 
 The metalworkers cooperative has also recently been in negotiations to sign on to 
Vulindlela, a consortium formed by enterprising men, primarily Coloured, partially from 
Wentworth, to try to secure ‘Black Empowerment’ contracts for smaller contractors. The 
consortium aims to secure contracts and provide basic business skills which are beyond the 
overheads of small contractors, and its aim is also ‘poverty alleviation’ in Wentworth. The 
two arms of Vulindlela specialise in construction and metalwork, and the metalworkers’ 
cooperative is an important member in the consortium because it stands for the company’s 
commitment to poverty alleviation. The undercurrents in Vulindlela are an attempt to use 
black empowerment to address the needs of a Coloured community – with all the complex 
race politics this point evokes; second, its focus on construction and mechanical engineering 
focuses primarily on the stereotype of Coloured male work – with all the complex race and 
gender politics this point evokes. This story is currently unfolding. 
 
Nature and gender in the ghetto  
Apart from struggles over possible forms of legal work, and apart from the illegal work that I 
have mentioned in passing, many people are involved in civic and social organisations. In 
addition to the work of labour organizers and of the pioneers of cooperativisation, several 
people are involved in work aimed at the transformation of the terms of work, life, 
environment, family and community. Although I have suggested that Wentworth has become 
more ‘ghetto’, its residents refuse to move if they can help it because Wentworth is a vital, 
vibey neighbourhood. Even in the flats of Woodville Road, which Jane Glover calls ‘the 
ghetto within the ghetto’, they refuse to forget how cool it can be to sit at the front door step 
and see the whole world go by. Many residents have used their time and energy to engage in 
a variety of political, civic and social groups, many fronts in the fight for social and 
environmental justice. Today’s struggles coalesce around a range of concerns, including 
limited-duration contract labour, which I have discussed, air pollution primarily from the 
refineries and the Mondi paper mill, sub-standard housing, and care for those living with 
HIV/AIDS. 
 As new struggles have emerged from the changing terms of life under the new 
dispensation, environmentalism would seem to have been the most efficacious as it holds the 
promise of drawing together a variety of constituencies across race and class in shared 
mobilisation over their commons, dispossessed to be the waste dump of petrochemical giants. 
The origins of environmental organisation in South Durban is often attributed to the interest 
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with which Nelson Mandela listened to the concerns of protestors outside the Engen refinery 
in 1995, when he stopped to talk to them about their concerns. After some fits and starts, the 
South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) was formally begun in early 
1997 as an alliance of organisations committed to linking environmental justice struggles 
across the racial boundaries in Wentworth, Merebank, Bluff, Isipingo, Clairwood and 
Umlazi, in order to respond systematically to pollution in the South Durban industrial basin. 
SDCEA is located in Wentworth, but it has tried to maintain a sense that it represents all 
these communities.59 Bobby Peek argues that SDCEA had effectively challenged the 
Merebank Ratepayers’ Association’s hegemony over the environmental debate in South 
Durban. The element of SDCEA representing Wentworth is the Wentworth Development 
Forum, a merger of three civics in 1994 with unofficial sanction from the ANC. At its early 
stages, SDCEA received considerable support from the activism in WDF as it built its 
reputation as a regional alliance of civics. Over time, Peek shifted the focus of his activism 
outward from the local, to later help found South Africa’s key environmental justice 
organisation, groundWork in 1999. 60 groundWork’s mandate has been to address three major 
concerns: oil and air pollution with regard to chemical industries, health care waste and 
incineration, and hazardous waste. 
 A persisting strength of the SDCEA/ WDF/ groundWork alliance, from the perspective 
of Wentworth, is that it can wear many hats – militant and professionalised, grassroots and 
networked, confrontational and negotiable – and it can work across multiple scales: local, 
city, provincial, national and international. Bobby Peek and Desmond D’Sa are perceived as 
very different types of activists; Bobby as more negotiable and Des as an element of the 
‘ultraleft.’ They speak of this perception openly, as if it is part of their tactical arsenal. Local 
and national levels of government have been their key points of pressure against the 
corporate-state alliance, particularly with the weakening of provincial government since the 
turn to decentralisation.61 
 Another key strength for the environmental movement is that the scientific knowledge 
on pollution in South Durban is now clearer than ever. Public health scholars from the 
University of Michigan and the University of KwaZulu-Natal have shown that Engen, Sapref 
and Mondi contribute to 80% of the pollution that people in South Durban have to live with. 
Newspaper reports put leukaemia rates in South Durban at 24 times the national average.62 
What is striking in the wake of clear evidence that the residents of South Durban live in a 
toxic soup, is that the lines of ‘friend’ and ‘enemy’ are by no means clearly drawn. Many 
residents appeal to a pragmatism, arguing that the only way to make the giants in their 

                                                 
59 Bobby Peek, one of its founders, comments on the difficulties in getting the Umlazi Reconstruction and 
Development Forum onto the environmental justice platform, although he had witnessed commitment to the issues in 
Umlazi through the difficult period of the ANC/ IFP tensions in 1995. Personal communication, Oct 31, 2004. 
60 Bobby Peek, Personal communication, Oct 31, 2004. 
61 As an indication of this weakness, while the power to decline Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) lies at 
the provincial level, only one of the 64 EIAs concerning South Durban between Jan 2002 and March 2003 was 
declined. 
62 The Mercury, September. 
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backyards pay for pollution is to extract from their ‘corporate social responsibility’ (CSR) 
programs. 
 SDCEA and groundWork are categorically against CSR as mere ‘greenwashing’. 
groundWork’s campaign on corporate accountability emerged out of this and attempts to 
bring them all together. Rather than corporate social responsibility or CSR, groundWork’s 
position is that the underlying problem is to make capital accountable across multiple spaces 
and scales. To this end, groundWork facilitates links with communities across South Africa, 
but it continues to use SDCEA as an index of community-based environmental justice 
struggle. In other words, groundWork tries to use the history of environmental activism 
centred on Wentworth, to try to create similar capacity elsewhere in South Africa where 
similar ‘fenceline’ issues can be politicised. 
 What must be said is that SDCEA does not command a steady mass base in South 
Durban, or even in Wentworth, through the WDF. As a consequence, SDCEA/ WDF’s work 
within Wentworth has been multi-faceted. There are three important points to be noted about 
SDCEA/ WDF’s strategy. First, while both organisations are small and their presence in daily 
organising is weak, they can pull in a crowd for spectacular events by drawing on a variety of 
other community organisations, even if they come to dissent with SDCEA/ WDF’s tactics or 
point of view. Second, SDCEA/ groundWork has tried to pursue a technocratic approach by 
claiming to empower residents in community monitoring of pollution levels, and community 
collection of research data to demonstrate ongoing ill-health in the shadow of oil refineries. 
While this technocratic approach has not made an army of resident scientists monitoring 
pollution levels, this technocratic approach has won SDCEA important allies in international 
environmental justice research. Third, SDCEA has also taken recourse to legal activism, by 
pursuing Engen, SAPREF and Mondi in the courts. This constitutional route, alongside 
periodic mass action, has been quite fruitful, particularly in the recent victory against 
Mondi’s plan to build an incinerator/ combustor. 
 The recent struggle around Mondi’s expansion has been very important for its multiple 
dimensions of activism. The expansion centred on what Mondi calls a combustor, and which 
SDCEA/ groundWork identify as an incinerator. Mondi first made the proposal in 1998 to 
put in a new ‘fluidised boiler,’ but the context is important. By November 1998, they found 
they had to extend their ash landfill site in neighbouring Merebank, but SDCEA opposed this 
and it was stopped. They then dumped the ash in the township of Umlazi, 7km away and 
there they were effective. SDCEA had managed to close down the Umlazi dump for toxic 
wastes in February 1997, an important moment at which the residents of this African 
township were mobilised into the regional environmental justice movement. As Bobby Peek 
laments, ‘every environmental justice struggle is bittersweet mate, you win here and you lose 
there,’ and Umlazi was once more a dumping ground. However, Mondi knew they were 
going to run out of space in Umlazi, and they didn’t want to transport their waste all the way 
to Shongweni, 35km away, so they planned to re-burn it in a boiler on the plant. This is 
effectively what an incinerator does. 63 
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 Three points emerged through the case. First, definitions of the expansion were key to 
the case. Was this a combustor to produce steam and power, as claimed by Mondi, or an 
incinerator to burn waste, as argued by SDCEA? Definitions are key to organising, as ‘anti-
incineration’ has been a key moral claim made by community residents. Second, the legal 
activists of the LRC caught the respondents on a technicality that exposed the development of 
informal ties between capital and the state. The company contracted for the expansion 
claimed to have obtained exemptions from conducting an environmental impact assessment 
and preparing a report, while no such exemptions were granted through formal procedures. 
Third, the possibility of a negotiated settlement exposed contradictions between legal counsel 
and community activists, as the latter would not give up its militancy even for important 
concessions from the industrial giants. Ultimately, anti-incineration works both as an emotive 
organising tool at the local level, and it brings international allies in the global anti-
incineration movement. These are two key constituencies for SDCEA/ groundWork. 
 Bobby Peek concedes that SDCEA must decide its battles carefully and concentrate 
energies on key cases. Given that SDCEA does not have a mass base but that it can bring 
together a strong crowd around issues like incineration and relocation, it has to deepen the 
links between campaigning and episodic militancy. One of the challenges will be to draw a 
tighter link between organised labour, to bring together questions of environmental pollution 
and jobless growth in the expansion of the South Durban industrial basin. Despite the fissures 
within the SDCEA/ WDF/ groundWork alliance, all of them supported the militant labour 
union CEIWU during the important 2003 strike. As Peek warns, ‘The environmental 
movement is just beginning to challenge the economic system.’64 
 However, as I have already suggested, not everyone in Wentworth sees the 
environmental movement as the key issue. Jane Glover, an activist fighting for decent 
housing in the ‘ghetto within the ghetto’ in Woodville Road says, ‘I’m not worried about the 
environment; all I want is my piece of oxygen!’ It would be a mistake to see this as just a 
competition between ideologies rather than one window into the profound gender tensions 
within various domains of political work in Wentworth. Jane represents a much more 
contingent grouping of women who have found it necessary to organise themselves rather 
than accept being represented by the Wentworth Development Forum (WDF), the civic 
linked to the environmental organisation, SDCEA. 
 Jane’s primary battle has been to take over a set of flats left vacant by the Provincial 
Housing Department. The gist of this struggle is that in early 2003, a group of women from 
Woodville Road formed a small organisation to stage a putsch against the leadership of the 
WDF. The WDF’s position was that they were negotiating with the Housing Department to 
employ local contractors for construction work. The women of Woodville Road decided they 
could wait no longer. One night, they held hands and prayed, and they say that the Holy 
Spirit descended upon them and enabled them to act. By the next morning they had taken 
over the new housing stock and could not be dislodged. The WDF then called a meeting with 
key external activists, and the women of Woodville Road were chastised for defying the 
leadership. Jane Glover’s impromptu response, after a careful apology to the WDF leadership 

                                                 
64 Bobby Peek, 22 Apr 2004. 
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and the community, demonstrates the continuing centrality of gender in the everyday work of 
organising: 
 
I woke up one morning and I said to myself, ‘What is it that depresses me so much about living here?’ And when I 
looked around, I looked at the flat and I said ‘My god! It looks like the walls are closing in on me!’ So, with that in 
mind, that is what our committee was all about. If we failed somewhere along the way, we are so sorry. You know, 
when we needed some men around, there were no men available. So we took it upon ourselves to get in there and 
take on the task.65 
 
In her public comments, Jane describes the difficulties of being sexually intimate, of 
performing ‘family obligations’, in overcrowded flats. The appeal to both Malthus and family 
values is bound to win points, but she also comes back with stinging critique against the 
political inactivity of men in securing basic means of survival. In private, Jane describes to 
me how a friend of hers found while buying used clothing that her ex-husband had been 
selling her things off for awhile. There are two intertwined dynamics at work in the activism 
described by Jane Glover. On the one hand, she and her comrades experience being moved 
by the Holy Spirit to act in their interests and against the commands of their male leadership. 
On the other hand, the ideology employed is conservative of conceptions of family and 
sexuality that in practice have been transformed dramatically. 
 
Organising with God: Pitfalls and opportunities 
Diane Elson once famously argued that structural adjustment programs rely on ‘unlimited 
supplies of female labour’, a play on Arthur Lewis’ classic work on economic development 
through unlimited supplies of agricultural labour. Elson’s argument is that cutbacks on 
welfare and social security through Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) require women 
in households to absorb much of the shock, through increased unpaid care-work.66 Within the 
profound subcontracting of the South African state and society in the new dispensation, as 
both capital and state have turned to forms of contracting to circumvent labour law and 
organised labour, what we are only just beginning to understand are the raced and gendered 
ways in which communities pick up the pieces. What cannot be assumed is that these women 
only engage in survival, or in getting by. The activist women of Wentworth also periodically 
contest the very structure of contracting, as well as Apartheid legacies of raced/gendered 
work and politics. These are continuing struggles, often against the odds, but their idiom is 
certainly not in Elson’s Marxist feminism. 
 In one instance, a women from one prominent women’s organisation in Wentworth, has 
used her home as a meeting ground for community activists of all sorts. Each week, surplus 
food from grocery stores comes to her home from the correctional centre for youths on the 
Ridge, which she distributes to hungry families. Several unemployed poor women participate 
in this women’s organisation in order to keep active and to retain a sense of pride. One 
unemployed woman has sent her children to live with foster parents in a farm near Kokstad in 

                                                 
65 Jane Glover, Meeting in Wentworth on the Woodville/Wolraad/Tayne Residents Committee, undated tape from 
early 2003. Interview with Jane Glover, Wentworth, 23 Aug 2003. 
66 Elson 1995, p.24. 
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the Eastern Cape because she cannot afford to raise them. She goes to the women’s 
organisation every day to work for ideals she believes in, while receiving some tea and food 
in the process. Another young unwed mother runs youth programs and a young girls’ after-
school group. The women’s organisation is able to harness wider resources to make a variety 
of projects work, but these resources also filter into and support forms of mutualism in the 
context of deepening unemployment. This is not to say that mutualism is not internally 
exclusionary, but it does provide an alternative to a violent search for economic security 
through the drug trade, sex and theft. All alternatives, needless to say, are profoundly 
gendered. 
 What I have also found is that this mutualism is often expressed in a charismatic 
Christian idiom, and this has important implications for its ability to (not) be seen as part of a 
political imagination.67 The incredible number of Pentacostal sects in Wentworth, which 
people put at between 40 and 60, might be something like pyramid schemes found in various 
contexts of political economic instability, and certainly tithing does allow some amount of 
accumulation by pastors.68 Lorraine Lesley says a prominent pastor has been reported to say 
to his congregation ‘How much is your pastor worth?’69 Marcel Jones is both a young 
entrepreneur and an aspiring pastor, and he says there are many who get into this vocation for 
the wrong reason to misuse the mechanism of tithing as prescribed in scripture.70 What 
Marcel hints at are the ways in which pastoring draws on other spheres of masculine 
affiliation, principally gangs and artisanal labour networks. His father interjects bluntly that 
they are all based on control of turf. 
 This explanation, however, says precious little about why unemployed women tithe, and 
what their engagement in political work might have to do with Pentacostalism: certainly not 
the most useful oppositional ideology. Why then do these women not become Marxist 
feminists like Diane Elson, and why do they turn to organise with God? I suggest an answer 
through three propositions. 
 The first responds to what Comaroff and Comaroff (2000, 2003) call the emergence of 
occult economies in the wake of millennial market fundamentalism, particularly in 
postcolonial and postrevolutionary contexts. This provocation is important at a moment when 
rash promises of deliverance through Adam Smith come precisely when secular nationalist 
developmentalism is called into question across the planet. While this moment has given way 
to revisionist neoliberalisms, imperial resurgence and renewed oppositional cultures71, the 

                                                 
67 Ashwin Desai, in response to an earlier version of this Report, says all pastors are in the pay of the Engen 
refinery, hence ‘the Holy Spirit is commodified’; end of argument. While Ashwin is cognizant of the way in which 
he invokes local terms – God and the Devil in Wentworth, Deepavali or the festival of lights in struggles around 
electricity re-connections in predominantly Indian Chatsworth – my response to him is that when he speaks to 
unemployed women moved by the ghost of God, he is effective partly for what he says, and partly because he plays 
into a specific cultural idiom as a combination of bad boy and preacher. (School of Development Studies 50th 
Anniversary Conference, Durban, 22 Oct 2004.) 
68 Thanks to Richard Ballard on this. Katherine Verdery’s (1996) work on pyramid schemes in Romania’s transition 
from an authoritarian command economy is exemplary on this point.  
69 Lorraine Lesley, 13 Sept 2004. 
70 Marcel Jones, 13 Sept 2004. 
71 Watts 2004, p.213. 
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provocation remains a reminder that commodification anywhere, as it defers the promise to 
reproduce labour, can provoke a variety of claims to raise the dead. Their ‘zombie’ clarifies 
what I aim to explain with the ‘detritus.’ While the zombie is the ultimate super-exploited 
labourer, ‘all surplus value, no costly, irrational, troublesome human needs’, the detritus is 
the human geography laid waste by the circulation of value; it is what zombies are supposed 
to be have been torn from: land; means of production; irrational, troublesome human needs. 
What is important is that neither Wentworth nor Merebank are extreme sites of dispossession 
in which the zombie becomes a key site of critical consciousness; people here have access to 
housing, services, some legal/illegal work, and proximity to the city and industry. Within this 
proximity, Merebank is more linked to lines of possible escape from jobless growth in a toxic 
soup, while Wentworth is increasingly trapped in the ghetto. In this latter, carceral geography 
the detritus, by other names, can become a site of intense struggle. 
 My second proposition is that there is something important at an ontological level in the 
way in which unemployed women become agents when they are saved by the Holy Spirit. 
My suggestion is that the Holy Spirit works like the notion of interpellation; that is, of 
individual action enabled by broader, ultimately incomprehensible forces. The Holy Spirit 
makes women act in ways they would not normally act perhaps even defying dominant 
conceptions of femininity – in speaking out loud at meetings or taking on the male 
leadership. In this sense, it is not unlike other forms of spirit possession. But the Holy Spirit 
is no ordinary spirit; he is after all the one, true (and truly-masculine) God who enables 
human action between the Crucifiction and Armageddon. Is there a nascent message in this 
medium? 
 While the Holy Spirit provides a political ontology for some unemployed women in 
Wentworth, one would expect its Pentacostal message to reproduce conservative conceptions 
of family and feminine propriety. In this sense, organising with God carries strong risks.  

My third proposition is that this is not guaranteed, and that the Holy Spirit brings 
gender, family and sexual propriety out of the domain of doxa, into the realm of contestable 
ideology. For instance, when women channelling the Holy Spirit are seen as transgendered, 
the process can provoke the collectivity to recognise ‘the very social life of gender…to be 
malleable and transformable.’72 This can be an important moment in the struggle against 
stigma in the ghetto. What is more, the fact that the possessed woman is never just human 
also opens the possibility of collective recognition of ‘a right or entitlement to a liveable life 
when no such prior authorisation exists, when no clearly enabling convention is in place.’73 
 However, these possibilities come with strong forces of conservative reaction. The risks 
of organising with God are particularly strong in the sphere of activism for the rights of 
people living with HIV/AIDS. Greg Andrews fights a slow and surprisingly marginal 
struggle for the rights of those who suffer with the virus, many of whom are hidden under the 
mantle of Wentworth’s powerful currents of Christian conservatism. Greg questions the 
stigma ascribed to people living with HIV/AIDS, and in the process he faces constant 
opposition to discuss questions concerning sex and sexuality. Greg has personal networks 

                                                 
72 Judith Butler (2004), p. 216 
73 Judith Butler (2004), p. 224 
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into illegal work of various sorts, as he does into the morally upright work of saved social 
workers. He walks a tightrope while quietly pushing against the Churches to spread condoms 
along with the Word. Others address questions of HIV/AIDS and sexuality through the rubric 
of protecting families and family values. A recent campaign by WDF responds to Thabo 
Mbeki’s 2004 pre-election trip, in which he was apparently told about the ‘degeneration of 
the family’ and the rising exchange of sex for survival in Wentworth; these points were met 
by indignation from some in WDF who saw it as an affront to a community that has been 
stigmatised enough. Mbeki’s eccentric response was to call for a multi-faceted approach to 
Wentworth’s problems, beginning with increased policing. Greg Andrews continues to work 
in a more modest way with the variety of forces that divide the community of Wentworth. 
 Wentworth’s many struggles continue into the present and do not converge in any clear 
way. The environment and labour struggles are the most formally organised, but a large 
number of people continue to participate in the everyday labours of organising across a range 
of concerns that comes from living in a ghetto surrounding a refinery. Each form of political 
work confronts an aspect of the elements that make Wentworth, for the time being, a type of 
ghetto, characterised by particular forms of stigma, constraint, spatial confinement and 
institutional containment. The rapid rise of Pentacostalism in Wentworth is significant for 
what people do with it, and what is rare for Pentacostalism, given its conservative gender 
ideology, is for it to become a tool for women-led militancy. 
 Does the Holy Spirit convey an internal and external critique of the stigma that contains 
Wentworth as a ghetto in the new South Africa? Not decisively, but it does allow some 
people to claim their place as moral beings and it brings into ideology a domain of gender 
and sexuality. In these uses, the Holy Spirit counters the salvific claims of millennial 
capitalism in its post-apartheid incarnation by offering unemployed women the option to 
work as agents of change outside the church and labour market, as heirs to the fruit of this 
world: to its housing, its basic services, its jobs, its medicine and its clean air. In this sense, 
and its own quirky and exclusionary way, the Holy Spirit has come to a community living 
next door to oil refineries, to stand in for a very different universal medium than money, to 
confront the degradations of commodification and incomplete decolonisation in 
contemporary South Africa. 
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Introduction1 
If there is such thing as the development zeitgeist, it is today embodied by the linked 
concepts of good governance, democracy and human rights. In the pages that follow, this 
trinity is referred to as the ‘democracy agenda’. More specifically, the Report is concerned 
with the related programmes of the United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP), 
most notably rule of law, media reform, civil-society support, election-support and state 
capacity-building. In the light of widespread evidence that, for the United Nations (UN), the 
democracy agenda does not crown 50 years of stunning development achievements, what 
might this new agenda hold? 
 But first, ‘Why focus on the United Nations?’ Many argue that the more pernicious 
outcomes have been yielded by the conditionalities of the International Financial Institutions 
– such as the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. As I hope it will become clear, 
more caution is needed when drawing distinctions between the institutions of global 
governance. Their programmes may be far more symbiotic and interdependent than fans of 
the humanitarian work of the United Nations may be willing to concede. The UNDP plays a 
particularly important role in setting the global development agenda, especially as the author 
of core development texts such as the Human Development Report (HDR). Since 1990, the 
global humanitarian machinery has looked to the Development Reports for cues and 
guidance. They are read by students and practitioners alike and constitute a key signpost to 
trends in donor spending. In 2002, the HDR was subtitled: Deepening Democracy in a 
Fragmented World, and referred to one or all of the trinity of concepts at issue here on every 
page. 

What promise, then, does this new agenda hold? Recently, both Thomas Weiss (2000) 
and Jean Philippe Thérien (1999) encouragingly evaluated new turns in the UNDP’s 
democratic thinking, applauding progress towards an inclusive and broadly defensible model. 
This model includes an ever-widening number of western ‘symbols’ of rights-friendly 
democratic governance, including legislative support, judicial reform and electoral assistance 
(Weiss 2000: 10-11). Further, they argue, new turns in governance thinking deal effectively 
with the concept of ‘exclusion’ and the relationship of political marginalisation to material 
deprivation (Thérien 1999: 13). 
 Is their optimism warranted? To answer this question, the following sections draw on 
in-country interviews with UN country staff and self-identified civil society organisations, 
country studies and literatures, and the academic literature more broadly. By illuminating 
multiple perspectives at multiple levels of analysis, this Report seeks to bring texture to the 
relationship between dominant aspects of the UNDP’s democracy agenda2 and the sometimes 

                                                 
1 This Report is excerpted from a dissertation at Dalhousie University entitled: Wishful Thinking, Wilful Blindness 
and Artful Amnesia: UN programs to promote democracy, good governance and human rights in Africa, which 
traced the UNDP’s global aspirations to local implementation in four countries: Angola, Botswana, Namibia and 
Tanzania.  
2 The agenda can be found in documents such as the Human Development Reports, the Millennium Declaration, 
regional documents such as the Agenda for Peace, related road maps and the country documents, such as the 
Common Country Frameworks and Assessments, and Inter-Agency Appeals.  
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darker dimensions of state power (Pierson 1996; Sorensen 1996), with special reference to 
the country cases.3 
 Five key themes central to the democracy agenda were selected to illustrate this 
dynamic: 1) rights-based law, 2) media, 3) civil society, 4) elections and 5) state-capacity-
building. These themes correlate to the standard components of the UNDP’s basic 
institutional model for democratic governance. They are also central to the 2002 Human 
Development Report’s ‘Subjective’ and ‘Objective’ indicators of governance (UNDP 2002: 
37-45), and, finally, they also correlate well to the ‘sensitive governance areas’ identified by 
Weiss (2000: 10). 
 By examining each of these themes in turn, the article establishes conceptual density 
around the assessment that the UNDP’s democracy agenda has an overlooked propensity to 
contribute to the construction and re-construction of a space where authoritarian practices and 
elite capture will flourish. It may also, simultaneously, contribute to relative citizen 
powerlessness. Thus, despite an agenda rhetoric that suggests to the casual reader that UNDP 
praxis can and will ‘take into account all the complexity of the social environment in which 
poverty exists’ (Thérien 1999: 14), there is much room for scepticism. Rather, the democracy 
discourse harbours assumptions and discounts complexities in ways that may ultimately 
frustrate efforts to enhance life chances across the social spectrum. 
 
Rights-based rule of law:  
Power and the juridical apparatus 
This section takes up the twin concepts of ‘rule of law’ and ‘rights-based law’ found in the 
UNDP’s democracy agenda and indicators (2002: 37-45). It describes how UN discourse 
tends to conflate rule of law with law guided by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights4, 
often using these concepts interchangeably as if one implied the other. In this way, both 
human rights and rule of law, by virtue of being universal, can also be taken as synonymous 
with what rational persons everywhere and always aspire towards. 
 Does this fuzzy conflation of law and human rights justify ignoring law’s more 
ambivalent dimensions? Law is often the key means through which architectures of power, 
often pernicious, are maintained and legitimised. For example, Peter Vale (2003) notes that 
‘[t]he construction of southern Africa around the legal claim offered by sovereignty, like 
much of the knowledge around its security has been incidental, invested, entirely based on 
imported ideas.’ (37) ‘The beneficiaries of this…were South Africa’s English-speaking 
settlers. The region’s indigenous people (for whom the modernisation offered by 
Colonialism, and the community it promised, were more curse than convenience) were 
almost entirely excluded’ (43). More immediately, just prior to the 1994 Rwandan genocide 
the Hutu Power passed into law that every Hutu man must kill his Tutsi wife (Baines 2003: 
489). Essentially, then, this section asks: is support for a state’s rule of law capacity always 

                                                 
3 With respect to African States more generally, see Clapham (1993), Chabal and Daloz (1999), and Reno (1998). 
4 Developing countries have been cooperative, at least nominally, with over 150 of the world’s 191 states 
recognising the UDHR in the preamble of their constitution. I am indebted to Susan Thomson for this point.  
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the same as the extent to which a state protects and extends human rights or affords human 
dignities? Does the UNDP pay sufficient heed to law’s complex underbelly? 
 Similarly, this section is also concerned with the extent to which the UNDP’s discourse 
treats the universality of rights as something that, moreover, the public (rather than state) is 
expected to learn and take on board. Behind this lies the assumption that poverty and 
powerlessness in developing countries are directly related to widespread ignorance about 
human rights. Is ignorance about rights and rights-based law where power imbalances 
between states and society in Africa truly lie? Is simple not-knowingness the reason why 
human rights and basic dignities are not realised? 
 Law can be distinctively illiberal. In western polities, the extent to which the juridical 
apparatus is liberal reflects the complex working out of layers of historical contingency and 
struggle. In Africa, the extent that any given juridical apparatus is liberal in character reflects 
‘both the political and economic systems over which it was imposed and the underlying legal 
and bureaucratic systems that were the legacy of colonialism’ (Ghai 1993: 73). The central 
point is that colonialism brought with it ideas, values and political architectures that were 
forged in and by the western experiences with the Enlightenment and industrial revolution, 
and tailored them to the needs of colonial exploitation. Their role in regulating African 
societies has always been ambivalent, as Timothy M. Shaw (1984: 230) notes: ‘One of the 
least helpful vestiges of colonialism in Africa is the legacy of Western values which inhibits 
radical rethinking of politics and economics.’ 
 In this light, ‘recent studies of the colonial encounter emphasise the penetration of 
Western Law’ (Gulbransdsen 1996: 125). Law, both technically and ideologically, was 
intricately woven into the aspirant agendas of colonialism as the means through which 
colonial interests were pursued. Drawing on the lessons of colonialism, contemporary legal 
critics such as Peter Fitzpatrick (1993: 27) caution that the ‘blithe advocacy of law in the 
cause of development is flawed in its very foundation.’ Specifically, modern law emerges, in 
part, from the pacification and ordering requirements of the state, and as an institution it 
carries the propensity to order and pacify populations in ways that serve, primarily, the 
interests of the state/power nexus (Foucault 1984; Mann 1986: 421-422; Scott 1998; 
Mackinnon 1989). The history of law is, inter alia, the history of elites attempting (and 
failing) to define, constrain, hierarchically order, shape and erase those parts of civil society 
that do not suit their purposes. For example:  it has often been argued that Western legal 
subjects are founded on an abstract, neutral, gender-blind individual developed from 
Enlightenment thought (Unger 1977; Smart 1989). Certain categories of people by such 
criteria are almost ipso facto outside the law, and to a certain extent therefore deprived of the 
status of legal subject: women, homosexuals, the poorly educated (Harris 1996: 2). 
 Thus, while both human rights and law are proven and powerful emancipatory tools in 
the hands of ‘the public’ (see Brown 1999), the onus of proof, nevertheless, always lies with 
the injured party/ies – over whom the law exercises control. That is, law always expresses the 
mobilisation of bias (Bachrach and Baratz 1967), with disadvantaged groups and individuals 
being saddled with the burden of proof. 
 This disadvantage is centrally important. For example, one legal expert in Botswana 
commented that Botswana’s legal system was based on British common law. However, the 
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lack of consultation in law-making, poor dissemination of information about the content of 
laws - which were often in structural opposition to local ways of being and knowing - and the 
complete absence of legal aid legislation, effectively means that many people have few, if 
any, tools to mediate an encounter with the state’s juridical apparatus.5 
 Further, both the rule of law and human rights, in contemporary liberal models, route 
power through the state6, increasing the number of social relations controlled, mediated and 
produced by it (Ferguson 1994; Foucault 1984). That is, rule of law and human rights bolster 
the state’s position as the central organising force, which at the same time ‘organisationally 
outflanks’ all other interests in society (Mann 1985). 
 Because human rights – or rather rights-based laws- are protected and extended by the 
state, they don’t offer much in terms of protection when the state is not extending them. The 
more dominant the state is, the fewer protections rule of law and human rights guarantee. In 
other words, the less equally power is distributed across the national landscape, the less likely 
observing rights-based law will be crucial to regime survival (Sorensen 1996). What do 
rights-based laws and, moreover, the coercive and disciplining apparatus to enforce them 
really mean when they are ultimately subject to the whims and vagaries of a de facto 
unaccountable state elite?  
 Within the mainstream development literature, however, the rule of law is typically 
represented instrumentally, as mere adjunct to modernisation. The state is an apolitical 
vehicle for the rational universal legal framework for development. Critics argue, however, 
that ‘[t]his technocratic approach suit[s] both the new ruling groups in Africa, foreign states, 
and international political and economic organisations’ (Ghai 1993: 51). 
 
Country caveats 
In the UNDP’s democracy agenda, law is taken as more or less self-evidently legitimate – 
and law’s association with human rights further bolsters this legitimacy. Law has no broad 
structuring implications associated with the character of the regime or the relationship of 
state and society. Rather, laws, one-by-one can be brought into commensurability with 
human rights norms, with the sum of a rule of law regime seen as equal to its most dignified 

                                                 
5 Interview at UNDP, Gaborone, Botswana, 2002. This does not take into account the potential mitigating effects of 
the customary legal system. 
6 Human rights embody a means through which power can be wrested from the state. But, human rights-based 
political orders also re-order the socio-political relations of societies in ways that exclude other ways of 
conceptualising problems related to human dignity. They exclude solutions that do not correspond to the state 
extending and protecting rights by means of the juridical and coercive machinery of the state. Further, while human 
rights can help articulate some assaults on human dignity and security quite well, such as state interference with the 
right to assembly or free speech, others, such as expropriation in the name of the ‘right to development’, it mediates 
or illuminates less well. In effect, to date, human rights have an uneven track record automatically balancing power 
between states and societies (see Desai 2002 in the case of South Africa). Further, it is unclear what rights have to 
offer in terms of protections against global actors (i.e. multinationals, international financial institutions). In this 
light, some analysts claim (Brown 1999) that rights in the west simply piggy back on other relations of complex 
interdependence and economic prosperity that characterise their developed liberal polities. They are not, in fact, 
transformative in and of themselves. 
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parts. Ncube (1993: 10), in his discussion on law in Zimbabwe, artfully reveals some of the 
shortcomings of this approach: 
 
While the Lancaster House Constitution embodies virtually all the liberal elements of constitutionalism, the same 
Constitution provides that the Rhodesian legal order was to be continued into independent Zimbabwe and also that 
those laws which were inconsistent with the Declaration of Rights could not be declared to be invalid by the courts 
until five years after independence. The fact that the constitution was declared to be the supreme law of the country 
made little difference since there was available to the independent government a labyrinth of repressive legislation 
such as the Law and Order Maintenance Act [Chapter 65] and the Emergency Powers Act [Chapter 83], all of which 
could not be declared invalid until after the expiration of the first five years of independence. 
 
That is, the whole body of human rights-based laws were rendered toothless by contradictory 
and/or superseding legislation. Thus, the application, bias and character of law, as 
experienced, can depend as much if not more on the character of the regime7, as on any part 
of the legal architecture. 
 
Tanzania 
The UNDP’s activities in Tanzania are guided by the Common Country Framework (CCF), 
which refers to law only in the context of bringing laws into commensurability with human 
rights norms as part of a strategy to create the context for ‘de-centralised participatory and 
transparent government’ (8): 
 
The aim is to provide support for a decision-making environment that facilitates participatory, democratic, gender-
balanced and transparent decision-making with communities accessing knowledge, skills and processes that 
empower them to make decisions about sustainable use of their resources [emphasis added] (9). 
 
However, it should be noted that Article 30 of the Tanzanian Constitution declares: ‘no 
provision contained in this part of this Constitution, which stipulates the basic human rights, 
freedoms and duties, shall be construed as invalidating any existing law or prohibiting the 
enactment of any law or the doing of any lawful act under such law…’(Hellsten 2002: 31). 
Under these conditions, the transformation of rule of state/ruling party to rule of law will be 
difficult by means of the introduction of human rights-based legislation alone, as Ncube 
(1993: 10) notes: ‘the one party state and formal colonial apparatus’ tend to offer ‘unlimited 
repressive and discretionary powers.’ For example, visiting professor at the University of Dar 
Es Salaam, Sirrku Hellsten (2002: 27), found that recent developments in the rule of law 
structure ‘tend still to be products of the ruling party rather than a fair representation of 
various views presented by the opposition, legal and political specialists, as well as by the 
general public.’ 
 Additional complications stem from the Tanzanian legal framework’s dual emphasis on 
individual and communitarian rights. That is, in addition to constitutional provisions ‘that 
individuals do not exercise their rights and freedom in a manner that causes interference or 
curtailment of the rights and freedom of other persons’ they must also refrain from acting 

                                                 
7 Another mitigating factor to consider elsewhere would be cultural context and general beliefs and values. I am 
indebted to Jane Parpart for this insight.  
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against the ‘public interest’ (Hellsten 2002: 31). Here, the President can still order the 
indefinite detention without bail of people considered ‘dangerous to the public order’ (ibid.: 
35). Further: 
 
The government also has additional detention powers under the Regions and Regional Commissioners Act and the 
Area Commissioners Act (of 1962), respectively. The Acts permit regional and district commissioners to arrest and 
detain persons who disturb public tranquillity for 48 hours. The category of persons who can be detained range from 
political troublemakers, persons who resist self-help projects, suspected criminals and witches. A culprit under these 
Acts has no right to challenge the legality of an order for arrest/detention in a court of law [emphasis added] (36). 
 
Recently, the US Department of State (2002) reported that: ‘Arbitrary arrest and detention 
and prolonged detention remained problems.’ In a particularly troubling example, Leo 
Lekama, former chairman of the Tanzania Labour Party, spent four years in jail after being 
charged with the criminal offence of trampling on a copy of the Constitution with seditious 
intent. He was released in 2001, after the government failed to produce any witnesses (ibid.). 
 Also potentially problematic was that interviews at the UNDP in Dar es Salaam 
revealed a dual emphasis on re-formulating laws in order to comply with human rights while 
also improving the ‘flow of justice through police and prison reform’. On the one hand, 
improving the efficiency of the police and prison system seems necessary where ‘[o]bservers 
have estimated only about 5 percent of persons held in remand ultimately get convicted, and 
in many cases, those convicted, would already have served their full sentences before their 
trials are held’ (Hellsten 2002: 35). However, improvements in efficiency and reach of the 
state’s coercive machinery may be viewed ambivalently in light of Acts such as the 
Preventative Detention Act, whereby ‘the president may still order the arrest and indefinite 
detention without bail of any person considered dangerous to the public order or national 
security.’ 
 The character of the regime suggests the need to proceed with caution. For example, in 
November 2002 the government took a much criticised decision to table a highly restrictive 
NGO Bill, widely interpreted as a bid to exercise control over opinion within civil society 
and muzzle effective dissent. The relatively conservative World Bank commented:8 
 
Unfortunately, we cannot agree that the NGO Act as approved by the Parliament meets this test [of openness and 
fairness]. We also feel that the process for tabling the Bill in Dodoma did not follow the spirit of openness and 
consultation. We are concerned about the tone of the debate and the Act and its implications for the NGO sector in 
Tanzania. 
 
Among certain segments of civil society, the incident was taken as further evidence that 
government is synonymous with ‘Kudhibiti, meaning ‘thief’’.9 The outcome of the Bill 
indicates a more deeply seated systemic problem related to power imbalance between 
government and society more generally - one that is fostered, if not condoned by, 
intervention designed primarily to strengthen state capacity, and which may place more faith 

                                                 
8 www.worldbank.org/afr/tz/reports/2002_CG_governance.pdf. 
9 Civil Society interview, Dar Es Salaam, Nov. 2002. 
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in the transformational power of the human rights concept than existing legal architectures 
warrant. 
 
Namibia 
Rule of law is a central feature in Namibia’s key guiding document, the UN Development 
Assistance Framework (UNDAF). At the same time, however, the document notes that: ‘[i]t 
was suggested that, because issues such as the rule of law and human rights are very broad, 
the working group should limit itself to discussing the most important issues in the Namibia 
context’ (253). These issues were not identified, but rather the UNDAF recommended that: 
 
The UNDAF process should focus on the follow-up of international conferences and on the implementation of 
already existing conventions. It should ensure that citizens be educated to be aware of their rights. Education was 
considered a key focus area to be addressed in order to create a civil society where human rights values and gender 
equality were rooted (254).10 
 
Thus, despite recognising the need to promote rights-based rule of law in for the Namibian 
context, it is not clear what this would amount to other than educating the population about 
international norms. 
 International norms, however, are not unproblematic at the level of implementation. 
Interviews with legal experts11 highlighted that one of the most pressing law and order issues 
was that of traditional courts - and the lack of genuine devolution of juridical power from the 
old apartheid state apparatus to community centres. Concerns were expressed about imported 
juridical models –and here much bi-lateral training comes from the Canadian government – 
which require an intensity of training and institutional capacity that the Namibian state 
presently cannot sustain, particularly outside the major urban centres. It was argued that 
currently, externally-devised legal systems that function well under conditions of 
comparatively abundant wealth and resources were easily brought to a standstill in Namibia 
by technical minutiae that do not translate well from the Canadian to the Namibian context.12 
 Similarly, Dianne Hubbard (2000: 1) noted a need to move away from the focus on 
highly abstract and non-specific international principles to ‘rule of law’ in the specific 
Namibian context. For women, constitutional protections and Namibia’s accession to the UN 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) 
are ‘largely statements of aspiration, rather than principles which govern the daily lives of 
Namibians in any practical sense.’ Rather, ‘under customary law, men and women in many 
communities patently do not have equal rights…Until law reform at the behest of either 

                                                 
10 With respect to rule of law specifically, however, the Framework noted that during a session on UN competency: 
‘One of UNICEF’s representatives continued by arguing that if any members of the working group felt that no UN 
agencies had a comparative advantage in focusing on the rule of law for example, then within the UNDAF 
discussions this should be stated and recorded in the UNDAF document to prevent the UN operating in this area in 
the future. The working group should focus on delimiting the areas in which the UN agencies should be involved in 
the future’ (255). 
11 Interviews at the legal Assistance Centre and Human Rights Documentation Centre, Media Institute of Southern 
Africa, Windhoek Namibia, 2002. 
12 Interviews at the Legal Assistance Centre, Windhoek, Namibia, 2002. 
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parliament or the judiciary applies these promises to practical issues such as inheritance, they 
will remain so much useless paper for the average Namibian’ (2). Similarly, a gender 
specialist at the Legal Assistance Centre noted that many apartheid era laws, such as the 1928 
Proclamation 15, which ‘stipulated that all black people living above the ‘police zone’13 are 
married out of community property still mean that women typically lose all inheritance 
claims in the event of separation or their husband’s death. Parliament has yet to do anything 
to take these laws off the books.’ The HDR’s (2002: 228) Gender Empowerment Measure 
notes that women hold 20.4% of the seats in the Namibian parliament. 
 Equally problematic is that the Office of the Ombudsman expressed, in Dec. 2001, 
‘concern about the ‘insensitivity, arbitrary and capricious exercise of power, delays, 
oppressive and unreasonable behaviour, unlawfulness and acts that are generally 
incompatible with democratic governance and justice’ (NSHR 2002: 18). 
 What is to be made of the emphasis on public education in this context?14 Having 
lectured for a Human Rights and Politics class at a Canadian university, it is clear to me that 
Canadian youth are relatively uniformed about the meaning and implication of rights and 
rights regimes. Similarly, an Institute for Public Policy Research in Namibia Report quotes a 
recent study: ‘Stop anyone on the streets of any major city around the world and ask, ‘What 
are your human rights?’ No matter the age, location or social circumstances – chances are 
that few people will have a good idea. The sad fact is that most people remain functionally 
illiterate about human rights’ (Keulder 2002a: 22). Under these circumstances the assumption 
that a rule of law architecture premised on human rights will come to yield higher levels of 
freedom and prosperity by virtue of public education campaigns requires critical scrutiny. 
And in another case, a pilot study conducted by the University of Namibia in 2002 indicated 
that, in general, people were aware of their rights, while 82 out a 100 respondents felt that 
‘GRN [Government of the Republic of Namibia] had not always complied with its human 
rights obligations.’ (NSHR: 18).  
 In this vein, recent studies published by the Legal Assistance Centre found that 
patronage appointments at the level of budgetary control effectively prevent monies getting 
through for legal reform that would curtail existing government powers. For example, 
Bukurura (2002: 69) documents that ‘there is a feeling within the office [the Legal Assistance 
Centre] that government budgetary control and processes were neither appropriate nor 
conducive to the independent exercise of audit functions [by the Auditor-General and the 
Ombudsman]’. Government response to a request for greater autonomy is quoted at length in 
Bukurura on pages 74-75. Essentially, he argues ‘the desire for autonomy fell on deaf ears 
and found no favour with the government…There is no way, it appears, the executive is 

                                                 
13 The ‘police zone’ is a legal boundary separating the bottom two thirds (approx.) of Namibia from the top third, 
which borders on Angola. It was designed to act as a cordon sanitaire, containing both undesirable people and 
livestock.  
14 The Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) in Windhoek argued that ‘it is clear that much more education on 
human rights is needed. Not only should awareness be raised about such rights, there is also a need to explain the 
very notion of rights. In addition, there is a need to explain how rights relate to duties, liberties and obligations, and 
where rights originate’ [emphasis in original].  
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going to lift its precious lid, and let either parliament or Ombudsmen and Auditor-General 
determine independently whom to employ and when’ (75-76). 
 The Institute for Democracy15, similarly, expressed concern about the overwhelming 
strength of the ruling party SWAPO (the Southwest African People’s Organisation), and 
President Sam Nujoma, with little to no opposition from within or without. In the run up to 
the fourth national elections in 2004, controversy waged over whether SWAPO may change 
the constitution in order that President Nujoma could sit for a fourth term; alternatively there 
has been some talk of changes to allow for a permanent ceremonial head of state. SWAPO 
youth and traditional leaders in the northern Oshivambo stronghold constituencies had 
already been mobilised to agitate for a fourth term.16 Oshivambo (the traditional SWAPO 
stronghold) leaders have much to gain from continued SWAPO dominance. 
 Further, while there is a drafted de-centralisation policy, nothing has been implemented 
to date. ‘In practice,’ it was observed, ‘the government structure is getting more centralised. 
The president is increasingly using institutional and organisational powers and installing 
SWAPO supporters into all key positions.’17 
 Overall, evidence also suggests that description above is one of an unreformed 
trajectory towards authoritarian tendencies. Gretchen Bauer noted as early as 2001: 
 
[T]here are reasons for concern in Namibia today, primary among them the trend towards single party rule, an 
increasing concentration of power within the executive branch of government and considerable intolerance of 
democratic political practices, especially among some government leaders. In addition, there have been significant 
human rights abuses. 
 
Botswana 
In Botswana, rule of law was not on the democratic reform agenda18, but at least one 
Batswana legal expert interviewed felt it should be. Concern was expressed over the lack of 
consultation and information dissemination and the lack of mechanisms through which 
people could participate in policy and law-making processes. Discrimination on the basis of 
gender is also recognised as intrinsic to both the constitution and law (Dingake 2000; Obeng 
2001; Selowane 1997). 
 UNDP’s country legal expert felt that many people did not know the laws, nor how they 
could be personally affected: 
 
Botswana has no legal aid. 47% are living below the poverty line. Many rights are as good as nothing…We have 
very good civil and political rights, but the enabling environment is missing. It is the inability to participate in policy 
and law-making that will affect you.19 

                                                 
15 Interview, Windhoek Namibia, 2002.  
16 See also www.thenamibian.com.na 
17 paraphrased 
18 Many states do not have to observe or respect western conceptions of human rights. Botswana is a case in point 
here. The least externally-dependent of the countries explored here, and fully paid-up member of the IMF, the GoB 
has opted to circumscribe the latitude it gives to human rights. Interviews with UNDP Country Representative 
echoed the GoB’s independent position, which affords it the freedom to determine content and level of involvement 
of the UN. (http://www.imf.org/external/np/tre/ tad/exfin2.cfm?memberKey1=80)  
19 Interviews at UNDP, Gaborone, Botswana, 2002.  
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Juxtaposing Botswana to other countries where rule of law and/or rights-based law is 
afforded a relatively central and uncomplicated status is interesting. It illustrates how plans 
that integrate rule of law uncritically (as universally rational and therefore inherently 
unproblematic) can be as problematic as those that leave the issue in silence.20 
 
In sum 
These cases illustrate that both human rights and rule of law are good examples of how UN 
thought tends to anchor its approach in rational universalism. To the extent that rule of law 
and human rights are integrated uncritically, however, can also be the extent to which they 
are prey to becoming tools for false legitimacy and elite control over an ever more powerful 
state apparatus. That is, to the extent that support for rule of rights-based law tends to 
strengthen the monitoring or enforcement capacity of the state while not being very well 
linked to substantive political analysis, risk to citizens is increased. Okafor (2000: 53) argues, 
for example, that African governments have tended: 
 
to resort to the use of excessive force in order to homogenise the populations of their states, and maintain the 
territorial integrity of such states. The law has all-too-often provided a ready and powerful justification for such 
projects, and has thereby contributed to tensions and conflicts that have been produced by efforts to advance these 
projects (ibid.: 92). 
 
As yet, however, there is little evidence that the UN has begun to conceptualise the 
relationship between rights, rule of law and the configuration of intra-state relations within 
African states (see Eyoh 1998; Okafor 2000). Rather, as Dembour (1996: 36) argues ‘[t]he 
expression ‘human rights’ is used as if it was clear, could stand by itself, and is not in need of 
substantiation.’ The potential becomes mired in the pretence to simple, elegant universalism. 
‘But it is not, for human rights claims can never be divorced from the particular context in 
which they are raised.’ This is truer still for the ‘rule of law’, which is used even today to 
justify the most heinous acts of state, as the earlier example from Rwanda indicates. 
 As such, what the UN’s ‘rights-based law’ focus will accomplish, no matter how 
coherently expressed, remains uncertain. Is a lack of rights-based laws and rights-based 
education really the source of political repression? Where and under what conditions are 
building state capacity and heightening ‘awareness of rights, roles and responsibilities in a 
pluralistic society’ (Tanzanian CCF 2001: 9) appropriate ways to enhance human dignity, 
security and freedom? Is it merely an exercise in wishful thinking, wilful blindness and artful 
amnesia that ignores the underlying relations of state power and citizen powerlessness? 

                                                 
20 Further, that Botswana has rejected a UN focus on Human Rights therefore need not be viewed too 
pessimistically, but rather as an invitation to see the underlying organisation of power, and imbalances between state 
power and other groups. For example, Swatuk (1999: 7) has argued that the relocation of the Kalahari Desert San 
people to bleak settlements is illustrative of more than the abrogation of human rights; it expresses the intersection of 
‘interests between large cattle ranchers, mining capital and the state of Botswana’ (see also Good 1999). Similarly, a 
rights-based approach may not see the complex extra-legal sources of vulnerability, or how the legal architecture 
produces existing power relations rather than disarticulates them (see also Selolwane 1997 on status of women).  
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Media freedom:  
Democracy agenda’s information wing? 
An interrogation of rights-based law as an anchor of the democratic agenda raises questions 
about the dangers latent in universal goods. Similarly, a closer look at media (and later civil 
society and elections) raises challenges to the participatory credentials that the UN ascribes to 
its models and approaches. These claims to participatory/democratic processes lend 
legitimacy to the knowledge the UNDP purveys. Yet, as explored below, these claims are 
weak, and not least for the reason that they profoundly misconstrue the contexts within which 
they are, ostensibly, designed to float. 
 Well-disseminated and vetted information is crucial to the well-functioning liberal 
polity. Actors must have extensive and accurate information to judge their rational interests 
with any precision. As such, liberal approaches place emphasis on a strong and independent 
media, which would have the ability to transmit information, give voice and organisational 
power to sub-state interests, and deliver them into national debates. 
 In theory, information in the public domain can be subjected to the rigours of national 
debate. It is assumed that what survives the rigours of such debate is consistent with what any 
rational person would agree is reasonable. ‘Critical debate in the public becomes a test of 
rationality and right.’ The premise is essentially Kantian (in Chambers 2000: 201):  
 
[A]ll action affecting the rights of other human beings are wrong if their maxim is not compatible with being made 
public’. The idea is that the sovereign is the guardian of the general interest and thus should have no fear of public 
debate on the legitimacy of his [sic] actions. Indeed a sovereign who fears public debate is a sovereign who fears that 
his [sic] actions are not in the general interest and suspects that that fact will be brought to light within public debate. 
 
As such, Chambers argues that the common assumption is that the media is one of the key 
means through which ‘the public’ is formed. The media provides the space where individual 
opinions are more than aggregated; it is the space where public opinion, itself, is formed. 
That is, political authority and public opinion are held to be distinct, and through the media, 
‘now confront each other as separate political forces.’ 
 Thus, media is seen not only as a normative good, but also a key technical requirement 
for a functioning liberal system – especially one that admits that tensions between state and 
society exist, and that systems of accountability are required. Essentially media is the central 
means whereby political power is subjected to public reason and state legitimacy is 
negotiated (Calabrese 2000: 69). For example, the Human Development Report (2002: 75) 
argues: 
 
Perhaps no reform can be as significant for making democratic institutions work as reform of the media: building 
diverse and pluralistic media that are free and independent, that achieve mass access and diffusion, that present 
accurate and unbiased information. Informed debate is the lifeblood of democracies. Without it, citizens and 
decision-makers are disempowered, lacking the basic tools for informed participation and representation. 
 
Yet, at the same time, the HDR also notes that the media industry suffers from a number of 
structural flaws, such as concentrated ownership, that challenge the proposition that media, 
when taken as a whole, will represent a sufficiently wide set of viewpoints to be considered. 
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These biases, other critics argue, also extend to the private sector lenses the media uses to 
make important decisions about framing, themes and subject matter, as well as more subtle 
biases related to race, class, gender, ethnocentrism, etc (Herman and Chomsky 2002). These 
are explored in more depth below. 
 
Country caveats 
At the global level, the UNDP’s ‘Subjective Indicators of Governance’ include ‘freedom of 
the press’ as a component of ‘voice and accountability’, and as contingent on ‘media 
objectivity’ and ‘freedom of expression’ – (UNDP 2002: 37). This differs significantly from 
the way we find the role of the media expressed in the country level strategy documents. 
Here media, and moreover publicly owned media, is envisioned to play a key role in 
‘disseminating’ information about the ‘rights and responsibilities’ of living in a democratic 
society (CCF 2001). Thus, we find media playing two very different roles in the democracy 
agenda. In one, it is the key means through which people participate in the liberal model the 
UN advocates. In another, it is the medium used to transmit the UN’s ‘rational universal 
knowledge’ to the people. Here we find media as, moreover, the information wing for the 
UNDP’s democracy agenda. 
  
Namibia and Botswana 
The Namibian United Nations Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF) is threaded 
with an emphasis on the importance of media, public information and awareness-raising in 
the fights against AIDS and violence against women. However, identifiable projects tend to 
accord with supporting the capacity of the public media, which is under the control of the 
SWAPO regime. While the UNDAF asserts an emphasis on ‘promoting independent and 
pluralistic media’, this comprises ‘enhancing the educational and cultural mission of public 
service broadcasting’ [emphasis added] (69, 188), and a pilot community radio project in 
Ohangwena – the SWAPO electoral stronghold. 
 The Namibian Broadcasting Corporation (NBC), however, has been mired in 
controversy. One recently is the decision by President Nujoma to take over the key decision-
making post at NBC despite Nujoma’s lack of expertise in the field.21 More generally, it is 
not clear that NBC and media more broadly understood bear conflation. Focus groups 
assembled by the Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA 2002: 14) revealed widespread 
dissatisfaction with NBC’s pro-government bias: 
 
TV is not covering diversity, it is pushing political views. It is unbalanced and biased. Speeches by Presidents and 
Ministers are often the main news. Is that the kind of criteria it lays down? Programmes are shown over and over 
again, like the speech of a Minister who visited the Kavango region, which was broadcast in three parts for three 
consecutive evenings. 

A broader view of news lacks. Almost the same kind of news, about speeches and workshops just to mention 
a few, is broadcasted. Poor production, and picture and sound quality [are] also annoying. Besides that, no 
investigative reporting due to gate keeping makes the national broadcaster boring. 
 

                                                 
21 Interview at the Namibian Institute for Democracy, Windhoek, 2002. 
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In fact, in all country cases, media sectors suffer from shortcomings that seriously constrain 
the ideal that media will serve central role in vetting public policy. For example, 
 
Botswana shares one of the greatest weaknesses of the African press – that papers publish news in English while the 
majority of the population, especially in the rural areas, is unable to read this language. Furthermore, the Botswana 
press is urban-centred, reaching out only to the educated elite while the population in rural areas remains largely cut 
off (MISA 2001:35). 
 
Similarly, a recent pilot Media Monitoring Project in Namibia (MISA 2002: 1-2) found 
embedded and productive biases22 in media reporting. Specifically, ‘[t]he voices that are 
heard in the media are overwhelmingly male’. Media, and especially the Namibian 
Broadcasting Corporation [public], tends to rely on single sources, particularly government 
sources, and tends to focus on conferences, workshops, speeches and other high level events; 
and rarely follows up or provides in-depth investigative reporting. These findings are 
consistent with the impressions of focus group participants who expressed the view that 
‘media in Namibia were [sic] not really independent or objective’ (17).23 
 
Tanzania 
The Media Council of Tanzania24 recorded a ‘mushrooming of media outlets’ (Information 
Sheet, July 2002) since political and economic liberalisation began in the 1990s. The rise in 
media is seen as a necessary complement to political liberalisation in that the opposition is 
weak, and thus media is often the only place to debate divergent views. Growth, however, 
has been chaotic and in an effort to regulate standards government has introduced prohibitive 
taxes and registration fees, which tend to have a debilitating effect on operating costs, 
maintaining low standards and imposing high survival pressures. Poised on a narrow 
financial edge, effective freedom is curtailed by the implicit threat posed by an arsenal of 
laws (such as sedition), from which most private media outlets or their independent 
journalists do not have the resources to defend themselves. The fragile environment has 
produced a Catch 22 where local media and journalistic standards suffer (see Mauggo 2001), 
while the use of cheap international media sources has sky rocketed. 
 Further concerns were expressed over the combined effect of the tax and registration 
regimes and repressive laws constraining media start-ups. This has had the most profound 
effect on local media, and the Council felt that future trends would see indigenous media 
under constant threat from foreign investment. 
 Some implications for the rural and vulnerable, especially women, are asymmetrical 
access to information and the political system. For example Karashani (2001: 14) records that 
gender analysts in south-western Tanzania [Sumbawanga] have attributed rural men’s 
monopoly over local politics ‘to a large extent’ to a lack of information that ‘robbed the 

                                                 
22 Productive biases are those that reproduce the social conditions they represent. For example, representing only 
male voices reproduces a social context where female voices are seen as less important, less newsworthy.  
23 While no similar studies for Botswana have been located, personal impressions (based on living in Botswana over 
a two year period) suggests that a pattern of gender bias is clear and present, as is true for media more generally.  
24 Interviews Dar es Salaam, 2002. 
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women folk of the chance to vie for positions or to make informed choices in the 2000 
election.’ This may overstate the potential role of the media in women’s emancipation in 
rural Tanzania, however, as Sheikh (2001: 11) notes: ‘In Tanzania as elsewhere in Africa the 
news is seldom managed or presented by, for or about women. In all forms of media, 
decisions are most often made by men.’25 
 The question of media bias is further complicated by the proliferation of foreign 
sources. Recently, for example, East African Muslims have complained about the coverage 
given to the Muslim faith by western news sources, and questioned the extent to which the 
proliferation of these views in East African media is influencing foreign policy decisions and 
government and community receptiveness to anti-Muslim sentiment. 26 Further, the 
proliferation of international news and media sources raises additional questions about the 
role of the media as local watchdog. 
 
In sum 
Overall, it seems that important questions remain about the potential for media to play a 
positive role in political transformation. If the media is not up to the task, however, the 
condition of (widely available and accurate) information that serves to regulate the flow of 
power is severely compromised. The conditions under which ‘the public’ match and counter 
the discourse articulation capacity of the state are revealed as more complicated and fragile 
than governance models suggest. 
 Weaknesses in the way media is integrated into the democracy agenda, then, seriously 
challenge the model of participation it offers. Further, while the democracy agenda depends 
on a facile cardboard cut out of ‘the media’ to flesh out crucial dimensions of participation, it 
simultaneously undermines these dimensions by co-opting the power of the media for its own 
dissemination needs. 
 
Civil and uncivil society 
The concept of ‘civil society’ is found under the UNDP’s ‘Objective indicators of 
Governance’ (2002: 43) and corresponds specifically to ‘trade union membership’ and ‘non-
governmental organisations.’ Thus, for example, in Norway, the Human Development 
Index’s leading country, 52% of people belong to trade unions and there are 2,571 non-
governmental organisations. The US, however, which places 6th overall in the Human 
Development Index lists only 13 % of citizens as members of trade unions and, 
comparatively, 2,685 non-governmental organisations, despite populations of 4.5 and 285 
million respectively. In other words, the US has a comparatively very weak civil society. In 
terms of our country cases, Botswana clocks in at 12% and 356, Namibia, 5% and 817, and 
Tanzania at 17% and 554, respectively, with respective populations of approximately 10, 1.5, 
1.5, and 23 million. Thus, all fare very well when compared to the US. 
 It is unclear how to interpret the relationship of ‘civil society’ to democracy, or the 
relationship between civil society and anything – particularly given the United States’ 

                                                 
25 See the Tanzania Media Women Association website for more information on this issue: http://www.tamwa.or.tz  
26 http://www.africaonline.com/site/Articles/1,3,47429.jsp 
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comparatively poor showing. Not surprisingly, the Report makes no reference to the concept 
in the ‘Human Development Balance Sheet’ (10-11), with its absence most remarkable in the 
‘Democracy and Participation’ field. 
 Nevertheless, the concept is used fairly robustly across the discourse. At times, civil 
society seems to be a fuzzy conflation of the word ‘civil’ meaning civilised or community 
minded, ‘civil’ meaning civilian and standing in for the concept of society generally, and 
‘civil society’ in the ‘pre-modern’ sense of ‘politically organised commonwealth’ (Ehrenberg 
1999: 235). Few distinctions are drawn and no attempt is made to illuminate the role of 
external donors in constituting civil society (Bellucci 2002) in many developing countries, 
the various political goals and endogenous organisational imperatives these actors may seek 
(Fowler 1996), or the darker side of organised non-state political action, sometimes analysed 
under the rubric of ‘uncivil society’.27 
 
Country caveats 
By miring such dimensions in silence, the UNDP’s depiction of civil society is scripted as a 
rather unproblematic and apolitical intermediary between society in general and the goals of 
the developmental state, as we see below. More problematic still are the grey areas where the 
twinning of engagement with civil society actors and communities conflates sub-contracting 
to civil society with community participation and consent. 
 
Tanzania  
The Tanzanian CCF by comparison, conflates civil society with general participation and 
consultative processes. For example, it states: ‘In partnerships with government, civil society 
and donors, the UNDP will contribute to the achievement of the seven broad strategic 
outcomes’. One such outcome is that ‘the budget process should be participatory and 
transparent, enabling civil society to have an influence on the setting of priorities and 
allocating resources to them’ (6). Similarly, ‘government technical and organisational 
capacity to manage the TAS and PRSP processes increased by supporting civil society 
involvement in planning, implementation and monitoring’ (7). ‘Pro-poor growth strategies’ 
also relied on ‘[c]apacity building of Government and civil society to identify appropriate 
and effective pro-poor strategies’ (8). 
 Interviews with members of non-governmental organisations revealed that while most 
considered themselves advocates, few made any claims to representativeness. 28 Independent 
studies also suggest that NGO administered projects are not necessarily more participatory or 
consultative. For example, an evaluation of the Health Through Sanitation and Water project, 
funded jointly by the Swedish and Tanzanian governments, found that implementers did not 
include village recommendations in project design and ‘that a lack of popular participation in 
decision-making by the target population at each and every stage of the project cycle 
contributed to inevitable but predictable negative consequences’ (Rugumamu 1999: 49-50). 
Similarly, R.G. Mutakyahwa, of the Eastern and Southern African Universities’ Research 

                                                 
27 I am indebted to Sandra J. MacLean for this insight. 
28 Interviews in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, Nov. 2002. 
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Programme, argues that Tanzania’s civil society has a propensity to fail to make a visible 
impact, to take decisions based on reliable data or to monitor or evaluate progress (2002: 78). 
 Interviews at the ESRF (Economic and Social Research Foundation), a Dar es Salaam 
think tank, and the Centre for Foreign Relations also indicated that the manifest expression of 
the NGO presence was the number of fine restaurants and four wheel drives on the road. 
Both interviewees felt that often, very little was actually accomplished, with NGOs rarely 
stewarding projects beyond the outfitting (four wheel drives, cell phones, etc.) and planning 
stages. The representative for the ESRF was particularly sceptical about the role of NGOs in 
poverty alleviation: 
 
There are too many NGOs, many of them one-person shows, and all about making money. Tanzanians in general 
don’t drive four-wheel drives. Those cars belong to the aid workers. The classes that drive the NGO business are 
pretty far removed from regular people. Donors are pouring in excessive funding; the need for an NGO bill arose 
because there is this widespread feeling that NGO aren’t accomplishing anything.29 
 
Namibia 
The conceptual and strategic integration of civil society adopted in Namibia tends to be quite 
similar to that in Tanzania, despite the different contexts. For example, the UNDAF (2002: 
10, 19) asserts: 
 
The United Nations (UN) System in Namibia, reflecting on the prospects and in dialogue with Government, civil 
society associations and donors, have converged upon the following strategic objectives over the near-term, namely 
to assist the Government and the people of Namibia to… 
 In view of the above target dates, the timing of the formulation of UNDAF allows UN Agencies sufficient 
time to equip themselves in order to have an even greater influence on the guiding principles of development in 
Namibia. NDP2 [National Development Plan 2] and Vision 2030 provide an opportunity for UN Agencies to arrange 
themselves, with the help of a common development assistance framework and in close co-operation with GRN, 
civil society and the donor community, to face the challenges of assisting in the implementation of a medium-term 
plan within the guidance of a long-term vision. 
 
Thus, again we find the implicit assumption that dialogue with ‘civil society’ is necessary 
and sufficient to imbue the intervention process with participatory credentials, and to infuse 
processes with the benefits of multi-stakeholder views. Yet, civil society is not necessarily 
representative, which poses significant problems for the implicit claim that consulting civil 
society experts is the same as holding general consultations. Indeed, a recent youth survey 
conducted by the Institute for Public Policy Research (2001: 38) found that less that 4.3% of 
respondents felt strongly that experts should make ‘key economic decisions.’ 
 Elsewhere, a recent UNDP study highlighted that differences among gender and class 
interests of community leaders could tend to frustrate empowerment efforts. For example: ‘A 
Herero community leader, who also presides over dispute resolution hearings in the Gobabis 
area, was quoted as saying that violence repeatedly inflicted on a woman is not a good reason 
to ask for a divorce.’30 

                                                 
29    Paraphrased from field notes. 
30 ‘Male leaders ‘giving nod’ to marital rape, says UN report.’ The Namibian, August 31, 2001. 
www.namibian.com.na/2001/August/news/01E7BD169.html. 
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 At the same time, interviews with members of Windhoek’s NGO community indicated 
that the processes of NGO consultation were uneven, at best. For example, interviews at the 
Legal Assistance Centre in Windhoek indicated that donors self-determined what kind of 
projects they would fund, while ‘very often we are not invited [to consultations] at all.’ 
Similarly, the director for the Namibian Red Cross lamented that they had not received any 
information about the Millennium Declaration, nor had they been invited to the launch of the 
Human Development Report: ‘We are left out of launches and have not been briefed on the 
Millennium Declaration.’ The Director for the Institute for Democracy added, ‘civil society 
is weak and fragmented, and are not taken seriously.’ A representative for the Rainbow 
Project, an advocacy organisation for gays and lesbians, also noted that lobbies were divided 
along racial lines, with white gays and lesbians drawing funding from the relatively 
privileged whites of Windhoek, and poorer blacks having little recourse against violence and 
police harassment and the compulsions of poverty. 
 
Botswana 
The Botswana CCF doesn’t mention civil society, and the observer is left to speculate about 
the implications of a democracy agenda that can exclude the concept altogether. Interviews 
with the UNDP country representative revealed that NGOs were informally consulted, but 
that few resources were allotted for either consultations or strengthening any dimension of 
civil society. At the same time, however, interviews with NGOs also indicated that while 
their goals may be symbiotic with those of the segments of the population they hope to serve, 
their mandates are not democratically determined or reviewed. 

Further, interviews at BACONGO, Botswana’s NGO umbrella organisation, suggested 
that NGO ‘governance’ remained a significant problem in Botswana, with questions of fiscal 
responsibility and accountability remaining BACONGO’s top concern. At the same time, 
analysts (Good 1999: Holm 1993) have pointed to the overall weakness of Botswana’s ‘civil 
society’ as contributing to the democracy’s elitist and authoritarian tendencies. 
 
In sum 
Thus, ‘civil society’, typically used to signify some dimension of participatory or consultative 
process, is both a central and peripheral, yet critically ambiguous, component of the overall 
democracy agenda. It tends to be used in ways that implicitly conflate the interests of society 
in general with those of the NGO community and local leaders. Here, however, we find, inter 
alia, that class and gender issues are denied. The concept of civil society, as seen in the 
democracy agenda, does not leave room to acknowledge that inequities are reproduced in 
civil society. Rather the idea carries with it the implication that power inequities have already 
been resolved, leaving (only) a representative and concentrated microcosm of the ideal 
‘public’. Thus, while civil society is clearly a concept that is very important to the 
participatory claims of the democracy agenda, it also obfuscates more than it illuminates. 

It also shadows the dimensions of privilege and underprivileged the donor gaze 
produces. That is, donors listen to and empower some organisations, imagining that they are 
representative in order to satisfy their own participation requirements, while empowering 
certain voices and segments of the population at the expense of others. 
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Elections: Still the only measure of participation 
Elections appear in the Human Development Report (UNDP 2002: 37-45) as the only 
‘Objective Indicator’ of participation, and a ‘Subjective’ expression of ‘political rights’ and 
voice and accountability’. Regionally, they feature centrally as well: 
 
Elections play a central role in democratisation efforts in Africa and elsewhere and this focus must remain strong; 
but elections must also be part of a long-term undertaking that will lead to a strengthening of national institutions 
and democratic processes. The real test of a democratisation process is not the organisation of first elections, but 
whether those first elections are followed by others in accordance with an agreed electoral timetable (Causes of 
Conflict 1998: para. 78). 
 
Yet, the ambivalent expression of the key symbols of modern political systems discussed 
above might be expected to contribute to trouble and/or voter apathy on Election Day. 
Approaches to rule of law, human rights, civil society, and media tend to indicate blindness 
to political competition, while also failing to significantly intervene at the level of real lived 
exclusion. Election politics have long been recognised as contentious and potentially 
explosive politics – all the more so when stakes are high and other crucial means of 
cooperation and accountability are handicapped. 
 That is, elections do not simply mediate between the ideas of equals, but entail political 
competition among the vested interests of relatively unequal and sometimes volatile networks 
of power, and the hopes and expectations of individualised or marginalised publics. Further, 
it is a competition in which the government of the day or ruling party is privileged by the 
organisational, financial, regulatory and coercive machinery of the state. Outcomes may 
appear pre-determined, but stakes for both winners and losers can be extremely high – paving 
the way for explosive frustrations. 
 In Africa, elections often take place in the context of historically contingent ‘chaotic 
pluralism’ or incendiary dualisms (see Eyoh 1998: Mamdani 2001: Snyder 2000), expressing 
(sometimes desperate) attempts to fundamentally re-configure the relationship between state 
and sub-state groups, and state and structures of violence and inequality. In this context, 
‘[t]he choice therefore seems to be between two kinds of re-configuration, the one peaceable 
and the other violent’ (Okafor 2000: 127). Similarly, as Monga (1997: 165) notes: 
 
part of the violence is the political game itself, which leaders view as a ‘winner-takes-all’ fight to the finish where 
defeat means a loss not only of the emoluments and status that office brings, but sometimes of life itself. The game is 
for keeps. One must win – by any means necessary. The modern state, as Max Weber said, holds a monopoly on the 
legitimate use of force; the transition, in the eyes of many African politicians, is a battle for control over the state’s 
coercive apparatus. 
 
Micro and inter-personal social cleavages and conflict can also be played out on Election 
Day. In Tanzania, for example, structures of gender inequality continue to form a key basis 
for social conflict around election time. Karashani (2001: 14) reports that one civic education 
project in rural Tanzania went: 
 
well as she [the facilitator] spoke of women’s emancipation through economic development…but that when she 
delved into the woman’s individual right to choose leaders of her own choice, and to run for office, she was pulled 
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aside by the village heads and asked to end her lesson. ‘The leaders were unhappy, because they felt threatened. We 
were disturbing the status quo in this male dominated society.’ 
 
Alternatively there is also the problem of voter apathy and/or disassociation from the political 
system. For example, Good (1999: 52-53) argues that Botswana’s democracy is characterised 
by high levels of voter apathy, engendered by, inter alia, constitutional structure, ‘secretive 
authoritarian tendencies’, ‘the complete absence of right-to-know legislation, and of ‘whistle-
blower’ protections’, leading to ‘[t]he enfeeblement of the mass of the citizenry, in the face 
of both the quiescence of their elected parliamentary representatives and the domination of 
the elite’ (55). This helps to account for the fact that in 1999, only 41.98% of voting age 
adults voted, down from 46.63 in 1994.31 
 Thus, baring in mind the previous sections on law, media and civil society, it is 
noteworthy that the broader systemic environment can engender both apathy and conflict, 
where the lack of substantive freedom and opportunity truncates participation and the 
expression of alternative political vision. 
  
Country caveats 
Caveats notwithstanding, and despite being the only ‘Objective’ indicator of participation the 
only country documents that make reference to elections are those of Tanzania and Namibia. 
Tanzania became a multi-party democracy in 1995 and held its second elections in 2000.  
 
Tanzania 
In that the UNDP includes elections as the only objective measure of participation, it has a 
significant stake in seeing high electoral turnouts. According to the US Department of State, 
voter turn out for Tanzania in 2000 was low.32 However, according to the UNDP (2002: 45) 
voter turn out was high: 84%. While it is not stated, this figure must refer to ‘registered 
voters’, not ‘eligible voters’. To get an accurate figure for eligible voters one would first 
estimate the total population. The UN estimates the 2000 population at 35.1 million. IDEA33, 
estimated the 2000 population at 33, 517,000, for a difference of 1 million 583, 000 people! 
The UN estimated the population under 15 at 45%. If for the sake of argument, we increase 
this to 50%, then approximately half of the eligible voters voted, not 84%. According to 
IDEA 45.7% of the voting age population voted in 2000. Within these discrepancies lie 
vastly different pictures of the rate of participation in and citizen satisfaction with the 
Tanzanian political system. 
 There are 15 legally registered political parties, six of whom have seats in parliament. 
Overwhelmingly, mainland support lies with the CCM, which holds 198 out of a possible 228 
seats. Women hold 47 seats in total; 40 of those are CCM representatives. 

                                                 
31 http://www.idea.int/vt/country_view.cfm 
32 A study conducted in 1995 revealed that voter turn out was low for the first election, while the average voter was 
‘in the main: a male (concept of head of family) between 36 and 55 years of age; with below primary education 
level; dependant on farming as a occupation; living outside Dar Es Salaam with previous voting experience 
(Maliyamkono 1995: 48). 
33 Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance @ http://www.idea.int/ vt/region_view.cfm?CountryCode=TZ 
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Recently, SARDC34 reported that: 
 
In the rural areas, where 85 per cent of the population lives, the CCM [former one-party state government] structures 
remain virtually unchallenged even though only the more strident voices in the urban minority are serviced by media 
and donors. Election results are routinely challenged in the courts as being ‘rigged’ by government and there is an 
unwillingness to accept defeat which is an inherent component of any democracy. 
 
Irregularities, intimidation and boycotts on the Island of Zanzibar during the 2000 election 
received widespread attention, and were noted to have been exacerbated by ‘poor 
governance, poverty and inequalities’ (Tanzanian CCF 2001: 3). The Freidrich Ebert Stiftung 
(2001: 12) reported: 
 
A notable incidence in the 2000 general election was the cancellation in 16 constituencies in Zanzibar of election 
results unfavourable to the ruling party. Subsequently, the Zanzibar Electoral Commission announced results that 
gave the ruling party a 67% lead as against 33% for the opposition. Peaceful opposition protests of these actions 
were violently put down. 
 
In this light, the Freidrich Ebert Stiftung Foundation (2001: 10-11) argued that electoral 
politics in Tanzania are marred by a lack of good faith, which is made manifest by partisan 
appointments to the National Electoral Commission, relatively exorbitant fees to launch an 
electoral petition, organised youth wings with paramilitary training, and ‘political repression, 
harassment and intimidation.’ 
 The Tanzanian CCF (2001: 3), however, notes that international observers pronounced 
the elections ‘free and fair’: 
 
However, it was noted that future elections would benefit from a higher level of civic education, aimed at raising 
awareness of the electorate of rights and obligations in a pluralistic society. 
 
Namibia 
Namibia compares with Tanzania to the extent that it is a relatively new multiparty 
democracy dominated by one overwhelmingly powerful party that has used the power 
afforded by the state apparatus to further entrench its position and sway election results. It is 
also similar to the extent that large portions of the population overwhelmingly support the 
ruling party for reasons unrelated to conventional contemporary policy issues. According to 
the IPPR (Keulder 2002a: 12), the de facto effect is a ‘single-dominant-party system, 
dividing society into a single, strong political majority and a number of powerless political 
minorities. These two aspects combine to create a zero-sum perception of political rewards in 
the country, and of the relative permanence of winner/loser status.’ 

Melber (2000: 181) hypothesises that growing dissatisfaction, in this case, would be 
manifest in a withdrawal from the electoral system rather than as support for opposition 
parties. IDEA records that in 1989, close to 100% of the voting age public participated; in 

                                                 
34 Southern African Research and Documentation Centre 
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1994, that number fell to 63.78, and in 1999, fell slightly further to 61.71, despite the 
registration of close to 200,000 more people. 35 
 Yet, the Namibian UNDAF (2002: 204) gives minimal attention to elections, 
mentioning them only once in the context of voter education - despite the last two elections 
showing a negative correlation between voter registration and voting. Further, a recent study 
by the IPPR (Keulder 2000: 12) indicated voter apathy and cynicism rather than ignorance 
lay at the heart of Namibia’s declining electoral turnout. A sample of focus group 
participants’ responses were used to illustrate the point: 
 
There are political parties in Namibia, but do you think it helps at all with the fact that you can choose? SWAPO is 
so big, the party that is in control is so big, it doesn’t help if you choose a smaller party. I don’t agree that there is 
political freedom in Namibia, because it is actually a rumour if you are not in SWAPO and you are Owanbo. 
 I have never voted and I will never vote. Why should I vote? It doesn’t help. 
  
Elections are the central symbolic act of faith in, and support for, the legitimacy of the 
national political community. They can also be an indicator of more profound problems in 
the liberal political transformation agenda. That is, if elections express a number of profound 
conflicts and ambivalences, none of which are mitigated by the rule of law, human rights 
norms, civil society or the media, then democratic governance is also bound to be frayed, 
fragmented, disarticulated and interpenetrated by conflict and ambivalence in ways that 
elections may be able to reflect, but not likely correct. 
 
In sum 
In the final analysis, however, elections are not only an expression of participation (although 
not ‘the’ expression), but also a gauge of systemic health. When they become the 
participatory moment of last resort, when all other forums for deliberation, mediation and 
self-determination have failed, elections, as well, will inevitably fail to express participation 
in any meaningful way (Gills et al 1993; Marks 2000). Yet, elections are asserted by the 
UNDP as the only objective measure of political participation, behind which a plethora of ills 
are masked in order to instantiate legitimacy into systems and processes, which in fact, can 
make few such claims. It is on the stage of elections where the democracy agenda’s 
commitment to participation makes its most artful performance. 
 
Capacity-building:  
Beware the ‘Developmental State’ 
In UN discourse, governments and states are relatively unproblematic signifiers for 
benevolent ciphers into which the UN inserts universal norms and related capacities. They 
embody laws and enforce them, their media apparatus is synonymous with media more 
generally, they receive the wisdom of ‘civil society’ and bend to it, and, ultimately, they 
willingly subject themselves to fair and periodic review and recall. 

The renewed centrality of the development state, however, is not seen uncritically in 
analytic circles. For example, Fine and Stoneman (1996: 7) argue: ‘The issue of the state and 
                                                 
35 http://www.idea.int/vt/country_view.cfm 
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development in Southern Africa is scarcely liable to inspire either material optimism or 
intellectual inspiration. The economic conditions that confront the region are far from 
conducive to progressive intervention by the state in pursuit of developmental goals…’ 

Alternatively, Ben Turok (1987:94) argues: ‘Too many critics and opponents have been 
harassed and imprisoned for us to fail to appreciate that the state is not simply a theoretical 
construct: it is a de facto internal force, an established machine governed by rules and 
discipline with a powerful capacity for coercion and control.’ For example, Peter Vale (2003: 
171) commenting on the old South Africa notes: 
 
Prior to the ending of colonialism, minority rule, and apartheid, manifestations of insecurity and war were at the core 
of the region’s discursive formation. Through this, realist security studies was presented as the only means to 
understand the future social organisation in the region; this in turn strengthened the power that this discourse 
exercised over a political lexicon that used gloomy tropes and hollow patriotism to reinforce the idea that the region 
belonged not to its people but to its states. 
 
The nexus of state and power in Africa must be understood on its own terms Turok goes on 
to argue. For example, he posits that: ‘the relation between economic and political power is 
inverted compared to conventional capitalist states. It is not economic power which yields 
political power but political power which provides the basis for the formation of an 
economically powerful class’ (71). Or as Peter Vale (2003: 64) notes when describing the 
apartheid state, it was the coercive apparatus of the state that ordered South and Southern 
Africa, reserving –by force- places of prosperity and privilege for the white (and male): 
 
The practice of discrimination and violence along racial divides was to be seen in many places, but if South Africa’s 
was its perfection, the racial politics in the contest over places once called Rhodesia and South West Africa suggests 
how racial discrimination was regional and how slowly and how violent was its retreat as fears for security – 
personal, national, even international – deepened. 
 
In this light, international actors have the added responsibility to recognise the complexities 
and particularities of the states, and their role in state making. Stateness derives from a 
complex amalgam of internal and external forces (see Shaw and Chazan 1986; McIntosh 
1999). Yet disparate analysts agree that juridical statehood, where international sanction is as, 
if not more, important than domestic legitimacy, is key to understanding the link between 
contemporary forms of African state power and the personal/elite wealth of state actors. It is 
juridical statehood that creates for state elites the environment within which it is relatively 
easy to treat state resources like personal property. 
 The juridical attributes of statehood can only be conferred upon governments by the 
‘international community… [J]uridical statehood is more important than empirical statehood 
in accounting for the persistence of states in Black Africa. International organisations have 
served as ‘post-imperial ordering devices’ for the new African states, in effect freezing them 
in their inherited colonial jurisdictions and blocking any post-independence movements 
towards self-determination (Jackson and Rosberg 1986: 237). 
 Juridical statehood makes for a mere tangential similarity between African and Western 
‘nations,’ as Mamdani and Eyoh (1998: 9) note, respectively: 
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In Africa, more than any part of the world, there is little coincidence between the history of nation formation and 
state formation, between social history and political history…More than the outcomes of internal social histories, 
they reflect the exigencies of external geopolitics…By and large the states in Africa are not nation states. 
 
According to this argument, suppositions that most Africans have come to privilege their 
identities as citizens of national political communities over allegiances to subnational groups 
are unwarranted, or at best, open to debate. 
 Recent studies in South Africa tend to confirm the need for greater attention to this 
point (du Toit 2001; Wilson and Black 2004). These highlight the extent to which individuals 
and communities may not (with good reason) recognise the legitimacy of the state or its elites 
– or, in fact, feel duty bound to submit to their authority (see Crais 2001). 
 Yet, tenuous claims to a governing mandate often translate fairly straightforwardly into 
control over the proceeds from state resources (i.e. oil, diamonds, timber, minerals, land 
and/or expropriation, etc.) and/or international aid and, during the Cold War, international 
patronage flows. Here the resources that flow from international ‘legitimacy’ typically render 
all other sub-groups vulnerable to the wishes of state elites, who control state resources and 
the coercive apparatus. 
 By virtue of its overwhelming resources, the state can be superficial and resilient, 
imposed and unopposed, as Mann (1986: 7) argues: 
 
There is, thus, a simple answer to the question of why the masses do not revolt – a perennial problem for social 
stratification – and it does not concern value consensus, or force, or exchange in the usual sense of those 
conventional sociological explanations. The masses comply because they lack collective organisation to do 
otherwise, because they are embedded within collective and distributive power organisation controlled by others. 
They are organisationally outflanked [emphasis on original]. 
 
Country caveats 
In this light, the propensity of the democracy agenda discourse to lay multiple forms of 
power at the feet of stateness, under the guise of ‘capacity-building’ for developmental states 
is problematic. This holds true even where capacity building is implemented in the context of 
a broader liberal reform agenda, which inevitably will be unevenly manifested. For example, 
a strengthening of the institutions and legitimacy of the electoral system may not necessarily 
be accompanied by gains in access to information, redress of inequities that prevent full 
political participation or freedom from intimidation. At this juncture, many critics have 
argued, lies the new democratically legitimate authoritarianism/low-intensity democracy 
(Gills at al. 1993; Marks 2000). 
 
Botswana 
In Botswana, interviews concerning the nature of projects being implemented revealed that 
the political/institutional focus placed a special emphasis on deepening information 
technology capacity of parliamentarians and developing a system for monitoring and 
evaluating citizen statistics - specifically, the development of a computerised information 
databank. This project is the result of a partnership and consultation between the UNDP, the 
World Bank and the GoB. 
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 Information, however, is not neutral, rather statistics and data matrices: 
 
have the character of maps. That is, they are designed to summarise precisely those aspects of a complex world that 
are of immediate interest to the map-maker…[It is also important to note] the apparent power of maps to transform 
as well as merely to summarise the facts that they portray. This transformative power resides not in the map, of 
course, but rather in the power possessed by those who deploy the perspective of that particular map (Scott 1998: 
87). 
 
In this light, one UNDP Programme Officer noted that it was taboo to talk about either 
human rights or the ‘Basarwa’ (Botswana’s semi-nomadic indigenous people), and that 
‘gender is not taken into account at all’. Similarly a UNECA (UN Economic Commission for 
Africa) survey and report on Governance contained no gender component, while one of the 
academics charged with analysing and synthesising the report felt that while the ‘sin of 
omission’ might impact negatively on women, it was just as likely that if conditions 
improved overall, women would simply benefit by extension. 
 No public, civil society or consultative meetings had taken place, yet the UN was in the 
process of empowering the organisational and administrative capacity of the state to effect 
social engineering with ever more efficiency and on a grander scale. 
 There are, however, caveats to consider: 
 
The discipline of economics achieves its formidable resolving power by transforming what might otherwise be 
considered qualitative matters into quantitative issues with a single metric and, as it were, a bottom line: profit or 
loss. Providing one understands the heroic assumptions required to achieve this precision and the questions that it 
cannot answer, the single metric is an invaluable tool. Problems arise only when it becomes hegemonic (ibid.: 346). 
 
The Botswana polity carries a clear propensity for government hegemony. ‘Civil society’ (in 
terms of the NGOs and Community-Based Organisations) is considered weak, while the 
political elite is strong and entrenched. As one local academic argued: ‘civil society is weak, 
accountability is low, equality is lacking, secrecy is high and formal opposition, at least since 
1999, is non-existent.’ Further, a number of people interviewed from the academic 
community and NGO sector expressed the concern that government lacked direction, yet 
seemed unwilling to consult more broadly with society or to allow criticism to air out the 
‘settled conservatism and complacency’. 36 
 One of Africa’s few shining lights of democracy, Botswana has also been characterised 
as an elite democracy and/or authoritarian liberal regime (Good 1999), which ‘often shows 
tendencies toward an authoritarianism more reminiscent of apartheid engineering than 
openness, accountability and respect for human rights’, argues Larry Swatuk, from the 
University of Botswana (UB). This state, Swatuk argues, is geared towards ‘the continuing 
intersection of interests between large cattle ranchers, mining capital and the State of 
Botswana’ (1999: 7). Similarly, Balefi Tsie notes (1996: 602) ‘[t]he dominance of the BDP 
[ruling party] in post colonial politics is largely the result of an ability to build a political 
alliance consisting of the most powerful members of the capitalist class of cattle 
accumulators (both black and white) which took control of the state at independence…’ 
                                                 
36 Interviews at BACONGO and University of Botswana 2002, 2003. 
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Likewise, Good, Professor of Political Science at UB, argued recently (2002: 18) that 
hierarchies of wealth and status have helped to ‘entrench a culture of passivity and deference 
where the elite refuses to explain and account for its actions…The ‘real losers’ within an 
elite-promoted obscurity and silence are probably the ‘poor and voiceless’’. 
 With respect to ‘crosscutting’ issues to which the UN has made clear commitments, 
similarly, Selolwane (1997: 30) has noted the dialectical relationships between women’s 
limited political power in Botswana and the gendered face of poverty. ‘In the context of the 
postcolonial state, where the state is the chief distributor of economic opportunities and 
development resources, women’s capacity to influence distributional decision-making is 
critical to the enhancement of their development status.’ Yet interviews reveal that the 
UNDP’s current governance and data generating agenda had no gender component, and had 
not been reviewed through gendered lenses. 
 
Namibia 
In Namibia, the process of governance programming was stalled, and few capacity-building 
efforts not covered in previous sections were either planned or on going. Despite having 
produced more documents than any of the other Country Offices visited, the UNDP 
(governance/poverty unit) was in a transition phase, and had no programmes ongoing – 
except a TV debate on ‘Talk to the Nation’ in the planning stage. UNDP Namibia had, 
however, made a clear commitment to ‘moving upstream’. This strategy was described thus: 
‘we fit poverty programmes with gaps the government has pre-identified. We are committed 
to a relationship with government.’ 37 The only project in the recent past was in Ohangwena, 
the poverty stricken and densely populated Swapo electoral stronghold. 
 Recently, the independent newspaper, The Namibian, reported Prime Minister Theo-
Ben Gurirab ‘proposed that the Swapo strongholds of Rundu Rural, Hakahana and 
Ohangwena be split into two to create three more constituencies under the ruling party’. 38 
Similarly, Namibian Scholar Henning Melber (2000: 183) has cautioned against what he 
describes as ‘[a]n increasing tendency towards totalitarian methods of political rule’. ‘Our 
political rulers’, he argued, ‘foster a culture of fear, a culture of silence.’ 
 
Tanzania 
The UNDP governance unit in Tanzania placed its emphasis on strengthening the capacity of 
the National Assembly, ‘staff-reorientation towards multipartyism’ and a pilot de-
centralisation project in four wards – all through existing government channels. It was also, 
reportedly, moving forward on an information database - similar to that underway in 
Botswana, and a pilot project in participatory budgeting in Mwanza (in the west, flanking 
lake Victoria).39 
 Activities were modest when compared to the ‘examples of activities’ cited on the 
‘UNDP-Tanzania’ website, especially with respect to gender mainstreaming, which was, as 

                                                 
37 Interview at UNDP, Windhoek Namibia, 2002.  
38 http://www.namibian.com.na/Focus/Elections/results.html; http://allafrica.com/stories/200211220206.html 
39 Interviews with UNDP in Dar Es Salaam, 2002.  
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elsewhere, not as yet being operationalised. Similarly, efforts to refine government capacity 
were ongoing, while civil society support was, reportedly, ‘in the planning stage’. 
 As in Botswana, a central anchor of the democratic support agenda was the creation and 
segmentation of information whereby complex social structures and conditions could be 
rendered intelligible for government purposes. The process was still in the data collection 
phase in late 2002. Interestingly, interviews at the UNDP revealed that instead of using a 
massive database amassed by the University of Dar Es Salaam think tank REDET (Research 
and Education for Democracy in Tanzania), the UNDP had commissioned a completely new 
data set from the Law Department. 
 In response, one academic interviewed observed that the marginalisation of existing 
data in favour of new data collection projects is a common practice among donors in 
Tanzania. Given the short funding life spans of many projects, however, most never get past 
the data collection phase.40 Nevertheless, the UNDP was directing its resources towards 
(Tanzanian CCF 2001: 8): 
 
A master plan for a holistic and effective poverty monitoring system, including the establishment of a long term 
survey programme, sectoral data collection, Participatory Poverty Assessments (PRAs) and independent studies and 
dissemination plans. 
 
To the former subjects of Ujamaa41, there may be some resonance. For example, Scott (1998: 
224) details how aesthetics, miniaturisation and simplification were the means for 
implementing Nyerere’s great socialist villagisation experiment (1973-1976): 
 
[T]he existing pattern of settlement and social life in Tanzania were illegible and resistant to the narrow purposes of 
the state. Only by radically simplifying the settlement pattern was it possible for the state to efficiently deliver such 
development services as schools, clinics, and clean water. Mere administrative convenience was hardly the only 
objective of state officials…The thinly veiled subtext of villagisation was also to reorganise human communities in 
order to make them better objects of political control and to facilitate the new forms of communal farming favoured 
by state policy. 
 
The UNDP was also undertaking a pilot de-centralisation project that relied on participatory 
rural appraisal methods, but also worked exclusively through government channels and 
official headmen. Gender was not mainstreamed42 into project design, despite UNDP staff 
noting during the interview that women tended to be absent from, or silent within, meetings. 
One observer of the aid community commented that Participatory Research Assessment 
(PRA) invitees were rarely given any preparatory workshops or materials, leaving them 
sceptical and confused about the overall exercise.43 
 Further, the explicit goal was to render information to Tanzanian state officials. In the 
light of other dimensions of state/society relations discussed earlier, James Scott (1990: 2) 

                                                 
40 Interview at the Centre for Foreign Relations, Dar Es Salaam, 2002 
41 Ujamaa was a government-led and enforced ‘villagisation’ programme that sought to carve collectivised farms 
out of the social, political and geographical landscape. 
42 See Erin K. Baines forthcoming for a critique of the discourse of gender mainstreaming 
43 Interview at the Centre for Foreign Relations, Dar Es Salaam, 2002. 
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draws our attention to the existence of ‘public transcripts’ and ‘hidden transcripts. The former 
is ‘a shorthand way of describing the open interaction between subordinates and those who 
dominate’. The latter is the ‘discourse that takes place ‘offstage’, beyond direct observation 
by powerholders’. Given the UN’s unambiguous (and largely uncritical) support for 
government and state structures, PRA researchers are likely to be considered powerholders, 
and thus the information they receive would likely be a public transcript. This could differ 
significantly from what participants might say privately, outside of the view of state agents. 
A recent study (Karashani 2001: 15), for example, noted that political meetings tended to 
embody a range of challenges and threats for women: 
 
When you raise the hand to ask a question, they first ask you for your name and where you live. This means they 
may follow you, and who knows, pick you up from home,’ said Ms Eliza Saini, the [church group] vice secretary. 
And in the rural setting where they might victimise you for what they think you think, her fears are not without 
justification. 
 
In this context, gathering information becomes both highly politicised and highly vulnerable 
to biases and misinformation. 
 Additionally, one interviewee also noted that the concept of ‘decentralisation’ already 
has a long and troubled history in Tanzania, which has gone through a number of de-
centralisation and re-centralisation rounds since independence. As a result of these 
experiments, both the local and centralised governments are linked in the popular imaginary 
with the imposition of illegitimate and often chaotic political interventions, and the creation 
of new strata of unaccountable and often inept political elites. Since independence, for 
example, a number of layers of local government have been created, imposed and 
disbanded.44 
 Overall, UNDP-Tanzania’s focus on government capacity occurs in a context where 
‘undoing the state monopoly in economic and political affairs has been especially difficult’ 
and ‘[a]ssociational life…is quite weak, even by African standards’ (Hyden 1999; 143, 148). 
Corruption and neopatrimonialism are widely acknowledged as well-entrenched, while public 
service operations remain opaque in the hands of ‘corrupt officials [who] are motivated to 
create disorganisation and intransparency’ (Kobb 2000). Yet, these characteristics seem to 
have reinforced rather than called into question the strategy of working though, empowering 
and socialising state officials (Hyden 1999; Kobb 2000), despite Tanzania being rated by 
Transparency International as the seventh most corrupt country, out of 99, in 1999 (Kobb 
2000). 
 
In sum 
This brief sample has sought to illuminate the nexus of UN governance and ‘the state’, 
where, as Good (1999: 62) argues in the case of Botswana, ‘[p]opular non-participation and 
elite predominance persist in close, mutually supportive circularity.’ 

While the countries surveyed all have widely varying democratic ‘deficits’ (UNDP 
2002), the UN model persists in imagining these states as ideal developmental states and not 

                                                 
44 Interview at the Centre for Foreign Relations, Dar es Salaam, 2002. 
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as the political complexes they really are. This facilitates interventions that seek to build 
capacity, but may also have the consequence of merely empowering the state apparatus 
(especially in relation to other social forces) with which elites can entrench their position. 
 
Concluding remarks 
While overall, the democracy agenda discourses are conceptually quite messy, they tend to 
coalesce and become coherent around UN claims to being the arbiter of universal knowledge. 
This is coupled with the clear conviction that this universal knowledge ought to be, first and 
foremost, inserted from the top-down into states. Underlying this state-centrism, however, is 
the assumption that questions dogging the legitimacy of the ruling elite and the architectures 
of power in the post-colonial world are not important enough to warrant questioning the 
conflation of the interests of the state with those of the members of society in any meaningful 
way. Hence, all the rhetoric of participation and consultations found the democracy agenda is 
rendered effectively impotent, robbed of its more radical transformative critique of top-down 
and coercive power more generally. 
 In the preceding sections, we see a failure to substantively engage with the mechanisms 
of powerlessness conditioning the expression of some of the UN model’s most valued 
symbols of democratic governance: spurious claims to universality under gird approaches to 
rights-based rule of law; participatory credentials are claimed by virtue of thin versions of the 
media, civil society and elections; and the state is rendered as an apolitical cipher, thereby 
transformed into the benign developmental state. The only thing that stands in the way of 
development is knowledge and capacity – never politics. The preceding sections also 
highlight that, consequently, at the level of praxis there is a propensity for related support 
programmes to translate into support programmes for authoritarian and elitist regimes or at 
least to fail to redress these tendencies in postcolonial states. 
 Together, the sections presented here speak to a density of evidence coalescing around 
the propensity of the dominant knowledge map of the democracy agenda to instantiate 
institutions and social practices that are unlikely to have direct or causal links to 
empowerment, and conversely may have a propensity to contribute to the political 
powerlessness often identified as the underlying condition of material deprivation (Ferguson 
1994: Parpart 1995; Reason 1994). This Report, then, speaks to the necessity for further 
study comparing architectures of development intervention with local political landscapes. 

Where does this leave the democracy agenda? The answer is well expressed by James 
Ferguson in the epilogue of The Anti-Politics Machine (1994: 279-280): 
 
The question ‘what is to be done about all the poverty, sickness and hunger in the Third World’ immediately 
identifies the undoubtedly worthy goal of alleviating or eliminating poverty and its suffering. A first step, many 
would agree, towards clarifying that goal and the tactics appropriate to achieving it is to reformulate the question 
somewhat more politically: since it is powerlessness that ultimately underlies the surface conditions of poverty, ill-
health, and hunger, the larger goal ought therefore to be empowerment. 
 
Ferguson then goes on to ask, ‘What is to be done?’ to which he replies: ‘it seems clear that 
the most important transformations, the changes that really matter, are not simply 
‘introduced’ by benevolent technocrats,’ (281). Yet to suggest that state elites, multilateral 
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organisations or admitted self-interested bi-lateral organisations such as USAID45 ‘are not 
really the sort of actors that are very likely to advance the empowerment of the exploited 
poor…seems…to imply hopelessness; as if to suggest that the answer to the question ‘what is 
to be done’ is: ‘Nothing’ (285). The absence of substantive alternative thinking that seriously 
considers the propensity for top-down expertise to be part of the problem, rather than the 
solution, helps to render fundamentally different approaches unthinkable. 
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Introduction 
 

Today, our ‘democratic’ totalitarianism is all the more firmly entrenched. It is now 
more necessary than ever that those with free minds rise up against this servile way of 
thinking, against this miserable moralism in the name of which we are obliged to accept 
the prevailing way of the world and its absolute injustice. 
Alain Badiou, 2001: iv 

 
Increasingly in our post-Sept 11th 2001 World, the hegemonic discourse emanating from the 
West as it interpellates the Third World ‘other’, seems to be saying that people should agree 
to Western, state-dominated, (neo) liberal political thought and massive funding for human 
rights-based ‘good governance’ initiatives will be provided. If this ‘other’ does not submit to 
such one-way thinking by having the temerity to be different, the military might of the same 
liberal West could be deployed to physically obliterate difference. This may seem far-
fetched, but what are we to make of the juxtaposition of militaristic thinking in the resolution 
of international differences on the one hand - a militarism which eschews all discussion and 
debate - to the aggressive pursuit of a human rights culture in Africa which purports to 
emphasise such debate on the other? This question is particularly pertinent when both of 
these perspectives emanate from what seem to be the same or similar state or supra-state 
institutions. Under such circumstances, one is entitled to ask whether militaristic and human 
rights/’good governance’ discourses are not complementary discourses, two sides of the same 
liberal coin, rather than simple accidental juxtapositions. After all, the introduction of human 
rights discourse was first aggressively pursued in Africa only after the Western powers had 
retreated from direct colonial domination of the continent, but when they were keen for 
Africa to remain within their sphere of economic and political influence and when military 
might was deployed to ensure that they did so, within the period of the cold war. Today, more 
and more, politics appears as ‘the continuation of war by other means’. We are therefore 
entitled to ask whether economic and political liberalism are not complementary, and 
whether militarism is not a way of ensuring the dominance of both? Doesn’t such militarism 
tend to give rise to nationalist militarist thinking among the dominated, and as a result, aren’t 
the possibilities of genuine democracy (and not just of human rights) developing thereby 
sacrificed all over the globe? After all, militarism whether of the imperialistic or of the 
nationalistic variety, does not and cannot distinguish between state and people so that, in its 
politics, it is contemptuous of human life itself. In order to be on the side of life today, it 
seems that we need to be on the side of human emancipation. The World we live in is 
dominated by systematic anti-democratic thinking. The hegemony of this mode of thought 
and politics must be challenged; liberal ‘democracy’ - which has always been fully entwined 
with imperialism - is not the high point of Western, let alone of human, civilisation, neither is 
it the end of history as some maintain. The supposed upholding of human rights ‘at home’ 
has always been accompanied (some would say necessarily so) by their systematic negation 
‘abroad’; isn’t the imposition of ‘rights’ and ‘freedoms’ through force of arms, not a 
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continuation, in new forms, of an old imperialist, and thus a fundamentally undemocratic, 
project? 
 This Report results from a longstanding dissatisfaction both with existing political 
alternatives in Southern Africa and with the manner in which they are conceived in 
hegemonic liberal discourse as reflected in the writings of journalists and academics in 
particular. The political alternatives of hegemonic neoliberalism typified by South Africa on 
the one hand, and state nationalism as experienced perhaps most evidently in today’s 
Zimbabwe on the other, are state-propagated alternatives. Yet irrespective of the ideology, 
the people of Africa are continuing to endure what seems to be a never-ending crisis of 
oppression manifested in daily violence emanating fundamentally from the state itself. From 
South Africa to Algeria via Congo, from Botswana to Sierra Leone via Kenya, the peoples of 
the continent live and attempt to survive within a culture of violence and intimidation (rather 
than within a culture of serious political debate), a culture which has characterised the 
relations between the state and its people since colonialism and which is seen as natural and 
thus beyond transformation. It is this arbitrary and routine nature of everyday intimidation 
and violence, so typical of state practices towards the people of Africa, which requires 
investigation and understanding, not by analogy with Western or other models, but in terms 
of its own history and process (Mamdani, 1996). 
 Moreover, it is becoming more and more understood among African intellectuals in 
particular, that the underlying causes of the general crisis which the people of Africa have 
had to endure for generations now, are primarily political (including the regular deployment 
of violence) rather than economic or social in nature. More precisely, it seems daily more 
apparent that the main cause of this crisis has been the character of the state itself rather the 
prevalence of ‘bad political leaders’ - the account beloved of journalists and politicians. In 
fact, it is difficult for the ‘bad leader thesis’ to avoid charges of racism (racist essentialism), 
for how is the regular proliferation of such leaders to be accounted for other than in terms of 
an ‘African psyche’, ‘African primitivism’, ‘backwardness’ or ‘tribalism’? In actual fact, 
‘bad leaders’ simply seem to succeed each other with monotonous regularity, thus drawing 
attention to the conditions which produce them. 
 A serious discussion of political crises in Africa can thus only begin with an analysis of 
the state itself, rather than from an account of the psychology of its leadership. After all, it 
should not be forgotten that the African state has been overwhelmingly despotic since its 
formation during the colonial period, as the modern state which developed then was founded 
upon the systematic conquest of supposedly more ‘primitive’ peoples. The experiences of 
slavery and genocide which accompanied the formation of such states are even today still the 
subjects of intense and often acrimonious debate. Clearly, the authoritarian bureaucratic 
character of the modern African state has its roots firmly imbedded in the barbarism of the 
colonial (and apartheid) period. It is this colonial experience which also enables us to speak 
of an African state as a general type, for despite many differences in form, such states have 
been founded on a common colonial inheritance which has stamped contemporary state 
forms with fundamentally similar structural continuities (see eg Mamdani, 1996). From the 
proliferation of petty authoritarianism by state officials in search of a fast buck to the 
genocidal practices of the central state, from the systematic control of women through the 
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unofficial condoning of rape to the conducting of inter-ethnic or inter-state wars, from the 
regular oppression of ethnic minorities (or majorities) and state xenophobia to the plunder of 
treasuries by greedy and corrupt politicians, the African state is at the core of the crisis which 
the continent’s people have had to endure since the historical period when its populations 
were enslaved en masse by merchant capitalists both domestic and foreign bent on ‘primitive 
accumulation’ (Davidson, 1992). It is also at the core of the failure of the statist nation-
building project which dominated the immediate post-colonial ‘developmentalist’ period and 
of the alienation of ethnic and religious political minorities from that project (Olukoshi and 
Laakso, 1996). 
 Since the end of the cold war in particular, issues concerning authoritarianism and 
democracy, rather than those concerning competing economic systems, have become more 
the subjects of debate throughout the world as the focus of theoretical concern has moved 
from structure to agency. Changes at the global level, while de-legitimising the ‘actually-
existing’ socialist alternative economic model to that of dominant capitalism, have provided 
an environment conducive to a critical non-reductionist analysis of politics and the state, not 
least in Africa. Before these developments, the character of the African state had only been 
discussed on the continent itself, and then only within circles on the left of the political 
spectrum. The proliferation of wars (internal and genocidal as well as external), poverty 
cycles, corruption and criminality in ruling circles, and continued underdevelopment in 
Africa, are all well known. Given the centrality of institutionalised power in these processes, 
there is now a large volume of critical literature on the character of the African state, and on 
the relationship between state, development and democracy on the continent in particular1. If 
it is indeed the state in Africa which is at the centre of the crisis of the continent, we cannot 
expect the state itself and its leadership to provide the basis of a solution, as the neoliberal 
thinking underlying the ‘New Partnership for Africa’s Development’ (NEPAD) prescribes 
(see eg. NEPAD: 30-32; Melber et al, 2002). 
 I shall be commenting here on theoretical problems inherent in thinking the neoliberal 
state in an African context and also concerning the relations between this state and what has 
come to be referred to as ‘civil society’. The dominant theme of this Report is that, in an 
African historical context, the liberal conception of politics, which forms the globally 
hegemonic discursive framework within which much of the debate on democratisation 
operates, and which outlines both ‘problems’ and ‘solutions’ for Africa, is authoritarian to the 
core. Moreover, it will be argued that both alternatives proposed by power for Africa, namely 
neoliberalism and state nationalism are founded on liberal precepts and are fundamentally 
authoritarian. An alternative conception of emancipatory democracy has to reject liberal 
thinking on the state and politics and cannot just simply ‘radicalise’ liberalism (as in eg. 
Mouffe, 1992). 
 Central to liberal discourse, has been a conception revolving around the idea that 
politics is reducible to the state or that the state is the sole legitimate domain of politics. For 

                                                 
1 Among the many works published on this subject since the 1990s of particular note are: Davidson (1992); Ake 
(1996); Mamdani (1996, 2001); Chole and Ibrahim (1995); Shivji (1991); Olukoshi (1998). 
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liberalism, ‘political society’ simply is the state2. This idea has permeated so much into 
African political thinking for example, that it has become difficult to conceive of an 
opposition political practice that is not reduced to capturing state posts or the state itself to 
the extent that it seems to be universally assumed that ‘politics is the state and the state is 
politics’ (Wamba-dia-Wamba, 1994: 250). In South Africa in particular, state fetishism is so 
pervasive within the hegemonic political discourse that debate is structured by the apparently 
evident ‘common sense’ notion that the post-apartheid state can ‘deliver’ everything from 
jobs to empowerment, from development to human rights, from peace in Africa to a cure for 
HIV-AIDS. As a result not only is the state deified, but social debate is foreclosed ab initio 
by a state consensus. The consensual discourse of ‘common sense’ then restricts politics to 
certain fields and practices, such as to opinions regarding the practice of ‘delivery’. The idea 
then simply becomes one of assessing policy or capacity, in other words the focus is on 
management rather than on politics. For liberalism therefore, politics becomes largely 
reduced to managerialism and thus loses its specificity so that it cannot be thought as a 
distinct practice. At the same time ‘debate’ is restricted to a plurality of opinions regarding 
effective management or ‘governance’, with the result that there is no real effective pluralism 
incorporating competing conceptions or modes of politics, as alternatives to liberalism are 
excluded from the ‘public sphere’ (Lazarus: 1996; Badiou: 1998a). 
 My main intention here is to establish the highly limited and limiting nature of this 
thinking, especially insofar as the process of democratisation is concerned. It is indeed 
important to stress that if the concern is to conceptualise a genuinely popular form of 
democracy in which popular institutions are sovereign, in which politics is truly 
emancipatory (Balibar, 1997), then an intellectual effort needs to be made to think politics in 
a different manner. In particular, as a first step, this means conceiving of a popular or 
subaltern domain of politics beyond the immediate purview of the state, over which the state 
needs to exercise some form of control and hegemony, but which conversely may also be in a 
position to influence state politics and hold the latter to account.  

I also argue that one of the effects of current neoliberal forms of capital accumulation 
on the continent is to give rise to contradictions between neoliberalism and nationalism. In 
the absence of a process of national development among the people, this contradiction 
militates against the process of state legitimation. Finally, I stress the often colonial character 
of liberal rights discourse as it confronts ‘tradition’ in Africa today. The idea throughout 
these arguments is to contribute to opening up the debate on the widely held belief for a 
necessary democratisation of the state and society in Africa, for the state is not the exclusive 
site of politics and it is clear that it is certainly not the site of an emancipatory politics on the 
continent. 

                                                 
2 Wallerstein (1995) shows that both conservative and socialist strategies in nineteenth century Europe gradually 
came close, from different starting points, ‘to the liberal notion of ongoing, [state-] managed, rational normal 
change’ (p.96). He also notes that between 1848 and 1914, ‘the practitioners of all three ideologies turned from a 
theoretical anti-state position to one of seeking to strengthen and reinforce in practice the state structures in multiple 
ways’. Later, conservatives were transformed into liberal-conservatives, while Leninists were transformed into 
liberal-socialists; he argues that the first break in the liberal consensus at the global level occurred in 1968 (pp 97, 
103).  
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State and civil society 
The central and initial point must be that in attempting to come to an understanding of 
political change in Africa, but not exclusively there, we need to consider the state and society 
in mutual relation. While this point may be considered somewhat obvious, it needs to be 
stressed as it is relatively easy to fall into a position where the state is seen as so powerful 
that it can fashion society to its own conceptions. This is particularly the case with a state 
form such as the colonial state in Africa which has been seen as going so far as to create 
societies (‘tribes’) de novo by inter alia writing up their cultures in systems of ‘customary 
law’ for example. This particular conception, influenced as it is by nationalist concerns, 
constitutes in its extreme form the complete antithesis to a colonial anthropology for which 
African societies were simply given as tribal entities in close proximity to nature, and studied 
in complete abstraction from the effects of colonial state domination. Even though such 
arguments are rarely used today in such crude ways, more sophisticated and subtle forms of 
these arguments still fall short of accurately accounting for political change simply because 
of a failure to systematically encapsulate the relationship between state and society within 
their narratives and to one-sidedly stress the ability of the state to ‘invent’ and enforce social 
relations (see Ranger, 1985, 1993; Vail, 1989). 
 While the state cannot substitute itself for social activities, it should not be assumed a 
priori either that any social institutions can be substituted for the state itself. For example, 
although it seems to have been understood that state authoritarianism in Africa has been 
systematically suppressing and substituting itself for the popular self-activity of social groups 
and individuals, this cannot just be corrected through simply demonising the state and 
proposing that its functions be replaced by equally unaccountable ‘non-governmental 
organisations’ (NGOs) which are regularly taken to be the main components of civil society 
in Africa today (see Beckman, 1992). 
 The one-sidedness of a statist conception is thus not unconnected with its apparent 
mirror image, the tendency to analyse social relations abstracted from state activity. After all, 
a whole academic discipline of Western Sociology has largely been content to study society 
and culture while assuming their ability to reproduce themselves of their own accord, without 
state intervention in society - a position perhaps most clearly expressed in Durkheim’s work 
(at least in its structural-functionalist readings). For such a sociology, political power could 
easily be seen as a feature of society abstracted from institutional control, thus diluting its 
political character. More recent approaches within the discipline, influenced by the culturalist 
writings of Foucault (e.g. 1980), Williams (1980) and Said (1979), under an understandable 
desire to correct overly instrumentalist conceptions of the state, have tended to see power as 
so widespread and pervasive within society that it may seem possible to understand its 
various manifestations in cultural practices and discourse without direct reference to the state, 
which is a sine qua non of the reproduction of culture and power within society. In this 
manner, recent (post-modernist, post-colonial) approaches have often moved far beyond the 
arguments of the founders of culturalism who did not dismiss social relations for a 
deterministic cultural essentialism. 
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 It is indeed important following Foucault, not to see the state as the exclusive agent of 
power, and power as simply prohibitive, two problems which were central to the more vulgar 
versions of the political economy of Africa in its heyday of the 1970s. Yet what may be said 
to have been only a tendency in some of his writings, appears as fashionable in the West 
today in much of postmodernism, namely an ambivalent attitude towards, if not an outright 
dismissal of emancipative democracy as such (see eg Butler, Laclau and Zizek, 2000). After 
all democracy was and still is a (quintessentially) modernist project. In Wallerstein’s (1995: 
77) words, the ‘new language of the sovereignty of the people is one of the great 
achievements of modernity’. While this language has made it possible for us to talk about it, 
the realisation of this sovereignty, of course, still eludes us. While the liberal state was indeed 
a major achievement towards popular emancipation, it simultaneously blocked the process by 
placing itself above and, for many, beyond the reach of the people it purported to represent. 
From a theoretical point of view therefore, the difficulty in providing a coherent 
understanding of the state as the ‘modern regime of power’ (as enabler and prohibitor) as 
well as of the concrete relations between state institutions and the ‘capillary’ character of 
power in society (Foucault, 2000), arguably consists in overcoming the division between 
state and society. In recent literature, this is illustrated by an inability to coherently and 
consistently consider the state and society (and/or social relations and culture) in mutual 
relation3. If indeed state power cannot be reproduced without being sustained by various 
interests and reproduced within various institutions within society itself, then it seems 
impossible to understand this power outside of an understanding of this relation. In order to 
overcome all forms of essentialism, including cultural ones, this understanding would have to 
be founded on both historical and contextual analysis. 
 It is here that the concept of ‘civil society’ becomes useful. ‘Civil society’ as 
understood here refers to society insofar as its political character is concerned, ie. to the 
realm comprising the organisation of groups in society. It is its organisational and 
institutional forms which give that society a ‘civil’ (political) character. Theories of civil 
society have been discussed critically elsewhere (in particular see Gibbon, 1996) so there is 
little need to debate them here, but it is nevertheless important to make one point and that is 
that the use of the term does not imply any agreement with the way it is sometimes used in 
contemporary Africanist political science, as an ‘arena of choice, voluntary action and 
freedom’, and as necessarily liberatory in relation to a supposedly monolithically 
authoritarian and corrupt state. Neither does its use imply that the relations between state and 
civil society are always confrontational. What this does suggest rather, is that there is a 
dimension of society which is ‘civil’ and thus implicated with the state in the reproduction of 
political power. As such, any process of democratisation, a process that would have to 
transform the nature of power in society as well as in the state, along with the relations 
between them, must start from a perspective which sees state and society as fundamentally 
                                                 
3 There is now a large volume of literature critically discussing the post-modernist trends in philosophy and social 
science which are prevalent in the academic disciplines of Cultural Studies. Alternative philosophical conceptions to 
post-modernism which put transformative politics at the centre of their analyses and which are gradually becoming 
more well known are the works of Alain Badiou (e.g. 1988, 1998a, 2001) and those of Lazarus (eg. 1996). These last 
two writers have been particularly influential on the ideas expressed in this Report. 
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interconnected. It is the concept of civil society as Gramsci in particular understood, which 
expresses this interconnectedness. However, it is important to stress that for liberalism, civil 
society is the medium through which society attempts to influence politics within the domain 
of the state and is one of the main indicators of pluralism. Civil society is therefore the 
expression of societal agency within the public sphere; the more extensive this pluralism as 
manifested by the ‘vibrancy’ or ‘diversity’ of civil society, the more extensive supposedly is 
democracy itself. 
 A number of comments on classical conceptions of civil society are worth making at 
this juncture. While the mutual externality of civil society and the state stressed by the 
classics is worth retaining (so long as such externality is viewed as contingent), Hegel’s 
notion in particular that civil society consists of a realm between the family and the state (a 
residual category between state and nature) must be modified in order to recognise the fact 
that families can no longer be conceived as natural domains but only as fundamentally social 
ones. As such, families/households must be conceived very much as a part of civil society, so 
that the private and personal can be conceived of as political, to paraphrase a slogan from the 
seventies. The private individual cannot be abstracted from her social conditions of existence, 
so that a rigid distinction between public and private is untenable. 
 Less obvious perhaps is the view put forward by Marx that civil society is itself the 
outcome of a process of capitalist development, more precisely one whereby the realms of 
politics and society/economy become separated and distinct so that rather than being 
combined as under feudalism (where the feudal lord, for example, is not only economically 
and socially dominant but is also politically so, as exemplified by his role as legislator and 
judge), politics now becomes relegated to the state while society and the economy (civil 
society) are largely de-politicised (see Meiksins-Wood, 1995: ch. 1). In the words of 
Holloway (2002: 32): ‘the separation of the economic and the political (and the constitution 
of the ‘economic’ and the ‘political’ by this separation) is...central to the exercise of 
domination under capitalism’. This separation, of course forms the structural basis for the 
current ‘debate’ between state-led and market-led growth. The state-market dichotomy 
defines this theoretical terrain which is not only that of capitalist social relations, but also that 
of a specific way of thinking about politics and society whereby the two are seen as distinct, 
while politics is reduced to the state and society is reduced to the market. This separateness 
forms the basis of a consistent authoritarianism, as it places politics out of reach of society 
and the economy beyond the reach of politics. Thus, neither can be subjected to popular-
democratic control, and in any case it is only via the medium of politics that society can 
exercise control over the economy. An emancipatory democracy and a democratic social 
contract can arguably only be realised if society acquires the means of making politics its 
own (including exercising control over the state) as a prelude to the creation of a social-
economy. 
 While we now know that both society as well as the state are sources of power and that 
the latter cannot be exercised without the former and vice-versa (Foucault, 1980), this power 
only becomes a question or issue of politics when the state is involved in one form or 
another. Therefore, while power is omnipresent in society, civil society can be ‘apolitical’, 
‘apathetic’ or ‘unconcerned’ with politics. Two consequences follow. First, politics (and one 
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could add science) is thus exclusively relegated to the state, but in such cases the state itself 
tends to be, according to Marx, bureaucratic and authoritarian. The apparent ‘externality’ of 
the state from society thus masks its underlying links with society and the potentially political 
nature of the latter. As a result the state may also appear as a ‘neutral’ body ‘above’ society 
while at the same time, the unequal and oppressive character of society is reproduced by the 
state. Therefore authoritarianism and the absence of politics in civil society may coexist more 
or less happily with a ‘developed’ civil society and a seemingly universalistic or ‘neutral’ 
state existing above the conflicts between the particularisms of society; state authoritarianism 
also coexists and may be dependent upon as well as reinforce authoritarianism within society 
and culture. Democratisation cannot therefore be reduced to any ‘deepening’ or ‘vibrancy’ 
process in civil society as contemporary Africanist social science maintains (Gibbon, 
op.cit.).4 Rather in part, ‘it consists in converting the state from an organ superimposed upon 
society into one completely subordinate to it’ (Marx, 1875: 326). 
 Second, politics can only become democratised if as a necessary prerequisite, civil 
society becomes politicised. The basis for a democratic politics must be the recovery of 
politics within civil society, in other words the creation of a fully politicised citizenry, a 
process which presupposes pluralism but is not reducible to it. But such politicisation cannot 
be a sufficient condition for a democratic politics. After all, the state can itself politicise civil 
society ‘from above’. For Marx, as Gibbon (1996) has shown, the politicisation of civil 
society should be supplemented both by the transformation of private property rights and by 
the democratisation of the state, in order for a democratic transformation of politics to be 
successful. To conceive of a democratic society, a fully active citizenship needs to be 
combined with a democratisation of the state and its apparatuses: the two are inseparable 
conceptually and politically. 
 
Liberalism and human rights discourse 
Insofar as the contemporary liberal notion of civil society in particular is concerned, it is 
worth noting that it amounts to a formal conception from the point of view of the state. What 
I mean is that here, civil society is only said to exist when it is granted formal recognition by 
the state. For liberalism, a civil society of secret societies and illegal organisations cannot be 
conceived and civil societies are said to be incompatible with authoritarian states. In Europe, 
trade unions and other popular organisations for example were only conceived as belonging 
to civil society when they were legalised and when the state accepted the need for their 
existence. For this conception, and particularly in its American version, civil society is 

                                                 
4 The approach in this Report must be fundamentally distinguished from those, popular in Africanist Studies in the 
West today which consist in searching for an essence of Africa which is then said to be the ultimate cause of all the 
features of the African state and society. Such ultimate explanations have recently included factors such as 
‘neopatrimonialism’, ‘tribalism’, ‘belly politics’, an ‘economy of affection’ or the ‘absence of civic virtue’ as 
essences of ‘THE African malaise’. The problem here is not only an evident ‘afro-pessimism’ but more importantly 
an essentialism which conforms in most respects with the theorisations of the colonial period in terms of 
‘primitivism’, ‘backwardness’, ‘atavism’ or whatever. An always contestable aspect of reality which itself needs to 
be accounted for is taken as given and transformed into an ultimate explanation; such essentialist accounts tend to 
lead to arguments which are fundamentally racist in orientation. 
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formally circumscribed by the state which also legitimises its existence, hence the fact that it 
is often equated with ‘interest groups’. In this case, civil society can be said to be part of the 
state domain of politics, because its existence is premised on its legitimacy in the eyes of the 
state. It is to emphasise this point, and also to stress its class-ideological character that 
Gramsci referred to it as bourgeois civil society - in other words a civil society well 
ensconced within a (bourgeois) state domain of politics and political consciousness (Gibbon, 
op.cit.). 
 However for a democratic emancipatory project, the state should not be allowed to 
dictate whether popular organisations are legitimate or not, and neither can intellectual 
inquiry allow itself to narrow the concept to adhere to state prescriptions; only society itself 
should be entitled to bestow such legitimacy. In this sense South Africa for example, can be 
said to have had an extremely powerful and ‘vibrant’, as well as politicised, set of popular 
organisations in the 1980s but these never formed a ‘civil society’, and were not described as 
such at the time because of their quasi-illegal nature and their illegitimacy in the eyes of the 
state. In fact, it was precisely the political distance of these organisations from the state, the 
fact that they had exited the state domain of politics and operated beyond the (obviously 
restricted) civil society of the time, which accounts for the ‘vibrancy’ of such popular 
organisations in the South African townships of the 1980s (Neocosmos, 1998, 1999). 
Conversely, it can also be pointed out that the contemporary liberal conception of civil 
society, also implies recognition by civil society organisations of the legitimacy of the state. 
This view cannot include explicitly revolutionary organisations within civil society. For such 
a viewpoint therefore, these same opposition organisations in South Africa in the 1980s 
(UDF, Civics, Youth and Women’s organisations etc), which were fighting the apartheid 
state as such and which were thereby constantly testing the limits of legality (their activities 
were often wholly illegal), could not be rigorously said to form a ‘civil society’. Indeed they 
only became described in such terms in the 1990s, when the state had no option but to 
recognise their legitimacy in the eyes of the people. 
 For liberalism therefore civil society exists solely under conditions of mutual 
recognition between it and the state, only under liberal democracy. It is this mutual 
recognition which defines the parameters of the state consensus and is itself the result of 
struggle. A state ‘national’ consensus is structured within a state domain of politics 
comprising the political relations between the state and its institutions on the one hand, and 
‘official’ or ‘formal’ civil society on the other. Other forms of politics by unrecognised 
organisations can be seen as beyond the consensus and can thus be de-legitimised in state 
discourse. These organisations and politics therefore would exist outside or beyond the limits 
(at best at the margins) of civil society. Because of such partiality therefore, ‘civil society’ 
cannot be conflated with ‘organised society’ as the term necessarily implies some form of 
exclusion. The distinction between liberal democracy and say colonial/apartheid forms of 
authoritarianism can be said to concern the extent and forms taken by such exclusion inter 
alia. 
 Simultaneously this mutual recognition is given substance by ‘rights’ which are 
visualised as formal and universal (ie. ahistorical and acontextual), and therefore not subject 
to debate or contestation because of the fact that they are deemed to be scientifically, 
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technically or naturally derived. These rights, even though fought for and achieved through 
popular struggles throughout society, are supposed to be ‘guaranteed’ by the state. They are 
taken out of popular control and placed in a juridical realm, where their fundamentally 
political character is removed from sight so that they become the subject of technical 
resolution by the judicial system. Human rights, therefore do not only depend on a dubious 
Western philosophical humanism for their conception5; they represent the de-politicisation 
and technicisation of popular victories under the control of the state. The people are forced, if 
they wish to have their rights addressed and defended, to do so primarily within the confines 
of, or in relation to the state realm of the juridical. Thus, even though ‘rights discourses can 
both facilitate transformative processes and insulate and legitimise power’ (Krenshaw, 2000: 
63), the politics of human rights is, at best, a state-focussed politics and is predominantly 
reduced to a technicised politics, which is limited to a demand for inclusion into an existing 
state domain. Thus a struggle for rights, if successful, can end up producing the outcome of a 
fundamentally de-politicised politics. Technique and science (the bearers of which are 
experts and state expertise) are thus unavoidably abstracted by the state from the socio-
political context and conditions which alone give them meaning, and thus acquire a life of 
their own, independent of that context and those conditions. To be accessed by ordinary 
people and democratised, they need to be re-politicised and their technical quality shown to 
be, at best, only partly independent of socio-political content (Foucault, 2000; Canguilhem, 
1991). 
 It has been rightly mentioned on many occasions - this was the essence of the Marxist 
critique of ‘bourgeois rights’ - that the poor and oppressed were systematically excluded 
from exercising their rights because of unaffordability, lack of knowledge and access to all 
the resources which (bourgeois) state power monopolises and which are necessary for the 
realisation of rights. Equality of rights it was stressed, was simply impossible in an unequal 
society. Therefore the supposed universality of rights was fallacious as the ‘human’ in human 
rights (as indeed the idea of ‘Man’ as a transcendental human subject) was in fact, the 
Western, white, bourgeois male. But what was not always added by the critics was that this 
point implied that, generally speaking, the majority would tend to be excluded from formally 
legitimated politics under liberal democracy6. If rights discourse contributes to the 
maintenance of privilege for the privileged and to the exclusion of the oppressed majority 
from state politics, it also has the effect of absolving the latter from the responsibility of 
engaging in political activity themselves. This is because it is maintained that some external 
body such as the judiciary (or the criminal justice system as a whole), the health system, an 

                                                 
5 For a brilliant critique of human rights and the conception of ethics which underpins them see Badiou (2001). 
6 The reasons for this ‘oversight’ were both theoretical and political, as inclusion of the working class into politics 
and civil society was generally equated with the attainment of legal status by communist parties - politics tended to 
be equated with state politics, and institution substituted for class. Such legalisation, of course, went along with the 
acceptance of the ‘rules of the liberal game’ by such parties, from which it was only a short step to turning fully into 
state institutions. It is in this sense of an absence of working class political representation that one must understand 
Marx’s reference to the working-class as ‘a class in civil society that is not a class of civil society’ (Marx 1844: 127). 
As is well known, the main working-class struggles in the 19th century Europe were concerned with the 
establishment of independent working-class forms of representation in politics. 
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NGO, political party or whatever - in other words a state institution - will resolve the political 
issue at stake on their behalf. As, for example, the judiciary will only deal with individualised 
subjects and not with the historical context of social structures, issues concerning power 
relations are rarely raised. The whole system, both materially and culturally has the effect of 
excluding the majority from official state politics on the one hand, while making it difficult if 
not impossible for them to mobilise politically on the other. It amounts to a permanent system 
of political de-mobilisation and dis-empowerment - a process of fundamental de-
politicisation of the majority. It leads to the complete antithesis of an active citizenship which 
is the necessary basis of democracy and gives a whole new meaning to the expression: ‘the 
rule of law’. Citizenship is simply reduced to the possession of state documents which entitle 
the majority to engage in politics at most once every five years or so. Non-citizens, despite 
the setting up of international courts, are regularly excluded from rights which can only be 
claimed through one’s ‘own’ state. Thus, despite the liberal view that it is universal human 
subjects who are the bearers of rights, these can only be accessed by ‘citizens’ of a state, as it 
is the latter which bestows that status upon them. Of course, the apparent benefits of 
citizenship, as feminist scholars in particular have noted, are differentially distributed, as the 
powerless are less able to secure them (eg. Yuval-Davis and Werbner, 1999; Hassim, 1999; 
Lewis, 1999). 
 The effects of political dis-empowerment must not be understood as restricted 
exclusively to civil life, as they permeate deeply into the constitutive social relations of the 
fabric of society itself, as the authoritarianism of social structure replicates and makes 
possible the authoritarianism of state power (Foucault, 2000). This is particularly obvious in 
conditions of post-coloniality in Africa, conditioned as these societies are by the authoritarian 
legacy of colonialism and apartheid. It is quite unsurprising then that personal responsibility 
based on power, and control over education, housing, work let alone over desire, sexuality, 
knowledge as well as self inter alia, is quite simply lacking. Neoliberalism which provides 
the socio-political passivity of empty choices without power, and abysmally fails to even 
consider the conditions and capacity for its own induced (or ‘interpellated’, Althusser, 1971) 
subjects to make responsible subjective decisions, is itself the ultimate ideological source of 
child-like powerlessness. The simple fact that state (or other) power is expected to decide on 
one’s behalf, and that this is systematically internalised in the process of identity formation, 
is arguably what lies at the root of issues of powerlessness as disparate as those of HIV-
AIDS, the alienation of youth from society, the absence of people-centred development and 
poverty. Conversely and happily for the state, the ‘common sense’ apparent ‘obviousness’ of 
the immutable absence of power to make such decisions, means that an even weaker ‘other’ 
can always be found to provide a simple and obvious answer to one’s powerlessness in those 
cases where the intervention of power in whatever form (state institutions, market, NGOs, 
family, etc) fails to live up to expectations which it has itself cultivated. Xenophobic 
violence, violence against women, children, babies, the elderly and so on (the weakest sectors 
of society), as has been noted on innumerable occasions, is closely linked to powerlessness. 
Paradoxically then, a rights discourse purportedly concerned with providing the enabling 
environment for freedom, within the context of liberalism in a post-colonial society, 
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fundamentally and systematically enables its opposite - political and social dis-empowerment 
- through the hegemony of a state-centred consciousness. 
 Under such conditions then, official civil society tends to become part of the state, or 
rather more precisely, of the state domain of politics, and it usually appears to be ‘apolitical’ 
in character. Under such conditions, interest groups if they are to be recognised and allowed 
to operate legitimately, are more and more forced by state logic (parliamentary or rights 
‘logic’) to lobby for favours and for ‘their share of the cake’, which they claim is not large 
enough7. They are less and less able to demand genuine rights and social entitlements (other 
than on strictly individualistic terms as humanity is equated with individuals), as the state can 
regularly (and often systematically) circumvent the latter because of its power even in the 
most liberal democracies. In other words, the basic authoritarian nature of the state (liberal or 
otherwise) tends to be not fundamentally questioned by them as, through ‘engagement’ with 
its politico-managerial logic and subjectivity, they are driven to demand access to its 
resources and its favours and to ensure that it ‘delivers’. The claims made by such particular 
interests are fundamentally claims of integration into state politics and the existing socio-
political order; but the existing order in Africa is so obviously oppressive of the majority that 
such claims cannot, of themselves, be emancipatory. 
 In addition, under these conditions, frankly political questions regarding the social 
entitlements and needs of various groups which may touch on the transformation of this 
order, become subsumed and hidden under issues of technical expertise, claims for greater 
access to state resources, and the deployment of state largesse within a discourse of state 
‘delivery’. In neoliberal thinking in Africa, even power is to be apparently ‘delivered’ 
through so-called ‘empowerment’ projects funded by (Western or state) donors and enacted 
by NGOs, in which people are taught about rights they can rarely access and which therefore 
remain meaningless to them. Concurrently the extent of democracy in Africa is to be 
‘measured’ by statisticians and thus both evaluated in relation to a universalised Western 
ideal and further technicised; of course aid will then be made conditional on the scoring of a 
number of points on a scale of ‘good governance’ (eg. see Kaufmann and Kraay, 2002). The 
employment possibilities for professionals and the power structures thus engendered in the 
new careers of social entrepreneurship are immeasurably expanded, while democracy is 
simultaneously emptied of any remnants of popular content. 
 In most cases in Africa, the problem of authoritarianism, irrespective of the number of 
political parties, interest groups or NGOs in existence, revolves around the absence of such 
historical and concrete entitlements (both individual and collective) and is linked to the 
absence of an active citizenship which corresponds to this state of affairs. The liberal view 
must therefore be jettisoned in favour of a different conception, which goes beyond the 
hegemonic notion of a civil society exclusively composed of politically neutral ‘interest 
groups’ within a unique state-dominated political domain or public sphere - a liberal view 
which amounts to one-way thinking on politics (la pensée / la politique unique as the 

                                                 
7 Badiou (2001:99) comments that the ‘theme of disappointment’ which regularly arises after left-wing parties come 
to power is not because people change their minds, is not a matter of corruption but ‘because parliamentary 
subjectivity compels it’.  
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Francophones put it). Any move forward towards emancipatory democracy in political 
activity requires a rejection of the limits of (neo) liberalism in thought. 
 If civil society and the state can only be understood in relation to each other and affect 
each other, then at least three points follow: First the relationship between state and civil 
society changes overtime, it is flexible and its consequences indeterminate. It follows in 
particular that it is not evident a-priori how the boundary between the two is constituted and 
which institutions form part of the state and which part of civil society. For example whether 
churches, the academy or the media form part of the one or the other cannot be decided a-
priori by definition, but only conjuncturally. Second, it is apparent that the character of civil 
society is fundamentally affected by the form of state rule and can only be understood with 
reference to it. Clearly, if state rule is liberal-democratic in form, we would expect a different 
form of civil society from that under a colonial state. We cannot expect the latter to possess a 
legally recognised plurality of organisations among the colonised population (although some 
did exist). Moreover, social movements emanating from civil society will be fundamentally 
affected by the relation between civil society and the state as will be the development of 
political identities more broadly. In addition, if the state affects civil society to various 
degrees and in various ways, then civil society also affects the state in different ways. It was 
in expressing this direction of the relationship that classical Marxism encountered major 
problems as we shall see. Third, a principle of legitimation of state rule expresses a particular 
relation between state and civil society, as does for that matter the deployment of violence 
and coercion as forms of maintaining state power. The equivalence of the state with the 
nation, a process of development as a state project, and national elections are all three 
examples of different principles of legitimation of the state by society, which have been 
deployed separately or concurrently by the post-colonial state in Africa. Finally, it must be 
stressed that all forms of civil society however pluralistic, limit the expression of popular 
politics and through their relations with the state, including their acceptance of a state 
consensus, exclude a number of popular organisations and/or limit the expression of popular 
voices and alternative modes of politics. There is always an exclusionary side to liberal-
democratic pluralism. 
 
Domains and forms of politics 
For classical Marxism the links between civil society and state were expressed in terms of 
class. It was classes, social categories of society, which held power and thus controlled the 
state. As is reasonably well known, Marx used the concept of class in at least three different 
senses: first to refer to structural categories or ‘places’ within the antagonistic relations of 
production of capitalism, such as in the use of the terms ‘capital’, ‘wage labour’ and ‘landed 
property’, for example, not forgetting the various component parts (‘fractions’ in Poulantzas’ 
terminology) of capital (merchant, industrial, bank, etc); second, to refer to the sociological 
groupings of capitalists, workers, peasants and so on, which constitute aggregates of persons 
filling the above ‘places’; third, as historico-political actors or agents, for example the 
bourgeoisie, petty-bourgeoisie and proletariat in his historico-political analyses of France and 
Germany in the 1840s and 1870s. 
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 While much debate took place within Western Marxism surrounding a notion of 
structural determination of classes as economic agents, the main problem concerned the 
relationship between the second and third conceptions. The problem of the dominant 
reductionist or essentialist conception (‘classism’) of the relationship between classes as 
socio-economic groupings and classes as political actors, remained largely unresolved in 
recent analyses (Hegelian essentialist, class ‘in itself’/’for itself’ formulations, the party as 
bearer of a ‘working class consciousness’, and so on). This essentialism often lent to 
Marxism a millenarian character and made it difficult to think politics in its own terms, in a 
non-reductionist manner (see Balibar, 1991). In addition, the exclusive emphasis on the class 
character of the state remained insufficient for an appreciation of the complex nature of the 
latter, as it regularly embodied apparently non-class interests, while at the same time, the 
contradictions within it seemed irreducible to class contradictions. The problem therefore was 
not so much with the Marxist political-economic analyses which were regularly much more 
sophisticated than any alternative, but rather a reductionist theory of the state, politics and 
culture from which Marxism found it impossible to fully detach itself despite the valiant 
efforts of many committed theorists such as Nicos Poulantzas for example. Badiou 
(2001:105-6) puts the issue in this way: 
 
The position of politics relative to the economy must be rethought, in a dimension that isn’t really transitive. We 
don’t simply fall, by successive representations, from the economy into politics. What kind of politics is really 
heterogeneous to what capital demands? - that is today’s question. 
 
The theoretical problem of class reductionism is not unique to Marxism and in any case, 
liberalism itself is crudely reductionist in that it sees ‘market freedom’ as a necessary 
prerequisite for democracy. Nor for that matter is this problem unique to class, as presumably 
any social grouping (ethnic, regional, gender, age-based etc) due to its collective involvement 
in politics or the state, could possess a collective political consciousness in given 
circumstances, so that the question of the relationship between its socio-economic attributes 
and the latter would have to be posed. The issue is one which can only be answered by a 
general theory in reductionist terms if we assume that classes are given in civil society as 
fully-fledged socio-economic entities with clear cut political interests. There seems little 
benefit therefore in appealing to the supposed essence of a social grouping in order to 
account for ‘its’ politics, as such a procedure is fundamentally essentialist (‘classist’ in this 
case). A class politics can only be comprehended in terms of the social relations and culture 
within which it is embedded. On the other hand, from a post-modernist perspective which 
simply adds race, gender and so on to class, there is no longer any possibility of thinking a 
politics of emancipatory transformation. Rather, Left politics becomes simply about the 
incorporation of particular claims (of women, minorities, environmentalists, etc, ie ‘new 
social movements’) into the existing order, a politics consistent with the problematic of 
liberalism8. At best, this consists of an apparent ‘radicalising’ of liberalism according to 

                                                 
8 I do not wish to be interpreted as saying that gender, ethnic, racial, etc struggles are unimportant for politics, only 
that in themselves they usually amount to claims for inclusion and are hence not transformative of the relationship 
between the state and society and thus not in themselves emancipatory. What could make them possess a 
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writers such as Mouffe (1992) and Laclau (1996) (see: Badiou, 2001: 109; Zizek, 2000: 97). 
At worst, postmodernist arguments systematically depoliticise politics, or as Zizek puts it: 
 
Since the horizon of social imagination no longer allows us to entertain the idea of the eventual demise of 
capitalism...critical energy has found a substitute outlet in fighting for cultural differences which leave the basic 
homogeneity of the capitalist world-system intact....In the predominant form of postmodern ‘cultural criticism’, the 
very mention of capitalism as a world system tends to give rise to accusations of ‘essentialism’, ‘fundamentalism’, 
and so on. The price for this depoliticisation of the economy is that the domain of politics itself is in a way 
depoliticised: political struggle proper is transformed into the cultural struggle for the recognition of marginal 
identities and tolerance of differences (Zizek, 1999: 218)9. 
 
While liberalism generally tends to depoliticise politics, in an African context there is more 
to the question than this, as here it is autonomous political identities, including class ones, 
which seem to have taken precedence over socio-economic identities during the process of 
class formation and economic development itself. This has been the case particularly insofar 
as the ruling classes or elites have been concerned. In Africa, it is also the development of 
political identities not reducible to market-based identities which have become more apparent 
in the opposition and resistance to state authoritarianism. Even in those cases where 
economic issues have played an important role in the formation of political identities (eg. 
impoverishment, economic marginalisation, informalisation), it is the former which have 
constituted the central aspect of the relations between various social groupings and the state. 
Moreover, the state itself possesses features (authoritarian, bureaucratic, managerial, etc) 
which are not reducible to class characteristics. In fact it is arguably the authoritarian nature 
of such state practices which has exercised a determining effect on the political character of 
the ruling class or elite, rather than the other way around as has regularly been assumed. This 
is because such a class or elite constitutes itself as a political unity through its melding with 
the state power, as I have argued elsewhere in the case of post-apartheid South Africa 
(Neocosmos, 1999). 
 On the other hand, the economic and social attributes of such a politically dominant 
class can be determined from within civil society, although in Africa, as is well known, the 
tendency has been for the state to have a dominant role to play in elite accumulation. 
However, it must be emphasised that it is state authoritarianism and the unaccountability of 
its institutions and practices which have historically enabled predatory accumulation and 
socio-economic class formation among members of the state personnel; in other words it is 
state practices, rather than class ones in the strict sense, which have been determinant in the 
process of ruling class formation. When it comes to the political as well as socio-economic 
characteristics of the popular or subaltern classes and groups, these have invariably been 

                                                                                                                               
transformative character is the manner in which they are conducted, ie. the mode of politics within which they exist. 
This potentially transformative mode of politics is not present in these struggles automatically. Considerations of 
space preclude a discussion of this important point here. 
9 This should not be read as implying agreement with Zizek’s perspective on politics, especially with what he terms 
himself his ‘Linksfaschismus’ (left fascism); the message should not be confused with the messenger. It seems to me 
that Zizek is correct to maintain that’ Laclau and Mouffe’s ‘radical democracy’ comes all to close to merely 
‘radicalising’ this liberal democratic imaginary, while remaining within its horizon’ (Butler et al., 2000: 326, 325). 
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constituted from within society and as such, their political practices have tended to be much 
more contradictory. The depoliticisation of the economy in Africa has largely been difficult 
to achieve because whatever the socio-economic class position in question, politics has 
evidently directly coloured the accumulation process. 
 It follows from this argument, that rather than simply reducing political forms, 
consciousness, identity and practice to the economic characteristics of various classes and 
groups in civil society, it is preferable to demarcate different arenas of political activity 
distinguished in terms of their relation to the state. This can be done by stressing a distinction 
between different forms and domains of politics characteristic of the state and of the 
elite/ruling class who are associated with it on the one hand (elite politics, state politics, 
dominant/hegemonic politics, etc), and those domains and forms of politics practised by 
those excluded from and oppressed/coerced by it on the other (popular politics, subaltern 
politics etc). This distinction must be undertaken on the basis of the social relations, cultural 
practices and discourses within which each exists10. This is the view taken for example by 
Partha Chatterjee and his colleagues in India who have analysed the relations between state 
politics and subaltern politics, and it is the view taken here (Guha, 1982; Chatterjee and 
Pandey, 1992). Chatterjee (1993:12) notes for example that, in the case of India, ‘each 
domain [of politics] has not only acted in opposition to and as a limit upon the other but, 
through this process of struggle, has also shaped the emergent form of the other’. He 
continues: 
 
Thus the presence of populist or communitarian elements in the liberal constitutional order of the postcolonial state 
ought not to be read as a sign of the inauthenticity or disingenuousness of elite politics; it is rather a recognition in 
the elite domain of the very real presence of an arena of subaltern politics over which it must dominate and yet which 
also had to be negotiated on its own terms for the purposes of producing consent. On the other hand, the domain of 
subaltern politics has increasingly become familiar with, and even adapted itself to, the institutional forms 
characteristic of the elite domain (ibid.: 12-13). 
 
He argues that in addition to ‘identifying the two domains in their separateness’, scholarship 
must also trace ‘in their mutually conditioned historicities’, the specific forms of the 
dominant hegemonic domain and the ‘numerous fragmented resistances to that normalising 
project’ (loc.cit.). Elsewhere (Neocosmos, 1999) I have argued that different forms of politics 
characterised the party of state nationalism in South Africa in the 1990s from those which 
were apparent in the popular nationalist movement of the 1980s. The latter included elements 
of, but were not reducible to, a democratic-emancipatory mode of politics. Although, both in 
the 1980s and in the 1990s, popular organisations of civil society can be said to have entered 
political society, in the first period they did so within a subaltern domain of politics, while in 
the second they became part and parcel of the state domain of politics. It was this latter 
process which required a systematic political ‘demobilisation’, as entry into the state domain 
of politics, or into what Gramsci termed ‘bourgeois civil society’ (see Gibbon, op.cit.), 

                                                 
10 The concept of ‘state domain’ of politics seems eminently preferable to Habermas’ (1991) concept of ‘public 
sphere’ as it is less tainted by liberalism and less Eurocentric in its assumptions; in fact, the ‘public sphere’ 
corresponds exclusively to the state domain of politics and thus excludes subaltern politics.  
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generally presupposes the absence (if not the fundamental defeat) of both popular activism 
and of the cultural attributes which accompany it. Thus, while the ‘domains’ of politics refer 
to the different arenas in which politics takes place, ‘forms’ or ‘modes’ of politics refer to 
different political practices. The central points are that the state along with its officially 
sanctioned ‘civil society’ (together forming the ‘public sphere’) does not constitute the 
exclusive domain of politics, and that state forms of politics are not necessarily the only ones 
in existence. 
 In general, it can be argued that the fundamental reason for the difference between the 
politics of the hegemonic groups and those of the subaltern groups in society is related to the 
role which the state itself plays in each. In particular, the ruling classes and groups establish 
their hegemony through the state and hence through one form or other of authoritarian, 
bureaucratic or administrative political practice. These various forms of politics are by their 
very nature state-founded politics, if not wholly étatiste in nature. Such a politics always 
restricts democracy in one way or another and to some degree or other. These kinds of 
politics may differ along a continuum between say liberal democracy and militarism, but they 
always exhibit elements of a bureaucratic or authoritarian practice, simply by virtue of the 
fact that they are founded on the modern regime of power. The managerialist politics which 
have become hegemonic in the public spheres of today’s liberal democracies, as well as in 
multinational organisations such as the United Nations and so on, are evident examples of 
this. The militaristic politics currently dominant in several African states such as Congo-
Zaire, Rwanda, Eritrea, Angola inter alia, constitute an extreme form of statism or elite 
politics in which minimal or no concessions are made to democratic practices, while liberal 
democracy is more clearly able to make such concessions. It can be argued that the latter 
usually results from pressures from subaltern groups and subaltern politics and is usually a 
means to coopt or deflect these simply in order to produce consent (Rueschemeyer, Stevens 
and Stevens, 1992). In Good’s words ‘liberal or representative democracy is a phenomenon 
of this century which expresses not the fulfilment of democratic aspirations but their 
deflection, containment, and limitation’ (Good, 1997: 253). It often suggests a ruling class or 
elite which is secure and confident in its ability and in its right to rule (purportedly natural 
like all rights including the managers’ ‘right to manage’). 
 The hegemonic project of the ruling classes or groups therefore is founded on a politics 
which is structurally and fundamentally undemocratic (irrespective of the complex 
contradictions between various interests or positions within the state apparatuses), as it has to 
manage state rule bureaucratically. Its undemocratic nature may be more or less tempered 
and restricted by popular pressures and especially democratic prescriptions emanating from 
within society. These subaltern forms of politics emanating from within society are clearly 
contradictory, including as they do both authoritarian as well as democratic forms of politics 
and may be expressed in completely different representational forms from those associated 
with the modern state (eg. religious, ‘traditional’, literary, theatrical, etc), but they may 
possibly form a distinct domain of a counter-hegemonic project (Chatterjee, 1993). If it is to 
be more than a state-centred project, this has to be founded on a popular-democratic politics 
and thus on a project for the democratisation of the state itself. Indeed it is an argument of 
this Report, that popular-democratic or consistently democratic politics are the kind of 
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politics which are by their very nature emancipatory and which are of greatest interest to the 
majority of the people of Africa - the poor and the oppressed. The possibility for the 
development of emancipatory-democratic politics therefore will tend to be found primarily 
within the popular domain of politics as, despite the contradictions within it, the domain of 
state politics is founded on administrative, managerial and bureaucratic concerns, the nature 
of which is anything but democratic. How state politics ended up being so dominant in Africa 
(étatisme) is fundamentally connected to the nature of the state and to the historically 
developed relations between state and civil society there. Space precludes a detailed 
discussion here, but I shall nevertheless concentrate on one point, the issue of legitimacy in 
Southern Africa today. 
 
Neoliberalism and state nationalism:  
The legitimation problem 
The issue of the legitimation of state rule and politics is central to any discussion of 
democracy or the lack of it in Africa today. I have argued that state formation takes place 
through the process of delimiting a state domain of politics (political society) in which the 
state determines who are its genuine interlocutors and who are not. It is thus within this 
‘public sphere’ that attempts are made to define the parameters of the discourse within which 
the legitimacy of the state can be secured. Thus, despite the fact that the state attempts to 
secure its legitimacy in relation to society as a whole, ‘official discourse’ within this sphere 
lays down the limits of inclusion and exclusion in public debate and thus defines the 
discursive terrain within which legitimacy is achieved. Discourses or practices which may be 
seen by the state (accurately or not) to threaten its legitimacy are excluded from the state 
domain of politics and are de-legitimised in the eyes of the state - popular politics are here 
more evidently subjected to the deployment of state coercion. These discourses and practices 
may however be legitimate in the eyes of society, or very significant sections thereof. There 
may therefore be an ongoing struggle over establishing the legitimacy of different forms of 
politics in the eyes of the state and that of the people. It is in this way that a ruling class 
attempts to establish its hegemony. The process is both ideological and political. 
 In South Africa the post-apartheid state attempts to secure its legitimacy around a state-
defined consensus centring on liberalism (including human rights discourse, corporatism, 
statism and predominance), in conjunction with a nationalist discourse (overcoming the 
poverty among the previously disadvantaged racial groups, equalising access to economic 
resources between races, economic leadership in Africa etc) (Neocosmos: 2002: 25-33). Two 
broad sets of contradictions have emerged from this process. The first is an attribute of 
liberalism in general, the second is a characteristic of liberalism in an African historical 
setting. 
 In South Africa as noted, a rights discourse has developed as part of a liberal 
relationship between state and people; concurrently, a neoliberal economic discourse has 
presented the solution to poverty as a particular kind of technical intervention by both capital 
and the state. The former discourse relegates questions of political entitlements to the 
juridical sphere of the state where claims to rights can be settled by an apparently impartial 
and technical juridical system; the latter relegates other political entitlements to an economic 
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or managerial field where they are exclusively reduced to objects of state policy devised by 
again apparently impartial experts. In either case, these issues are removed from an arena or 
domain of legitimate independent political intervention (and often even contestation) by 
society itself, and placed within the confines of a state-controlled domain where they are 
systematically ‘technicised’ and thus made out to be politically neutral and to be handled 
exclusively by apolitical experts. They are thus de-politicised in form while still remaining 
highly political in content. The exclusion of society from making decisions on these frankly 
political issues is justified on the grounds of lack of expertise and knowledge (in South 
Africa a ‘consultation’ process is often ritualised, but has little democratic content). This has 
the effect of further restricting not only information but also democratic interventions 
themselves. 
 Similar discursive procedures are followed with regard to other political processes. For 
example, the state discourse on rape and other forms of violence (eg xenophobia) relegates 
these issues to the criminal justice system, the discourse on AIDS reduces the question to the 
field of medical science (although it was recently forced into the public sphere in South 
Africa). As a direct result of this process of de-politicisation, the issues of concern to society, 
namely gender, generational and ethnic oppression, the difficulties of household economic 
reproduction and the politics of ‘tradition’ and ‘belonging’ inter alia are not critically 
addressed. At the same time, other fundamentally political questions around which 
democratic struggles could be mobilised are ignored and considered beyond the realms of 
legitimate political discourse - beyond a state-imposed consensus. 
 While this process is common to all forms of liberal and authoritarian rule, there is 
another problem which only comes to fruition in an African historical setting, where the 
social grievances which fuelled the national liberation struggle such as access to land, jobs, 
greater social equality among classes, races and genders seem incapable of redress. As noted 
already, the ‘pure’ free market and the individualistic liberalism so fashionable globally 
today and dominant in South Africa also, are incapable of addressing these issues of social 
justice. The consequences of this problem in the current global conjuncture of accumulation 
can be far reaching as they affect the legitimation of the state throughout the continent. 
 The dominant contradiction which African states face at the level of establishing their 
hegemony and legitimacy revolves around the issue of changes in forms of accumulation. 
Ruling class accumulation today, in the era of globalisation, takes place overwhelmingly 
through the world market in alliance with foreign transnationals. As a result it often (but not 
always) amounts to an undermining/ plundering not only of state assets (as in the immediate 
post-colonial period) but also of national assets (eg Democratic Republic of Congo, Angola). 
This changed political economy provides the basis for a possible crisis of legitimation. 
During the early post-colonial period (1960s - 70s), ruling class accumulation took place 
through the state and was ideologically supported by nationalist developmentalism. In other 
words, although state resources were plundered for individual accumulation, there was a 
congruence (uneven and regularly contested to be sure) between national development goals 
which provided the vehicle for state-led development on the one hand, and the exigencies of 
ruling class accumulation on the other. This clearly corresponded to a ‘Fordist’ regime of 
accumulation at the global level. In sum, ruling class hegemony was relatively easily secured 
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through presenting private class interests (accumulation) as equal to or concomitants of the 
general or national interest (development). Indeed in Africa, development during this period 
took - despite its many problems - the form of a genuine national project which was not 
perceived in popular discourse - unlike in Latin America for example - as a simple 
importation from the West. 
 In the current ‘post-Fordist’ phase, there is the constant possibility of a crisis of 
hegemony looming on the horizon for the ruling classes of Africa and their states. This is 
simply because the national interest (development) no longer corresponds with the interests 
of ruling class accumulation. Both are said to take place through the World market with the 
result that elite accumulation is apparently and obviously in contradiction to the national and 
popular interest. The plunder of national assets (and the state itself insofar as it also condones 
and supports this plunder) is obviously (for all to see) an obstacle to national development. 
Development is no longer part of the hegemonic discourse (even ‘developing countries’ seem 
now to have been replaced by ‘emerging markets’), and the national interest seems now to be 
supported only by those social forces making up the working people. In cases such as the 
DRC (and other ‘warlord states’), this contradiction cannot be resolved without a 
fundamental realignment of social forces as the state itself is providing conditions for the 
plunder of national assets, with the result that we have an intense opposition between nation 
and state. In countries such as South Africa (where the ‘patriotic bourgeoisie’ so-called is 
accumulating through financial links with transnationals, local or foreign), a related 
contradiction finds expression within the state itself between liberalism and authoritarian 
nationalism. 
 This particular contradiction arises because political liberalism (unlike state 
nationalism) cannot even pretend to satisfactorily resolve the national question. Market and 
rights focussed liberalism is quite incapable of confronting issues of social justice (Mamdani, 
1998). For example, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) in South Africa has 
been quite unable to provide compensation to the victims of apartheid state violence as it had 
promised11. In general, this seems to confirm the idea that the notion of ‘justice’ associated 
with the liberal state is limited in that it is more concerned with ‘the harmonisation of 
particular interests’, than with the universal principles of truth and equality which it professes 
to espouse (Badiou, 1988: 113; 2001). At the same time, economic liberalism cannot provide 
the conditions for national development, but only for greater and greater inequality and 
authoritarianism as it has done throughout Africa in particular as a result of the 
implementation of Structural Adjustment Programmes12. The tendency to revert to statist 
authoritarian nationalism to address these issues is a direct result of this incapacity. This 
nationalism has the support of a Black middle class and of a new elite who want access to 
jobs, perks, and so on (hence pressures towards corruption); in South Africa, this process 

                                                 
11 In his speech to parliament on 15/04/2003 reacting to the TRC report, president Mbeki announced the provision 
of US$ 4000.00 as final reparations to individual victims designated by the TRC, a sum seen as derisory by most 
commentators. 
12 The evidence regarding the nefarious effects of neoliberalism on Africa through its Structural Adjustment 
Programmes is overwhelming. Some of the best material on these programmes was produced by researchers linked 
to the Nordic Africa Institute in the 1990s. See http://www.nai.uu.se/ 
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goes by the name of ‘Black Economic Empowerment’ in particular. Nationalism also has the 
support of the working people and poor as their demands during their ‘struggle for liberation’ 
for jobs, land and the basic means of survival have not been addressed, as ‘jobless growth’ 
contributes to the increase in poverty in that country. For the majority in South Africa, for 
example ‘the land question resonates profoundly with histories and memories of racialised 
dispossession and the meaning of citizenship rights, as well as with the basic material 
conditions of life’ (Hart, 2002: 323). The failure of a liberal state discourse to address such 
issues (in the public sphere) affects problems of economic survival as well as political ones 
of citizenship which, among the powerless especially, can easily find expression in 
xenophobia. Ultimately then, state politics is obliged to confront these issues in order to 
secure its legitimacy among large sections of the population, but it is only capable of doing 
so through the medium of state authoritarian nationalism.   

Krista Johnson (2002) has shown how vanguardism (with its attendant ‘democratic 
centralism’) and liberalism are perfectly compatible, and how the ANC is perfectly at ease in 
both. The state/party is seen as the vanguard, the head, equipped with knowledge, the ‘mass 
organisations’ (trade unions, civics etc) are simply the body which must follow the former’s 
leadership: 
 
The issue [the role to be played by the people in a liberal-democratic state - MN] turns on the combination of the 
expertise and professionalism concentrated in the democratic state and the capacity for popular mobilisation which 
resides with the trade unions and the genuinely representative non-governmental popular organisations (ANC, 1996: 
6). 
  
In consequence of their particularistic character, the conceptions of trade unions or other 
‘genuine’ civil society organisations hold the danger of being ‘subjective’ (egoistic) and not 
‘objective’ like those of the state which has the benefit of ‘science’ and the interests of the 
whole nation at heart. It follows that: 
  
If the democratic movement allowed that the subjective approach to socio-economic development represented by 
‘economism’ should overwhelm the scientific approach of the democratic movement towards such development, it 
could easily create the conditions for the possible counter-revolutionary defeat of the democratic revolution (ibid.: 
10). 
 
Particularistic interests, even ‘genuine’ ones run the risk of being labelled ‘counter-
revolutionary’ simply because of their particularism. We have heard this language before, it 
is the kind so common in Africa whether expressed in Marxist or Nationalist terms; it is the 
language of authoritarianism. Whatever the content of utterances emanating from society, if 
these are deemed to be critical of the state (=party=people =nation), then they are ipso facto 
counter-revolutionary because they are ‘subjective’. In sum, the state is ‘objective’, the 
people are ‘subjective’, the state is ‘correct’ the people are not; or in the inimitable 
formulation of president Paul Biya of Cameroun: ‘la verité vient d’en haut, les rumeurs 
viennent d’en bas’ (truth comes from above, rumours from below). The characterisation of 
labour unions as ‘economistic’, which had pointed to their limited politics in the context of 
democratic struggles against the state in the 1980s, is now used as a way of ensuring that they 
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desist form criticising the new government and the state itself, both of which are uncritically 
referred to as ‘democratic’ simply because the former has been elected by universal suffrage. 
The ‘democratic revolution’ is thus to be achieved ‘from above’ through the ‘correct’ 
application of policy - by administrative-authoritarian means13. Politics have now 
disappeared. This state perspective simply conforms to the post-colonial trend in Africa, 
regardless of whether the formal trappings of liberal ‘democracy’ exist or not. 
 Here the question needs to be asked seriously as to how African state institutions, 
directly derived from an unreconstructed colonial past (ie. de-racialised but not democratised 
- Mamdani, 1996) and founded on modern bureaucratic structures and norms themselves 
derived directly from the European military (as Foucault has shown), can possibly lead 
society towards genuine democracy. One only has to pose the question in order to understand 
how absurd it is. Only society can democratise the state, not the other way around, at most all 
the state can do is to provide some of the conditions for society to democratise itself. Surely 
this is the fundamental lesson of the failure of both ‘actually existing socialism’ and of ‘post-
colonial Third World developmentalism’ (not to mention that of Western social democracy); 
it is the lesson of the failure of statism whereby the state substitutes itself for popular self-
activity, and is a direct consequence of the authoritarian character of liberalism. This double 
failure thus results from the evident failure of liberalism which forms its basis. This clearly 
shows that a politics of emancipation, the embodiment of freedom, equality, justice and truth, 
can no longer be seen as attainable through the state. 
 Clearly this should not be taken to be an argument against the state as such, but only an 
argument against reducing politics to the sate. A state founded on popularly sovereignty must 
be founded on respect for the social contract to be developed within society itself and must 
ensure that accumulation takes place within the limits set by this social contract. Many of its 
functions would have to be shared with popular communities of active citizens (eg. 
education, housing, social welfare, security) and this would imply that it would have to 
conform to a number of features of social democracy. However, there were two major 
problems with social democratic states (and with ‘actually existing socialism’) which I have 
referred to here: first a substitution of the state itself for popular political activity, and second 
the technicisation of the state’s political functions which thus became unaccountable to 
society. Both of these had the effect of de-politicising politics; neither is tolerable under 
popular-democratic forms of state, which means inter alia addressing and overcoming the 
contradictions between mental and manual labour. 
 Returning to our discussion of South Africa, we should not therefore be surprised to 
discover that, as a result of this state-defined consensual discourse, criticisms of the 
ANC/state can be labelled as beyond the national consensus, as either the utterances of racists 
or ex-racists if such criticisms are made by Whites, as disloyal or narrow egotistic remarks if 

                                                 
13 Part of the problem here is the party mode of political organisation itself which is always elitist and vanguardist 
in several ways. Although there is no space to develop the idea here, it can be argued that a new democratic mode 
of politics has to think alternative forms of political organisation to that of the political party. One possible 
example of such an alternative in the recent past from which it is possible to learn is the United Democratic Front 
in South Africa in the 1980s, which was not organised like a party with a ‘central committee’ and branches, but 
was an ‘umbrella’ organisation of independent affiliates. 
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made by Blacks, or simply as foreign inspired. Of course, the labelling of someone as 
standing outside the state defined national consensus is very difficult to answer as one South 
African commentator has recently stressed: 
 
Whenever freedom is to be curtailed, restrictive actions are justified by patriotism, boerehaat, anti-Soviet activities, 
communist activities or racism. The censure is powerful for it identifies the critic as someone standing for perversion 
of the consensus and, accordingly, defence is almost impossible (Mail and Guardian, vol 16, No 9, March 3 - 9 
2000). 
  
In consequence, we have a major contradiction within state discourse between state 
nationalism and liberalism. Current events in Zimbabwe are a clear example of a similar 
problem, where the popular demand for land cannot be addressed under Western liberal 
discourse and thus ends up being easily manipulated by a power hungry elite waving the 
nationalist flag, with the consequence that the nationalist authoritarian utterances of corrupt 
leaders actually (and sadly) resonate among the people. In South Africa, the contradictions 
between liberalism and nationalism have not yet reached crisis proportions but their effects 
can be seen in the furore surrounding the recent attack on the liberal press which was accused 
of racism by the Human Rights Commission, in the way the oppressive regime in Harare is 
not forthrightly criticised for its contempt for democracy, and also in the way the state has 
addressed the AIDS issue, which has consisted of a (failed) attempt to develop a policy 
appropriate to African conditions followed by a complete capitulation to technique. Medical 
science is now the ‘neutral’ and exclusive expertise drawn upon by the state to combat AIDS, 
and the issue has exited from the ‘public sphere’ after having been brought there by the state 
itself. 
 This contradiction is also most apparent in the NEPAD which is quite evidently a 
neoliberal economic programme being touted as a recovery programme for African 
economies (Taylor, 2001). While clearly such neoliberal policies can only open up Africa to 
even greater plunder by Western (and South African) capital, and to greater authoritarianism 
as the state imposes them against the popular will, this one is clothed in nationalist garb. 
While the programme is doomed to failure precisely because all the evidence points to the 
fact that it is (neo)liberalism which keeps Africa in chains, it serves a useful short-term 
ideological function: keeping the (regionally powerful) South African state in tune with 
global hegemonic discourse and with the Western powers, while the nationalist gloss 
resonates at home. Elsewhere on the continent, people are less sanguine and less liable to be 
fooled by the pseudo-nationalist rhetoric of an ‘African Renaissance’ within a neoliberal 
globalised capitalism, as they have experienced neocolonialism for much longer, and view 
South African (White) capital’s economic ambitions in African economies with justified 
suspicion and cynicism. A genuine African Renaissance cannot be driven by South African 
capital or Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) by Western multinationals; the history of 
development in post-colonial Africa has been a history of the failure of developmental 
statism before the 1980s and of neoliberal statism through SAP after that period. Both these 
forms of accumulation have been found wanting, economically and politically. It must be 
understood that to have any chance of success such a recovery programme has to be founded 
on popular social forces. A prerequisite for this must be the development of genuinely 
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representative states and genuinely democratic relations between states and society, for these 
popular forces in Africa have never been allowed to make any state ‘their own’, simply 
because since the colonial period, states have regularly been, or have gradually become, more 
or less coercive impositions on them. Such impositions have been ones in which Western 
interests, in alliance with local elites, have played the dominant role. NEPAD seems to 
propose little that is new in this regard. 
 
Modernity vs tradition, human rights vs democracy 
Despite the drawing of our attention sometimes to the limitations of human rights discourse, 
it is regularly assumed that the latter is of unquestioned benefit in transforming ‘tradition’, in 
enabling the previously ‘rightless’ under tradition to ‘acquire human rights’ and thus to assert 
their humanity vis-a-vis a presumed ‘state of nature’ which in the famous Hobbesian 
formulation is seen as ‘nasty, brutish and short’. This assumption of the liberatory character 
of liberal democracy relative to tradition is today reflected, more or less implicitly, more or 
less explicitly, and particularly in South Africa, in a number of inter-related discourses 
concerning the continuing importance of tradition in modern society14. Of relevance here is 
the issue of traditional political institutions such as the chieftaincy in a modern secular state, 
as well as the issue of women’s ‘rights to land’ under ‘traditional tenure’ in conditions of 
legally prescribed gender equality. Both of these issues are regularly the subject of discussion 
within liberal democratic discourse in post-apartheid South Africa (eg. Konrad Adenauer 
Stiftung, 1997, Meer, 1997). These issues seem to have relatively ‘obvious’ answers from a 
democratic perspective, yet in both cases I will suggest that, such ‘obviousness’ is superficial 
and ultimately misleading. This will draw me to a brief critical assessment of the opposition 
between ‘human rights’ and ‘tradition’ which I will argue is founded on liberal and 
fundamentally colonial-type assumptions regarding the nature of political activity which end 
up opposing rights to democracy. 
 While the authoritarian nature of the ‘traditional’ institution of the chieftaincy as 
produced during the colonial and apartheid periods is scarcely defensible (Ranger, 1985, 
1993; Vail, 1989; Mamdani, 1996), it has simultaneously and regularly provided peasants 
with a vehicle for the expression of their grievances vis-a-vis the authoritarian and often 
corrupt nature of central and local government. In most of Southern Africa with the possible 
exception of Swaziland, stories abound of how chiefs whose powers are usually 
untrammelled by popular constraints, as traditional community assemblies (pitso, kgotla etc) 
have gradually lost their powers, are nevertheless able with popular support to take a stand 
against the depredations of secular authorities bent on imposing ‘development’ from on high 
(Alexander, 1993). Its genuine representative character in relation to such issues does not in 
any way diminish the despotic nature of the chieftaincy in the region as the institution 

                                                 
14 Of course this statement is obviously ambivalent when it emanates from the ranks of the new elite in South Africa 
as, even though the virtues of liberalism over tradition are uncritically extolled, the latter is simultaneously equally 
uncritically asserted to form the basis of an authentic African culture to be opposed by nationalist discourse to 
Western (ie liberal) dominance.  
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combines in one office administrative/police powers with legislative and judicial ones and is 
not subjected to popular mandate (Mamdani, 1996). 
 Thus the main question for democracy is not one which concerns the undemocratic 
nature of the institution, neither is it one concerning the ‘agency’ of individual chiefs; rather 
the issue reflects on the false assumption that somehow, the practices of the central, regional 
or local state are democratic simply because its executive members have been elected. In fact 
the debate regarding whether the chiefs or the central state in Africa is the more democratic, 
or whether the chieftaincy is compatible with liberal democracy (eg. Dowling, 1997), is a 
spurious debate which should rather lead us to an assessment of the importance of genuine 
democracy. For rural inhabitants, it is regularly more a question of which of the secular state 
or of the chieftaincy is the lesser of two evils in circumstances of poverty and systematic 
oppression. There can therefore be little to chose between ‘rights’ and ‘tradition’ in such a 
context. The issue is rather the extent or absence of genuine democracy both within the 
‘modern’ and the ‘traditional’ state systems. 
 A similar point can be made with regard to the often outlined argument that the South 
African constitution, by allowing for property ownership irrespective of gender, is in a 
position to ‘empower’ rural women to access land rights otherwise denied them by traditional 
tenure systems. Here a number of points need to be made. Of course women can actually 
access land under traditional tenure in Southern Africa but usually through a man, although at 
times even direct access can be negotiated (Meer, 1997: 3). However women are also 
dependent on men to access, cattle, bank loans, collateral, ploughs and so on; in other words 
rural women are generally dependent on men to access most resources, and it is only human 
rights discourse which arbitrarily picks out land access as an apparently more ‘fundamental 
human right’ while ignoring other aspects of this dependency15. Of course giving the poor, 
women included, access to freehold tenure would be disastrous as it would easily enable land 
alienation and concentration and would without doubt lead to increased rural poverty 
(Neocosmos, 1995). It is important to note that to use a liberal constitution in this manner is 
to undermine tradition (including its popular character) from beyond tradition’s boundaries, 
and to substitute for a democratic contestation within tradition, the imposition of top down 
state-juridical de-contextualised rights which in the long run can only undermine democracy. 
Apart from anything else, this makes more likely a backlash from those who wish to entrench 
authoritarianism within tradition such a many chiefs, whose power of course is dependent on 
authoritarian conceptions of custom. There is in fact little difference between this procedure 
and the well-known colonial one of outlawing traditional practices such as forced marriages 
or bridewealth on the grounds of their ‘repugnance’ to Western liberal sensitivities (see eg. 
Schmidt, 1990, Mamdani, 1996). Thus it is not that difficult to understand the common 
perception in Africa regarding the link between human rights discourse and neocolonialism 
(see Mamdani 2000). It must also be recalled that there are many communitarian and 
democratic aspects to tradition which this kind of top-down intervention can help to 
undermine (such as communal forms of land allocation). 

                                                 
15 I am grateful to Pauline Wynter for this point. 
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 It may be important to illustrate the consequences of this argument by temporarily 
moving away from the Southern African context. In fact, a similar point was made public 
recently concerning the liberal reaction to the case of Amina Lawal one of the women 
condemned to death by stoning by a Sharia court in Nigeria. While this news was greeted 
with justifiable outrage by human rights organisations worldwide, the response regularly 
stressed the supposed ‘barbarity’ of Islamic culture and tradition16. It was noted only later 
that Nigerian rights activists were pursuing the issue of appeal from within the Islamic 
judicial system itself. In other words, a democratic struggle was taking place from within 
tradition to contest not only this particular judgement, but ones concerning Sharia and women 
in general in Nigeria. The local organisation of activists (BAOBAB for Women’s Human 
Rights) noted that none of the sentences of stoning to death in Nigeria had been carried out 
because either the appeals had been successful, or the appeal process has not yet been 
exhausted. Moreover they stressed in a letter widely circulated on the internet, that the 
immediate danger to Ms Lawal was more likely to come from deliberate action to defy 
international pressure by those in power. In addition, they noted: 
 
Dominant colonialist discourses and the mainstream international media have presented Islam (and Africa) as the 
barbaric and savage Other...Accepting stereotypes that present Islam as incompatible with human rights not only 
perpetuates racism but also confirms the claims of right-wing politico-religious extremists in all of our 
contexts...Muslim discourses and the invocation of Islam have been used both to vindicate and protect women’s 
rights in some places and times, and to violate and restrict them in other places and times...the point is for us to 
question who is invoking Islam (or whatever belief/discourse) for what purposes, and also to acknowledge and 
support internal dissent within the community involved, rather than engaging in a wholesale condemnation of 
peoples’ beliefs and cultures...’ (BAOBAB, 2003: 3-4) 
 
It was important to cite this document at some length as it makes the theoretical point which I 
am stressing extremely well (see also El Saadawi, 1997 chs 8 and 9 and Mamdani, 2000 inter 
alia). Human rights discourse takes on a colonialist character when it is substituted for a 
democratic struggle within traditional culture. The universalism of rights can only exist 
through its particularity within the social context which contributes to making humanity 
human. Therefore to assume a universal human subject founded on a Western liberal ideal, 
and to then impose this notion on tradition through state legislation or international pressure, 
is to undermine democracy, not to advance it. The issue then is not one of modernity (or post-
modernity) versus tradition but rather one of democracy whether within the liberal civic 
sphere or within that of tradition. Liberalism which is premised on such an identification of a 
universal subject with (state) power cannot possibly address this issue democratically and 
ends up thereby opposing human rights to democracy. 
  
Conclusions: Towards an alternative understanding of politics 
The development of an alternative democratic and emancipatory politics requires a new way 
of thinking about politics and the state, a mode of thought which seems to suggest the 
impossible. I have only been able to sketch a few pointers here. The idea however should be 
                                                 
16 Leading to letter campaigns, the boycotting of the Miss World pageant by self-righteous South Africans and so 
on, and more recently [September 2003] by the reconstituted leadership of the ANC Women’s League. 
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to understand that a new way of thinking is indeed possible. A democratic social contract 
between state and people is possible, but it must be founded on a systematic critique of 
liberalism. We should not be fooled by the platitudes of a post-modernist ‘celebration of 
differences’ (or ‘Africanist’ celebration of ‘vibrancy’ in civil society) as the basis for an 
alternative politics. Given that the present globalised capitalist order is characterised by 
diversity, celebrating such diversity can scarcely enable the thinking of such an emancipatory 
politics. As Badiou argues at length (eg 2001, but especially in his 1988) differences are 
simply what exists (ontologically). On the other hand what there could be, in other words 
what is possible, must go beyond/exceed what exists, and must be concerned with what is 
valid for all and not only for some. To cite the translator’s introduction to Badiou’s Ethics: 
 
If there is a task specific to politics, it must be to find clear and universal principles of justice that break with the 
infinite complexities and complicities of history, the interminable ‘negotiations’ of culture and psychology. And 
thereby to allow something else to take place (2001: xxx, emphasis in original). 
 
A brief sketch of Badiou’s thinking is necessary at his point. His concern is to provide a 
political philosophy (his preferred term is ‘metapolitics’) within which an alternative politics, 
a politics ‘heterogeneous’ to capital can be thought. Although his arguments are very 
complex I will try to outline some of the basic points to the best of my ability. If an 
alternative truly emancipatory politics is to be thought, it has to have in a sense, one foot in 
existing conditions (the realm of ‘being’) and one foot in a possible alternative situation to 
that which exists. The realm of being (society etc in specific infinite situations) is governed 
by a potentially infinite plurality of interests regulated by a state which operates within a 
political field of contestation over power. Politics however is not about power; ‘its essence is 
the emancipation of the collectivity, or again the question of the rule of liberty within infinite 
situations’ (Badiou, 1998b:54, emphasis in original). Politics must therefore combine what is 
with what could be. Therefore, such emancipatory politics, in order to exist, must transcend 
the given interests of the situation and the negotiations between the infinite plurality of 
heterogeneity along with the concomitant ‘common sense’ of a liberal state consensus (as 
such interests are regulated in conformity with the needs of capital) by stressing at least two 
fundamental precepts. 
 First, a political distance from the state, from which follows inter alia an attempt to 
think political organisation outside the political party form as parties are state organisations. 
This point is made in the following manner: 
 
It is the complex of the state and the economy which occupies the totality of the visible. Modern parties whether in 
single or multiple systems, only receive their true legitimacy from the state. The state is certainly an essential item of 
the field of politics but it is in itself apolitical. This is the fundamental conclusion which I deduce from the Polish 
insistence on society (in the 1980s - MN). In truth, the issue is not one of the Hegelian opposition between state and 
civil society. Rather it is a question of naming a site for the reconstitution of politics, which only have a chance of 
operating on the basis of independence from the state, not because the sate is the opposing or adversarial item, but 
because it is apolitical (Badiou, 1985: 109 - my translation MN). 
     
The state is fundamentally apolitical because whether ‘in the parliamentary systems of the 
West or in the despotic bureaucracies of the East, politics is in the last instance conflated with 
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the management of the state’ (1998b: 50). The state, as I have argued in this Report, is 
concerned with management not with politics. 
 Second, politics must possess a prescriptive rather than a descriptive character, meaning 
that politics must always refer to something else than just to what is, it must refer to a future 
possible. ‘These prescriptions are always relative to a concrete situation. They are singular 
prescriptions; they are neither ideological nor expressive of a party line’ (Badiou, 2001: 96). 
 Let me try to illustrate, from what is clearly an extreme example from an African 
context. To my mind, the best attempt to explain the genocide in Rwanda is Mahmood 
Mamdani’s book When Victims Become Killers (Mamdani, 2001). In this book Mamdani 
outlines a brilliant and complex argument in which the genocide is explained fundamentally 
in terms of the historical development of political identities of ‘Hutu’ and ‘Tutsi’. These 
identities result from the manner in which the colonial and post-colonial states ‘interpellated’ 
(not Mamdani’s term) people as ethnic or tribal subjects and institutionalised such identities 
over time. These identities then provide the conditions for mass slaughter. Now, despite its 
undoubted brilliance in that it accounts for the genocide in terms of political identities (as 
opposed to economic or psychological forces), what this argument cannot account for is the 
politics of those Hutu who protected and saved Tutsi from certain death (and vice versa), and 
there are many instances of this in the literature (see eg. Gourevitch, 1998; Cohen 2001). In 
other words, what remains unaccounted for is the possibility of an alternative politics in the 
specific situation of Rwanda in 1994 because Mamdani’s overriding concern is state politics 
and state induced subjectivities. It therefore becomes difficult if not impossible to think an 
emancipatory politics from such a perspective. But this alternative is precisely the politics 
which Badiou sees as emancipatory, the politics of acting beyond the narrow interests of the 
situation, a truly universal politics. This politics is one which from the context of the specific 
conditions of the particular situation, stresses alternatives on the basis of universals (justice, 
equality etc). This is unavoidably so because such universals are central to what makes 
humans human (to imagine something different from what is, for everybody). Of course the 
precise nature of this alternative is governed by the specific situation but its universal 
relevance is clear. In sum therefore, the essence of an emancipatory politics is not to 
celebrate diversity/capitalism but to think alternatives to what exists in the multiplicity of the 
particular, a politics which from the perspective of the situation and its interests may seem 
impossible but which is not. ‘Emancipatory politics always consist in making seem possible 
precisely that which, from within the situation, is declared to be impossible’ (Badiou, 2001: 
121). In this way we can understand that the world can indeed be changed for the better, it is 
a matter of developing new forms of politics. 
 Clearly such politics do not always exist, for Badiou they are made possible by chance 
‘events’ which show the possibility of an alternative and by activists (militants) being faithful 
to the truth of an event; in fact, such politics exist outside and beyond the numerous interests 
of social life. The absence of such politics is quite simply disastrous as it allows free reign to 
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oppression and precisely to the possibility of genocide and similar disasters17. For Badiou, 
there can be no human subject without such politics, and no (contextual) rights without such 
an activist subject. It follows that rights cannot be alienated to a state power without losing 
their prescriptive character altogether as they become abstracted form the context which 
alone gives them meaning. This process both de-contextualises and de-politicises them, with 
the result that rights, politics and subjects all get lost through their abstraction as they become 
universalised and essentialised and become justifications for retaining the status-quo. In other 
words rights have become conservative; from concrete contextual rights they have become 
abstract ‘human rights’, so that rights and entitlements have to be fought for all over again, 
although now in different contexts. Thus, without such an emancipatory politics there can be 
no rights properly conceived. Here politics is clearly not about power, here politics refers to 
popular-democratic prescriptions on the state and to a critique of what exists towards the 
emancipation of the collectivity. Here, rights and entitlements are no longer attributes of a 
universal human subject, but fought for by people (anyone) in a context of contestation of 
what exists. What Badiou produces is an intricate philosophy of political activism and 
militancy. 
 Lazarus (1996), who argues along similar lines to Badiou, refers to ‘historical modes of 
politics’, ‘historical’ because they rise and pass on over time within specific historical 
contexts. For him, politics has sites in which it occurs and activists (militants) who express it. 
All modes of politics which have been emancipatory in content have been prescriptive, ie. 
they have raised the possibility of alternatives to what exists. Clearly this only amounts to a 
very rough sketch of what is a detailed and complex set of arguments, yet it seems that it 
offers very important insights for the development of new thinking regarding politics on the 
continent. What it suggests inter alia is that an analysis of alternative emancipatory politics 
should attempt to discover the sites from which such a politics is possible today. The point 
made here is that such sites do not include the state. Indeed I wish to suggest that it is only 
from such a new perspective on politics that the limits of current modes of thinking can be 
apprehended. In the context of our continent today, such a new political thinking can only 
begin from the universal demand and need for human emancipation and hence from the 
rejection of all forms of militarism. I have argued here that the starting point for developing 
such an alternative politics, must be the distancing of politics and political thinking from the 
state and from state subjectivity. It is for this reason that I subjected liberalism to critical 
scrutiny as liberalism consists precisely of a state-focussed manner of thinking about politics. 
 In actual fact, indications of different ways of imagining politics are becoming more 
common. It should be apparent that this alternative cannot begin from taking as its focus the 
attaining of state power, but that it has to be concerned with the altering of relations between 
state and society in a genuinely democratic direction. Democracy cannot emanate from the 
state (nor can it be defined by state logic), but only from altering relations between state and 
society as a result of political prescriptions emanating from society itself. In the words of the 

                                                 
17 The absence of critical thinking and questioning of authority is one of the features of German bureaucracy which 
Primo Levi has seen as a condition of the holocaust - clearly this situation can be understood as a prime example of 
the absence/defeat of politics in society. 
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Zapatistas of Mexico: ‘we know that the struggle for power is the struggle for a lie. What is 
needed in these times of globalisation is to build a new relationship between state and 
citizens’ (Sub-Comandante Marcos, Le Monde Diplomatique, Paris, March 2001). Holloway 
(op,cit.:19, 20) formulates the same idea thus: ‘the world cannot be changed through the 
state...The only way in which revolution can now be imagined is not as the conquest of 
power but as the dissolution of power’. The novelist Arundhati Roy emphasises: ‘the only 
way to keep power on a tight leash is to oppose it, never to seek to own it or have it. 
Opposition is permanent’ (Mail and Guardian, Johannesburg, August 10-16, 2001). Wamba-
dia-Wamba (1994: 257) points out: ‘instead of society serving the state, the empowered 
society should make the state serve it’. 
 Of course, such statements only represent the beginnings of a new understanding, 
evidently it is not sufficient to ‘oppose’, but it is necessary to ‘prescribe’ something different 
from what is. But such new understandings of politics are important in order to shift the 
debate onto a new non-statist plane. As a minimum, these new conceptions must allow 
subaltern politics a vehicle of expression, as in the absence of this, there can be no 
regeneration of democratic ideas. Popular voices must be heard as they are currently silenced 
by liberalism, and only by being heard and listened to can such voices help to push the debate 
forward onto another plane. The sites of a democratic politics in Africa today must be sought 
outside the state domain. This is not because all politics in civil society are democratic (viz 
Boeremag in South Africa) and all state politics are anti-democratic (viz progressive 
legislation in South Africa), it is rather because the limits of state ‘political subjectivity’ are 
set by managerialism and those within society are not. It follows, that an alternative 
perspective, in order to transcend the statist limits imposed on thought, must transcend the 
‘good governance’ paradigm, which concerns exclusively the state and its official civil 
society ‘in consensual debate’, in order to include the excluded politics and organisations of 
the subaltern domain. This is also because, contrary to ‘Habermasian’ conceptions: 
 
the political struggle proper is...not a rational debate between multiple interests, but the struggle for one’s voice to be 
heard and recognised as the voice of a legitimate partner: when the excluded...protested against the ruling elite...the 
true stakes were not only their explicit demands...but their very right to be heard and recognised as an equal partner 
in the debate (Zizek,1999: 188). 
 
The intellectual project here must be one of developing a non-state-reductionist theory of 
politics founded on a conception of subjectivity which eschews a transcendental human 
subject (Badiou, 1988, 1998a, 2001, Lazarus, 1996). The political basis of an alternative to 
neoliberalism, in Southern Africa, as on the continent as a whole, must be sought in the first 
instance within popular-democratic forms of nationalism which in the present conjuncture 
remain the only perspectives capable of addressing issues of social justice in the interests of 
the majority. These perspectives must be helped to develop in opposition to neoliberalism as 
well as to a state nationalism which have both shown themselves incapable of resolving the 
national question in the interests of the majority by addressing issues of social justice. This is 
because, in Africa, there can be no democratisation process which does not resolve the 
national question to the benefit of the majority, and liberalism in any form cannot do so. This 
popular-democratic nationalism must also be able to provide a critique of statist-militaristic 
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discourses, and develop an alternative mode of thinking which would have as its objective 
the peaceful resolution of differences and disputes. In other words it must be capable of 
thinking a different mode of politics which is not state-centred or state-focussed. Once we 
understand the need to develop such a new democratic relationship between society and the 
sate, the details of that relationship can only become apparent in struggle. 
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